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Preface
As a result of the first two seasons of excava·
tions at Tell Hesban in the summers of 1968 and
1971, a base-line understanding had been ac·
quired by the expedition leaders of the occupational history of this prominent tell on the Madaba-N aur road in Jordan. Significant for the
emergence of the present volume were three
objectives which these first two seasons of
fieldwork had brought into focus. Indeed, in
order to understand the goals of the Hesban
regional survey, and to be able to evaluate its
methods and results, an awareness of these
objectives, and the intellectual context in
which they were conceived, is essential.
It was the discovery of coins and other architectural evidence which seemed to confirm the
identity of Tell Hesban with Greco-Roman Esbus,
that led to the organization of the first re·
gional survey. Under the supervision of S.
Douglas Waterhouse and Robert Ibach, the first
survey team's goal was to trace the Roman road
from Esbus {Tell Hesban) to Livias (modem Tell
er-Rameh) in the Jordan Valley (Waterhouse and
Ibach 1975). In carrying out this task, the team
had considerable success, resulting in a momentum getting underway, with regard to the exploration of Hesban's hinterland, which led to
expanded survey undertakings during subsequent
seasons.
Another important, and perhaps serendipitous
accomplishment of the first season of the regional survey was that it led to the recognition
that the survey could "provide an extended portrait of the density and the nature of regional
settlement to which the occupants of Tell Hes·
ban were economically, politically and perhaps
militarily related during the various cultural
periods involved" (Boraas and Hom 1975: 115).
Also with regard to this goal, the regional
survey yielded good returns. After three seasons, it succeeded in identifying and documenting a total of 148 sites spanning the entire
chronological spectrum of Jordan's history.
Although not an explicit goal of the regional
survey, but certainly one which was reckoned
with by the directors of the Heshbon Expedition, related to the problem of the pre-Iron Age
occupation of the tell itself and its surround·
ing region. To Siegfried H. Horn, the man who
organized and directed the first three campaigns at this site, one of the reasons for
beginning excavations at Tell Hesban had been
in order to shed further light on the date of the

Israelite Exodus from Egypt. While the majority of scholars date this event in the 13th
century B.C., "certain chronological statements in the Bible and some historical considerations" seemed, to Dr. Horn, to point to
a date in the 15th century B.C. for this event
(Hom 1982). The disappointing discovery that
at Tell Hesban no traces of any pre-12th-century settlement could be found provided further incentive, beyond those mentioned above,
to begin exploration of other sites in the
vicinity of Tell Hesban. By means of the re·
gional survey it was hoped that other sites
might be identified where traces of the elusive Late Bronze Age occupants of this region
might be found. Indeed, several such sites
were found, including Tell Jalul (Site 26) and
Tell el-cUmeiri (Site 149).
The sampling technique employed by the regional survey team involved judgment sampling
whereby sites were identified by means of personal choices made by survey team members. In
other words, the sites presented here cannot
be said to be representative in a statistical
sense, as random sampling techniques were not
employed. Despite this limitation, however,
the results of the survey, when analyzed with
attention to topographical and spatial relationships of sites and site contents, have
proven valuable far beyond what might be expected. Indeed, the analysis of changes over
time in Hesban's food system which is presented in Volume 1 of this series has drawn heavily
on the results presented in this volume. After
the many hours I have spent with these results,
my admiration for the efforts represented in
obtaining them is very great.
Throughout the following text, reference is
frequently made to the Heshbon Expedition and
to the Heshbon Regional Survey. The use of the
word Heshbon instead of Hesban in these instances is due to the fact that throughout the
five major seasons of fieldwork, the expedition was referred to using the former name
because it emphasized the original concern of
the project with the quest for biblical Heshbon. Thus each of the preliminary reports
which were published at the conclusion of the
major field seasons uses this biblical name to
refer to the site. Given, however, the broadened concern of the final publication project
with seeking to understand all periods of human
occupation at this site, its contemporary
xiii

Zachary, Eugenia L Nitowski; in 1974 Paul H.
Denton, chief photographer, with Paul Bonney,
Henry Lamberton, and Robert Lloyd. In 1976,
Paul H. Denton, chief photographer, Kaye Barton, Loren Calvert, Anna Eaton, Andrew Kramer,
Scott Rolsten, and Mitchell Tyner.

name, i.e. Hesban (also spelled Hisban). has
been adopted by the series editors as a means to
emphasize this important goal of the project.
Thus, reference will also be found in this text
simply to the Hesban project and to the Hesban
survey.
The absence in this volume of a chapter dealing specifically with the pottery found by the
Hesban survey team will no doubt be noted by
some. The reason for this is that our publication plan calls for the pottery from both the
tell and from the survey to be published together in one volume. The. responsibility for
authorship of this volume has been assigned to
James Sauer of the American Schools of Oriental
Research who served as the expedition's pottery
expert between 1971 and 1976. He accepted this
responsibility with the provision that all of
the pottery be published together in one
volume.
An appendix is included with this volume in
which appears excerpted portions of C. R. Conder's book The Sutvey of Eastern Palestine. As will
be explained in the editor's note which introduces it, this appendix is included so as to
further understanding of the changes which have
taken place within the project area between the
end of the Late Ottoman Period and the time of
the Heshbon Regional Survey, which took place
in the early seventies. It is hoped that its
inclusion here will also serve to stimulate
more research into a period in Jordan's history
about which traditional archaeological inquiry
has had little to say.
Mention should also be made of the photographers whose work has been utilized in this
volume. These were, in 1973, Avery V. Dick,
chief photographer, Paul J. Bergsma, James H.

(f)ystein Saka/a LaBianca
March 20, 1987
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Chapter One
INTRODUCTION

Chapter One

Introduction
Daud, and Mogahed Mohaisin. The I976 team
included Robert Ibach, Arif Abul-Ghanim, Carl
Wheat and, part-time, Kaye Barton, Loren Calvert,
and Andrew Kramer.
The basic map for the Heshbon Survey was the
Jordan 1:25,000 series, including the following
sheets: el Kafrein, 210/135 (1956), Naur, 225/135
(1958), el Quweijiya, 210/125 (1956), and Manja.
225/125 (1956). In addition, reference was made
to: Jordan I:S0,000, Series K737 (I959); the
Archaeological Map of Jordan, 1:250,000 (1949);
and the Archaeological Heritage of Jordan,
1:1,000,000 (I973). Many atlases were also consulted
as well as the Student Map Manual and its
accompanying display maps. Grid references
have eight digits even though the first digit of
each element (vertical and horizontal) is
unnecessary for the I:25,000 maps.
Photography was done under the direction of
the chief photographer of the Heshbon Expedition. At least one photograph was made of
almost every site, plus extra photos of artifacts
or installations of particular interest. Three
hundred and eleven photos were taken on the
survey, plus 36 on the trial dig at Umm esSarab (Site 54) and 28 during the intensive
survey at Jalul (Site 26). A complete file of the
negatives is maintained at Andrews University's
Siegfried H. Horn Archaeological Museum.
During the I973 season recording was done on
the locus sheet used in the dig at Tell Hesban.
In 1974 and 1976, however, recording was done
on a Site Report form, a sample of which is
included in Appendix B.
Pottery collected at the various sites was
washed, read, registered and drawn along with
the pottery excavated at Tell Hesban. Over
52,000 sherds were collected in the three seasons, about half of them from the intensive
survey at Jalul. The pottery was read by Dr.
James A. Sauer of the Heshbon Expedition; he
will also publish the pottery. About 8,685 of the
sherds collected in the survey were registered
and are maintained with the pottery collections
of Tell Hesban. In most instances, the unwanted
pottery from the survey was discarded at the

Purpose and Objectives
The Andrews University Heshbon Expedition
began excavations at Tell Hesban, Jordan, in
I968 and continued in I971, 1973, 1974, and 1976.
In the I973 season (June 20-August 14) a regional survey was launched for the purpose of
reaching a better understanding of Tell Hesban
in its wider geographical context. The survey
was continued in the I974 (June 26-August 14)
and I976 (June IS-August 11) seasons with the
addition of two special projects: a small trial
excavation at Umm es-Sarah (Site 54) in I974,
and an intensive surface survey of Tell Jalul in
I976.
The objectives of the Heshbon Survey were: (1)
to locate, within a IO-kilometer radius of Tell
Hesban, all antiquity sites of the ceramic cultures, that is, from the Pottery Neolithic to the
present; (2) to establish accurately the location
of each site by plotting it on a map; (3) to
examine each site in order to describe, photograph, and, when feasible, sketch its visible
archaeological features and significant characteristics; and (4) to collect artifacts, especially
representative sherds, from each site for analysis
by the various experts on the Heshbon Expedition staff. It was hoped that the resulting data
would contribute to the construction of an occupational history of the Hesban region and an
understanding of its patterns of settlement, thus
meeting the basic purpose of the survey.
Procedures
The Survey Team was comprised of four or
five members including at least the following: a
supervisor, a cartographer, a photographer and a
translator who also represented the Jordanian
Department of Antiquities. In 1973, the team
members were S. Douglas Waterhouse, Robert
Ibach, Charlene Hogsten and, part-time, Eugenia
L. Nitowski, Ali Musa, and Sarni Abadi. In I974,
the team members included Robert Ibach, Theadore
Chamberlain, Patricia Derbeck, Richard Mannell
and, part-time, Abdel Samiac Abu-Dayya, Omar
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INTRODUCTION S

Tell Hesban pottecy dump. The exception was the
pottery from the intensive survey at Jalul. lt was
returned to Jalul and dumped at the foot of the
mound on the southwest side.

Area of Survey
The initial intention of the Heshbon Survey was
to cover an area in a IO-kilometer radius of Tell
Hesban. It was soon found that such an artificial
boundacy was impractical. lt included some territory
that could not be surveyed because of the presence
of military installations, and one area (Mt. Nebo)
that had been surveyed rather thoroughly by the
Franciscans (Saller 1941; Saller and Bagatti 1949).
It also omitted some areas that are vital to
understanding the region of Tell Hesban, notably
the westward extension of the Roman road to
Tell er-Rama (Livias).
Thus the area was defined by more appropriate
boundaries in the course of the survey. At the
end of the 1973 season the boundaries were as
follows: the Jerusalem/Amman highway on the
northwest (passing through Tell lktanu and Naur);

the Naur/Umm el-Amad road on the northeast;
the Umm el-Amad road on the southeast; and on
the southwest the Wadi Ayun Musa eastward to
Site 110 and south along the Madaba road (see
fig. 1.1). The exceptions to these boundaries
were on the west, to include three sites (95, 96,
and 97) for their possible association with the
Roman road, and on the southeast to include
Jalul. Jn 1976 the decision was made to expand
the survey northeastward beyond the Naur/Umm
el-Amad road. The northeast boundary then became
a line between Umm es-Summaq and Khirbet
es-Suq.
Several small areas within the boundaries were
not covered by the survey. The site of Tell
Hesban itself was excluded since excavations had
already been underway for two seasons and the
site would not be comparable to other sites of
the survey. The town of Madaba was avoided
completely because of the great amount of modern building in the town. Within the survey
boundaries are four areas that were restricted
because of modern military presence.

Chapter Two
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Chapter Two

Catalogue of Sites
The following catalogue sets forth the basic
information on each site in the order the sites
were explored, that is, in numerical sequence.
The sites are numbered to 155, but there are
only 148 sites; numbers 62, 75, 76, 77, 78, 81 and
90 were discarded due to cartographic errors.
Names for the various sites are given where
applicable. In some cases they are simply taken
from the 1:25,000 maps; in other cases local
inhabitants provided names of sites. Occasionally
there was doubt or ambiguity concerning the
name and extent of the area to which it applied.
The grid references locate a site to the
nearest 100 meters. The references provide full
coordinates so that they can be used with maps
such as the 1:250,000 map of The Hashemite
Kingdom of Jordan. When using the 1:25,000 map,
the first digit of each element may be ignored.
The descriptive paragraph for each site begins
with an indication of its size. These estimates of
size are not based on strict objective criteria,
but reflect an intuitive judgment based on the
following factors: extent of ground surface occupied by site; density of material remains such
as pottery and architecture; and apparent depth
of debris. Thus a "very small site" may be comprised of a single feature such as a milestone,
an isolated building, a cluster of tombs, or a
scattering of pottery. A "small site" will usually
include a combination of the above-mentioned
features and cover a wider area of ground surface. It is possible that a small site could be
interpreted as an occupational settlement or a
cluster of industrial installations. A "mediumsized site" covers several acres, has considerable
evidence of architecture, and was probably occupied in several periods. There are six "large
sites," five of them sufficiently noteworthy as to
be placed on the 1:25,000 map. They have substantial depth of debris, although only two of
them (Sites 95, 96) are commonly referred to as
tells. The five "major sites" are about 10 to 20
acres in size and may, upon excavation, prove to
have been town or city sites. Four of them (Site
149 is the exception) were already recognized by

scholars as being historically significant at the
time of the survey. At least two of them (Sites
26 and 149) bear some evidence of having been
fortified at some point in history. Pottery at
these major sites suggests substantial occupation
over many centuries.
For each entry there is a brief description of
the appearance of the site and the prominent
ancient material remains. There is usually a
comment about erosion, bedrock or the depth of
debris. It is noteworthy that the soil appears to
be very shallow at most of the sites in the
survey area as indicated by the exposure of
bedrock. This phenomenon must have some
bearing on the validity of using the surface
pottery collections as a predictor of the mate·
rial remains that may be found in excavation.
There is an occasional remark about vegeta·
tion of the site, cultivation, or modern occupation, since these features may serve to obscure
the ancient materials that would otherwise be
seen on the surface. For many of the sites
there will be citations to scholarly literature on
the archaeology or geography of a site. These
are rather selective and do not include the
numerous minor comments of C. R. Conder in
his Survey of Eastern Palestine (1889). Photo·
graphs showing these sites may be found at the
end of this chapter.
The date on which each site was examined is
given and it will be noticed that many sites
were examined in two or three different
seasons. This is followed by the number of
sherds collected; it is a combined figure if the
site was examined more than once, except in
some cases where there were significant differ·
ences in the pottery readings of the separate
collections.
The pottery readings are then given in abbre·
viated form, in chronological sequence from the
most recent to the oldest. Where there were
more than one collection at a site the readings
are merged together except at a few sites
where there were significant differences in the
readings. The abbreviations are as follows:
9
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Modern
Ottoman
Ayyubid/Mamluk
Abbasid
Umayyad
Late Byzantine
Early Byzantine
Byzantine
Late Roman
Early Roman
Roman
Hellenistic
Persian
Iron 2/Persian
Iron 2
Iron 1
Late Bronze
Middle Bronze
Early Bronze
Chalcolithic
Neolithic
Undistinguished
Possible
Probable
Body Sherds
Dominant

Mod
Otto
Ay/Mam
Abb
Um
LByz
EByz
Byz

LR
ER
Rom
Hell
Pers
12/P
12
11
LB
MB
EB
Chalc
Neo
UD
Poss
Prob
Bods
Dom

This is a small site on a natural hill just east
of the Naur/Madaba road. Bedrock is exposed in
many places. There are two cisterns, one in
current use, and three robbed-out tombs. Some
evidence of quarrying is to be seen [pis. 7-9}.
Pottery. Site examined 26 June 1973. 351
sherds. Few Ay/Mam, one Um, Byz dom, LR,
ER, few 12/P.
Slte3

Ras et-Tawna.

Ateylg.

2277.1346

This is a small site on the saddle of a ridge
between Sites 2 and 4, and includes the land
sloping down to the Naur/Madaba road. There
are six cisterns, several having carved collar
stones and one having a column fragment lying
inside. There is also a wine press. Near the
road is a possible cistern 9 meters Jong, constructed with barrel vaulting which is visible on
the surface. A robbed-out sarcophagus is visible
about 40 meters east of the road [pis. 10-14].
Pottery. Site examined 26 June 1973. 478
sherds. Few Ay/Mam, Byz dom, few ER, few
12/P.
Site 4

Site 1

2274.1345

Slte2

El·Hawajib.

2278.1349

2274.1340

This medium-sized site is spread over a natural
hill to the east of Tell Hesban. 27 tombs, 2
grape/olive presses, 4 cisterns, several caves, and
considerable pottery were noted, but no architecture suggesting a settlement: depth of debris
appears to be slight. In the valley to the west
(at 2269.1341) are remains of a rectangular pool
or reservoir: some architectural fragments are
lying nearby such as a column section and marginally drafted building stones. Conder describes
this as a "tank" by the name 'Alwan, and measuring 191 by 139 feet (1889: 105). A small excavation was carried out at the reservoir by the
Heshbon Expedition in 1974 (Herr 1976: 107-8).
Also, two tombs at Site 1 were excavated by the
Heshbon Expedition in 1976 (Davis 1978: 129-48)
[pis. 1-6].

Pottery. Site examined 25, 26 June 1973. 1069
sherds. Poss Mod, Ay/Mam, poss Um, Byz dom,
LR, ER, 12/P, Iron 2, poss Iron 1.

A very small site situated on a high natural
hill and extending down westward to the road.
There is one cistern and one sarcophagus projecting from the soil at the edge of the
Naur/Madaba road [pis. 15-16].
Pottery. Site examined 27 June 1973. 218
sherds. Byz dom, prob Rom bods, few 12/P.
Site 5

EI-Mudwara.

2284.1352

A small site comprised of a dome-shaped hill,
about 200 meters in diameter, rising abruptly
from the plain. There are many outcroppings of
bedrock and antiquities are scarce. One cistern
was noted, plus one fragment of a wall, a possible tomb and rock cuttings on the lower east
slope. Conder calls this site Madowerat el-'AI,
"the round place of Elealah." He mentions the
"foundations as of a small square tower or
building" at the summit (1889: 183) [pis. 17-19}.
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Pottery. Site examined 27. 28 June 1973. 221
sherds. One Ay/Mam. Byz. LR, one ER. 12/P
dom.
2284.1362

Site6

Pottery. Site examined 29 June 1973. 179
sherds. Ay/Mam, Um, Byz. LR, prob ER bods.
12/Pbods.
2273.1352

Site9

A small site with few antiquities. It is on a
low rise just south of Khirbet el-'AI. There are
several tombs exposed by modem quarrying [pis.
20-21).
Pottery. Site examined 28 June 1973. 201
sherds. One poss Ay/Mam, Byz. prob ER, 12/P
bods, one poss Iron 1.

This very small site is on Oat land west of
the Naur/Madaba road. A cistern was noted plus
two apparent tombs with cylindrical shafts [pis.
26-27).
Pottery. Site examined 29 June 1973. 121
sherds. Byz dom. few LR. few ER bods, few
12/P bods.

Site 7

Site 10

Khirbet el 'Al.

2285.1364

At this major site there is evidence of a great
amount of ancient debris on this natural hill,
which is about 400 meters in diameter. Very
rugged contours mark the summit of the hill and
many segments of masonry are visible as well as
rock tumbles and building stones. On the west
side of the hill, about 30 meters below the summit, a heavy wall protrudes from the surface; it
is 2.0 meters high. 15 meters long. and turns a
comer into the hill at both ends. Glueck
describes it as "part of a Bronze Age wall"
(1934: 6), although neither he nor the Heshbon
Survey found any Bronze Age sherds at el-'AI.
At the summit four soundings are evident,
attributable to the 1962 excavation by William L
Reed, who reported pottery of Middle and Early
Bronze Ages (1972: 27). Several cisterns may be
seen about the site [pis. 22-24).
Pottery. Site examined 28. 29 June 1973. 803
sherds. Ay/Mam, Um, Byz. prob Rom, prob LR,
ER, Hell, 12/P, Iron 1.

Site 8

El-Quselr.

2269.1347

Small site situated on a low hill north of Tell
Hesban. Apart from potsherds there are few
antiquities apparent, probably because they have
been obscured by the modern village that occupies the site. The village did not exist in
Conder's day and he identified a "tower," 20 feet
square, which he called Kusr el Homrah. He also
found a rock-cut birkeh, two caves, and a cistern (1889: 104) [pl. 25).

Gourmeyet Hesban.

2262.1352

This small site occupies a very large hill
about a half kilometer northwest of Tell
Hesban, overlooking the Wadi Hesban. Antiquities
are minimal, but there are many caves and
several wine presses on the west side. There
are ten dolmens, most of them collapsed, scattered over the lower north and northwest slopes.
Conder was able to count 26 such "monuments,"
and provides sketches of some of them (1889:
159-71) [pis. 28-30).
Pottery. Site examined 29 June. 2, 6, 10, 18
July 1973. 527 sherds. Poss Mod, one Otto pipe,
Ay/Mam. Um, Byz. LR, ER, 12/P, Iron Age bods.
EB.
Site 11

El-Harig.

2277.1356

This very small site is a hill on the west side
of the Naur/Madaba road with evidence of a
cemetery, especially one tomb with a horizontal
entrance [pis. 31-32).
Pottery. Site examined 29 June 1973. 84 sherds.
LR, ER, Iron Age, UD.

Site 12

2280.1358

This very small site is a low rise west of the
Naur/Madaba road, northeast of Site 11.
Pottery. Site examined 29 June 1973. 21 sherds.
Byz dom, poss Rom, Iron Age.
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Site 13

2217.1342

This small site is a milestone station along the
Roman road from Esbus to Livias. There are 24
milestone fragments, 15 of them having the
square base of a typical milestone, two of them
having illegible inscriptions. Conder also counted
24 "pillars," and called this place Serabit elMushukkar (1889: 214). Unfortunately this site
was not reported by Peter Thomsen in his survey
of roads and milestones (1917: 67-68) [pis. 3338].

Pottery. Site examined 3, 4, 12, 20 July 1973.
35 sherds. One prob Mod, one Ay/Mam, poss
Byz, Byz/Rom bods, UD.

two sides of the road. The total width measured
5.80 min one place, 4.90 min another [pl. 44].
Pottery. Site examined 3, 20 July 1973. No
sherds.
Site 17

El·Hawwaya.

2225.1337

This very small site stands along the proposed
route of the Roman road. There is a hewn stone
one meter high having a square base, similar to
a milestone, but the shaft of the stone is
square in section rather than cylindrical [pl.
45].

Pottery. Site examined 4, 20 July 1973. No
sherds.

Site 14

2212.1342
2232.1332

Site 18
This very small site is comprised of lower
courses of a single building measuring 4.5 x 4.7
meters [pl. 39].
Pottery. Site examined 3, 20 July 1973. 27
sherds. One prob Mod, Byz/Rom bods.
Site 15

2203.1341

This small site is another milestone station
along the Roman road. There are thirteen fragments of milestones, 12 having bases, 2 still
standing, and 4 bearing probable inscriptions, one
with eight lines of Latin, poorly preserved.
Nearby is a building measuring 3.90 x 6.65
meters, perhaps rebuilt recently. The foundations
of another building measure 4.35 x 5.25 meters.
Conder called this site Serabit el-Mushakkar; he
also counted 12 mileposts (1889: I, 6, 7). This is
Peter Thomsen's site 229; he counted 10 milestones, four having inscriptions and all of them
identify the site as the fifth mile from Esbus
(1917: 67, 68) [pis. 40-43].
Pottery. Site examined 3, 12, 20 July 1973. 73
sherds. Poss Mod, Byz dom, LR, few Rom bods,
UD.
Site 16

This very small site is a low hill one half
kilometer southwest of el-Mushaqqar. There are
two caves with a column fragment lying in
each. A wine-press complex is in front of one
cave [pl. 46].
Pottery. Site examined 4 July 1973. No sherds.

2196.1341

This very small site comprises a segment of
the Roman road from Esbus to Livias, visible for
about 150 meters. In some places three lines of
curbing can be seen, representing the crown and

Site 19

El·Qarn.

2223.1324

This medium-sized site is a prominent hill
located on the south slopes of the el-Mushaqqar
ridge, towering above the Wadi Salmah that
leads down to cAyun Musa. Fragmentary archi·
tecture was noted at several places, especially
around edge of summit. A fragment of a basalt
mortar and many worked flints were found.
Conder referred to this site as Kum Kebsh
(1889: 171-72) and Glueck called it Khirbet Qurn
el-Kibsh and remarked on the "remnants of the
great wall, which had originally enclosed it." He
reported large quantities of EB 3/MB 1 sherds
but no other pottery (1935: 111). Several
scholars have misinterpreted Glueck's statements
about el-Qarn and have tried to identify it with
the Biblical site Sibmah (Van Zyl 1960: 91, 96;
Simons 1959: 118) [pl. 47].
Pottery. Site examined 4 July 1973, 4 July
1974. 222 sherds. Few Byz, one ER, EB dom
(including EB 3), UD.
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Site 20

El·Mushaqqar.

2238.1337

'This small site is located on the saddle of a
ridge at the point where the Roman road ap·
parently crossed. There are many architectural
fragments lying about including three column
fragments. Parts of other columns are built into
nearby buildings. 'This site is in close proximity
to Site 105; the two should be considered together [pis. 48-49].
Pottery. Site examined 4 July 1973. 49 sherds.
Ay/Mam, Byz, poss Rom, Iron Age.

Pottery. Site examined 6 July 1973. 154
sherds. Ay/Mam, prob Byz, LR, Iron Age bods,
EB.
Site 25

On this small site, many architectural frag·
ments were noted, especially three column sec·
tions. There are two exposed tombs [pl. 56].
Pottery. Site examined 6 July 1973, 9 July
1974. 164 sherds. Ay/Mam, Byz, LR, ER, Iron
Age bods.
Site 26

This very small site is comprised of a single
fragment of a Roman milestone plus the potsherds lying nearby. It is near the proposed
route of the Roman road, but not in the
expected location for a milestone. The site is
near cAin Muhra On the second visit to the site
the milestone fragment was found to have been
smashed [pis. 50-51].
Pottery. Site examined 5 July 1973, 26 July
1973. 99 sherds. One prob Mod, Byz, LR, poss ER
bods, 12/P, UD.
Site 22

2250.1332

'This very small site is a substantial heap of
stones which local people call a rujm. There is
no distinct architecture [pl. 52].
Pottery. Site examined 5 July 1973. 31 sherds.
Poss Byz, LR, Iron Age bods, UD.
cAln Hes ban.

2256.1384

'This very small site is comprised of the spring,
associated water channels and a mill operated by
a water wheel, still functional [pis. 53-54].
Pottery. Site examined 6 July, 3 August, 1973.
38 sherds. Byz bods, Iron Age bods, one poss EB
bod, UD.
Site 24

2272.1394

2248.1333

Site 21

Site 23

Abu el·Ghlzlan.

El·Adel.

2254.1390

This small site is on the high ridge towering
above cAin Hesban to the north. There are al·
most no antiquities except pottery [pl. 55].

J alul.

2312.1254

Jalul, a major site, is an artificial tell on the
plain east of Madaba, covering about 17 acres.
The mound is oblong, measuring about 300
meters east-west and 240 meters north-south.
There is a slight acropolis in the southwestern
quadrant, now occupied by a Beni Sakhr
cemetery, and a pronounced depression in the
southeastern quadrant. A sharp escarpment may
be traced most of the way around the edge of
the summit of the tell. A number of cisterns
may be seen just beyond the lower slopes of
the tell. On the south and southeast sides of
the tell, just off the lower slopes, is abundant
ruined architecture including walls preserved
above the door lintels and arches still intact.
Fragments of mud brick may be found on the
surface of the tell; three fragments of human
figurines were found by the survey team.
Earlier explorers found pottery of the follow·
ing periods at Jalul: Middle Bronze, Late
Bronze, Iron 1 and 2, Nabataean, Byzantine, and
Early and Medieval Arabic (Albright 1933: 28;
Glueck 1934: 5). The Heshbon Survey team
sherded the tell in standard fashion in 1973 and
again in 1974. In 1976 an intensive surface survey was carried out in which 101 ten-by-ten
meter squares, randomly chosen, were exhaustively sherded (Ibach 1978: 215·22). The results
are as follows [pis. 57·61].
Pottery. Site examined 9 July 1973. 923
sherds. One Mod, few Otto, Ay/Mam, few Um,
few Byz, Rom bods, few ER, 12/P, Iron 1, one
poss MB, EB.
Pottery. Site examined 8 July 1974. 325
sherds. Ay/Mam, few Byz, few poss Rom, few
ER, 12/P, Iron 1, two poss LB, EB.
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Site examined 6 through 26 July 1976. 26,225
sherds were collected of which 2,000 indicators
were read as follows with the quantity in each
category shown in parentheses: Mod (3), Otto
(5), Ay/Mam (81), Abb (1), Um (20), Byz (193),
Rom (60), Hell (2), Pers (3), Iron 2 and 12/P
(583), Iron 1 (666), LB (163), MB (75), EB/Chalc
(144), Neo (1).

2258.1339

Site30

This very small site is an architectural stone
imbedded in the earth along the proposed route
of the Roman road.
Pottery. Site examined 10 July 1973. No
sherds.

2263.1343 to 2265.1344

Site 31
Site 27

Umm Shewaner.

2277.1367

This very small site is on the western extensions of the el-'AI ridge. There are almost no
antiquities except for potsherds.
Pottery. Site examined 9 July 1973. 118 sherds.
Byz, prob ER, Iron Age bods, UD.
Site 28

Rawda.

2284.1390 to 2286.1400

This very small site includes the long hill
north of the modem village of Rawda The hill
is barren except for scattered pottery.
Pottery. Site examined 9 July 1973. 62 sherds.
One Ay/Mam/Otto, Byz, poss LR, poss ER, Iron
Age bods, UD.
Site 29

Khlrbet Umm el·Qanafid.

This small site is the southeast slope of the
Wadi Majarr, connecting Tell Hesban and Cemetery "F'. There are ruins of a small building
near the latter grid reference. Many architectural fragments were noted. The survey team
sherded the site in four strips running south·
west to northeast, as shown below.
Site examined 10 July 1973. Along trail at
top of ridge, 174 sherds: Ay/Mam, few Um, Byz,
prob LR, ER, Iron Age bods, EB. The upper
terrace was comprised of 107 sherds: Ay/Mam,
few poss Um, Byz, few Rom bods, few Iron Age
bods. The middle terrace comprised of 113
sherds: few Ay/Mam, Byz, few LR, poss ER
bods, Iron Age bods. And the lower terrace
comprised of 47 sherds: Ay/Mam, Byz, 2 poss
LR, few ER, one Hell.

2284.1386
Site 32

This large site is a round hill almost completely encircled by the wadi which marks the
beginning of Wadi Hesban. The spring cAin
Rawda is in Wadi Hesban, just to the west of
Umm el·Qanafid. The site is occupied by a modem village and has sharp terracing for
orchards. Much ancient architecture is visible
including arches and vaulted roofs. When Conder
visited the site there was already a village there,
but he was able to locate a cave, a cistern, a
wine press and much ruined architecture (1889:
248-249) [pis. 62-63}.
Pottery. Site examined 9, 16, 17, 19 July 1973.
534 sherds. One Mod, Otto, Ay/Mam/Otto, Byz,
poss LR bods, ER, Hell, 12/P, Iron 1, UD.
Pottery. Site examined 10 July 1974. 274 sherds.
Few Mod, Ay/Mam, few Byz, few Rom, few ER,
12/P, poss Iron 1, UD.
Pottery. Site examined 29 July 1976. 631
sherds. One Mod, Ay/Mam, 12/P, Iron 2, Iron la,
b, c.

El·Maqam.

2267.1367

This very small site is on a high hill and, in
addition to pottery, includes a wine press com·
plex cut into bedrock [pl. 64}.
Pottery. Site examined 11 July 1973. 166
sherds. One Ay/Mam, poss Um, Byz, prob Rom
bods, one EB.
Site 33

Umm Sedra.

2272.1380

This small site is an isolated hill on the
south bank of the upper Wadi Hesban. There is
much bedrock exposed and almost no antiquities
except for pottery [pl. 65}.
Pottery. Site examined 11 July 1973. 104
sherds. Byz, Rom, Iron Age bods.
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Fig. 2.1 Lower course of walls of a triangular-shaped fortress at Khlrbet el-Mahatta
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Slte34

2197.134352

This very small site is comprised of the foundations of an oval building measuring about 6.20
by 7.10 meters. It is located along the Roman
road and may have been a way-station or watchtower [pl. 66).
Pottery. Site examined 12 July 1973. 12 sherds.
Byz bods, Rom bods, Iron Age bods.
Site 35

2188.1340

This very small site is a milestone station
along the Roman road. Four milestones were
found lying on the ground, all with bases, one
having an inscription. Thomsen reported two
milestones and three inscriptions. Two of his
transcriptions mention "mile six from Esbus," in
Latin and in Greek (Thomsen 1917: 69). Henke
found three milestones at this site (1959: 161).
The pilgrim Egeria was told she could reach
cAyun Musa by turning off the road at the sixth
milestone (Egeria 10.8). Some claim that at this
site a road does branch off from the Roman road
(Saller 1941: 334) [pis. 67-69/.
Pottery. Site examined 12, 20 July 1973. No
sherds.
Site 36

Khlrbet el-Mahatta.

2186.1341

This medium-sized site occupies a promontory
of the el-Mushaqqar ridge, overlooking the Jordan
Valley. The lower course of walls of a triangularshaped fortress can be traced for over 600 meters.
The walls average 2.45 meters in thickness and
at intervals projecting towers are obvious-possibly
even a gate on the east side. A separate structure
measuring about 6.50 meters square is located
about 6 meters from the southwest comer of the
fortress. The Roman road apparently ran south
of the fortress and between the two structures.
Oswald Henke briefly describes the site: "Der
Befund auf dieser chirbe: Ein Areal von mehreren
1000 qm, das nach alien Anzeichen ein romisches
Kasten gewesen sein dilrfte; umgrenzende Mauerziige
nach alien vier Himmelsrichtungen zu verfolgen;
einzelne Reste rechteckiger Bauten, gewiss nicht
filter als rOmisch; auf dem nach Westen hin schmaler
werdenden Teil des Bergrilckens mehrere runde
Steingruppierungen, von denen einzelne noch
deutlich Turmcharakter trugen."

The pottery found by Henke included a few
probable Iron Age sherds, Roman, Byzantine and
Mamluk (1959: 161). Mittmann suggests that Kh.
el-Mahatta is the Danaba mentioned in the
Onomaslicon (Mittmann 1971: 92-94; Eusebius
1966: 76). Khirbet el-Mahatta is probably the
same site as Khirbet esh-Sheikh Jayil or "chirbet
esch-schech dschajil" (Henke 1959: 155-63), a
name attached to it by Alois Musil (1907: I,
344, 348, n. 5). Although Musil identified Kh.
esh-Sheikh Jayil with Beth Peor of the Old
Testament, Henke rejects this idea and prefers
cAyun Musa (chirbet ajun musa) as the location
of Beth Peor. Indeed the ceramic evidence might
favor cAyun Musa (Site 108) for there is plenty
of Iron 1 pottery there while none could be
found at Mahatta However, Beth Peor might
have been simply a landmark name rather than
an occupational site, making the pottery irrelevant.
Eusebius's Onomasticon gives the best evidence
for identifying Beth Peor with Khirbet el-Mahatta
(although Henke rightly observes that the place
name Beth Peor might have migrated by the
Roman Period-1959: 163). Eusebius says that
Beth Peor is opposite Jericho, six miles above
Livias and seven miles from Esbus (Klostermann
1966: 48, 136). Mahatta fits this description
very well. Indeed the site is right on the Roman
road about 5.5 Roman miles from Livias and 6.2
Roman miles from Esbus. The pilgrim Egeria
also seems to have Khirbet el-Mahatta in mind
when she viewed Peor from Mt. Nebo. She was
obviously facing north, with the Plains of Moab
on her right and she could see Heshbon. She
said that Peor was "facing us" and that "all
these cities we saw were perched in the mountains" (Egeria 12: 8,9). The identification of
Beth Peor with Khirbet el-Mahatta/Khirbet eshSheikh Jayil has been repeated in a number of
sources (G.A. Smith 1915: 29; Abel 1938: ii, 278;
Avi-Yonah 1976: 40; Student Map Manual 1979:
15-2) [pis. 70-76).
Pottery. Site examined 12, 20, 26 July 1973.
262 sherds. Byz, Rom, ER, poss Hell, 12/P, UD.
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2198.1342

Site37

This very small site is composed of the circular foundations of a stone building, possibly a
watchtower, along the Roman road. The diameter
of the building is about 7 meters [pl. 77}.
Pottery. Site examined 12 July 1973. 14 sherds.
Byz bods, UD.
2211.1342

Site38

This very small site is the foundation of a
circular stone building, possibly a watchtower,
along the Roman road. The diameter is about 6
meters [pl. 78}.
Pottery. Site examined 12, 20 July 1973. No
sherds.
Site39

2256.1384 to 2273.1382

This very small site is a segment of the bed of
the Wadi Hesban between cAin Hesban and Umm
Sedra (Site 33).
Pottery. Site examined 13 July 1973. 84 sherds.
Few poss Iron 2, Iron 1, Iron Age bods.
Site 40

Jordan Valley (Ibrahim, Sauer and Yassine 1976:
63).
Pottery. Site examined 13 July, 2 August 1973.
172 sherds. Ay/Mam, few poss Um bods, Byz,
LR, ER, Iron Age bods, I2/P, UD.
Site 42

2250.1368

On this small site there is a large building,
obviously old but currently occupied, on a prominent knoll at the bend in the Wadi Hesban.
Conder called it Shunet edh Dhiabeh and described the "small fort" (1889: 217-18). There
are many tombs just east of the building [pl.
80}.

Pottery. Site examined 13 July 1973. 110 sherds.
Byz dom, few I2/P bods, UD.

Site 43

2252.1367

This very small site is simply a concentration
of potsherds. It is southeast of Site 42, between
the modern road and the bed of the Wadi Hesban.
Pottery. Site examined 13 July 1973. 152 sherds.
Byz, ER dom, few Iron Age bods.

2273.1382 to 2282.1386
Site 44

This very small site is a segment of the bed of
the Wadi Hesban between Umm Sedra (Site 33)
and cAin Rawda [pl. 79}.
Pottery. Site examined 13 July 1973. 91 sherds.
Few poss Byz, few I2/P, Iron 1 dom, 2 poss EB,
UD.
Site 41

Qasr Shunat Deni Adwan.

Shunat Hesban.

2254.1374

This very small site includes a building low on
the east bank of the middle Wadi Hesban, possibly an old water-driven mill. Conder called it
Shunet Sukr and described it as "a ruined hamlet
east of the stream, near Shunet edh Dhiabeh.
having a small modern mill still working, fed by
a masonry lade from the Hesban stream . . ,"
(1889: 218-19). The name Shunet Sukr and the
presence of Ayyubid/Mamluk pottery suggests
that this and other mills in the Wadi Hesban may
have been for the production of sugar, as in the

Rawda.

2279.1388 to 2282.1387

This is a medium-sized site, on a hill occupied
by a modern village. There is abundant pottery
here, plus tombs and caves. One tomb had been
excavated by the Department of Antiquities;
large store jars from that tomb are to be seen
in the museum at Madaba.
Pottery. Site examined 16, 19 July 1973. 272
sherds. Poss Mod, Ay/Mam/Otto, few poss Byz
bods, I2/P, Iron 1 dom, UD.
Site 45

Abu Silao.

2276.1391

This very small site is on a high hill on the
north side of the upper Wadi Hesban. The site
is heavily terraced for vineyards; pottery is
scarce.
Pottery. Site examined 16 July 1973. 59 sherds.
Few Byz bods, Iron 1 dom, UD.
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Site 46

Abu Silan.

2271.1389

This very small site is west of Site 45. There
is a row of crosses carved in bedrock. Very few

potsherds.

Pottery. Site examined 16 July 1973. 23 sherds.
One Mod, poss Byz bods, Iron Age bods, UD.
Site 47

Wadi Hesban.

2256.1377

Site 51

This small site is located on the east bank of
the middle Wadi Hesban. There are many robbedout tombs of the type with vertical shaft and
two ledges for covering slabs [pl. 81].
Pottery. Site examined 18 July 1973. 75 sherds.
Byz, Iron Age bods, EB, UD.

2285.1383
Site 52

This medium-sized site is comprised of the bed
of the upper Wadi Hesban at its eastern extremity where it circles around Khirbet Umm elQanafid (Site 29). There is much pottery, evidently from the erosion of the lower slopes of
Site 29.
Pottery. Site examined 17, 19 July 1973. 315
sherds. Few Byz, 2 LR, 12/P, Iron 1 dom, 1 poss
MB, UD.

2257.1370

This very small site is on the east bank of
the middle Wadi Hesban. There are ruins of a
water-driven mill near the wadi bed. Some
ancient architecture is to be seen [pl. 82].
Pottery. Site examined 18 July 1973. 96 sherds.
Byz bods, Iron Age bods, EB, UD.
Site SJ

Site 48

2279.1379

This very small site is a high hill on the south
bank of the upper Wadi Hesban, overlooking cAin
Rawda There are no significant antiquities and
scarce pottery.
Pottery. Site examined 17 July 1973. 60 sherds.
Prob Mod, one Otto pipe, Byz bods, Iron Age
bods, UD.
Site 49

2265.1393

This very small site is a hill on the north
bank of the upper Wadi Hesban. There are foundations of a circular stone building with double
walls, 1.50 meters thick, 8.30 meters in diameter,
at grid reference 2263.1392.
Pottery. Site examined 17 July 1973. 127 sherds.
Otto pipe, Ay/Mam/Otto, Byz bods, poss Rom
bods, few poss Iron 1 bods.
Site SO

2257.1382

This very small site is a high hill on the south
bank of the upper Wadi Hesban, overlooking cAin
Hesban. There are no architectural remains visible.
Pottery. Site examined 17 July 1973. 113 sherds.
Byz dom, Iron Age bods, UD.

2256.1366

This very small site is on flat land, low on
the east bank of the middle Wadi Hesban.
Pottery. Site examined 18 July 1973. 38 sherds.
Byz, Iron Age, EB.
Site 54

Umm es·Sarab.

2292.1379

This medium-sized site is a low hill just east
of the Naur/Madaba road, now occupied by orchards and vineyards, and surrounded by cultivated fields. There is some ancient architecture
visible, as well as several robbed-out tombs and
a cistern.
In 1974 the Heshbon survey team conducted a
small excavation at Umm es-Sarah from 23 July
to 7 August. 1\vo squares, each 2 x 6 meters,
were opened on the north slope of the mound.
These were excavated to bedrock, approximately
50 to 70 centimeters below ground surface. Except for an Early Roman tomb cut into the
bedrock of the southern square the loci were
all disturbed with no surfaces, architecture or
other installations. No loci could be dated earlier
than Early Roman (Ibach 1976: 113-17) [pis. 83·
85].

Pottery. Site examined 19, 24 July 1973; 15
July 1974. 1713 sherds (surface sherds only):
Prob Um, Byz, LR, ER, Hell, Iron Age bods, Iron
1, poss MB/LB, prob MB, prob EB, UD.
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Site SS

Rawda.

2287.1384

This very small site is east of, and overlooks,
Khirbet Umm el-Qanafid (Site 29). There are
vineyards, but very few antiquities.
Pottery. Site examined 19 July 1973. 64 sherds.
Poss Mod, Byz dom, Iron Age bods.

Site S6

Belt Zira.

could not be found by the Heshbon survey.
They may have been obliterated in the course
of modem occupation of the site. Conder associates cAin Sumia with biblical Sibmah or
Shibmah (1889: 221-27) [pis. 86-87/.
Pottery. Site examined 24, 31 July 1973; 2
July 1974. 279 sherds. Few Ay/Mam, Byz dom,
few ER, few poss Hell bods, few I2/P, few EB,
UD.

2306.1374

On this medium-sized site there is considerable
architecture visible on the surface. Conder reported "vaults with barrel-roofs, lintel-stones,
pillar shafts, and fragments of cornice . . ."
(1889: 91). Somewhat southeast, along the track
that leads to Umm el-Burak, are some Early
Roman tombs that were excavated by the Department of Antiquities in 1974 (Khadija 1974:
157-63).
Pottery. Site examined 23 July 1973. 221
sherds. Ay/Mam dom, few Um, Byz, poss Rom,
poss Iron Age bods.

2217.13S7

Site60

This very small site is a flat place on
ridge between Wadi Hesban and Wadi
Humeidi. The only antiquities to be seen
potsherds [pl. 88].
Pottery. Site examined 24 July 1973.
sherds. Prob Mod, few Ay/Mam/Otto, Byz, UD.

Site 61

Abu Debe.

the
elare
46

2235.1367

This very small site is a high hill northwest of
Qasr Shunat Beni Adwan (Site 42).
Pottery. Site examined 23 July 1973. 14 sherds.
Poss Mod, Byz, poss EB, UD.

This small site is a flat area on the north
bank of Wadi Hesban. There are some modern
buildings and a high concentration of sherds. A
possible macehead of basalt was found (Object
No. 1542) [pl. 89].
Pottery. Site examined 25 July 1973. 291
sherds. One poss Mod, few Byz bods, few Iron
Age,EBdom.

Site SS

Site 62

224S.1377

Site S7

2248.13S6

This very small site is on fairly Oat land, low
on the northwest shoulder of the Gourmeyet
Hesban massif.
Pottery. Site examined 23 July 1973. 69 sherds.
Byz bods, poss Rom bods, Iron Age bods, UD.

Site S9

cAln Sumla.

2230.1362

Above and just to the east of the spring this
medium-sized site contains many evidences of
ruined architecture. Several structures are in
current use, apparently having been restored.
One structure higher up the hill to the south
measures 20 x 25 meters. Conder describes the
architecture in considerable detail, accompanied
by plans and sketches. Some of the features he
describes, including sarcophagi and dolmens,

Site 63

(Discarded)

2214.1341

This very small site is a circle of stones
about 9.80 meters in diameter with a smaller,
concentric circle inside. Possibly this is the
foundation of a watchtower along the Roman
road [pl. 90].
Pottery. Site examined 26 July 1973. No
sherds.
Site 64

2209.1342

On this very small site, there is the foundation of a possible round watchtower along the
Roman road, 7.50 meters in diameter. Nearby
some possible curbing stones of the Roman road
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may be seen. There are two lanes, each about
5.50 meters wide, giving the road a total width
of 11 meters [pis. 91-92].
Pottery. Site examined 26 July 1973. No sherds.

Site 65

2177.1344

This very small site is along the Roman road,
west of Khirbet el-Mahatta There is a segment
of a wall three courses high [pl. 93].
Pottery. Site examined 26 July 1973. No sherds.

2297.1361

Site 70

This small site is a large hill east of el-'Al,
with evidence of several robbed-out tombs.
Pottery. Site examined 27 July 1973. 95 sherds.
One Ay/Mam, Byz, poss Rom bods, Iron Age
bods, EB bods.

2293.1357

Site 71
This small site is south of Site 70.

Pottery. Site examined 27 July 1973. 126 sherds.
One Ay/Mam, Byz, Rom bods, Iron Age bods.
Site 66

2176.1343

This very small site is a segment of the Roman
road with curbing stones on both sides for a
total width of 6 meters [pl. 94].
Pottery. Site examined 26 July 1973. No sherds.
Site 67

2172.1344

On this very small site, there are foundations
of two possible watchtowers, 100 meters apart,
along the Roman road. The southern structure is
7.50 meters in diameter, the northern is 9.30
meters in diameter [pis. 95-96].
Pottery. Site examined 26 July 1973. 29 sherds.
Byz,LR, UD.

Site 68

2170.1348

This very small site is a milestone station west
of Khirbet el-Mahatta with five milestones, four
having bases, scattered about on the hillside.
Thomsen suggested that this is mile seven from
Esbus; he found four or five milestones but could
discern no inscriptions (1917: 68). Henke located
the same site but found only three milestones
(1959: 160 and Tafel 3A) [pis. 97-99].
Pottery. Site examined 26 July 1973. No sherds.
Site 69

Site 72

Beddih.

2294.1395

This small site is a low hill at the fork in
the Naur/Madaba, Naur/Umm el-Amad roads.
There is minimal evidence of architecture and
some caves [pis. 100-101].
Pottery. Site examined 27 July 1973. 262 sherds.
Ay/Mam, Um, Byz dom, ER, I2/P, poss Iron 1 bods.

Site 73

Jumelan.

2309.1386

This small site is a low ridge south of the
Naur/Umm el-Amad road. The architectural remains here include six column bases in situ,
each 60 centimeters square. An arcosolium-type
tomb was found near the column bases. This is
Fohrer's Site N which he calls "dscham'an" or
"dschima'an." He reports the column bases as
well as mosaic stones and several towers, one
of which he calls a "rudschm malfuf' with a
diameter of 12 meters. He identified pottery of
the Iron Age, Roman and Byzantine periods. He
interprets these towers as part of the Ammonite
system of border forts (Fohrer 1961: 63) [pis.
102-104].
Pottery. Site examined 27 July 1973. 90 sherds,
12 tesserae. Few Ay/Mam, Byz dom, prob Rom
bods, Iron Age bods.

2167.1352
Site 74

This very small site is another segment of the
Roman road with curbing stones for one edge of
the road in situ. Also nearby is an Arabic grafitto inscribed on a stone.
Pottery. Site examined 26 July 1973. No sherds.

2251.1362

This very small site is on flat, cultivated land
at the bend of the middle/lower Wadi Hesban.
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There is a significant concentration of sherds
and the ruins of a water-driven mill on the
north bank of the wadi [pis. 105-106].
Pottery. Site examined 30 July, 3 August 1973.
415 sherds. Byz, LR, ER, few 12/P, EB/Chalc
dom.

Site 75

(Discarded)

Site 76

(Discarded)

Site 77

(Discarded)

poss LR, few 12/P, Iron Age bods, two poss MB
l, EB dom (especially EB 2, 3, 4), few poss Chalc.

Site 83

This small site is a small hill, farther up the
wadi bank than Site 82. There is some evidence
of architecture. There is also a wine press
complex [pl. 112}.
Pottery. Site examined 2 August 1973. 93
sherds. Few poss Um, Byz dom, poss Rom bods,
few EB (prob EB 4).

Site 84
Site 78

(Discarded)

Site 79

Abu Debe.

2235.1364

This small site is on the north bank of the
lower Wadi Hesban, near Site 61. There is a
water-driven mill nearby.
Pottery. Site examined 31 July 1973. 17 sherds.
One Mod, Byz, Iron Age bods, poss EB bods.

Site 80

2219.1362

This very small site is on a prominent ridge on
the south bank of the lower Wadi Hesban. There
are several evidences of architecture, including
the foundations of a long building [pl. 107}.
Pottery. Site examined 1 August 1973. 37 sherds.
Byz bods, ER bods, 12/P bods, poss EB bods, UD.

Site 81

Site 82

2261.1362

2258.1358

This very small site is a hillside on the south
bank of the Wadi Lubeb. There are remains of a
possible wall, of large proportions, running
down the slope into the wadi [pis. 113-114}.
Pottery. Site examined 3 August 1973. 62
sherds. Byz. LR, poss Iron Age bods, EB.

Site 85

2255.1358 to 2261.1356

This very small site is the northern slope of
Gourmeyet Hesban (Site 10), above the Wadi
Lubeb.
Pottery. Site examined 3 August 1973. 96
sherds. Few Ay/Mam, few Um,. Byz, LR, EB
(poss EB 4/MB 1).

Site 86

2251.1375

This very small site is a concentration of
sherds in cultivated soil low on the west bank
of the middle Wadi Hesban.
Pottery. Site examined 3 August 1973. 114
sherds. Byz. ER, Iron Age bods, poss EB bods.

(Discarded)

2258.1365

This small site is a low hill on the east bank
of the middle Wadi Hesban. Although the depth
of debris and soil is slight, there is much evidence of ancient architecture. One cistern is
noted [pis. 108-111}.
Pottery. Site examined 2 August 1973. 600
sherds. Few Ay/Mam, one Otto pipe, few Byz,

Site 87

2241.1387

This very small site is a high point of land
between the Wadi Khuneizir and Wadi Hesban
[pl. 115}.

Pottery. Site examined 6 August 1973. 35
sherds. Few Byz. EB dom, UD.
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2236.1402

Site 88

This very small site is a hill on the north
bank of the Wadi Khuneizir.
Pottery. Site examined 6 August 1973. 56
sherds. Ay/Mam/Otto dom, Byz bods, Iron Age
bods, UD.

Site 94

Turld.

(Discarded)

Site 91

Naur.

2274.1424

This small site is a long, gentle slope between
the Naur police post and the town of Naur.
Several robbed-out tombs were noted.
Pottery. Site examined 7 August 1973. 257
sherds. Few Mod, Ay/Mam/Otto, Byz, LR, 12/P,
poss Iron 1, poss MB 1, EB.
Site 92

Naur.

This large site is a prominent, although small,
tell just to the west of the Shaghur/Kafrein
road. The mound has steep sides and a modern
cemetery at the summit. Architectural fragments
are evident all over the site. Tell er-Rama has
often been linked with Beth-haram, Bethramtha, Beit er-Ram, Beit Rama and Livias
(Julias) (Abel 1931: 219-23; Glueck 1951: 391).
Glueck, however, denies that Tell er-Rama could
be the Beth-haram of the Old Testament because on two visits to the site he found "not a
single sherd that can be ascribed to any period
earlier than Roman" (1951: 391). The Heshbon
Survey visited Tell er-Rama in two different
seasons. In 1973 the pottery included Iron 21
Persian, Iron 2, and Iron 1. In 1974 the pottery
included Iron 2/Persian and some probable Early
Bronze Age sherds. Abel also found pottery of
Iron Age 1(1931:220) [pl. 117].
Pottery. Site examined 8 August 1973, 19 July
1974. 916 sherds. Poss Mod, Otto, Ay/Mam, poss
Abb, Um, Byz, ER, Hell, 12/P, Iron 2, Iron 1,
prob EB, UD.

Site 96

Naur.

2111.1371

2284.1434

This small site is on the lower slopes of the
high hill to the north of the town of Naur. A
large excavated tomb was noted.
Pottery. Site examined 7 August 1973. 137
sherds. One Mod, few Byz, few LR, few 12/P,
EB/Chalc dom.
Site 93

Tell er-Rama.

2219.1390 to 2217.1388

On this small site, there are remains of a
possible circular watchtower, 10.90 meters in
diameter. This may be Conder's Butmet et Turld
where he found two "sacred circles," one of
them SO feet in diameter (1889: 93-94) [pl. 116].
Pottery; Site examined 6 August 1973. 15
sherds. One Mod, Byz bods, poss Iron Age bods,
UD.
Site 90

2282.1429

This small site is near the center of town,
with modem houses and gardens about.
Pottery. Site examined 7 August 1973. 66
sherds. Mod, Byz, 12/P, EB/Chalc.
Site 95

Site 89

Naur.

2282.1434

This small site is among the houses and gardens of the town of Naur (see also Site 94).
Pottery. Site examined 7 August 1973. 91
sherds. One Mod, two Ay/Mam/Otto, Um, Byz,
EB/Chafe dom.

Tell el-Kafreln.

2119.1398

This large site is a prominent tell in the
modem village of Kafrein. There is much architecture visible, plus some caves and modern
army trenches. Glueck described the site and
reported pottery of Iron 1, Iron 2, Roman, and
Byzantine periods (1951: 371-76; see also Abel
1931: 216-17)[pl. 118].
Pottery. Site examined 8 August 1973. 211
sherds. Poss ER, Hell, 12/P, Iron 2, UD.
Site 97

Tell lktanu.

2137.1364

This major site is a prominent tell immediately adjacent to the Jerusalem/Amman highway.
There is some architecture visible on the tell
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and there are large quantities of pottery. There
is also some modern military trenching to be
seen. On the lower slopes are some small excavations made by Kay (Wright) Prag (1974: 69116). Nelson Glueck argued that Tell Iktanu
instead of Tell er· Rama is the site of biblical
Beth-haram (1951: 394-98) [pl. 119].
Pottery. Site examined 8 August 1973. 19 July
1974. 406 sherds. Poss Mod, poss Abb, few Byz.
few poss ER. Hell, 12/P, Iron 2. Iron 1. poss LB.
poss MB 1. EB. poss Chalc. UD.

Site 98

2289.1424

This medium-sized site is a tall hill to the east
of, and overlooking. the town of Naur. The site
measures about 150 meters north-south by 175
meters east-west. Three cisterns were noted. The
architecture visible on the surface includes a
circular structure about 14.70 meters in diameter
with walls of undressed boulders two rows wide
and two courses high. Contiguous to it is a
rectangular building 32 meters long and 30 meters
wide. Segments of various other structures are
visible. Hentschke describes the circular and
rectangular buildings and provides a sketch of
their plan (1960: 119-20, fig. 11) [pis. 120-121].
Pottery. Site examined 8 August 1973. 21 June
1976. 498 sherds. Byz. poss ER. 12/P, poss MB,
poss MB 2, EB, EB 3, 4, UD.

Site 99

2292.1429

This very small site is a hill to the east of
the town of Naur, and north of Site 98.
Pottery. Site examined 8 August 1973. 79 sherds.
One Mod. Byz bods, Hell, 12/P, EB. UD.
Site 100

Masuh.

2294.1325

This large site is on the plain southeast of
Tell Hesban. The site extends over many acres.
with a great amount of ancient architecture
visible on the surface. The land is sharply undulating. with many small mounds and depressions created by the architecture. Arches and
vaulted roofs can be seen in several places. Very
large column segments are associated with several buildings. Some of the architecture is described by H. J. Stoebe who visited the site in

1962. He claims there is much pottery, but none
of it dating prior to the Arabic period (1964:
33). One structure, apparently a Byzantine church
with a mosaic floor. was excavated by Bastiaan
Van Elderen in 1970 (1970-71: 1-4) [pl. 122].
Pottery. Site examined 10 August 1973. 315
sherds. Few Mod, Ay/Mam/Otto, Um. Byz. LR,
U/P.
Site 101

Es-Samlk.

2318.1346

This small site is located on a high ridge
which is visible for many kilometers around.
The main feature is a square structure built of
very large, undressed boulders. It is 14 by 14
meters and has at least one interior wall. Outer
walls are preserved to at least three courses.
To the east of the main structure is another
building measuring about five meters on each
side. Also, a two-row wall can be traced for a
considerable distance on the east and north
sides of the site; it may be a perimeter wall.
Fohrer similarly describes the site. mentioning
also cisterns on the southeast side. Because of
what he calls Roman plaster on a wall of the
main structure he interprets it as a Roman
building or at least a Roman rebuild. He reports
pottery of the Iron Age, Roman, and Byzantine
periods (1961: 65-66). Because of the unusual,
crude construction of the main building, and the
pottery of earlier periods, it seems that this
building should date much earlier than the
Roman Period.
The site has often been identified with Samaga
or Samega which was captured by John Hyrcanus
(Conder 1889: 210-11; Avi Yonah 1976: 92 and
1977: 64; cf. Josephus, Antiquities 13: 9: 1 and
Wars 1: 2: 6). While the modern name makes
this identification attractive, the complete lack
of Hellenistic pottery would argue against it [pl.
123].

Pottery. Site examined 10 August 1973, 11, 15
July 1974. 333 sherds. Few Mod, Ay/Mam, Byz.
poss ER, 12/P bods, Iron 1, MB, EB, UD.
Site 102

Umm el·Amad.

2355.1328

This major site is a tell built on a natural hill
beside the Amman/Madaba road. The site is about
400 meters in diameter and a modern village
occupies portions of it. Much ancient architecture
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is visible on the surface and the pottery is plentiful. Glueck's pottery collection at this site included
"one MB 1 sherd, several worn EI 1-2 sherds, a

small number of Nabataean and Roman pieces,
and quantities of medieval Arabic sherds" (1934:
33). Umm el-Amad has often been identified as
biblical Beser (Abel 1938: II, 264; Simons 1959:
207; and Van Zyl 1960: 91-92) [pl. 124].
Pottery. Site examined 10 August 1973, 2 July
1976. 562 sherds. Few Mod, few Otto, Ay/Mam,
Byz, LR, ER, 12/P, Iron 2, Iron 1, EB.
Site 103

Umm el-Basatin.
(Umm el-Hanafish)

2329.1366

This large site is a tell along the Naur/Umm
el-Amad road. There are great amounts of ancient architecture to be seen, including columns
and a stairway. A thriving modern village occupies much of the site, but ancient architectural
fragments are built into modern walls and fences.
Conder described the site in detail when, apparently, the ruins were not so obscured by the
modem village. He found a cemetery on the
southwest slopes, including sarcophagi. He mentioned barrel-vaulted buildings, columns and
column bases, tesserae, and evidence of quarrying. Also on the southwest he found a tower
(kasr) with walls four feet thick and measuring
41 x 34 feet (1889: 246-47). The Department of
Antiquities of Jordan excavated five Roman shaft
graves and a Byzantine chamber tomb that were
found at Umm el-Hanafish in the process of
building a road (Macayah 1960: 115, where the
site is misspelled "Umm el-Hananfieh"). Some
have identified this site with ancient Maanith or
Minnith (Abel 1938: II, 388 and Map IV). Eusebius mentioned that Maanith was four miles from
Esbus on the way to Philadelphia (Klostermann
1966: 132) and Umm el-Hanafish probably fits
that description better than any other site [pl.
125].
Pottery. Site examined 10 August 1973. 270
sherds. Few Mod, one Otto pipe, Ay/Mam/ Otto,
Byz, LR, ER, 12/P, Iron 1.
Site 104

2254.1351

This very small site is a high, natural hill
extending westward from Gourmeyet Hesban (Site

10). There are very scanty remains and bedrock
is exposed in many places. There is a possible
wall, the foundations of a possible tower, and
some evidence of quarrying. (Several collapsed
dolmens nearby were reported under Site 10)
[pl. 126].
Pottery. Site examined 1 July 1974. 46 sherds.
Byz, poss Rom bods, Hell, 12/P, UD.
Site 105

El·Mushaqqar.

2239.1335

This small site is a natural hill, occupied also
by a modern village. The antiquity site is about
300 meters in diameter. There is a large, de·
stroyed building at the summit, built with wide
arches. A circular mill has been cut into the
bedrock; it is 2.15 meters in diameter and has a
socket in the center. Many caves are to be
seen as well as the ruins of a small tower. This
site should be considered together with the
contiguous Site 20. Glueck reported a few Roman and Byzantine sherds at this site and said
that "a late type of Hadad figure" had previously been found here (1939: 153) [pis. 127129].

Pottery. Site examined 3 July 1974. 89 sherds.
One prob Mod, one Otto pipe, Ay/Mam, Byz,
LR, 12/P, poss Iron 1, EB, UD.
Site 106

2215.1319

This very small site is a natural hill, about
250 meters in diameter. Antiquities here include
six possible circular watchtowers and one collapsed dolmen on the south slope [pl. 130}.
Pottery. Site examined 4 July 1974. 23 sherds
(mostly body sherds). Byz/Rom, EB, UD.
Site 107

2270.1328

This very small site is the southern end of a
natural ridge which has Site 1 on its northern
end. There is considerable cultivation and some
stone terrace walls {pl. 131].
Pottery. Site examined 4 July 1974. 72 sherds.
Byz dom, ER, poss Iron 1 bods, one poss EB.
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Site 108

cAyun Musa.

2202.1317

At this small site there are powerful springs
and several modern buildings associated with a
pumping station which diverts much of the
spring water. Nearby is some ancient architecture
and many potsherds. About 400 meters westnorthwest of the springs are the foundations of
a stone structure measuring 10 x 15 meters.
These ruins might correspond to some of the
buildings observed by the pilgrim Egeria in the
fourth century (Egeria 10.8; Saller 1941: 336. cf.
p. 108). This site is sometimes called Khirbet elMeshhed (Saller 1941: 107) or el Mesh·hed (Con·
der 1889: 194).
On the high hill about 250 meters north of the
springs is the foundation of a stone tower
measuring 15.S x 16.2 meters. Some interior walls
can be discerned and there appears to be a stone
glacis outside the main walls on two sides.
Glueck also noted the glacis and said also that
this "Moabite fortress" had a dry moat on the
north side. He found Early Iron 1 and 2 pottery
as well as some Nabataean sherds (1935: 110).
Henke believes that this site may be Beth Peor
(1959: 163).
The head of a human figurine was found near
the springs (Object No. 2102) [pis. 132-133].
Pottery. Site examined S July 1974, 30 July
1976. 206 sherds. 59 sherds were found in the
immediate vicinity of the springs as follows: few
poss 12/P, Iron 1 dom, UD. 27 sherds were found
around the stone structure 400 meters westnorthwest of the springs: Byz, poss LR bods,
poss ER bods, few Iron Age bods. 102 sherds
were collected around the tower: 12/P. Iron 2,
Iron la. b, c, four EB.

Site 109

El-Jureina.

2257.1301

This medium-sized site is located on the edge
of the modem village of Qaryat el-Jureina. Many
architectural fragments are visible, including
some wall segments and dressed stones among
the stone heaps. There are several depressions
and seven cisterns, two in current use {pl. 134].
Pottery. Site examined 8 July 1974. 102 sherds.
Byz dom, poss LR. ER. poss Hell, few Iron Age
bods.

Site 110

Qaryat el-Jureina.

2253.1298

This very small site consists of a portion of a
mosaic floor in situ within the village of Qaryat
el-Jureina. It is made of large, crudely cut tesserae [pl. 135].
Pottery. Site examined 8 July 1974. 2 sherds.
One Ay/Mam, one poss Iron 2.

Site 111

Kefeir Abu Khinan.

2258.1282

On this medium-sized site the surface is
sharply undulating, the mounds and depressions
clearly being the result of vaulted buildings,
some intact. others collapsed. At least four of
these intact vaulted buildings are in current use
for grain storage or as livestock shelters. There
are two caves, one having a cistern inside. One
standing column is to be seen, possibly a milestone. Conder calls this site Kefeir el-Wusta or
Abu Khan. He described cisterns, caves and
architectural features including "cross" carvings
(1889: 138-40) [pis. 136-137].
Pottery. Site examined 8 July 1974. 147
sherds, 14 tesserae. Ay/Mam dom, few Um, few
Byz, UD.

Site 112

Um Quttein.

2275.1412

On this very small site there are two freshlyrobbed tombs, both of them small, chambers cut
horizontally into an outcropping of bedrock.
There is another possible tomb nearby, plus two
cisterns, one in current use. There is evidence
of small probes in various places, probably due
to tomb robbers.
Pottery. Site examined 9 July 1974. 39 sherds.
Few Byz, poss Iron Age, EB.

Site 113

2278.1404

This very small site is a cistern or tank,
measuring 2.20 x 130 meters, with two carved
steps descending into it. Nearby are three
robbed-out tombs and one cave. Some cuttings
in the earth are apparently due to modern
military activity {pl. 138].
Pottery. Site examined 9 July 1974. 10 sherds.
One prob Mod, one Byz bod, poss Rom bods,
poss Iron Age bods. UD.
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Site 114

Manja.

2310.1282

Pottery. Site examined 11 July 1974. 33 sherds.
Byz dom, poss Rom bods, few Iron Age.

On this small site is a modem village built on
low hills that have a scattering of potsherds on
the surface. In two modem cemeteries ancient
architectural remains can be seen, notably several
arches. One natural cave has some architecture
inside, including arches. There are three recently
robbed tombs [pl 139}.
Pottery. Site examined 10 July 1974. 117 sherds.
Ay/Mam, Byz, ER, Iron 1.
Site 115

Kefeir Abu Khlnan.

2276.1281

This medium-size sited is less than two kilometers east of Site 111 which goes by the same
name. The architectural features here are very
similar to those at Site 111: vaulted buildings,
depressions and mounds, caves furnished with
masonry entrances, and door lintels with rosettes.
One building in modem use has a portion of a
mosaic floor inside {pis. 140-141}.
Pottery. Site examined 10 July 1974. 124 sherds.
Ay/Mam dom, Byz, ER, Iron Age bods.
Site 116

Hanina.

2270.1267

This very small site is comprised of a large,
elaborate tomb cut into bedrock and measuring
8.75 x 7.30 meters. There are at least 36 loculi
constructed of cut stone and arranged in three
tiers. The upper tier had loculi with vaulted
construction. Also in the tomb were three stone
sarcophagi with displaced lids. The tomb had,
apparently, been excavated by the Jordanian
Department of Antiquities [pis. 142-143}.
Pottery. Site examined 10 July 1974. 29 sherds.
One Mod, Byz, Iron Age, poss EB bods.
Site 117

Beddih.

2297.1392

This small site is a cemetery in which 75
robbed out tombs were noted, almost all of uniform style: a rectangular shaft is cut into bedrock with two ledges to bear covering slabs
above the burial. Only one tomb clearly had side
chambers at the bottom of the shaft. (It should
be noted that at adjacent Site 72 and neighboring Sites 73 and 118 Byzantine pottery was dominant) [pl. 144}.

2303.1394

Site 118

This small site is comprised of one building
measuring 33 x 33 meters, plus fragments of
other architecture, in an area about 75 meters
in diameter. This appears to be the site referred to as "chirbet abu ghurusch" by Georg
Fohrer (1961: 62-63) {pl 145}.
Pottery. Site examined 11 July 1974. 61 sherds.
Byz dom, poss Rom bods, Iron Age bods.

Site 119

Es-Samlk.

2318.1351

This small site is located on a high ridge
near Site 101. There is one building measuring
10 x 20 meters and standing high enough to
have a door lintel still in situ. A wine press.
three meters square, had had the collection vat
converted into a cistern. There are two other
cisterns, several caves, some recent burial markers
and some evidence of quarrying. Here Fohrer
reported Roman, Byzantine and Mamluk pottery
(1961: 65) [pis. 146-147}.
Pottery. Site examined 11 July 1974. 82 sherds.
Ay/Mam dom, Byz, ER, UD.

Site 120

Ras Hesban (?).

2263.1401

On this very small site are the foundations of
a building measuring 13 x 20 meters. There is
one course of stones, two rows wide, remaining

[pis. 148-149}.
Pottery. Site examined 12 July 1974. 54 sherds.
Byz, LR, Iron Age, UD.

Site 121

El-Ghubaiya.

2333.1347

This small site is a modem village with a few
signs of ancient occupation. There are numerous
caves and four cisterns in current use.
Pottery. Site examined 15 July 1974. 61 sherds.
Ay/Mam, Byz, LR, ER, poss Iron Age bods, UD.
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Site 122

2237.1372

Site 125

2160.1357

This small site is remarkable for its landform:
a group of crags jutting up from the earth,
interspersed with tumbled slabs and large
boulders. These features are confined to an area
about 100 meters in diameter. No architecture
was noted, but there was pottery and worked
flints. Also, a number of very large boulders had
been hollowed out with one or two entrances;
the chambers may have been for burial purposes.
Conder identified the site as el-Kalu'a He reported finding dolmens nearby and even provided
sketches of them (1889: 125-33). The Heshbon
Survey was unable to locate any of the dolmens;
as with many other antiquities reported by
Conder, they have probably been destroyed by
the growing population of Jordan in the 20th
century. Site 122 is the only place where Chalcolithic pottery was dominant {pis. 150-151).
Pottery. Site examined 17 July 1974. 102
sherds. Few Byz bods, poss EB, Chalc dom.

This small site includes the ruins of two
circular structures located along the probable
route of the Roman road. The north structure
measures 6.00 meters in diameter, the south one
9.00 meters [pl. 154).
Pottery. Site examined 19 July 1974. 129
sherds. Byz dom, LR, poss ER bods, UD.

Site 123

Site 127

Sha'nab.

2218.1404

This small site is among the buildings of a
modem village. There are foundations of ruined
structures, two caves, and two cisterns, one recently re-excavated [pl. 152).
Pottery. Site examined 17 July 1974. 101
sherds. Ay/Mam, Byz, ER, Hell, poss Iron Age
bods, poss EB.
Site 124

2179.1340 to 2177.1339

This small site is comprised of a cluster of
ruins along the probable route of the Roman
road from Tell Hesban to Tell er-Rama Included
are foundations of two circular structures, 5.80
and 3.40 meters in diameter. Also there are
remains of a rectangular building about 9.00 x
9.50 meters in size. The walls survive to three
courses in height. Pottery here was very scarce

Site 126

2296.1416

This very small site is a low hill with much
bedrock exposed. There is some cultivation on
the lower slopes. There is a cistern to the
north just across the road. Numerous fragments
of fossilized coral were found on the surface of
the site {pl. 155).
Pottery. Site examined 22 June 1976. 77
sherds. E Byz, poss Rom bods, poss Iron Age
bods.
2303.1414

This small site is a hill about 300 meters in
diameter with many terrace walls and heavy
cultivation. Some fragmentary architecture is to
be seen, plus cisterns, caves, and tombs on the
south side. There is a large, two-tiered pool,
about 5.00 x 5.00 meters, bearing traces of
plaster. A basalt grinding mill was found. This
is probably Georg Fohrer's Site A (2304.1413),
which he calls Bilas (1961: 57-59). He reported
several rectangular buildings and pottery of the
Iron Age, Hellenistic, Roman, Byzantine and
Early Arabic periods. He interprets the site as a
fortified settlement and part of the Ammonite
base system. Conder also describes the site,
which he calls Khurbet Belath (1889: 147) [pl.
156).

Pottery. Site examined 22 June 1976. 131
sherds. E Byz dom, few ER, few 12/P, few prob
MB2, UD.

{pl. 153).

Pottery. Site examined 18 July 1974. 18 sherds.
Rom, UD.

Site 128

2299.1408

This very small site is a hill about 200 meters
in diameter with much bedrock exposed. The
only antiquities visible are sherds and a large
plastered cistern.
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Pottery. Site examined 22 June 1976. 95 sherds.
E Byz dom, 12/P, one prob LB, one prob Chalc,
UD.
Site 129

2304.1409

This very small site comprises an area about
20 x 50 meters on a hillside, having a
concentration of sherds {pl. 157).
Pottery. Site examined 22 June 1976. 114
sherds. E Byz, Hell, 12/P, Iron la, prob Chalc,
UD.

stones with marginal drafting. There are some
column fragments, caves, cisterns and tombs,
one of which contains arches and supporting
pillars. This site may be Conder's el-Bueida
(1889: 92-93), and Fohrer's Site C. Fohrer mentions a prominent round tower, 8 meters in
diameter, which the Heshbon Survey could not
locate. He calls it a "rudschm malfuf' of the
Ammonite period (1961: 59) {pis. 161-163).
Pottery. Site examined 24 June 1976. 155
sherds. One late Islamic, few Abb, Um, Byz, few
ER, Hell, I2/P, three poss MB/LB.
2311.1402

Site 133
Site 130

2304.1407

This medium-sized site includes a hilltop and
its southern and eastern slopes in an area about
130 meters in diameter. A great amount of
ancient architecture may be seen. The surface of
the ground is sharply undulating, with mounds
and depressions created by vaulted structures,
some of them collapsed. This seems to be the
site Conder called Khurbet Kheshrum (1889: 149)
(pl. 158).

Pottery. Site examined 22 June 1976. 115
sherds. Ay/Mam dom, few Um, few E Byz, Hell.
Site 131

This very small site is on the same large hill
as Site 132. There is a light scattering of
sherds and the poorly preserved foundations of
a building measuring 5.00 x 5.40 meters. This
appears to be the same as Fohrer's Site B. He
calls it "chirbet cheschrum" and locates it at
2311.1401 (1961: 59). It seems that Conder's
Khurbet KheshrOm, according to his description,
must be identified with the Heshbon Survey's
Site 130 {pl. 164].
Pottery. Site examined 25 June 1976. 86
sherds. E Byz bods, prob LR bods, ER bods,
I2/P bods.

2304.1397
Site 134

On this medium-sized site antiquities are scattered over a hill in an area about 190 meters
north to south and 150 meters east to west. It
has a shallow soil cover. There is much evidence
of architecture including two rectangular buildings, possibly towers. The northern one measures
6.60 x 7.45 meters and the southern one 5.70 x
7.20 meters. A possible perimeter wall was traced
over a distance of 192 meters on the north and
east sides of the site. There are several large
cisterns and many caves {pis. 159-160).
Pottery. Site examined 24 June 1976. 149
sherds. E Byz dom, prob Rom, ER, 12/P, Iron
Age, UD.

2311.1396

This medium-sized site is on the slopes of a
hill occupied by the modern village of Dubaiyan.
Ancient architecture includes buildings with
vaulted roofs, one in current use as a barn.
Marginal drafting may be seen on some of the
ancient building stones. There are caves, cisterns and, on the north side, three shaft tombs.
This appears to be Fohrer's Site L (1961: 62);
he reports a rectangular building which the
Heshbon Survey did not find [pl. 165).
Pottery. Site examined 25 June 1976. 140
sherds. Few Mod, Ay/Mam dom, Um, Byz, LR,
ER, few prob Iron Age bods.
Site 135

Site 132

Dubaiyan.

2328.1398

2315.1398

This small site is a large, flat hilltop. Architecture is limited, but includes small fragments
that could be domestic and lengthy walls, using

This small site occupies a very high hill. The
lower courses of a rectangular building measuring 21.00 x 19.00 meters may be seen. The walls
are two rows wide and are made of large bout-
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ders; several interior walls are visible. Nearby
are caves and a large cistern. This site is Fohrer's
Site D. He gives the grid reference as 2330.1400
and measures the building as 23.50 x 21.00 meters.
He reports Roman, Byzantine and modem pottery
in addition to Iron Age. He interprets the building
as an Ammonite fortification (1961: 60) [pis. 166167}.

Pottery. Site examined 28 June 1976. 132 sherds,
mostly body fragments. Two Mod, Iron 2, poss
Iron 1.

two and one-half meters. There are two tombs
also within the structure, one with a nicely
carved entrance. There are two cisterns and an
underground vault which can be entered at three
points and which measures 6.20 x 1.90 meters
[pis. 170-173}.
Pottery. Site examined 29 June 1976. 100
sherds, 24 tesserae. Mod, Um, L Byz, E Byz,
12/P.

Site 139
Site 136

2331.1400

At this very small site, on the northern slope
of a hill, was found a possible stone tower measuring 4.50 x 3.80 meters and surviving three
courses high. There is other possible architecture
nearby [pl. 168}.
Pottery. Site examined 28 June 1976. 16 sherds.
Um, ER, 12/P.

Site 137

2330.1392

This very small site is on a low hill of bedrock surrounded by a cultivated plain. There is
some possible architecture to be seen, as well as
two wine presses cut into bedrock and a small
cistern or storage cave. This appears to be Fohrer's
Site F, which he calls "chirbet el-bischara" and
places at grid reference 2332.1389. He reports a
rectangular building of uncertain dimension, a
round tower, a circular wine press, and a cistern.
His pottery was Iron, Roman, Byzantine and
Arabic (1961: 60) [pl. 169}.
Pottery. Site examined 28 June 1976. 90 sherds.
E Byz dom, ER, Iron Age bods, prob Iron 1.

Site 138

2335.1403

On this small site there are several ruined
buildings which stand to a height of about two
meters. The walls are plastered and painted on
the inside and, although no modem pottery was
found, it seems the buildings must have been
occupied in recent decades. There are several
cisterns, some caves, and a large tank with
steps leading down into it; it is coated with
textured plaster. There is also a wine press in
bedrock [pl. 174}.
Pottery. Site examined 29 June 1976. 77 sherds.
Um, Byz, Hell, I2/P, one EB 4b.
Site 140

Umm el-Basatin.

2336.1372

This small site is scattered over a broad hillside northeast of Umm el-Hanafish (or, Umm
el-Basatin); the site overlooks a fertile plain
that is presently under cultivation. The depth of
soil is slight over the site and the sherds are
widely scattered. A building with crude walls
was found, measuring 4.70 x 750 meters. Within
the building were found three EB ledge handles
[pl. 175}.

Pottery. Site examined 30 June and 28 July
1976. 362 sherds. Few Ay/Mam, Byz, few 12/P,
MB 2c, EB 4a and 4b dom.

2331.1410

This medium-sized site is on the eastern slope
of a large hill, which occupies an area about 150
meters in diameter. Illicit excavation here has
revealed a complex of walls with excellent masonry.
Many tesserae were found as well as two patches
of mosaic floor in situ. Inside a structure measuring
6.00 x 3.00 meters, there is an apsidal wall oriented
toward the east, but its inside diameter is barely

Site 141

2316.1417

This very small site is on a hilltop with much
bedrock exposed. Many possible walls are visible. There is a cistern in current use [pl. 176}.
Pottery. Site examined 1 July 1976. 123 sherds.
Byz, LR, Hell, I2/P, poss Iron 1.
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2321.1412

Site 142

This medium-sized site is about 250 meters in
diameter, and occupies a hilltop that is in the
center of a long ridge. Architectural fragments
are strewn all over this site, some suggesting
monumental structures. There are also cisterns,
caves and tombs, including one shaft tomb that
was converted into a cistern. This may be Conder's
Khurbet Umm Rummaneh (1889: 157) [pl. 177].
Pottery. Site examined 1 July 1976. 90 sherds,
4 tesserae. Ay/Mam, Um, L Byz, prob E Byz,
poss Hell.
Site 143

El-Yaduda.

This medium-sized site is a gray-colored hill,
about 200 meters in diameter, surrounded by
cultivated fields. The surface of the site is
sharply undulating because of ancient architecture. There is much evidence of architecture
including a possible two-course perimeter wall.
Many caves and cisterns were noted and fragments of small grinding mills were found [pl.
180].
Pottery. Site examined 28 July 1976. 164 sherds.
Ay/Mam dom (especially Mamluk), Abb, Um, few
ER, 12/P.

2365.1395

This large site is a high landmark near the
Amman/Madaba highway. A cluster of modern
buildings at the summit of the prominent hill is
enclosed by a wall measuring about 120 x 95
meters. Despite the modern village many fragments of ancient architecture may be seen, as
well as many cisterns, caves, tombs and a highwalled reservoir. Von Rabenau found terra sigillata
sherds and tesserae here, as well as Roman,
early Arabic and Iron Age pottery (1978: 51-52).
Glueck found Nabataean, Byzantine and medieval
Arabic sherds; in addition, "It seems likely that
it was occupied in the Bronze Age or in the Iron
Age. No sherds from these periods could be
discovered, however, because of the masses of
modern debris which cover the top and slopes of
the mound" (1934: 6) [pl. 178].
Pottery. Site examined 27 July 1976. 247 sherds.
Ay/Mam (especially Mamluk), Abb, Um, Byz, LR,
ER, 12/P, Iron 2.
Site 144

2349.1402

Site 145

2351.1397

This small site is a small barren hill surrounded,
except on the north, by cultivated fields. There
are several architectural fragments, including a
lintel with a carved rosette, and many tesserae.
Also, two well-plastered cisterns, a cave with
architecture inside, and one tomb may be seen
{pl. 179).
Pottery. Site examined 28 July 1976. 74 sherds,
20 tesserae. Abb, Um, Byz, poss LR, few 12/P.

Site 146

Jebel el-Fahud.

2368.1406

This small site is a low hill with shallow soil
cover. There is a heavy wall, two rows wide,
that encloses an area about 50 x 56 meters at
the high point of the hill. This area is surrounded by a terrace which is defined by a
possible outer perimeter wall. The terrace measures
about 76 x 124 meters. There is some evidence
of quarrying [pis. 181-182].
Pottery. Site examined 29 July 1976. 186 sherds.
Few Um, few Byz, 12/P, Iron 2, Iron la, b dom,
UD.
Site 147

Rujm el-Fahud.

2371.1411

This medium-sized site is on a high hill now
overgrown with a coniferous forest. At the
summit there is a well-built tower, 14 x 14
meters in size, that survives at least five courses
high. Within the tower are four openings leading
into rooms that are roofed over with long stone
slabs. Outside the tower is a possible perimeter
wall which makes the whole complex about 90 x
75 meters. A small wine press and a cistern
were also noted. Descriptions of the same site
are provided by H. J. Stoebe (1964: 32-33) and
K. von Rabenau (1978: 50-51) {pis. 183-184].
Pottery. Site examined 29 July 1976. 91 sherds.
Few Byz, ER, 12/P, Iron la, b.
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Site 148

2359.1420

This very small site consists of a stone tower
which measures 18.10 x 17.80 meters and survives
to four courses. There is evidence in several
places on the west side of a possible perimeter
wall. K von Rabenau calls this site Rujm elMacawid (1978: 49-50) [pis. 185-186).
Pottery. Site examined 2 August 1976. 102
sherds. Few Um. Byz. LR. U/P.
Site 149

Tell e1-cumeiri.

2342.1420

On this major site. the debris. which is on a
natural hill. spreads over approximately 16 acres.
A spring. providing water for local residents. is
immediately at the foot of the northern slope.
The slope rises steeply on all sides except the
west where the hill joins a ridge. An outcrop of
bedrock can be seen about halfway up the hill.
but no higher. Considerable evidence of architecture is to be seen on the site. especially on the
summit, which also has several modem graves.
The summit. though irregular, is fairly flat. It
drops off abruptly on all sides along a scarp
which strongly suggests a line of defensive wall.
There are huge quantities of sherds to be found
on the surface of the site. Low on the southsouthwest side of the mound are two rock faces
bearing fragmentary inscriptions. Each has seven
or eight letters that appear to be Greek but
they cannot be read with certainty [pis. 187191).

Pottery collections were made by two techniques. First. four persons collected pottery
randomly as they walked over the site. Second.
two ten-by-ten meter squares were laid out. one
at the summit and one low on the east slope. In
each square every potsherd larger than a thumbnail
was taken. Because of the great quantity of
sherds gathered in this latter fashion. only indicator
sherds were kept.
Pottery. Site examined 2. 3 August 1976. 1,037
sherds. Random collection (387 sherds): few Byz.
few LR. Hell, I2/P dom. Iron 2. Iron la. b, c.
few LB, few MB. MB 2b. c. EB 4. 3, EB/Chalc.
Square at summit (325 sherds): few Byz. 12/P
dom, Iron 2. Iron 1. few poss LB. few EB. Square
on east slope (325 sherds): ER. I2!P. EB 4 and 3
dom, EB/Chalc.

Site 150

E1-cumelri.

2346.1421

This medium-sized site is a large natural hill
with many terraces. gardens, and orchards.
There is abundant evidence of architecture;
many cut blocks have been built into stone
fences. There are cisterns, caves with architecture inside, and a circular installation that may
have been a lime kiln. Some portions of walls
may be found in situ, especially on the west
side. Von Rabenau explored this site but not,
according to his description. Tell et-cumeiri
(Site 149) (1978: 49) [pl. 192).
Pottery. Site examined 3 August 1976. 174
sherds, 6 tesserae. One Mod, few Um, Byz dom.
LR. ER, U/P, Iron 1.
Site 151

2316.1423

This very small site is on a low rise of land
in a broad wadi and occupies about 75 meters
diameter. A two-row stone wall can be traced
for more than 17 meters. Another outer wall
follows a terrace around the site. There is one
possible cistern [pl. 193).
Pottery. Site examined 4 August 1976. 71
sherds. Few Byz. Iron 2 dom.
Site 152

2321.1432

This very small site is a large tomb with an
elaborately carved arched entrance, a threshold,
and some carved architectural fragments. There
are two arcosolia cut into each of the three
walls of the main chamber. A similar tomb may
be seen about 300 meters to the northwest.
Both tombs have plaster on the walls and on
the entrance [pis. 194-195).
Pottery. Site examined 4 August 1976. No
sherds.
Site 153

Umm es-Summaq.

2317.1434

This very small site is a low hill on a long
ridge. There is a peculiar area about 40 meters
in diameter that is covered with fist-sized rocks.
No architecture is evident [pl. 196).
Pottery. Site examined 4 August 1976. 75
sherds. ER. Iron 2. four MB 2b, c. UD.
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Site 154

Umm es·Summaq.

2313.1435

This medium-sized site is west of Site 153 and
on the same ridge. The surface of the site has
many mounds and depressions and there is considerable evidence of architecture. There is a
cistern at the east end, several caves and one
possible tomb. The site was visited by C. R.
Conder (1889: 250-51) [pl. 197].
Pottery. Site examined 4 August 1976. 169
sherds. Few Um, Ay/Mam (especially Mam), Byz,
LR,ER.
Site 155

2301.1437

This small site is on a high hill overlooking
Naur. Many walls are visible including a twocourse wall in an oval shape 95 meters long and
35 meters wide. There is one cistern and one
shaft tomb [pl. 198].
Pottery. Site examined 4 August 1976. 95 sherds.
Um, L Byz, E Byz, poss Rom bods.

Summary Chart of Pottery Readings

The chart on the next seven pages presents in
summary form the field readings for the pottery
collected at the 148 sites examined in the Heshbon Survey. The following key will be needed to
interpret the chart:
Size of site:

1 Very small
2 Small
3 Medium
4 Large
5 Major

Readings:
XAttested
FFew
P Possible or Probable
B Mostly body sherds
D Dominant
10ne
21\vo

An explanation of the size designations is
provided earlier in this chapter, page 9.
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Plate 2.1

Site 1

Ras et-Tawila
Rectangular pool or reservoir on west side of Site 1

Plate 2.2

Ras et-Tawila

Site 1
Column fragments near pool or reservoir
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Plate 2.3

Ras et Tawila

Site 1
Cistern with a sheperd's cup

Plate 2.4

Site 1

Ras et Tawila
Left half of tomb complex
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Plate 2.5

Ras et Tawila

Site 1
A Byzantine cist-tomb
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Plate 2.6

Ras et Tawila

Site 1
A wine press

43
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Plate 2.7

Site 2

El-Gre'a
East view of El-Gre'a

Plate 2.8

El-Gre'a

Site 2
A cistern
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Plate 2.9

El-Gre'a

Site 2

A tomb
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Plate 2.10

Ateyig

Site 3
East view of Ateyig
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Plate 2.11

Ateyig

Site 3

A press complex
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Plate 2.12

Ateyig

Site 3
Collar stone of a cistern

Plate 2.13

Ateyig

Site 3
Interior of a cistern
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Plate 2.14

Ateyig

Site3
A robbed-out sarcophagus

49
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Plate 2.15

El-Hawajib

Site 4
Northeast view of El-Hawajib
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Plate 2.16

El-Hawajib

Site4
A projecting sarcophagus
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Plate 2.17

El-Mudwara

Site 5
West view of a tomb
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Plate 2.18

El-Mudwara

Site 5
East view of El-Mudwara

Plate 2.19

Site 5

El-Mudwara
West view of rock cuttings
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Plate 2.20

Site 6
Small rise in field containing several tombs

Plate 2.21

Site 6
Tombs cut by quarrying
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Plate 2.22

Site 7

Khirbet el •Al
West slope of el 'Al

Plate 2.23

Khirbet el •Al

Site 7
Fifteen-meter wall on west side
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Plate 2.24

Khirbet el 'Al

Site 7
Cistern at summit of site

Plate 2.25

El-Quseir

Site 8
El-Quseir with Tell Hesban at left
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Site 9

Plate 2.26
North view of site

Site9

Plate 2.27
A tomb with a cylindrical shaft
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Plate 2.28

Gourmeyet Hesban

Site 10
South west view of site

Plate 2.29

Gourmeyet Hesban

Site 10
A partially collapsed dolmen
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Plate 2.30

Gourmeyet Hesban

Site 10
A dolmen on slope above Wadi Hesban

Plate 2.31

El-Harig

Site 11
North view of El-Harig
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Plate 2.32

El-Harig

Site 11
Tomb with horizontal entrance
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Plate 2.33

Site 13
Curbstones of Roman road approaching Site 13

Site 13

Plate 2.34
Cluster of milestones with Mt. Nebo in distance
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Plate 2.35

Site 13
Milestone with typical square base

Plate 2.36

Site 13
Some of 24 milestones at Site 13
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Site 13

Plate 2.37
Milestone with inscription barely visible

Site 13

Plate 2.38
Enlarged view of inscription
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Plate 2.39

Site 14
Possible way-station along Roman road

Plate 2.40

Site 15
Foundation of possible Roman way-station beside Roman road
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Plate 2.41

Site 15
Milestone cluster along Roman road

Plate 2.42

Site 15
A standing milestone with inscription
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Plate 2.43

Site 15
Recent rebuild of possible Roman way station

Plate 2.44

Site 16
Figures walking along Roman road
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Plate 2.45

El-Hawwaya

Site 17
Possible stone marker beside Roman road

Site 18

Plate 2.46
A column drum in entrance to cave

67
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Plate 2.47

El-Qarn

Site 19
Southwest view of Early Bronze site

Plate 2.48

Site 20
Edge of Roman road at El-Mushaqqar with Tell Hesban in distance
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Plate 2.49

Site 20

El-Mushaqqar
Column drums at El-Mushaqqar
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Site 21

Plate 2.50
A badly weathered milestone along Roman road
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Plate 2.51

Site 21
Same milestone of Plate 2.50 later found smashed

Site 22

Plate 2.52
Possible collapse of building stone locally called a Rujm
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Site 23

Plate 2.53
The emergence of cAin Hesban
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cAin Hesban

Site 23
A water wheel at cAin Hesban
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Plate 2.55

Site 24

El-Adel
Slope of El-Adel above 5\in Hesban

Plate 2.56

Site 25

Abu el-Ghizlan
Three column drums
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Plate 2.57

Site 26

Tell Jalul
North view of Tell Jalul

Plate 2.58

Tell Jalul

Site 26

Cistern 800 m west of Tell Jalul
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Plate 2.59

Site 26

Tell Jalul
Arched roof of building

Plate 2.60

Tell Jalul
Architecture on lower slopes and cemetery on upper slopes of Tell Jalul

Site 26

CATALOGUEOFSITES
Plate 2.61

Tell Jalul

Site 26
A doorway with decorated jambs and lintel

Plate 2.62

Khirbet Umm el·Qanafid
Khirbet Umm el-Qanafid is hill at lower right

Site 29
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Plate 2.63

Khirbet Umm el-Qanafid

Site 29

Eastern slope of site near beginning of Wadi Hesban

Plate 2.64

El-Maqam

Site 32
Wine press complex on heights above Wadi Hesban
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Plate 2.65

UmmSedra

Site 33
East view of Umm Sedra

Site 34

Plate 2.66

Oval foundation of a possible watchtower along Roman road
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Site 35

Plate 2.67
South west view of Ayin Shayyaha near milestone cluster

Plate 2.68

Site 35
One of four milestones at Site 35
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Plate 2.69

Site 35
A Roman milestone with weathered inscription

Plate 2.70

Khirbet el-Mahatta

Site 36
East view of Khirbet el-Mahatta
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Plate 2.71

Site 36

Khirbet el-Mahatta
West wall of Roman way-station

Plate 2.72

Khirbet el-Mehatta
Comer of tower at Khirbet el-Mahatta with Jordan Valley in background

Site 36
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Plate 2.73

Khirbet el-Mehatta

Site 36
West view of Khirbet el-Mehatta
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Plate 2.74

Khirbet el-Mahatta
A wall at southwest corner of Khirbet el-Mehatta

Site 36

CATALOGUEOFSITES 83
Plate 2.75

Khirbet el-Mehatta
A wall going northeast at Khirbet el-Mahatta

Site 36
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Plate 2.76

Khirbet el-Mahatta

Site 36
Comers of a tower

Plate 2.77

Site 37
A circular watchtower along the Roman road
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Site 38

Plate 2.78
A circular watchtower along the Roman road

Site 40

Plate 2.79
Southwest view of the upper Wadi Hesban
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Plate 2.80

Qasr Shunat Beni Adwan

Site 42
Floor of Wadi Hesban

Plate 2.81

Site 51
Group of shaft tombs
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Site 52

Plate 2.82
An ancient wall in the Wadi Hesban

Plate 2.83

Umm es-Sarah

Site 54
East view of Umm es-Sarab
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Plate 2.84

Umm es-Sarah

Site 54
Excavated burial at Umm es-Sarah

Plate 2.85

Site 54

Umm es-Sarah
Squares excavated to bedrock at Umm es-Sarah
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Plate 2.86

Site 59

cAin Sumia
South view of cAin Sumia above bed of Wadi Hesban

Plate 2.87

cAin Sumia

Site 59
Possible Byzantine ruins
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Plate 2.88

Site 60
West view of Site 60 overlooking the Jordan Valley

Plate 2.89

Abu Debe

Site 61
East view of Abu Debe
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Plate2.90

Site 63
A possible watchtower along the Roman road

Plate 2.91

Site 64
Possible curbstones of the Roman road
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Plate 2.92

Site 64
A possible circular tower beside the Roman road

Plate 2.93

Site 65
A possible waystation along the Roman road
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Site 66

Plate 2.94
Curbing of the Roman road with Jordan Valley in the background

Plate 2.95

Site 67
Possible circular watchtower beside Roman road
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Plate 2.96

Site 67
Second possible watchtower at Site 67

Site 68

Plate 2.97
A milestone at the seventh mile from Esbus
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Plate 2.98

Site 68

Plate 2.99

Site 68
A milestone
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Plate 2.100

Beddih

Site 72
East view of Beddih

Plate 2.101

Beddih

Site 72
A wall at Beddih
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Plate 2.102

Site 73

Jumeian
South view of Jumeian

Plate 2.103

Jumeian

Site 73
Arcosolium tomb
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Plate 2.104

Jumeian

Site 73
Column bases in situ

Site 74

Plate 2.105
North view of site with water wheel and bed of Wadi Hesban in lower right corner·
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Site 74

Plate 2.106
A ruined water wheel installation

Site 80

Plate 2.107
South view of sites 80 and 60
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Plate 2.108

Site 82
South view of site

Site 82

Plate 2.109
West view of site
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Site 82

Plate 2.110
Southeast view of a possible wall

Plate 2.111

Site 82
The mouth of a cistern at Site 82
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Site 83

Plate 2.112
A wine-press complex

Site 84

Plate 2.113
Looking up Wadi Lubeb
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Site 84

Plate 2.114
Remains of a large wall running down slope

Site 87

Plate 2.115
A southeast view of site
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Plate 2.116

Turki

Site 89
Remains of circular tower at Turki

Plate 2.117

Site 95

Tell er-Rama
A south view of Tell er-Rama
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Plate 2.118

Tell el-Kafrein

Site 96
A northwest view of Tell el-Kafrein

Plate 2.119

Tell Iktanu

Site 97
West view of Tell Iktanu
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Plate 2.120

Site 98
Northwest view of site

Site 98

Plate 2.121
Remains of a round tower
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Plate 2.122

Site 100

Masuh
A northwest view of Masuh

Plate 2.123

Es-Samik

Site 101
Stone structure atop hill of Es-Samik
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Plate 2.124 Umm el-Amad

Site 102
A south view of Umm el-Amad

Plate 2.125

Umm el-Basatin (Umm el-Hanafish)
A southwest view of Umm el-Basatin

Site 103
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Plate 2.126

Site 104
Possible building stones at this site

Plate 2.127

El-Mushaqqar

Site 105
The door of a building at Mushaqqar
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Plate 2.128

Site 105
A north view of the site's hill

Site 105

Plate 2.129
A cave entrance
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Site 106

Plate 2.130
One of six possible circular watchtowers

Plate 2.131

Site 107
Southeast view of hillside at this site
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Plate 2.132

cAyun Musa

Site 108
The springs of cAyun Musa

Plate 2.133

Site 108

c Ayun Musa

A stone tower at cAyun Musa
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Plate 2.134

Site 109

el-Jureina
Architectural debris at el-Jureina

Plate 2.135

Qaryat el-Jureina

Site 110
Mosaic floor with large, crude tesserae
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Plate 2.136

Kefeir Abu Khinan

Site 111
A north view of site

Plate 2.137

Kefeir Abu Khinan
Building with vaulted roof and decorated lintel
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Plate 2.138

Site 113
A cistern with two steps

Plate 2.139

Manja

Site 114
Site with cemetery at left
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Plate 2.140

Kefeir Abu Khinan

Site 115
North view of Kefeir Abu Khinan

Plate 2.141

Kefeir Abu Khinan

Site 115
A building with decorated lintel
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Plate 2.142

Site 116

Hanina
Entrance to an elaborate tomb

Plate 2.143

Hanina

Site 116
Tomb with three tiers of loculi and several sarcophagi
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Plate 2.144

Beddih

Site 117
One of 75 robbed-out tombs
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Site 118

Plate 2.145
South view of the site's hill

Plate 2.146

Es-Samik

Site 119
Building with door, in situ
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Plate 2.147 Es-Sarnik

Site 119
Wine press with collection vat converted to a cistern

Plate 2.148

Site 120

Ras Hesban

Foudations of a large building
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Plate 2.149

Site 120

Ras Hesban
West view of site

Site 122

Plate 2.150
Unusual rock formations in Wadi Hesban
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Plate 2.151

Site 122
Opening of carved-out boulder

Plate 2.152

Sha'nab

Site 123
A view of Khirbet Sha'nab
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Plate 2153

Site 124
A round tower beside Roman road with Dead Sea in background

Plate 2.154

Site 125
One of two round towers beside Roman road
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Plate 2.155

Site 126
Southwest view of site with fossilii.ed coral

Site 127

Plate 2.156
Southwest view of site
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Site 129

Plate 2.157
Southwest view of this site

Plate 2.158

Site 130
Site with sharply undulating surface
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Plate 2.159

Site 131
North view of this site

Site 131

Plate 2.160
A small, rectangular stone tower
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Site 132

Plate 2.161
East view of this site

Plate 2.162

Site 132
Wall face showing marginal drafts
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Plate 2.163

Site 132
Comer of wall showing marginal-draft masonry

Plate 2.164

Site 133
Northwest view of small stone building foundations
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Site 134

Plate 2.165
Northeast view of site

Site 135

Plate 2.166
Northwest view of this site
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Plate 2.167

Site 135
Portion of stone enclosure wall

Plate 2.168

Site 136
A very small stone tower
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Plate 2.169

Site 137
Wine press with pressing floor, sediment basin and collection vat

Plate 2.170

Site 138
North view of this site
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Site 138

Plate 2.171
Wall structures exposed by illicit excavation
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Site 138

Plate 2.172
Northwest view of a wall and tomb entrance
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Plate 2.173

Site 138
An apsidal stone structure

Plate 2.174

Site 139
Southeast view of this site
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Plate 2.175

Site 140
West view of this site north of Umm el-Basatin

Plate 2.176

Site 141
West-northwest view of this site
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Plate 2.177

Site 142
Site with much evident architecture
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El-Yaduda

Site 143
Site with ancient remains among modem buildings
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Site 144

Plate 2.179
Site with architectural fragments and many tesserae

Site 145

Plate 2.180
Northwest view of this site
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Plate 2.181

Site 146

Jebel el-Fahud
A possible defense wall at a small site
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Plate 2.182

Jebel el-Fahud

Site 146
General view of Jebel el-Fahud

Plate 2.183

Rujm el-Fahud

Site 147
A fourteen-meter-square tower
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Plate 2.184

Rujm el-Fahud

Site 147
Entrance to building with stone-slab roof
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Site 148

Plate 2.185
Square-stone wall four courses high

Plate 2.186

Site 148
Comer of square tower
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Plate 2.187

Tell e1-cumeiri (West)

Site 149
East view of this tell

Plate 2.188

Tell el·cUmeiri (West)
Southwest view of the tell, with spring at the foot of northern slope

Site 149

CATALOGUE OF SITES

Plate 2.189 Tell et-cumeiri (West)

Site 149
A view of the top of the tell

Plate 2.190 Tell e1-cumeiri

Site 149
Right view of a stone with an inscription
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Plate 2.191

Tell e1-cumeiri

Site 149
Left view of a stone with an inscription

Site 150

Plate 2.192 Tell e1-cumeiri (East)
North view of this site
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Site 151

Plate 2.193
Low-lying site with several walls

Site 152

Plate 2.194
One of two elaborate tombs at this site
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Site 152

Plate 2.195

A tomb interior

Plate 2.196

Site 153

Umm es-Summaq
East view of this site

CATALOGUE OF SITES 147

Plate 2.197

Umm es-Summaq

Site 154

Medium-sized site with considerable evidence of architecture

Site 155

Plate 2.198
North view of this site on heights above Naur
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Characterization of Periods
houses or, perhaps, burial chambers. Because of
the landform and the lack of visible architecture or occupational debris, it is difficult to
imagine this place as a domestic site. What its
function was is a perplexing matter. C. R. Con·
der, who called this site el-Kalu'a, reported
dolmens in the vicinity but none could be found
by the Heshbon Survey (1889: 125·33).
Chalcolithic pottery was found at the three
largest sites in the vicinity of Hesban: Tell
Jalul (Site 26, 2312.1254), Tell Iktanu in the
Jordan Valley (Site 97, 2137.1365, where the
pottery reading was only "possible," and at Tell
el·cUmeiri (Site 149, 2342.2420). At all three,
the Chalcolithic settlement was followed by
Early Bronze, Middle Bronze, Late Bronze, and
Iron Age occupation.
Thus the Chalcolithic Period witnessed quite
light occupation in the region of Hesban. This
is comparable to the findings of Siegfried Mitt·
mann's survey farther north in Transjordan
where only 3 of 346 sites yielded Chalcolithic
pottery (1970: 256-64). In contrast to the
findings of Mittmann and the Heshbon Survey,
the survey of the northern half of the east
Jordan Valley found that 32 of the 106 sites
examined yielded Neolithic/Chalcolithic pottery
(Ibrahim; Sauer; Yassine 1976: 48·50).

Chalcollthic Period

Pottery of the Chalcolithic or Chalcolithic/
Early Bronze Period was collected at eleven
sites, that is, 7.4 percent of the 148 sites examined. The sites are listed in table 3.1 with an
indication of the size of each site and the rela·
tive strength of the ceramic evidence.
Except for the last three listed, the Chalco·
lithic sites are small and tend to be in wadis or
low-lying land. Sites 128 and 129 are on the
eastern plateau. These sites are very small and
the Chalcolithic pottery is weakly represented
there.

Table 3.1 Chalcollthic Period

V.Small
V.Small
V.Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Major
Major
Major

Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Ghor
Pla1eau

74

128
129
82
92
93
94
122

26
97
149

Dominant (Chalco/EB)
One probable
Probable
Few possible
Dominant (ChalcolEB)
Dominant (ChalcoJEB)
Allcsted (Chaleo/EB)
Dominant
Allcsted (Chaleo/ED)
Possible
AllCSled (Chalco/EB)

Early Bronze Age
Early Bronze Age pottery was collected at 46
sites, or 31 percent of the sites examined. It
should be noted that some pottery was read as
"Chalcolithic/Early Bronze." That pottery is
included in the listing of both Chalcolithic and
Early Bronze sites (table 32).
In contrast to the Chalcolithic Period, which
preceded it, and the Middle and Late Bronze
Ages which followed it, there must have been
substantial settled population in the Early
Bronze Age. At most of the 46 sites, Early
Bronze pottery was firmly attested and it was
dominant at eight sites. It should be noted,

None of the small sites appears to be note·
worthy with the exception of Site 122 (2237.
1372), a small site low on the north bank of the
Wadi Hesban. Here the pottery was clearly Chai·
eolithic, not transitional to Early Bronze. The
Chalcolithic sherds were predominant, accompa·
nied only by some possible EB sherds and a few
of the ubiquitous Byzantine sherds. The site is
also unusual for its landform: craggy rocks jutting up from the earth with large boulders scat·
tered about. Potsherds and flints were found
among the rocks and bluffs and some of the
boulders were hollowed out like very small
151
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Table 3.2 Early Bronze Age

Size

Location

Site

Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Large
Major
Major
Major
Major

Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Ghor
Plateau
Ghor
Plateau
Plateau

23
40
52
53
57
74
80
84
85
86

87
99

106
107
112
116
10
24

31
32
51
61
70
79
82
83

91
92

93
94
101
105
108
122
123
139
140
19
54
59
98
95
26

97

102
149

Ceramic Evidence
One possible body sherd
1\vo possible

Attested
Attested
Possible
Dominant (Chalco/EB)
Possible body sherds
Attested
Attested, incl. possible EB IV/MB I
Possible body sherds
Dominant
Attested
Attested
One possible
Attested
Possible
Attested
Attested
Attested
One
Attested
Dominant
Body sherds
Possible body sherds
Dominant, incl. EB II, III, IV
Few, inc. possible EB IV
Attested
Dominant (Chalco/EB)
Dominant (Chalco/EB)
Attested (Chalco/EB)
Attested
Attested
Few
Possible
Possible
One
Dominant
Dominant, incl. EB Ill
Probable
Few
Attested, incl. EB III, IV
Possible
Attested
Attested
Attested lightly
Attested, incl. EB III, IV
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however, that the great majority of Early Bronze
sites are either small or very small (table 33).
Table 3.3 Location of Early Bronze Age
sites with percentages

Location
Wadi
Plateau
Ghor

Early Bronze
Aee Sites

All
Sites

29

72
73

15
2
46

3

Percentage
of Early
Bronze Sites
40%

21

stone blocks and is similar in appearance to
the Bronze Age walls at Amman and lrbid.
No Bronze Age sherds were found. There
were numerous sherds, however, from Early
Iron I-II, including decorated Moabite ware.
Several burnished Hellenistic sherds, some
sigillata ware, and quantities of medieval
Arabic sherds were also picked up (Glueck
1934: 6).
Table 3.4 Size of Early Bronze Age sites
with percentages

67

148
Size

The distribution pattern of EB sites (fig. 3.1),
shows that they tended to be in the wadi system
rather than on the plateau (table 3.4).
Furthermore, the sites are frequently to be
found on low, Oat land (e.g. Sites 23, 40, 51, 52,
53, 59, 61, 74, 79, 80, 82, 83, 84, 85, 86, 92, 93,
94, 106 and 122). Some of these sites (59, 82, 92,
93, 94) have architecture and other features that
suggest occupational sites. Others, however, are
composed merely of a scattering of sherds on
Oat land. Site 61 (2235.1367) is an example; it is
simply a concentration of sherds on Oat, open
land, some of it under cultivation, on the "floor"
of the Wadi Hesban. The pottery at Site 61
included one possible modem sherd, few
Byzantine body sherds, few Iron Age, with the
dominance of sherds from the Early Bronze Age.
The following sites are worthy of particular
discussion with regard to the Early Bronze Age:
Site 7, Khirbet el-'AI (2285.1364), deserves mention not as an Early Bronze site, but rather
because of the absence of EB pottery in the
surface pottery collected by the Heshbon Survey.
The team visited the mound on two successive
days and collected 803 sherds which were read
as Ayyubid/Mamluk, Umayyad, Byzantine, possible
Late Roman, Early Roman, Hellenistic, Iron W
Persian and Iron I. The lack of Early Bronze
pottery calls to mind the comments of Nelson
Glueck about a stone wall at Khirbet el-'Al:
On the west slope stands part of a
Bronze Age wall, which is still six courses
high and eleven meters long. It is made of
large, roughly dressed, much-weathered lime-

Very Small
Small
Medium
Large
Major

Percentage
of Early
Bronze Sites

Early Bronze
A2e Sites

All
Sites

16
21
4
1

67
49
21
6

43
19
17

4
46

s

80

24%

148

Certainly the date of the wall must remain in
question until excavations can settle the matter.
Glueck's own sherd collection should have discouraged him from calling it a "Bronze Age
wall." After his four soundings at the summit of
el-'AI in 1962, William L. Reed reported:
Sherds found in the debris of each sounding
indicate that some part of the tell must
have been occupied in the Early and Middle
Bronze, Iron I and Iron II, Roman, Byzantine, and Arabic periods, although it is not
yet possible to associate structural remains
with each of them" (Reed 1972: 27).
Nothing further was said of the Bronze Age
material and none of the EB or MB sherds was
published.
Site 19, el-Qarn (2223.1324), Site 61, Abu
Debe (2235.1367), and Site 140, Umm el-Basatin
(2336. 1372), are the only sites that are almost
exclusively Early Bronze Age. El-Qarn is the
only one that may have been protected by a
defensive wall. The site is on an isolated and
very defensible hill and the contours of the
summit do suggest a wall, a possibility also
observed by Glueck (1935: 111). While Glueck
reported large quantities of EB m-MB I sherds,
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the Heshbon Survey read them as Early Bronze
dominant, including EB ill.
Abu Debe is of a very different character
because it is an exposed, wlnerable site on Oat,
cultivated land in the Wadi Hesban. There is no
evidence of ancient architecture, but a fairly
heavy scattering of sherds is predominantly Early
Bronze Age. A possible macehead of basalt was
also found here. Umm el·Basatin (Site 140) is
similar in character-a scatter of sherds on an
exposed hillside adjacent to a broad cultivable
plain. The pottery here was Early Bronze IV and
Middle Bronze lie, plus a few sherds of later
periods. The only architecture was a small building, 4.70 x 7.50 meters, inside which were found
three EB ledge handles. These two sites, plus
others of similar nature, suggest that the Early
Bronze Age was fairly pacific, so enabling the
population to spread into remote, isolated areas
where they were militarily wlnerable, but able
to cultivate productive fields.
There is a cluster of Early Bronze sites on the
wadi slopes where the north-south Oowing Sail
Hesban bends toward the west: Sites 82 (2258·
.1365), 83 (2261.1362), 84 (2258.1358) and 85
(2255.1358 to 2261.1356). They are all small sites
and only 82 and 83 bear evidence of ancient
architecture. EB sherds were found at all four
sites and the EB IV/MB I horizon is particularly
indicated. This may be significant in relation to
the group of dolmens found just up the slope
from these sites on Gourmeyet Hesban (see under
Site 10, 2262.1352). Some evidence from Galilee
(Babat 1972: 44-46) and from the Golan (Epstein
1973: 109-10; 1974: 256) points to the EB IV or
MB I as the time period during which dolmens
were constructed. It is interesting that in his
first edition of The Other Side of the Jordan,
Nelson Glueck dated dolmens to the EB IV period
(1940: 118), but in the second edition he was
"inclined to assign them to the sixth millennium
B.C." (1970: 151).
Of the five major sites found in the Heshbon
Survey, four yielded Early Bronze pottery, but
only three in substantial quantity: Site 26, Jalul
(2312.1254), 97, Tell lktanu (2137.1364) and 149,
Tell el-cumeiri (2342.1420). It would appear that
only these three could have been Early Bronze
Age towns of significant size. They are widely
separated from each other, one being in the
Ghor, another in the rolling hills of the northern
plateau and the third in the flat plain of the
southern plateau. At least 17 kilometers separ-

ated each of them. None has additional Early
Bronze Age sites in its immediate vicinity.
There are four sites that, while much smaller
than the three just mentioned, yielded substantial amounts of EB sherds: Site 140, on the plateau, Sites 61 and 82 in the Wadi Hesban, and
Site 19 in the Wadi Salmah. Site 140 is quite
isolated, but Site 19 has three other small EB
sites within two kilometers. Sites 61 and 82, in
contrast, are only 2.5 kilometers apart and have
a total of 17 other smaller sites within two
kilometers. From surface appearances, it is unlikely that either Site 61 or 82 was fortified
and hence it is unlikely the surrounding sites
would have been clustered together for defense.
Without excavation it will not be known if the
three major sites (26, 97, 149) were walled in
the Early Bronze Age, but it is noteworthy that
they had no satellite villages; they could have
been near trade routes. In sum, it appears that
Early Bronze settlements were located mainly in
well-watered areas where cultivation and vine·
dressing were convenient and defense was not a
prime concern.
Middle Bronze Age

Middle Bronze Age sherds were collected at
14 sites, or 9.5 percent of all sites. It should be
noted that some sherds read as "MB/LB" are
included in this listing (table 3.5).
It is immediately obvious that there was a
sharp drop in the level of settled occupation in
the Hesban Region in the Middle Bronze Age
(fig. 3.2). Only 8.8 percent of the sites yielded
MB sherds as compared to 31 percent for EB.
This decline took place in MB I, for if the sites
with specifically MB II pottery are eliminated
there would be only eleven sites, and even for
these eleven, the ceramic evidence is sometimes
very slender (e.g., Sites 47, 82, 91, 97). It may
be worth noting that of the eleven possible MB
I sites, nine had also yielded EB sherds. The
remaining site, 47, had only one "possible" MB
she rd.
Judging from the strength of the evidence, it
is unlikely that any of the MB sites will prove
to have been sizable towns. Certainly the two
small sites, 101, es-Samik, and 140, Umm elBasatin, could not have been town sites. Es·
Samik is dominated by the unusual stone structure at its summit, made of large, undressed
boulders. If the structure proves to be very
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CHARACTERIZATION OF PERIODS 157
early it could date to EB since that pottery was
found there as well. Site 140 was dominated by
EB sherds. Furthermore, the site is scattered
over a hillside beside cultivable fields and bears
little evidence of ancient architecture.
Site 98 is a medium-sized site that yielded
"possible" MB sherds in two different collections.
With firm readings for three other major periods,
it is not likely that Site 98 will prove to be
significant for the Middle Bronze Age. The
notable architecture at the summit of this site
most certainly cannot be earlier than the Iron
Age.
Table 3.5 Location of Middle Bronze Age
sites
~

l.$11i!!D

lil!s

Cs1•m!!: lll!!!!sose

Very Small
Very Small

Wadi
Plareau
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plau:au
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau

85
ISJ

Allestcd, passable EB IVJMB I
Anemd, MB lib, c
TWoMBI
Pcmiblc MB I
Attcmd
Few probable MB II
Few possible MBILB
Attested. MB lie
One possible
Probable MB. passable MB/LB
Pmliblc, incl possible MB II
Altcstcd. lm:L MB lla,b,c II MB/LB
Pos.11iblcMBI
Attested, Incl MB llb,c

Small

Small
Small

SmaU
Small
Small

Medium
Medium
Medium
MaJOf
Majer
Major

Ghor

Plateau

82
91
101
127

132
140
47

S4
98

26
97
149

Thus the only sites that may be illuminating
for the Middle Bronze Age are 26, Jalul, 97, Tell
Iktanu, and 149, Tell e1-cumeiri, the same major
sites noted for the Early Bronze Age. Jalul is
the largest site in the survey area and the MB
evidence there is secure. The 75 MB sherds
constitute almost four percent of all the sherds
read at Jalul.
Tell Iktanu (Site 97) yielded MB I pottery as
well as EB and Chalcolithic. Some excavation has
been done at this site by Kay Prag, and while
the results have not yet been published she does
reveal some of her conclusions in an article on
"The Intermediate Early Bronze-Middle Bronze
Age: An Interpretation of the Evidence from
Transjordan, Syria and Lebanon" (1974: 69-107).
She found remains of two phases of EB-MB, a
period which she would date to ca. 2350-1900
B.C.
Partly planned from surface remains, and
partly excavated, this site has a fairly well-

built, large village of rectangular houses
arranged in moderately orderly blocks
divided by narrow unpaved streets. In the
first phase, the houses were built probably
of terre pise resting on stone bases
carefully built, up to 1/2 m high, of
smallish wadi boulders. In the second phase,
these stone bases were reused, but where
new additional walls were needed the
method was rather shoddy-a single line of
poor quality slabs was placed as foundation
on the ground surface and again presumably
built up with terre pise. The latter was
deduced from the collapse of debris, as
none survived in situ. (1974: 97).
She also notes that at Iktanu "no traces of
built defenses were observed" (1974: 76).
According to Henri du Contenson, Tell Iktanu
was occupied mainly in MB II (1964: 39).
The third major site is Tell e1-cumeiri (Site
149) which appears to have been occupied in all
the bronze ages. There was one reading here of
undifferentiated Middle Bronze sherds and one
reading of MB lib, c. The contours of this
mound strongly suggest the presence of
fortifications, but without excavation it cannot
be known to which periods they may date.

Late Bronze Age
Sherds of the Late Bronze Age were found at
six sites, or 4.1 percent of the sites explored.
It should be noted that some sherds read as
"MB/ LB" are also included in the listing of
Late Bronze Age sites (table 3.6).

Table 3.6 Location of Late Bronze Age sites
Size

'...,.ation

Site

Ceramic Evidence

Very Small
Small
Medium
Major
Major
Major

Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Ghor
Plateau

128
132
54
26
'Tl

One probable
Three possible MB/LB
Possible MB/LB
Attested, incl. LB I, II
Possible

149

Few

The sharp decline in occupation noticed in
the Middle Bronze Age continued into Late
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Bronze. Only six sites are included in the list
and even for them the evidence is notably weak.
The first two, Sites 128 and 132, may be
dismissed as insignificant. Not only are the sites
small but the LB sherds are few in number and
questionable.
The medium-sized site is 54, Umm es-Sarah.
Eight bags of pottery were collected here in two
different seasons. Two of those bags contained
sherds read as "possible MB/LB." In 1974, a small
dig was conducted here by the Heshbon Survey
(Ibach 1976: 113-17). The earliest soil layer encountered before reaching bedrock was Early
Roman. Of the 39 pails of pottery taken in the
dig, only two contained sherds earlier than Iron
Age. These were a mere handful of sherds that
could only be read as "possible Bronze Age."
Three major sites yielded Late Bronze sherds,
Site 26, Jalul, 97, Iktanu, and 149, el-'Umeiri the
same three sites that seemed to be significant
for both the Early and Middle Bronze Ages.
At Jalul, the Late Bronze evidence is firmly
attested and includes both LB I and LB II. Of
the 2,000 sherds collected and read in the 1976
intensive surface survey, 163, or 8.2 percent,
were Late Bronze. Of all the archaeological
periods represented at Tell Jalul, the Late
Bronze Age ranks fourth in the size of ceramic
evidence, after Iron Age I, Iron II, and Byzantine (Ibach 1978: 215-22).
The evidence at Iktanu (97) is weak: one pail
of sherds out of the four collected in two visits
contained "possible Late Bronze" pottery. At el'Umeiri, the Late Bronze sherds were securely
attested, appearing in small quantity in three of
the four pails of sherds. The pottery repertoire
of el-'Umeiri is closely parallel to that at Jalul
and it is possible that the LB evidence at el'Umeiri would be stronger in an intensive surface
survey like the one conducted at Jalul. (It may
be noted that LB evidence was extremely weak
in the conventional survey collections at Jalul in
1973 and 1974 [see fig 33)).
Thus, only three sites hold promise of having
been substantially occupied in the Late Bronze
Age: Jalul, Iktanu and el-'Umeiri. This situation
certainly corresponds to Nelson Glueck's
hypothesis of a drastic decline in population
from 1900 to 1300 B.C. (see, for example, Glueck
1970: 140-42; 1935: 138; 1939: 264-65, 268; 1951:
250, 423). Some of Glueck's early statements
concerning this decline in population were too
sweeping and dogmatic (e.g. Glueck 1940: 114-

15). In 1951, however, he stated his hypothesis
in terms that would match quite accurately the
situation in the Hesban Region: "During most of
the following MB II period and much of the LB
period, both in the Jordan Valley and Transjordan, there seems to have set in a sharp decline
of permanent settlement, accompanied by a lessening and a centralization of sedentary population at a comparatively few fixed and strongly
fortified points" (1951: 423). Jalul, Iktanu and
el-'Umeiri may very well be three such points.

Iron Age/Persian Period (1200-500 B.C.)
This 700-year span will first be mentioned as
a unit because great amounts of pottery collected in the survey could only be read as "Iron
Age" without any breakdown of that period.
Therefore table 3.7 includes any site with Iron
I, Iron II or Iron II/Persian.
Table 3. 7 Iron Age/Persian Period
Very Small
Sites

4
9
11
12
21
22
23
27
28
34
39
40
41
43
45
46
48
49

so
52
53
55
58

74
80

84
86
88

99
104
107
110
112
113
116
120
126
128
129
133
136
137
141
148
151
153

Small
Sites

2
3
5
6
8
10

20
24
25

31
33
42
51
61
70
71
72

Medium
Sites

94
101
105
108
114
117
118
121
123
127
132
135
139
140
144
146

109*
1
36 115*
44 131*
47 34•
54• 138
56° 145
59 147
98 150

Large Sites
29

95
96

73
79
82
89
91

26

92

97

100
103
143

Major Sites

7

102
149
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There are 112 sites in the Hesban Region that
yielded Iron Age pottery, that is, 76 percent of
all sites examined. This listing includes only site
numbers. The numbers with asterisks indicate the
51 sites with Iron Age pottery that could not be
distinguished as to Iron I, Iron II or Iron
II/Persian (see fig. 3.4 for locations).
Iron Age I
Pottery of Iron Age I (1200-900 B.C.) was
found at the 30 sites listed in table 3.8. They
constitute 20 percent of the sites examined. In
some cases, as noted, the pottery was sufficiently clear to allow discrimination according to the
phases of Iron Age I (i.e., Ia, lb or le). It should
be noted that in addition to the sites listed in
table 3.8, 51 sites had Iron Age pottery which
could not be further distinguished (see table 3.7).
Of the 30 sites where Iron I pottery was found
there are eight that must surely be regarded as
significant population centers. They are: Tell erRama (Site 95) and Tell Iktanu (97), both in the
Jordan Valley; el-'Umeiri (149), Umm el-Hanafish
(103), Khirbet el-'AI (7), Umm el-Amad (102) and
Jalul (26), all on the plateau; and Umm elQanafid (29), in the wadi system. Each of these
is a large or major site in size and the Iron I
pottery was firmly attested except at Iktanu
where it appeared in only one of the four pails
of sherds collected.
The site with the greatest representation is
Jalul, where 666 of the 2,000 indicator sherds
were read as Iron I, a larger proportion than for
any other archaeological period. There were only
583 sherds of Iron Age II. This is remarkable for
two reasons: the Iron II debris overlies, and
must partially obscure, the Iron I debris. Also,
Iron II/Persian pottery is much more common
throughout the Heshbon Survey than Iron I. One
might therefore expect to find that Jalul was a
city of substantial proportions in Iron Age I.
Another site that deserves particular mention
is Umm el-Qanafid (29). This site is on a natural
hill in the wadi system and is encircled by the
upper reaches of the Wadi Hesban which forms a
virtual moat around three-fourths of the circumference of the hill. The hill is eminently defensible and has a nearby spring used by villagers
today. The abundance of Iron I pottery at Umm
el-Qanafid, however, must be put in its context.
There are four more sites contiguous to Site 29
which also yielded much Iron I pottery. Site 40

is the bed of the Wadi Hesban as it flows westward from Umm el-Qanafid and the previouslymentioned spring is in this wadi. The pottery
collected here was almost exclusively Iron I.
Site 44 is a hill adjoining Site 29 on the north·
west. The abundant pottery here is predomin·
antly Iron I. The next hill linked to Site 44 on
the northwest is Site 45. Although the sherds
are scarcer here, they are predominantly Iron I.
The fourth neighboring site is 47, the portion
of the bed of the Wadi Hesban that circles Site
29 (it probably should be considered part of
Site 29). Again, the great amount of pottery
was predominantly Iron I. This group of sites
should likely be considered either as a single
large settlement or a cluster of suburbs dependent on a fortified town, Site 29.
The strength of the Iron I evidence at Jalul
and Umm el-Qanafid stands in marked contrast
to the remainder of the Survey area (including
Tell Hesban itself). Iron I pottery was found at
only 30 sites and its evidence was weak at nine
of those sites. While there were surely notable
settlements at Tell er-Rama, el-'Umeiri, Umm
el-Hanafish, Umm el-Amad, and Khirbet el-'AI,
the major hubs of activity must have been Jalul
and Umm el-Qanafid in all three phases of Iron
Agel.
The unusual character of three other sites
warrants some discussion. Iron I pottery was
dominant at cAyun Musa (Site 108, 2202.1317), a
small site at the foot of Mt. Nebo. There does
not appear to have been an occupational site
here. The small amount of pottery found immediately around the springs was all Iron I
except for a few possible Iron II/Persian sherds.
On the hill towering above the springs to the
north is a stone tower, 15.50 x 16.20 meters,
that probably dates to Iron Age I (phases a, b
and c are all represented), although there were
four Early Bronze sherds and some Iron II and
Iron II/Persian sherds as well.
Jebel el-Fahud (Site 146, 2368.1406) and Rujm
el-Fahud (Site 147, 2371.1411) are less than one
kilometer apart but are separated by a shallow
wadi. Both have considerable architecture visible
on the surface and both have Iron Ia and lb
pottery as the earliest material at the site
(dominant, in fact, at Site 146). Site 146 gives
the appearance of having been an occupational
site where there is room for domestic dwellings
inside the perimeter wall and tillable fields
nearby. Site 147 seems to have more of a
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Table 3.8 Iron Age

Size

Location

Site

Ceramic Evidence

Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Large
Large
Large
Major
Major
Major
Major
Major

Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Ghor
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Ghor
Plateau
Plateau

39

Attested
Dominant
Dominant
Few p<mible body sherds
Anested (Phase a)
Probable
Possible
One posfilble
Possible body sherds
Possible
Attested
Possible
Dominant (Phases a,b,c)
Anested
Possible
Dominant (Phases a,b)
Possible
Dominant
Dominant
Attested
Attested (Phases a,b)
Attested
Attested (Phases a,b,c)
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested (Phases a,b,c)
Attested
Attested
Attested (Phases a,b,c)

40

45
49
129
137
141
6

72
91
101
105
108
114
135
146
44

47
54
147
150
29
95
103
7
26

97

102
149
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military character. The central structure, 14.00 x
14.00 meters in size, may be a tower or garrison.
It is situated at the summit of one of the high·
est hills in the vicinity. Neither of these sites
can be taken as an important population center,
but together they represent considerable Iron
Age I activity less than three kilometers from a
major settlement, Tell el-cUmeiri (Site 149).
Table 3.9 Location of Iron I sites
with percentages

Location
Wadi
Plateau
Ghor

Sites of
Iron Aee I

10
18
2
30

All
Sites

72

73
3
148

Percentage of
Iron I Sites

14%
25
67

Table 3.10 Size of Iron I sites

V.Small
Small
Medium
Large
Major

Sites of
Iron Al!e I

7
9
6
3
5

30

All
Sites

Table 3.12 Iron II/Persian Period sites
with percentages

Location

Iron Age I remains at Hesban have proven, in
excavation, to be slight. In the early part of the
period there was a fragmentary trench in bedrock and a few soil layers. Later, a small cellar,
a retaining wall, a small cistern and a few soil
layers were found. The site was thus probably a
small, unfortified village dependent on agriculture, sheep herding, and perhaps simple cottage
textile industries (see forthcoming report on the
Iron Age at Tell Hesban by Larry G. Herr).

Size

which could only be designated as "Iron Age,"
and it is likely that many of them could belong
to the Iron II/Persian Period.

Percentage of
Iron I Sites

67
49
21
6

10%
18
29
50

5
148

100

Iron II/Persian Period
Pottery of the Iron II/Persian Period (ca. 900·
500 B.C.) was collected at 63 sites, that is, 43
percent of the sites explored. It should be noted
that in addition to the 63 sites on table 3.11 (p.
165·166) there are 51 sites that yielded sherds

Wadi
Plateau
Ghor

Iron II/
Persian
Sites

18
42
3
63

All
Sites

72

73
3
148

Percentage
of Iron II/
Persian Sires

25%
58
100

On table 3.11 are 16 sites that had Iron II
pottery, that is, about 900 to 850 or 800 B.C.
The brevity of this period may account for the
small number of sites, but also, judging from
the excavation at Tell Hesban, it may have been
a time of low population levels. In Area D the
period between Iron Ia and Iron II/Persian is
called a "post-stratum 19 Gap" (Herr 1978: 110).
In Area C were found several soil layers of
Iron Age II but "it can be concluded that there
was little or no habitation in this period on
this part of the tell" (Mare 1978: 69).
The Iron II/Persian Period was certainly one
of increased population and proliferation of
settlements (fig 3.6). In contrast to the Early
Bronze Age, for example, the Iron II/Persian
sites tended to be located on the plateau and to
be larger in size (the same trend, on a smaller
scale, was seen in Iron Age I). The location and
size distribution can be seen in tables 3.12 and
3.13.
Table 3.13 Size of Iron II/Persian Period sites

Size
Very Small
Small
Medium
Large
Major

Iron II/
Persian
Sites

All
Sites

Percentage
of Iron II/
Persian Sites

11

21

6

6

28%
45
52
100

5

5

100

63

148

19
22

67
49

In the great majority of cases, sites that had
Iron I pottery also had Iron II/Persian pottery.
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Fig. 3.5
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Table 3. 11 Iron II/Persian Period

Siu:

Location

Site

Ceramic Evidence

Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small

Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi

4
9
21
39

Few
Few body sherds
Attested
Few Possible-Iron II only
Few
Attested
Few
Body Sherds
Attested
Attested
One Possible-Iron II only
Attested
Attested
Body sherds
Attested
Attested
Attested
Dominant-Iron II only
Attested-Iron II only
Few
Few
Dominant
Body sherds
Body sherds
Attested
Few body sherds
Attested
Few
Attested
Few
Attested

40

41
74
80
99

104
110
128
129
133
136
141
148

151
153
2
3
5
6

8
10
42
72
82
91
92

94
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Table 3.11 Iron II/Persian Period continued

Evidence

c;~A

I~~•:--

Cloa

• ~r~m;,

Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Major
Major
Major
Major
Major

Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Ghor
Ghor
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Ghor
Plateau
Plateau

101
105
108
127
132
135
139
140
144
146
1

Body sherds
Attested
Attested-Incl. Iron II

36

44
47
59
98

131
138
145
147
150
29

95
96
100

103
143
7
26
97
102

149

Few
Attested
Attested-Iron II only
Attested

Few
Few
Attested-incl. Iron II
Attested-incl. Iron II
Attested
Attested
Attested

Few
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested-incl. Iron II
Attested-Incl. Iron II
Attested-incl. Iron II
Attested
Attested
Attested-incl. Iron II
Attested
Attested-incl. Iron II
Attested-incl. Iron II
Attested-Incl. Iron II
Attested-Incl. Iron II
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And, with the addition of three large sites, the
"significant population centers" of Iron Age I
continue to hold that status in the Iron II/
Persian Period. The eleven significant sites are:
Khirbet el-'AI (Site 7), Jalul (26), Umm el-Qanafid (29), Tell er-Rama (95), Tell el-Kafrein
(96), Tell Iktanu (97), Masuh (100), Umm el·
Amad (102), Umm el-Basatin (103), el-Yaduda
(143), and Tell el-cumeiri (149).
Not only are there more sites in the Iron III
Persian Period than there were in Iron I, but the
sites also yielded more sherds of the later period. The exception to this is Jalul (Site 26),
where the intensive surface survey produced 666
sherds of Iron I and 583 of Iron II/Persian
(Ibach 1978: 219). This is particularly noteworthy
in view of the fact that the Iron II/Persian
debris is overlying the Iron I material.
The map of the Iron II/Persian Period shows a
cluster of sites in the vicinity of Tell Hesban
and Khirbet el·'AI (Site 7), both of which have
substantial Iron II/Persian evidence (see, respectively, Boraas and Geraty 1976: 8-9; Reed 1972:
27-28). One of the unusual sites in this cluster
is el-Mudwara (Site 5, 2284.1352). A natural,
dome-shaped hill, this is one of only two sites
having Iron II/Persian as the dominant pottery.
The map also shows quite a concentration of
Iron II/Persian sites in the northern plateau area
bounded by Naur, Umm el-Qanafid (Site 29), elYaduda (143) and el-'Umeiri (149 and 150). Many
of the sites in this area had visible architecture
that might date to the Iron II/ Persian Period.
In addition, small tower-like structures were
found at the following places:
Site 131 (2304.1397). Amid considerable ancient
architecture are two towers, one measuring 6.60
x 7.45 meters, the other 5.70 x 7.20 meters.
Although Byzantine pottery is dominant here, and
much of the architecture is likely from that
period, these towers are of the kind noted at
other Iron Age sites.
Site 133 (2311.1402) has a structure about 5.00
x 5.40 meters. This is one of several sites that
Fohrer considers an Ammonite fortification: "Auf
Grund der Keramik, der Lage und der Sichtverbindung zu anderen Punkten dOrfte wie bei Bilcas
ein in Grenznahe gelegener, befestigter ammonitischer Ort anzunehmen sein" (1961: 59).
Site 136 (2331.1400) has a structure 4.50 x 3.80
meters. The pottery here was read as Umayyad,
Early Roman and Iron II/Persian.

Site 148 (2359.1420) has a stone tower measuring 18.10 x 17.80 meters. Although this structure is similar in appearance to those at Sites
108, 135, and 147 (see description under Iron
Age I above), the pottery at Site 148 is Iron III
Persian at the earliest.
It is noteworthy that the large site Tell el'Umeiri had Iron II/Persian pottery as the dominant ware both in the random collection and in
the 10 x 10 meter exhaustive collection taken
at the summit. The neighboring hill, Site 150
(2346.1421), also had Iron II/Persian evidence.
Late Persian Period
The preceding section dealt with the Iron III
Persian Period, that is, about 900 to 500 B.C.,
thus including approximately the first century
of the Persian Period. The Late Persian Period
(ca. 500-250 B.C.) is almost entirely unrepresented in the ceramic collections of the
Hesbon Survey. Tell Jalul (Site 26) had only
three sherds of that period out of the 2,000
that were read in the intensive surface survey
at Jalul. There appears to have been a gap in
the occupation of Tell Hesban during this period
(see, for example, Herr 1978: 110-12).
Hellenistic Period
Sherds of the Hellenistic Period (ca. 250-63
B.C.) were collected at 21 sites, that is, 14 percent of the 148 sites surveyed (table 3.14).
Table 3.15 shows that Hellenistic sherds were
found mostly at the larger sites.
The Hellenistic sites are rather evenly scattered over the survey area (fig. 3.7). And, although the pottery is attested without question
at most of the sites, the actual quantity of
Hellenistic sherds was quite small. For example,
of the six pails of pottery collected at Umm esSarab (Site 54), Hellenistic sherds appeared in
only one pail.
The overall impact clearly is that settled
population levels were still low in the Hellenistic period. After the nearly complete gap in
occupation during the Late Persian Period, this
era must have been somewhat transitional to
the much higher population levels of the Early
Roman Period. Tell Hesban might serve as an
example of this transition: after the virtual
absence of Late Persian pottery, the Early
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Fig. 3.7

Hellenistic Period
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Hellenistic Period was "sparsely attested" (Boraas
and Geraty 1976: 9), whereas Late Hellenistic
material was light in some areas (Mare 1978: 67)
and heavier in others (Herr 1978: 110-12; Sauer
1978: 44-46).
Table 3.14 Hellenlstic Period
Size

Location

Sire

The Hesbon Survey visited the site and sherded
it three times in two different seasons and
found no Hellenistic sherds. Furthermore, there
are no Hellenistic si.tes in the immediate
vicinity that could be called "neighboring
places." Thus es-Samik would seem to have been
ruled out as a candidate for Hellenistic Samega.

Ceramic Evidence

Roman Period
V. Small
V.Small
V.Small
V. Small
Small
Small
Sm air
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Large
Large
Large
Major
Major
Major
Major

Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Ghor
Ghor
Plateau
Plateau
Ghor
Plateau

99

104
129
141
31
123
132
139
36

S4
S9
109
130
142
29
9S
96
7
26

97
149

Allested
Allested
Allested
Attested
One sherd
Attested
Attested
Allested
Possible
Attested
Few possible body sherds
Possible
Attested
Possible
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Two sherds
Allested
Attested

In about 128 B.C. Hyrcanus made a campaign
into Transjordan and attacked Madaba, taking it
after six months (Josephus, Antiq. 13:9:1). Then,
"he took Samega, and the neighboring places.... "
Many have identified this Samega with es·Samik
(Site 101, 2318.1346), just east of Tell Hesban
(A vi· Yonah 1977: 64; Aharoni 1968: 130, map:
Student Map Manual 1979: map 1-12).
Table 3.15 Hellenistic Period

Size
V.Small
Small
Medium
Large
Major

Hellenistic
Sites

4
4
6
3
4
21

All
Sites

67
49
21
6

s
148

The entire Roman Period (63 B.C. to A.D. 365)
will be mentioned first and then the Early
Roman and Late Roman Periods will be dis·
cussed in more detail. This procedure is necessary to present the entire picture since some
sites yielded pottery that could only be iden·
tified as Roman. Therefore table 3.16 includes
the site numbers of any site with Early Roman,
Late Roman or Roman Period readings. Obvious·
Jy, then, many of these sites will appear again
in the two subsequent lists.
Table 3.16 List of Roman sites by size
Very Small
Sites

4•
9
11

12•
21
22
27
28

32•
34•
41
43
49•
S8•
67
74

Percentage of
Hellenistic
Sites

6%
8
29

so
80

Small

....filt£L

80

2

84
8S

3

86

6
8
10
1s•
20•
24
25
31
33•
10•

104•
107
113"
120
126"
133
136
137
141
148
153

s

71•
72

73•
82
83•

91
92
101
lOS
108
114
117•
118•
119
121
123
124•
125
127
132
144
1ss•

Medium
Sites

1
19
36•
47
S4
S6·
S9
98

Large Sites

29
95
96

100
103
143

Major Sites

7
26

• c

109
llS
13t•
134
14S
147
150
154

102
149

91
23 sites with Roman po!lery that could be

distinguished as to Early or Late Roman.

There are 93 sites in the Hesban Region that
yielded Roman Period pottery, 63 percent of all
sites examined.
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Table 3.17 Roman Sites with ceramic evidence

Size

Location

Site

Ceramic Evidence

Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small

Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau

9

Few body sherds
Attested
Possible body sherds
Probable
Possible
Attested
Dominant
Attested
Body sherds
Attested
Attested
Body sherds
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Few
One sherd
Probable
Probable body sherds
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Possible
Possible body sherds
Attested
Attested
Attested

11

21
1:1
28

41
43
74
80
86

107
133
136
137
153
2
3

s
6
8

10
2S

31
72
101
108
114
119
121
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Table 3.17 Roman Sites with ceramic evidence continued

Size

Location

Site

Ceramic Evidence

Small
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Major
Major
Major
Major
Major

Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Ghor
Ghor
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Ghor
Plateau
Plateau

123
125
127
132
1
19

Attested
Possible body sherds
Few
Few
Attested
One sherd
Attested
Attested
Few
Possible
Attested
Auested
Attested
Attested
Few
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Possible
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Few Possible
Attested
Attested

36

54
59

98
109
115

131
134
145
147
150
154
29
95
96

103
143
7
26
97

102
149
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Early Roman Period
Pottery identified as Early Roman (63 B.C. to
A.D. 130) was found at 57 sites, that is, 39
percent of all sites surveyed. It should be noted
that in addition to the sites listed below (table
3.17) 23 sites had "Roman" pottery which could
not be further distinguished.
It is clear that after a decline during the
Hellenistic Period the population size rebounded
in the Early Roman Period to a level comparable
to Iron II/Persian. More than at any other
period, except Late Bronze, the Early Roman
sites tended to be on the plateau rather than in
the wadi system. The location and size distribution is given in tables 3.18 and 3.19.
Table 3.18 Early Roman Site Location
Early
Roman
Location

~itPS

Wadi
Plateau
Ghor

15
39
3
57

All
Siles
72

73
3

Percentage
of Early
Roman Sites

21%
53
100

148

The only site where Early Roman pottery was
dominant is Site 43 (2252.1367), a very small site
low on the bank of the Wadi Hesban near the
stream itself. There is no architecture or ruins
visible on the site, just a concentration of
sherds in cultivated soil. Early Roman sherds
were also found at the following sites of similar
character and location: 41, 74, and 86.

A very small excavation was carried out at
Site 54, Umm es-Sarab (2292.1379), by the survey team in the 1974 season (Ibach 1976b: 11317). In the two rectangular areas excavated
there were found no occupational surfaces or
architecture. Three burials were encountered,
two of which were shallow pit burials with no
grave goods. Since the pottery in the soil
around and above the burials was almost exclusively Early Roman or earlier, the burials
were assigned to the Early Roman period. This
is by no means certain and it is conceivable
that the burials belong to a later period. The
orientation of the skeletons makes an Islamic
date possible, although only a handful of
Ayyubid/Mamluk potsherds was found throughout
the excavation. The third burial was uncovered
in the same excavation, located in a chamber at
the bottom of a rectangular shaft cut into
bedrock. Although the burial chamber had been
robbed of most skeletal remains, an Early
Roman date is indicated by a nearly intact lamp
of the Early Roman period located at the
corner of the blocking stone.
Nabataean pottery was extremely rare in the
survey area In the three seasons of surface
exploration only two Nabataean sherds were
found, both at Jalul, the southernmost site in
the survey. Although a few Nabataean sherds
were encountered in the excavations at Tell
Hesban,Sauersays
Contrary to some earlier views . . . we
would argue on archaeological and literary
grounds that Esbus was not under the control of the Nabataeans in the first century
A.O., but was rather probably under the
control of the Roman province of Syria (see
full discussion, Sauer 1973: 53, n. 60).

Table 3.19 Early Roman sites by size

Via Nova
Early

Size
V.Small
Small
Medium
Large
Major

Roman All
Sites
Sites

15
18
14
5

s
57

67
49
21
6
5
148

Percentage
of Early
Roman Sites

22%
37
67
83

100

One of the landmark events of the Early
Roman period was the construction of the Via
Nova by the emperor Trajan I (A.O. 111114)(Thomsen 1917: 34-57). This highway ran
from Bostra in Syria through Philadelphia and
Esbus to Aila on the Gulf of Aqabah. Avi-Yonah
calls it "the greatest piece of Roman road-making in the Orient" (1977: 183).
While dozens of milestones have been found
along this road (see Thomsen, numbers 67 to
175, 1917: 37-57) only one (number 113) has
been found between Amman and Madaba, making
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the segment through the Hesban Region highly
uncertain. On the map (Table 1) accompanying
his report Thomsen gave two alternate routes for
this section, both with dotted lines because of
their uncertainty. The western route goes into
the city of Philadelphia then directly to el-'AI,
Esbus and Madaba The eastern branches off the
main route at milepost 107, northeast of Amman,
runs to el-Yaduda past milestone 113, then
swings over to Esbus without by-passing el-'AI.
Milepost 113, which was found just south of
Khirbet es-Suq, is identified by Thomsen as a
milestone of Trajan and he tentatively dates it
to 114 (1917: 47). If this is correct it seems that
the route of the Via Nova must have passed
from Philadelphia to Khirbet es-Suq and on to
Esbus and Madaba This is the route shown on
many maps today (e.g. Atlas of Israel 1970: Map
008; Student Map Manual 1979: 13-1).
Unfortunately, the milepost near Khirbet esSuq could not be located by the Heshbon Survey.
In fact, not a trace of the Via Nova could be
found in the survey area It seems likely, however, that the route shown in the Student Map
Manual (1979: 13-1; see also the accompanying
Student Map "B" Display Version, Scale 1:150,000)
is the most probable route for the road. One of
the indicators is the location of Maanith according to Eusebius (Klostermann 1966: 132) who
identifies Maanith with Minnith of the Old Testament (Judges 11:26, Ezekiel 27:17). He says
that Maanith is four mileposts from Esbus on the
way to Philadelphia Some scholars have identified Maanith with modern Umm el-Hanafish/Umrn el-Basatin, Site 103, 2329.1366 (Abel 1938:
II, 388 and Map IV; Avi-Yonah 1976: 76 and
1977: 178; Student Map Manual 1979: 13-1, 15-2).
If one measures along a route from Hesban
toward el-'AI (1.5 Roman miles, but one mile
according to Eusebius 1966: 84) and on to Umm
el-Hanafish, the distance is slightly over four
Roman miles.
It should also be noted that C. R. Conder
mentions an "ancient road" on the north side of
the site (1889: 246), and indeed his map shows a
road running for almost a mile to the northnortheast from Umm el-Hanafish in the direction
of Khirbet es-Suq. (Due, apparently, to the considerable modern activity in the area, the Heshbon Survey could find no remains of this road.)
Finally, it might be mentioned that the Heshbon
Survey found pottery at Umrn el-Hanafish from
the Iron l, Iron 2/Persian, Early Roman, and

Late Roman periods, corresponding to the biblical references, the time of road construction,
and the time of Eusebius.

Esbus-Livias Road
Since it appears likely that this east-west
road was constructed just prior to A.O. 135
(discussed below) it will be described here, even
though most of its history and many of its associated remains actually date to the Late
Roman period. That a Roman road connected
Livias with Esbus has long been known from
historical sources (e.g. Eusebius/Klostermann
1966: 48, 84; Egeria 10) and from milestone
inscriptions {11tomsen 1917: 67-68). The Heshbon
Survey team was able to trace the route of the
road for about two-thirds of the distance from
Heshbon (Esbus) to Tell er-Rama (Livias, Site
95, 2111.1371; see also the preliminary report on
the Roman road in Waterhouse and Ibach 1975:
217-28.)

The Termini of the Road
1\vo termini, Esbus and Livias, can easily be
established by means of Eusebius' Onomasticon.
The equation of Esbus with Tell Hesban can
hardly be doubted as a result of the excavations
carried out there by the Andrews University
Heshbon Expedition. No remains of the actual
road have been found on the tell itself, but a
succession of plaster roadway surfaces found in
Area B may be related to the Via Nova and the
Esbus-Livias road (Sauer 1973: 48-57) which
intersected at Esbus.
The other terminus, Livias, has been
identified with Tell er-Rama by numerous
scholars (e.g. Abel 1931: 220; Saller 1949: 226;
Glueck 1951: 391; Avi-Yonah 1976: 75 and 1977:
96). The pottery collections from Tell er-Rama
read by the Heshbon Expedition included Early
Roman, but no Late Roman. Although the Roman
road continued in use throughout the Late
Roman period, as attested by the milestones
{11tomsen 1917: 67-68), it seems that the population of this town along the route of the road
was greatly reduced or disappeared during the
Late Roman Period. It is interesting that this
may correspond well with the evidence at
Jericho, a caput viae on the Jerusalem-JerichoLivias-Esbus road. Jericho was a thriving and
palatial town in the Herodian period, but after
A.O. 70, and again after the Bar-Kokhba Revolt,
it declined sharply in population until it was
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Fig. 3.10 A map showing a possible reconstruction of the Esbus-Uvlas Road
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just a small community in the Late Roman Period
(Netzer 1977: 1013; Netzer and Meyers 1977:
15-27).
Between these termini, at the midway point, is
Khirbet el-Mahatta, Site 36, 2186.1341. This site
seems to fit Eusebius' description of Beth Peor
(Klostermann 1966: 48, 136). Although the pottery
here includes Iron 2/Persian, possible Hellenistic
and Byzantine as well as Early Roman, it seems
likely that the impressive fortress walls were
built in the Early Roman period when the road
was constructed. The fortress commands a superb
view of the Jordan Valley and from its perch on
a small cliff it could easily protect the road
coming up from Livias. In fact, the road passed
along the south wall of the fortress and between
the fortress and a small tower to the southwest
(see fig. 2.1, p.15).
The Route of the Road
The total distance of the road from Esbus to
Livias, as measured on the 1:25,000 map, is 17.5
kilometers, or about 11.9 Roman miles. Very
likely a careful ground measurement would in·
crease the figure slightly. Furthermore, the route
of the road has only partially been traced, so
the measurement cannot be exact. Nevertheless,
it seems that the route shown on the map (fig.
3.10) must be fairly accurate. It corresponds
well with the verbal description of the route
given by Saller (1941: 6-7, 334, n. 2).
Some maps show the Esbus-Livias road
travelling too far south. The Archaeological Map
of the Hashemite Kingdom of the Jordan
(1:250,000), for example, shows the road leaving
Esbus and going southwest over halfway to Mt.
Nebo before turning northwest again. There is a
similar configuration in the Student Map Manual
(1979: 13· 1) that is more obvious on the accom·
panying Display Version of Student Map "B,"
scale 1:150,000. Here the road dips south almost
halfway to Madaba then turns northwest through
a region of deep wadis-an unlikely route. Fur·
thermore, it by-passes at least one known mile·
stone station. The problem seems to have been
corrected on the student version of the Student
Map "B," scale 1:250,000, also issued by the
Pictorial Archives of Jerusalem. The route here
matches fairly well the route proposed by the
Heshbon Survey.

The Remains of the Road
Upon leaving Tell Hesban no remains of the
road were found for the first two kilometers,
but the route must have gone southwest for
that distance for two reasons: the road had to
skirt the south end of the very deep Wadi elMajarr and it was reasonable for the road to
follow the ridge upon which Tell Hesban is
situated. This route seems confirmed by the
finding of a single, fragmented milestone
perched on the edge of the wadi bank (Site 21,
2248. 1333). This milestone was right beside the
proposed route of the Roman road, but its distance from Tell Hesban is about 2,625 meters,
or about 1.8 Roman miles. The milestones on
this route were measured from Esbus (Thomsen
1917: 68), so it seems this stone may have been
moved from its original location. Since it is a
single stone, broken and badly weathered, it is
not inconceivable that it had been pushed from
its original location about 325 meters over
slightly down-slope terrain to its present location.
From this point, the road must have headed
west-northwest and crossed the saddle of the
el-Mushaqqar ridge and then westward over
fairly level land where there is a pathway at
present. It passed a summit called el-Hawwaya,
Site 17, 2225.1337, where a carved stone shaft
was found. There is no reason to think this
shaft was related to the Roman road. Just past
the summit, the road bed is visible for about a
half kilometer as it goes northwestward along a
ridge (see plates 2.44 and 2.45, pp. 66, 67).
At the end of this ridge is Site 13, 2217.1342,
a milestone station. Twenty-four fragments of
milestones are lying here, two having illegible
inscriptions. (The survey team did not make
squeezes and, unfortunately, this milestone sta·
tion is not included in Peter Thomsen's survey).
Site 13 is about 6000 meters from Tell Hesban,
so these milestones must mark the fourth mile
from Esbus.
Moving westward from Site 13 along the el·
Mushaqqar ridge the Heshbon Survey encountered several evidences of the Roman road.
There are three foundation courses of circular
buildings which may be interpreted as watch·
towers. The respective site numbers and the
diameters of the foundations are: Site 63, 9.80
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m, Site 38, 6.00 m, and Site 64, 7.50 m. Also, at
Site 14 are the foundations of a rectangular
building measuring 4.5 x 4.7 meters. Segments of
the road were found here as well. Near site 64,
there are two lanes, each about 5.50 meters
wide, for a total width of about 11 meters.
The next site is 15, 2203.1341. another group
of milestones. There are 13 fragments here, four
with inscriptions, each of which designates this
as the fifth mile from Esbus. This distance is
borne out by the measurement of 7,500 meters,
or about 5.1 Roman miles. Thomsen says that at
this milestone the route from Madaba joins the
Roman road (1917: 67), and indeed there is today
a path which branches off here and goes through
the wadi system toward the Tombs of Abdullah
from whence one can go south to Madaba or
swing around west to Mt. Nebo. This route is
described by Saller as the alternate to the route
Egeria (Aetheria) took to Mt. Nebo via cAyun
Musa (1941: 334, n. 2).
West of Site 15 the road descends to another
plateau level that extends all the way to Khirbet
el-Mahatta (Site 36). The next sites encountered
are 37 (2198.1342) and 34 (2197.1342) at each of
which was found the ruins of a circular watch·
tower. Site 16 (2196.1341) comprises a segment of
the road extending for about 8150 meters. There
are three lines of curbing along the two edges
and the crown of the road. The total width of
the road measured 5.80 meters in one place and
4.90 in another. At no place did the survey team
find paving stones that could be identified with
certainty as the road surface. Neither were any
sections cut through the road.
The next segment of the road is Site 35 (2188
.1340), a milestone station very near to the
fortress ruins of Khirbet el-Mahatta where four
milestones were found by the survey team.
Thomsen records three inscriptions from this
group, two of which identify this as the sixth
mile from Esbus (1917: 68). The map measurement
to this site is 9,000 meters, or about 6.1 Roman
miles. It is from this point that a path branches
off the Roman road and goes down to cAyun
Musa and then up to Mt. Nebo (Saller 1941: 6).
Saller says this is the path taken by Egeria to
go to Mt. Nebo (Saller 1941: 334, n. 2).
Khirbet el-Mahatta, the western promontory of
the el-Mushaqqar ridge, was a stout fortress
about 430 meters long and at least 160 meters
wide, located at the edge of a small cliff (see
descriptions above, p. 16). As can be seen on the

drawing (p. 15) the Roman road ran along the
south wall of the fortress before making the
sharp descent to the west off the el·Mushaqqar
ridge.
A series of structures was found along the
road between el-Mahatta and the next milestone. At Site 124 (2179.1340 to 2177.1339) were
two circular watchtowers and one rectangular
building measuring 9.00 x 9.50 meters. (For a
very detailed study of these square and rectangular structures see Mordechai Gichon 1974:
513·44). Site 65 (2177.1344) was merely a wall
segment surviving three courses high. A portion
of the Roman road was found at Site 66 (2176.
1343). Here only two curbs were found and they
were 6.00 meters apart. Two more circular
watchtowers were found at Site 67 (2172.1344).
Five milestones were found at Site 68
(2170.1348) scattered about on a hillside. No
inscriptions were noticed and none was reported
by Thomsen (1917: 68), although he refers to
this as the seventh mile from Esbus. Unlike the
earlier milestones, this one is at an irregular
distance-11,125 meters from Esbus, or 7.5 Ro·
man miles. Since there are five, and all quite
large, it is not feasible that they could have
been moved from an original location.
At Site 69 (2167.1352) another segment of the
road was found but only one line of curbing
was in situ. The last feature of the Roman road
found by the survey team was Site 125 (2160.
1357). Here were the ruins of two circular
watchtowers, one 6.00 meters and one 9.00 me·
ters in diameter. This site measures about
12,500 meters from Tell Hesban, or 8.5 Roman
miles. Although the rest of the way to Tell erRama was obscured by a military zone, two
modern highways, and extensive modern building
and agriculture, the terrain is fairly regular and
the road must have been quire straight. The
total distance from Tell Hesban to Tell er-Rama
is 17,500 meters, or about 11.9 Roman miles.
Thus, even though Khirbet el-Mahatta was at
the sixth mile from Esbus, it was also six miles
from Livias (cf. Eusebius/Klostermann 1966: 48).
The Date of the Road
The date of the original construction of the
Livias·Esbus road is unknown. The earliest datable milestone is A.D. 162, but the inscription
on that stone refers to the repair of the road,
thus implying it had been constructed previously
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(Thomsen 1917: 68; cf. Avi-Yonah 1977: 183, n.
14).
Sauer suggests that the Jericho-Livias-Esbus
road was built about A.O. 70. He arrives at this
date partially through the evidence presented by
Beauvery and Kuhl (Sauer 1973: 55, n. 70), and
partially by correlating the Roman road with the
lime plaster roadway surfaces found in Area B at
Tell Hesban, surfaces whose construction has
been dated to around A.O. 70 (1973: 48-57; 1975:
153-54; 1976: 52-53).
Avi-Yonah assigns the Jericho-Esbus road to
A.O. 129 or 130 (1977: 193). This dating is supported by Isaac who says "there is no evidence
at present of a Roman road-network existing in
Judaea before Hadrian" (1978: 49). He points out
that Hadrian was active in the area in 129-30
and at that time decided to found the Aelia
Capitolina colony. The road-network was constructed around the new colony and between it
and other key sites.
Thomsen has recorded partial inscriptions from
seven of the milestones found along the EsbusLivias road. (By 1973 the inscriptions were so
badly weathered that the Heshbon survey team
was not able to transcribe them.) The earliest
was at mile six and dates to the year 162, in the
reign of Marcus Aurelius (see number 230a,
Thomsen 1917: 68, 89). The next two date to 219
in the reign of Elagabalus; both are at mile five
(numbers 229a and 229d, pp. 67-68, 91). The
next, at mile six, dates to 236 in the reign of
Maximinus (number 230b, pp. 68, 91). Also at
mile six is a milestone of year 288, from the
reign of Maximian (number 230c, pp. 68, 92). At
mile five is a stone dated about 364 to 375 in
the reign of Valentinianus (number 229c, pp. 68,
93). Thus the road appears to have been maintained with repairs over a time span exceeding
two centuries.
Some of the features of the road that have
been mentioned in this section may not necessarily belong here chronologically. Many of the
milestones, for example, can actually be dated to
the Late Roman period. Also, the following sites
yielded pottery that did not include Roman or
Early Roman sherds: 13, 14, 37 and 67.
Late Roman Period
Pottery of the Late Roman period (A.O. 130365) was found at 45 sites, or 30% of all sites
surveyed. It should be noted that in addition to

the sites listed in table 3.20, 23 sites had "Roman" pottery which could not be more closely
distinguished.
Although this period is comparable in length
to the Early Roman period there is a noticeable
decline in intensity of population from 57 to 45
sites. This was neither a drastic nor a permanent decline since the Byzantine period which
follows witnessed the largest population levels
to that point in history. The location and size
distributions are given in tables 3.21 and 3.22.
Table 3.21 Late Roman Period site location

Location
Wadi
Plateau
Ghor

Late
Roman
Sites

19
26

All
Sires

72

73

0

45

3

Percentage
of Late
Roman Sites

26%
36
0

148

Table 3.22 Late Roman Period sites by size

Size
V. Small
Small
Medium
Large
Major

Late
Roman
Sites

14
16
7
4
4
45

All
Sites

67
49

Percentage
of Late
Roman Sites

21%
33

21

33

6

67

5

80

148

These tables show that the decline in population from the Early Roman levels affected
primarily the medium and larger sites, especially
those located on the plateau and in the Ghor
(fig. 3.11). The large site of el-'AI (Site 7) had
Early Roman pottery securely attested in six of
the ten pails of sherds collected, but only "probable" Late Roman ware in one pail. All three
sites explored by the survey team in the Ghor
(Sites 95, Tell er-Rama, 96, Tell el-Kafrein, and
97, Tell Iktanu) had at least small amounts of
Early Roman pottery, but none ·had any distinct
Late Roman pottery. Khirbet el-Mahatta (Site
36), which, along with Tell er-Rama, was an
important site on the Esbus-Livias road, had
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Table 3.20 Late Roman Period ceramic evidence

Size

Location

Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Large
Large
Large
Large
Major
Major
Major
Major

Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau

Site
9
11

21
22
28

41
67
74
84
85
120
133
141
148
2
5
8
10
15
24

25
31
82
91
92
105
108
121
125
144
1
47
54
109
134
150
154
29
100
103
143
7
26
102
149

Ceramic Evidence
Few
Auested
Attested
Attested
Possible
Allested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Allested
Auested
Probable body sherds
Auested
Auested
Auested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Possible
Auested
Few
Auested
Possible body sherds
Auested
Auested
Possible
Auested
Two sherds
Attested
Possible
Attested
Auested
Attested
Possible body sherds
Attested
Auested
Auested
Probable
Attested
Attested
Few
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Early Roman pottery attested, but no clear Late
Roman sherds.
Despite the seeming decline in settled occupation in the Late Roman period Tell Hesban was
thriving and growing. A new inn with an enclosed courtyard was built, perhaps to accommodate travellers on the Via Nova and the
Esbus-Livias road, and perhaps a small temple
was constructed at the summit. (See Hesban VII:
The Hellenistic and Roman Strata by Larry A.
Mitchel.) The two roads which intersected at
Tell Hesban continued in use through the Late
Roman period. Indeed, all of the datable milestones on the Esbus-Livias road belong to this
period or even slightly later. The following sites
along the same road yielded pottery of the Late
Roman period: 15, 21, 67, and 125.
Byzantine Period

Pottery of the Byzantine Period (A.O. 365661) was found at 126 sites, or 85 percent of all
sites explored (table 3.23, p. 184-185).
The Hesban Region witnessed more widespread
occupation in the Byzantine period than in any
other era (Van Elderen 1973: 41-42). At 24 of
the 126 sites Byzantine sherds were the dominant
ware. Furthermore, the occupational sites of this
era are well-represented in all parts of the territory and at sites of all sizes (tables 3.24 and
3.25).
Table 3.24 Byzantine Period site location

Location
Wadi
Plateau
Ghor

Byzantine
Sites
57
67

2
126

All
Sites

72
73
3
148

Percentage
of Byzantine
Sites

79%
92
67

Virtually all kinds of sites bear evidence of
Byzantine occupation: Large city sites, towns,
villages, agricultural and industrial sites, roads
and way stations, and cemeteries. The population
must have been large enough to force settlement
into marginal, unproductive areas, such as on the

Sha'nab ridge (e.g., Sites 89, 123) (Glueck 1946:
129; 1970: 1964-65, 209).
Table 3.25 Byzantine Period site location

Size
V. Small
Small
Medium
Large
Major

Byzantine
Sites

49
47
20
5
5

126

All

Sites

67
49
21
6
5

Percentage of
Bvzantine Sites

73%
96
95

83
100

148

The people of this era apparently could settle
anywhere without such constraints as a natural
water supply or military defense. Hence, many
sites are in low-lying areas that are militarily
indefensible. They are widely scattered with no
apparent attempt to cluster them about strategically strong towns. In fact, at sites that seem
to be distinctively Byzantine, it is rare to note
evidence of possible defensive structures such
as city walls. To a certain extent, the Byzantine era is a continuation of the Roman Period
which also witnessed very heavy occupation
(fig. 3.12). Almost all of the sites with Roman
pottery also yielded Byzantine ware. Roads built
by the Romans continued to be maintained and
used by the people of the Byzantine period.
Even cemeteries seem to have mixtures of Roman and Byzantine tombs. As the Byzantine
period ended, however, the level of settled occupation sharply declined, so that in the
Umayyad period (A.O. 661-750) ceramic evidence
of occupation was found at only 33 sites, or 23
percent of the total.
Churches
The Byzantine Period may be characterized
not only by a large and prosperous population,
but also by the predominance of the Christian
religion. An evidence of this is to be found in
the great number of church buildings that were
constructed throughout Transjordan in the Byzantine era (Harding 1967: 51; Van Elderen 1973:
41). Prior to the Hesbon survey many churches
had already come to light, including at least 12
in the town of Madaba (Van Elderen 1973: 42).
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Table 3.23 Byzantine Period ceramic evidence

Size
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small

I ocarinn

l'lalcau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau

Sile

4
9

J2
14
21
22
23

27
28
34

37
40
41
43
45
46
48

49

so
52
53
SS
51
S8
60

67
74
80
84

85
86

87
88
9'J

104
106
J07
112
113
116
120
126

Ceramic f!vid"nC'c
Dominant
Dominant
Dominant
Dody sherds, nom/Dyz
Anested
Possible
Dody Sherds
Allcsted
Anested
Dody sherds
Dody sherds
Few possible
Altestcd
Alles1ed
Few body sherds
Possible body sherds
Dody sherds
Dody sherds
Dominant
Uody sherds
Allestcd
Dominant
Auested
Dody sherds
At1cs1ed
Allested
Allestcd
Dody sherds
A11es1ed
Allcsted
Allcstcd
Few
Dody sherds
Dody sherds
At1es1cd
RomanJDyzantinc
Dominant
Few
One Dody sherd
Allested
Allcsted
At1es1ed (Early)

c:~ft

Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small

, ,,,.~rion

Sir..

r..-,.n1ic Ev;dcnC'c

Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plalcau

J28
J29
J33
J37
J4J
J48
lSl

Dominant (Early)
Anested
Body sherds (Early)
Dominant (Early)
Anested
Auested
Few
Dominant
Dominant
Altested
Auested
Atlcsted
Atlested
Poss., plus Rom/Dyz
Dominant
Aucsted
Probable
Atlcstcd
Aucsted
Atlcstcd
Allcstcd
Dominant
Atlested
Few Dody Sherds
Atlcsted
Auested
Dominant
Dominant
Allested
Few
Dominant
Dody Sherds
Allcsted
Few
Aucsted
Allcstcd
Auestcd
Allestcd
Allcsled
Allcsted
Dominant
Dominant

2

3

s
6
8
JO
3
JS
20

24
25

31
32
33

42
SI

61
70
7J
72

73
19

82
83

89
9J
92
93
94

JOl
IOS

JOB
114
117
118
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Table 3.23 Byzantine Period ceramic evidence continued

Size

Location

Site

Ceramic Evidence

Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Large
Large
Large
Large
Large
Major
Major
Major
Major
Major

Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Ghor
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Ghor
Plateau
Plateau

119
121
122
123
125
127
132
139
140
144
146
155
1
19
36
44
47
54
56

Attested
Attested
Few Body Sherds
Attested
Dominant
Dominant (early)
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Few
Attested (Early & Late)
Dominant
Few
Attested
Few Possible Body Sherds
Few
Attested
Attested
Dominant
Attested
Dominant
Few
Attested
Few Early Byzantine
Early Byzantine dominant
Attested
Early & Late Byzantine attested
Probable Early, Late Byzantine attested
Few
Dominant
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested (including late Byzantine)
Few
Attested
Few

59
98
109
111
115
130
131
134
138
142
147
150
154
29
95
100
103
143
7
26
91
102
149
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Others have been found at Siyagha, Khirbet El·
Mekhayyat, Ma'in and Kfeir Abu Sarbut. Within
the survey area, two churches have been excavated at Tell Hesban plus one at Khirbet Masuh.
The latter site (Site 100, 2294.1325) is very
large and has a great deal of architecture visible
on the surface, most of it suggestive of the
Ayyubid/Mamluk Period. In 1970 Bastiaan Van
Elderen excavated a structure here, with a
mosaic floor, which he interprets as a basilica of
the Byzantine Period (1970-71: 3).
Possible evidences of additional churches have
been found in the Hesbon survey. At site 73,
Jumeian (2309.1386), 4.5 km southeast of Na'ur,
six column bases were found in silll at the summit of the hill. The size and layout of the
column bases (see fig. 3.13) suggest a small
building, oriented east-west. There is no surface
evidence of an apse, but twelve tesserae were
collected and the pottery was predominantly
Byzantine. Thus it is possible that the noteworthy building at Jumeian was a church (cf. Fohrer
1961: 63).
The architecture visible at Site 138 (2331.1410)
is of a style suggesting a public building, possibly a small church. The site has been illicitly
excavated by villagers as can be seen in plate
2.172, which also shows the fine entrance to a
robbed-out tomb. Many tesserae were noted and
two patches of mosaic flooring were found in
situ. An apse, oriented to the cast, has been
revealed (see plate 2.173), but its inside diameter
is barely 2.50 meters. The mosaic, the apse and
the Byzantine pottery at this site hint at a
church, but it must have been little more than a
small chapel.
At Site 103 (2329.1366, Umm el-Hanafish) a
considerable amount of monumental architecture,
including columns, a stairway, and decorated
building blocks, are scattered over the hill and
incorporated into modern constructions. Conder
also noted tesserae at the site and suggested
this may be "the site of a chapel" (1889: 246).
There seems to be literary evidence for a
church at cAyun Musa (Site 108, 2202.1317).
Egeria describes her visit to this church which,
she says, stood on one side of the spring and
monks' cells on the other (Egcria: Chap. 10).
Saller says the church must have been downstream, or westward, from the spring where
"there are very extensive ruins which are used
today as a cemetery" (1941: I, 336; Abel 1931:
375 ff.). These ruins might correspond to the

architecture found by the Hesbon survey about
400 meters WNW of the springs. It was only
here at the stone structure, and not at the
springs or the tower, that Byzantine pottery
was found, as can be seen from the pottery
readings for Site 108 in "Catalogue of Sites"
(seep. 25).

Roads
There are literary and archaeological evidences that the Roman roads of the Hesban
Region continued in use in the Byzantine Period. The best example of the former is the
narrative of Egeria's pilgrimage in the Holy
Land, dating to A.O. 381-84. On a trip to Mt.
Nebo, Egeria and her party traveled from Livias
along the road up to Heshbon, and at the sixth
milestone, near Khirbet el-Mahatta, turned off
the road toward cAyun Musa to visit a small
church. Her description corresponds well to the
evidences of the Roman road traced by the
Heshbon Survey (Egeria: Chap. 10).
In tracing the Roman road that led from Hesban to Tell er-Rama it became evident that
Byzantine pottery was as plentiful as Roman
sherds at way-stations, watch-towers and mile
markers. For example Site 15 (2203.1341), comprised of 13 milestones and foundations of two
possible way-stations, had Late Roman pottery,
but Byzantine sherds were dominant.
At Tell Hesban in Areas B and D a series of
successive soil and plaster layers have been
interpreted as road resurfacing. They date to
Early Roman, Late Roman and Early Byzantine
times (Sauer 1978: 35-44). The surfaces are almost wide enough to be considered a plaza.
They form an approach to the Area D stairway
that gave access to the acropolis. According to
Sauer, these roadway surfaces "seem to reflect
the history of the two Roman roads which met
at Hesban" (1975: 143). Thus the remarkable
road system developed by the Romans continued
to expedite communications in the Byzantine
Period.
Cemeteries
Several burial sites of the Byzantine Period
were found in the survey and in some cases the
cemeteries were used in both the Roman and
Byzantine times. This was true in the Area F
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Fig. 3.13 The size and layout of the column bases
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cemetery excavated by the Heshbon Expedition
(Davis 1978: 148). At Site 1 (Ras et-Tawila,
2274.1340) 27 tombs were found, most of which
seem to belong, on typological grounds, to the
Byzantine Period (see plate 2.5), but several
seem to be Roman. An excavation team of the
Heshbon Expedition explored two of the tombs at
Site 1 (Area K) in 1976 and concluded that this
cemetery "was extensively used in the Byzantine
period and to a lesser extent during Roman
times" (Davis 1978: 148). A cemetery at Umm elHanafish (Site 103, 2329.1366) also contained
tombs of both periods. The Jordanian Department
of Antiquities excavated "five shaft graves of the
Roman period and a family chamber tomb of the
Byzantine Period" (Ma'ayeh 1960: 115).
Another cemetery that seems almost certainly
to date to the Byzantine Period was found at
Site 117 (Beddih, 2297.1392). Here at least 75
robbed-out tombs can be seen on the surface, all
of similar construction: a vertical shaft with two
ledges to support covering slabs over the burial.
Only one tomb had side chambers off the shaft.
Its pottery was predominantly Byzantine with
some possible Roman and a few Iron Age sherds.
It should be noted that at adjacent Site 72 and
neighboring Sites 73 and 118, Byzantine pottery
was also dominant.
Umayyad Period

Pottery of the Umayyad Period (A.D. 661-750)
was collected at 33 sites, or 22 percent of the
sites surveyed (table 3.26).
It is obvious that in this period there was a
significant decline in the size of the settled
population as compared to the Byzantine Period.
This is probably a partial result of the Muslim
conquest of Transjordan which was completed
about 636 with the victory at the Yarmuk. Certainly many Christians must have remained in the
Hesban area and, considering the brief duration
of this period, the 33 sites found in the survey
(fig. 3.14) indicate a small-sized population
managed to flourish (see "Hesban during the
Arab period," in Hesban 3: Historical Foundations by Malcolm Russell). It should be noted
that the ceramic evidence is not strong in this
period. Umayyad pottery is securely attested at
only half the sites, and dominant at none. The
location of the Umayyad sites is also significant.
Most of them are on the plateau, certainly the
more hospitable portion of the survey area. The

few that are in the wadi system are clustered
in a rather fertile segment of the Wadi Hesban,
and even there the ceramic evidence is noticeably weak.
Table 3.26 Umayyad Period ceramic evidence

Sl7.C

• -A.t--

Site

Ceramic J:vidence

Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Very Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Small
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Medium
Large
Large
Large
Major
Major

Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Ghor
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau

41
8S
136
148
2
8
10
31
32
72

Few possible body sherds
Few
Attested
Few
Onesherd
Attested
Attested
Few
Pcmibte
Attested
Few possible
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Few
Attested
Pcmible
Probable
Few
Few
Few
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Few
Few
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested

83
93

132
139
144
146
155
1
S4
56
111
130
134
138
142
145
150
154
95
100
143
7
26

cAbbasld Period

Pottery of the cAbbasid Period (A.D. 75~936)
was found at seven sites, or 8 percent of the
sites surveyed (table 3.27).
It is clear that the size of the settled population of central Transjordan reached a very
low level during the c Abbasid Period. The few
sites where pottery was firmly attested are in
the plateau region, toward Amman. Two sites in
the Jordan Valley (95, 97) had questionable
evidence, and at J alul (Site 26), there was one
cAbbasid sherd out of the 2,000 read in the
intensive surface survey.
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Table 3.27 cAbbasid Period ceramic evidence

after Byzantine (126), Roman (93), and Iron
II/Persian (57).

Size

Location

Site

Cerami,. S::ui<lence

Table 3.28 Ayyubid/Mamluk ceramic evidence

Small
Small
Medium
Large
Large
Major
Major

Plateau
Plateau
Plateau
Ghor
Plateau
Plateau
Ghor

132
144
145
5
143

Few
Attested
Attested
Possible
Attested
One sherd
Possible

<;;j7p

26

97

While the Damascus-based Umayyads had ruled
Transjordan, there was a moderate level of activity both at Hesban and in the surrounding
territory. Under cAbbasid rule, the administration
and center of cultural activity shifted to Baghdad, and Syria became a backwater region. The
Hesban area was all but deserted of settled
occupation until the vigorous resettlement of the
Ayyubid/Mamluk Period.
Ayyubhl/Mamluk Period
Of the 148 sites surveyed, 52, or 35 percent,
yielded pottery of the Ayyubid/Mamluk Period
(A.O. 1200-1456). They are given in table 3.28
and ranked according to size. Ayyubid/Mamluk
sites exhibit several variations from the general
distribution of sites, as can be seen in the location and size analysis of tables 3.29 and 3.30.
It might be generalized from the above tables
that Ayyubid/Mamluk sites tend to be found on
the plateau and at the larger sites (the two
factors are obviously linked). This is especially
noticeable when comparing these data with the
comparable tables for the Byzantine Period. It is
also noteworthy that Ayyubid/Mamluk is the
dominant ware at eight sites and six of those
are medium-sized sites.
Since the Ayyubid/Mamluk Period is relatively
recent, and was succeeded by periods of light
occupation, its surface artifactual representation
may be stronger than for comparable periods of
greater antiquity. Nevertheless, it is clear that
the settled population of Transjordan must have
been quite large. In terms of number of sites
represented, Ayyubid/Mamluk (52 sites) ranks

Location

Plateau
V.Small
Wadi
V. Small
Wadi
V. Small
Wadi
V.Small
Wadi
V. Small
Plateau
V. Small
Plateau
Small
Plateau
Small
Plateau
Small
Plateau
Small
Plateau
Small
Plateau
Small
Wadi
Small
Wadi
Small
Wadi
Small
Wadi
Small
Wadi
Small
Plateau
Small
Plateau
Small
Plateau
Small
Small
Plateau
Plateau
Small
Wadi
Small
Wadi
Small
Wadi
Small
Wadi
Small
Plateau
Small
Wadi
Small
Plateau
Small
Plateau
Small
Plateau
Small
Wadi
Small
Plateau
Small
Medium
Plateau
Medium
Wadi
Plateau
Medium
Wadi
Medium
Plateau
Medium
Medium
Plateau
Plateau
Medium
Plateau
Medium
Medium
Plateau
Plateau
Medium
Medium
Plateau
Wadi
Large
Ghor
Large
Plateau
Large
Plateau
Large
Plateau
Large
Major
Plateau
Plateau
Major
Major
Plateau

Site

Ceramic Evidence

28

One Ay./Mam./Otto. sherd
Attested
Attested, Ay./Mam./Otto.
Few, Ay./Mam./Otto.
Dominant, Ay./Mam./Otto.
One sherd
Few
Few
One sherd
One possible sherd
Attested
Attested
One sherd
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested
Onesherd
One sherd
Onesherd
Attested
Few
Few
Few
Attested
Two sherds, Ay./Mam./Otto.
Attested
Attested
Attested
Dominant
Attested
Attested
Few
Attested
Attested, Ay./Mam./Otto.
Dominant
Few
Dominant
Dominant
Dominant
Dominant
Attested
Dominant
Attested
Attested, Ay./Mam./Otto.
Attested
Attested, Ay./Mam./Otto.
Attested, Ay./Mam./Otto.
Attested
Attested
Attested
Attested

41
49
60
88

110
2
3
5
6
8

10
13
20
24
25

31
32
70
71
72

73
82
85
91
93
101
105
114
119

121
123
140
1

44

56
59
111
115
130
134
142
145
154
29

95
100
103
143
7
26
102

The sites that have substantial Ayyubid/
Mamluk evidence also have architectural and
topographical features which appear to be characteristic of the period (fig. 3.15). One mark of
such a site is the sharply undulating surface of
the ground. Small mounds are interspersed with
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depressions and cave entrances (see plates 2.155
and 2.173).
Table 3.29 Ayyubld/Mamluk site location
Ayyubld/
Mamluk All
Sites
Locadon Sites
Wadi
Plateau
Gho[

18
33
1

S2

72
73
;i
148

Percentage
of Ayyubid/
Mamlnlr Sites
25%
45
33

Table 3.30 Ayyubld/Mamluk sites by size

Size
V. Small
Small
Medium
Large
Mal or

Ayyubld/
Mamluk All
Sites
Sites

Percentage
of Ayyubid/
Mam!uk Sites

6
'27
11

67
49

SS

21

S2

s

6

83
60

3

s

S2

148

9%

These mounds and depressions are caused by
several architectural features of the period,
namely, arches, vaulted buildings, semi-subterranean rooms and caves (see plates 2.64, 265,
and 2.152). In some cases these have collapsed,
forming depressions. The following sites, among
others, exhibit these features:

Site 26
Ja/u/
Just off the main tell, to the south and southeast, are a number of architectural ruins of a
style noted at other Ayyubid/Mamluk sites. One
can see vaulted buildings, decorated lintels and
arches (see plate 264 which also shows proximity
to the main tell). All the pottery collections here
revealed Ayyubid/Mamluk as the latest period of
substantial occupation with only a scattering of
Modem and Ottoman sherds.
Site 56
Beil Zira
Considerable architecture is visible here, again
of a style reminiscent of that noted at other
Ayyubid/Mamluk sites. C R. Conder described
the site as follows:

The present site is a large one, but the
remains are not of great importance. There
are foundations and vaults with barrelroofs, lintel-stones, pillar shafts, and fragments of cornice, all apparently of the Byzantine period, but too decayed to measure"
(Conder 1889: 91).
More likely, of course, the architecture is of
Ayyubid/Mamluk date. Pottecy of that period
was dominant among the sherds collected in the
Heshbon Survey.

Site 100 Masuh
This large site has undulating contours and a
great amount of architecture visible on the surface. Arches and vaulted roofs can be seen in
many places. Huge column segments are more
likely Byzantine than Ayyubid/Mamluk. Some of
them are clearly associated with the basilica
excavated here by Bastiaan Van Elderen (197071: 3). The pottery included Ayyubid/Mamluk/
Ottoman, but it was not dominant.
Site 111 Kefeir Abu Khinan, West
Extensive ruined architecture is scattered
over the mounds and depressions of this site.
There are vaulted buildings both intact and
collapsed. Decorated lintels may be seen, such
as the rosette design in plate 2.152.
Ayyubid/Mamluk sherds are predominant at this
site.
Site 115 Kefeir Abu Khinan, East
The description of this site is almost the
same as for Site 111, including the lintel rosettes. (It should be noted, however, that a lintel
with a rosette design was found at Site 144,
2351.1397, where the pottery included nothing
from the Ayyubid/Mamluk period.) The pottery
at Site 115 is predominantly Ayyubid/Mamluk.
Site 130
2304.1407
This is a rather isolated site on a ridge to
the southeast of Naur. Its sharply undulating
ground surface immediately suggested an
Ayyubid/Mamluk site and indeed the pottery
proved to be predominantly of that era
Site 134 Dubaiyan
Although the site is occupied by a modem
village, one can see evidence of ancient architecture all about, much of it suggestive of the
Ayyubid/Mamluk period. Some vaulted buildings,
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although semisubterranean, are in current use as
animal pens. Ayyubid/Mamluk pottery is dominant
at Dubaiyan.

Site 145 2349.1402
This is a low site that rises slightly above the
surrounding cultivated fields and is quite distinct
because of its gray color. The characteristic
mounds and depressions are evident here, due,
quite clearly, to architectural features. The pot·
tery is predominantly Ayyubid/Mamluk, with
emphasis on Mamluk.
Site 154 Umm es-Summaq
Once again the sharply undulating contours
were encountered at Umm es-Summaq and archi·
tecture seems to have been responsible for them.
While pottery included Ayyubid/Mamluk, especially Mamluk, it was not the dominant ware.
The familiar mounds and depressions occur also
at Tell Hesban, which was not included in the
survey. Again, they seem to have been caused by
vaulted or arched buildings and their collapse.
Vaulted buildings found both in Area C ("North
Building" in C.4) and in Area D (D.1:3,5) date to
the Ayyubid/Mamluk period (Sauer 1973: 37-8), as
does an arched building in G.6 (Mare 1976: 11011). The use of vaulting and arching appears to
have affected the contours of Tell Hesban, as
observed by Sauer:
surface contours would suggest that a series
of vaulted rooms may have surrounded the
acropolis on three sides (south, west and
north) (Sauer 1973: 38, n. 19).
Mills
Ten water-driven mills were found on the
banks of the Wadi Hesban in the segment between cAin Hesban and cAin Sumia. Some of the
ten are identified with sites while others are
not, as indicated in the table of map references
below:

2243.1359
2237.1363

Site 79

The date of these mills could not be determined by direct evidence, but some indirect
evidence suggests they belong to the Ayyubid/
Mamluk Period. The masonry style and the state
of preservation of the mills indicate they are
not of great antiquity. The first mill listed, at
Site 23 near cAin Hesban, is not only wellpreserved but is still in operation today for
milling grain. The third mill, at Site 41, was
identified as Shunet Sukr by C. R. Conder, who
said it was still working in his time, about 1881
(1889: 218-19). There is another eyewitness
report of the mills that dates to the Mamluk
Period-an Arab geographer and prince named
Abu el-Fida who wrote in the fourteenth century. He is quoted by Malcolm Russell in his
forthcoming report on Hesban during the Arab
Period: "[Hesban was] a small town, overlooking
a valley with trees and mills as well as gardens
and fields [or farms]."
One other indirect piece of evidence is the
presence of mills in the Jordan Valley that date
to the Ayyubid/Mamluk Period.
These were
found at least at seven sites in the East Jordan
Valley Survey, 1975 (Ibrahim 1976: 63). Because
of the word sukkar in many place names and
because of large quantities of "sugar pots," the
mills were interpreted as being mostly sugar
mills. The name Shunet Sukr was applied to Site
41 in the Wadi Hesban by Conder (1889: 218·
219), but no evidence of "sugar pots" appeared
in the Hesbon Survey. Thus, it is not known
whether or not the mills in the Wadi Hesban
were used for the sugar industry. Furthermore,
it should be noted that of the sites along the
wadi bed Ayyubid/Mamluk pottery was found
only at Site 41, although it is well attested at
other survey sites, especially on the plateau.

Ottoman Period
Grid reference

2254.1383
2253.1375
2253.1373
2254.1372
2253.1366
2255.1364
2253.1363
2250.1361

Site Number
Site 23
Site 41
Site 52

Site 74

Only the ten sites listed in table 3.31, seven
percent of the total sites, yielded pottery of
the Ottoman Period (A.D. 1456-1870), usually in
very small quantities. In addition to these sites,
there were six places where the pottery was
read as Ayyubid/Mamluk/Ottoman. These sites,
given in table 3.32, are also included in the
section on the Ayyubid/Mamluk Period.
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Table 3.31 Ottoman Period ceramic evidence

Table 3.32 Ottoman Period ceramic evidence
Size

Size

I

nration

V.Small
V.Small
Small
Small
Small
Large
Large
Large
Major
Major

Wadi
Wadi
Plateau
Wadi
Wadi
Wadi
Ghor
Plateau
Plateau
Plateau

Sile

Cel'.filllic Evidence

48

Onesherd
One sherd
One sherd
One sherd
One sherd
Auested
Auested
Onesherd
Attested
Few

49
10
82

105
29

95
103
26

102

In addition to these sites, there were six places
where the pouery was read as Ayyubld/Mamluk/
Ottoman. These are listed below, but they are also
included in the section on the Ayyubld/Mamluk Period.

Location

V.Small Plateau
V.Small Wadi
V. Small Wadi
Small
Wadi
Medium Wadi
Large
Plateau

Sire

Ceramic Evidence

28

One Ay.JMamJOtto. sherd
Few Ay.JMamJOtto.
Dominant Ay.JMamJOtto.
Two Ay.JMamJOtto. sherds
Attested Ay.JMamJOtto.
Attested Ay.JMamJOtto.

(JO

88
93
44
100

The 400-year period of Ottoman rule was a
time of very meager settled population for the
area of Transjordan (Hitti 1970: 727-28; Lewis
1966: 157-63; Patai 1958: 27·33). It is not at all
surprising that this period is so poorly represented in the Heshbon Survey. This near-absence
of evidence corresponds well to the; findings at
Tell Hesban where this period is represented by
a "Post Stratum II Gap" in the tentative periodization (Boraas and Geraty 1978: 16).

Chapter Four
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS

Chapter Four

Summary and Conclusions
In its three seasons in the field the Heshbon
Survey team explored about 250 square kilometers of land, located 148 antiquity sites, and
collected over 52,000 potsherds from ground
surface. Also 18 wine presses were found, ten
water-driven mills were located, and the Roman
road from Esbus to Livias was traced for about
two-thirds of its distance. In addition, two weeks
were spent making a small sounding at Site 54,
Umm es-Sarab, and another three weeks were
devoted to an intensive surface survey of Site
26, Jalul. These data have provided a profile of
the archaeological history of the Hesban region
which may be summarized as follows.
The earliest pottery found on the survey dates
to the Chalcolithic period and was found at
eleven sites. Most of the sites are small and all
but four of them are in the wadi systems.
The Early Bronze Age seems to have had a
substantial population in the Hesban region, with
46 sites having EB pottery. The majority of the
sites are small and are frequently found on low,
flat land. Three sites are large enough and had
sufficient EB pottery to suggest they were towns
of significant size: Site 26, Jalul, Site 97, Tell
Iktanu, and Site 149, Tell e1-cumeiri The location of sites in low-lying areas and the apparent
lack of fortifications at distinctively EB sites
may indicate that defense was not a prime concern in this period.
Middle Bronze Age sherds were collected at 14
sites, a considerable decline from the Early
Bronze Age. The only sites that may prove to
have been substantial Middle Bronze Age towns
are the same as for the Early Bronze Age: Sites
26, Jalul, 97, Tell Iktanu, and 149, Tell elcumeiri. Only six sites had sherds that could be
distinguished as MB II.
The Late Bronze Age continued the occupational decline with only six sites. and the ceramic evidence is noticeably weak at four of
them. Jalul and, to a lesser extent, Iktanu and
Tell el-cUmeiri, are the only sites with the potential for substantial occupational levels. The

sharp occupational decline in the Middle and
Late Bronze Ages lends support to Nelson
Glueck's hypothesis of a population gap in
Transjordan with a few scattered population
centers.
Iron Age I was represented by pottery at 30
sites. eight of which probably were significant
population centers. Jalul (Site 26) and Umm
el-Qanafid (Site 29) particularly have high concentrations of Iron I pottery; both are large
sites and appear to have been fortified. Several
smaller sites have tower-like structures possibly
of military character.
Another increase in population came in the
Iron II/Persian period when 63 sites were settled. The sites in this period tend to be large
and located on the plateau unlike, for example,
the sites in the Early Bronze Age. Many sites
of this period also had tower-like structures,
although they are usually smaller than those
associated with Iron I pottery. The Late Persian
period was represented in the Hesban region by
only three potsherds found at Site 26, Jalul. For
the Hellenistic period there are 21 sites, evidence of slight recovery from the occupational
gap of the Late Persian period and transition to
the heavy occupation in Early Roman times.
The Early Roman period witnessed a flourishing population with at least 57 sites occupied.
In this era, Trajan's via nova was built but no
remnants of it could be found in the Hesban
region. The Esbus-Livias road was found, however, and traced for over twelve kilometers.
The near total lack of Nabataean sherds makes
it unlikely that this region of Transjordan was
under Nabataean control. The Late Roman
period seems to have had a slight decline in
settled population with 45 sites yielding LR
pottery, this despite the apparent growth of the
town of Esbus. The two roads intersecting at
Esbus were maintained and used throughout the
period.
Byzantine pottery was collected at 126 sites,
making this the period of greatest population in
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the Hesban region. The burgeoning Christian
populace settled in sites of all sizes and in virtually all areas of the Hesban region. Several
churches were found besides the two excavated
at Tell Hesban. The Roman roads remained in
use, as shown by archaeological and literary
evidence.
The Umayyad Period saw a reduced occupation
in the Hesban area, perhaps because of the
Muslim conquest early in the 7th century. A
smaU population flourished, with 33 sites having
Umayyad pottery. The cAbbasid Period, although
longer in duration, left ceramic evidence at only
seven sites. This small representation might
reflect the shift of governmental control to
Baghdad under the cAbbasid caliphate.

There was a strong resurgence of settled
population in the Ayyubid/Mamluk period, with
52 sites bearing evidence of occupation. The
sites tend to be larger and have a distinctive
appearance, namely, a sharply undulating ground
surface
caused
by
the
characteristic
Ayyubid/Mamluk architecture. At least ten
water-driven mills located in the Wadi Hesban
seem to date to this period. Ten sites yielded
pottery of the Ottoman Period, usually in very
small quantity.
The results of the survey are summarized in
the table below. The three sites located in the
Ghor are included in the figures for the Wadi
Systems.

Table 4.1 Summary of the results of the survey

Wadi
System

Early Bronze
Middle Bronze
Late Bronze
Iron I
Iron II/Persian
Hellenistic
Early Roman
Late Roman
Byzantine
Ayyubid/Mamluk
ALL PERIODS

1
12
21
9
18
19
59
19

%
67
36
17
40
34
43
32
42
47
37

75

51

N
31

5

Plateau
System

18
42
12
39
26
67
33

%
33
64
83
60
66
57
68
58
53
63

Total
46
14
6
30
63
21
57
45
126
52

73

49

148

N

15
9

5
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PROJECT AREA SITES VISITED BY
C. R. CONDER IN 1881-1882

Appendix A

Project Area Sites Visited by
C. R. Conder in 1881-1882
Volume Editor's Note:

visited, the next step was to read through the
entire volume with the goal of noting references to
sites which we knew from more recent maps were
located within the project area These were then
added to our list. Finally, a number of sites were
determined to belong to our list simply by relying
on Conder's account of their proximity to sites
whose location within the project area had already
been established. By means of these various strategies, the list of sites which forms the basis for the
material excerpted here was derived.
The total number of "Conder sites" which were
determined to be located within the Hesban
project area was 118. For ease of reference, and in
order to avoid confusion with the Heshbon Regional Survey numbering sequence, we assigned a
number to each site, beginning with #201 and
ending with #318 (see fig. A.1). Each site is listed
here in numerical sequence followed by the place
name, approximate grid reference coordinates, the
date the site was visited and the page number in
the original work from which a given description
was taken. The descriptions were copied verbatim
from Conder's work with the exception of his
drawings, which were not included. Also not included were the Arabic spellings of the places and
occasional Greek words. We have included, however, Conder's transliterations of the place names
as well as his translations of them. The spelling of
the place names in this appendix is not always consistent with those given in the site catalogue
(Chapter 2). This is because we have left intact, as
far as possible, the integrity of Conder's work. Finally, the size of the sites listed in Conder's survey
can only be derived from his description. For further details see C. R. Conder, The Survey of Eastern Palestine. London: Committee of the Palestine
Exploration Fund, 1889.

As indicated in the Preface, this Appendix was
included in the Hesban final publication project, to
provide background on the process of change which
has occurred in Transjordan over the past one hundred years (see especially Hesban 1). As Conder's
account is by far the most detailed of those produced by the 19th-century explorers who visited
Hesban and vicinity, it has been relied on more
than any other source by our team in arriving at a
picture of the archaeological and cultural conditions
which prevailed here a century ago. Given that the
book is out of print and difficult to access, it was
thought to be a service to future scholars interested
in this region to include in this volume that portion
of Conder's work on which we base many of our
conclusions regarding the late 19th century.
Another reason for including this list of "Conder
sites" is that, as assembled here, they provide an
easy reference to precisely those sites which are of
particular significance to this project. Specifically
selected here are only those "Conder sites" which
are located within a circumference of circa 10 kmradius of Hesban. This area corresponds roughly to
the territory examined by the various region-wide
surveys carried out in connection with the Heshbon
Expedition. Conder's visits to sites within this project area, however, were in connection with several
different itineraries. For this reason, his descriptions
of sites to be included in our list took some
research to identify. This work was done by Isaiah
Duong, a research assistant, in consultation with the
volume editor.
The first step in selecting the relevant sites was
to draw a circle on the survey map in Conder's
volume corresponding to the territory included in
the Hesban survey. This procedure yielded well over
half of the relevant sites. However, since the map in
Conder's volume did not include all of the sites he
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Site 201

'Abd cl Juwad

2229.1339

(. . . , 'servant of the bountiful'-one of the
names of the deity).
This is the grave of one of the Hasasineh.
. . . It is a large modern tomb, now held sacred,
and surrounded by stone piles, or Kehakir. Visited
September 13, 1881. P. 1.
Site 202

'Ain Abu 'Onciz

2229.1409

(... , 'spring of little goats').
A small spring north of Shanab. The water is
cold and good. P. 3.
Site 203

'Aln 'Adeisiych

2233.1406

camp of Sheikh Kablan en Nimr, and the Survey
camp was established near it from September 10
to 20. There are remains of the foundations of
a small building west of the spring, which
issues in a flat open part of the valley, with
coarse turf round it. Numerous dams and lades
lead from the spring towards the remains of
former irrigated places. Traces of one little
aqueduct lead to the Jineinet Belkis, or 'Zenobia's garden,' which is a mere barren plot.
About 300 yards farther west on the south side
of the valley is a rock-cut wine-press. Though
now so barren, this spot was once cultivated,
and probably covered with vineyards, as the
hills on the south appear also to have been.
This may have been in the Roman or Byzantine
ages, when the settled population was evidently
a thick one. Explored September 20, 1881. Pp.
4-5.

(... , perhaps 'spring of lentils').
Site 206
Near the last. A perennial spring of fair
supply, flowing from the rock. The water is cold
and good. A dolmen, or cromlech, was found
near it by Mr. Armstrong. Near the spring, also,
Lieutenant Mantell found six rock-cut tombs, like
those near Sumia. The first was 51/2 feet long, 1
foot 10 inches broad, 21/2 feet high, and roughly
cut; a second was 71/2 feet long, 31/2 feet broad,
and 31/2 feet high; the other four were of the
same class. The doors in each case were at the
north end of the chambers, which are cut in a
cliff on the south side of the valley. On the hill
to the south are traces of an old rujm, or cairn,
and there are rough steps quarried in the hillside.
P.3.
Site 204

'Ain el BftcrhJch

2229.1363

(... , 'the cold spring').
Just below the mill at Sumia; a small perennial
supply of cold water issuing from the rock in
the ravine. P. 4.
Site 205

'Ain cl Fudcili

2250.1360

(... , 'the excellent spring').
A very fine supply of clear, cold water issuing
under rocks and boulders, making a small pool
with gravelly bottom, and running to the brook
of Wady Hesban. This is the favorite autumn

'Ain cl Hekr

2260.1398

(... , 'spring of the enclosed land').
A little pit containing muddy water at the
head of the valley called Hekr. There is turf in
the vicinity, and it is at the edge of the 'Amriyeh
wood of oak and terebinth. Probably in spring
the supply is more abundant. P. 5.
Site 207

'Ain Hes ban

2256.1384

(... , 'spring of Heshbon').
The Survey camp was fixed south of this
spring from August 17, 1881, to September 10.
The water rises at the foot of a low cliff in the
west side of a narrow valley, and forms a shallow pool amid large boulders. It flows thence in
a stream about 10 feet wide, southwards, at the
rate of some 2 or 3 miles an hour. The brook is
shallow, but very clear, with a shingly bed, and
it is full of small fish. Near the spring are
clumps of oleander, and an Arab graveyard. The
surrounding hills are very barren, consisting of
gray chalky limestone. In the upper part of the
valley are the ruins of Shunet edh Dhiabeh and
Shunet Sukr, mentioned under those heads respectively. Higher up the stream are remains of
masonry channels, which may have led to pools
or mills now destroyed; but there is no indication of the date of these remains. A sarcophagus
cut in the rock was found in the same vicinity.
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The cemetery is on the east, or left bank,
close to the spring. In addition to some rude graves
resembling those common in the Moslem towns
west of Jordan, there are two graves of greater
importance, surrounded with circles. Of one of
these (the southern) Lieutenant Mantell obtained
a photograph. The northern circle is 9 paces in
diameter. and is formed by a dry stone wall
some 3 feet high of unshaped stones rudely piled
up. On the west is a little trilithon, consisting
of three stones taken from some ruin in the
vicinity, and dressed for their original purpose.
The side stones are 2 feet high. and 2 feet
apart; the top stone is about 3 feet long. The
second, or southern circle, is about 9 paces in
diameter, and consists of large blocks . . . •
measuring in some cases 4 feet in length by 2
1/2 feet in height. This has also a trilithon
altar, or gate, on the west, on which were found
small offerings consisting of glass beads and
pottery chips. A wooden coffee·mortar had been
placed on the same capstone, whether as a
votive offering or for protection was not ascer·
tained. The trilithon stones were squared ashlar
in this as in the former case, and in each in·
stance the Wusm, or tribe-mark. of the 'Ajermeh
Arabs (who inhabit the surrounding district) was
cut on the altar-stones- I r J I . It is cut either
way up, and is called the Mehjan, or 'crook.'
This title applies apparently to the hook-shaped
figure, while the single stroke is intended for a
numeral, showing that the dead man belonged to
the eldest family of the tribe.
Near the northern circle (which, like the
southern. encloses an ordinary grave) there is a
peculiar headstone to a grave with a pattern
carved on it. The stone is well hewn, 7 inches
thick. 18 inches high. and 13 inches wide; the
carving projects 2 inches, and seems rudely to
suggest a human figure, with a cross below. The
cross is also found on an Arab grave at 'Ain
'Amman Close by is a well-built modem tomb of
Sheikh Shehab el Fuliy~h, who has been buried
beside the older sacred circles. His tomb resembles
those at Kefrein and Kabr 'Abdallah. This tomb
has also the same tribe-mark upon it-that of the
'Ajermeh, it is built of cut stones, but not
whitewashed or plastered. On one side is a stone
2 1/2 feet long and 1 foot high, on which are
carved in relief-projecting about a quarter of an
inch-rude designs representing a bow, a coffee·
mortar and pestle, and finally a man on a horse
with a sword and a bow above him. There are

traces of geometrical designs and raised bosses
on other stones, which probably come from
some older building. At the end of the tomb
lies a fallen stone 1 112 feet long and 10
inches high. and on this are rudely carved
representations of a coffee-mortar and pestle,
four coffee-cups, or finajin. and a spoon
(Mihmasah) for roasting. and a little jug or pot
for boiling the coffee. These designs are modem
Arab work, and are interesting, first because
they are intended by an illiterate people to be
symbols of the warlike valor and of the hos·
pitable character of the chief here buried, and
secondly because the representation of the man
and horse shows that the 'Ajermeh at least are
not strict Moslems. The symbols were explained
by the Bedawin. The spring, like others, appears
to be a sacred spot. Pp.6-7.
Site 208

'Aln el Jimtis

2267.1408

(... , 'spring of the buffalo').
A green patch of turf with a small spring of
bad water. P. 9.
Site 209

'Aln el Jemmileh

2198.1323

(...• 'spring of the camel-drivers').
A small patch of grass with bad water. The
supply is not perennial. P. 9.
Site 210

'Aln Jtirat el Halyeh

2264.1406

(... , 'spring of the snake's hole').
This was not visited; it is quite a small spring,
with a little patch of green round it. P. 9.
Site 211

'Aln Kuseib

2205.1401

(... , 'spring of the cane,' diminutive form).
A very small spring, not visited. P. JO.
Site 212

'Aln en Nustiry

2215.1372

(...• 'spring of eagles'. .. )
A small spring under the cliff, not visited. P.
14.
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Site 213

'Aln esh Shldkah

2214.1415

(... , probably ... 'the side of a valley').
A group of small springs, not visited. P. 14.
Site 214

'Aln SQmla

2230.1361

See [Site 303,] SQmia, where this spring is
described. P. 14.
Site 215

El 'Al

2285.1364

111is is recognised as the Hebrew Elealeh,
(Numbers xxxii. 37), and was known to
Eusebius ('Onomasticon') as being a mile from
Heshbon. The modem meaning, 'the lofty,' is
derived from the conspicuous position of the Tell
in the ruin, on which a Survey cairn was erected
in 1881. It stands south of a very flat plateau,
which also extends on the east and south. A
broad camel-track from the 'Ain HesbAn approaches
from the west, and a good specimen of a rockcut winepress is to be noticed beside this road,
showing that (as mentioned in the Old Testament,
Isaiah xvi. 9; Jeremiah xlviii. 34) the vicinity was
once cultivated.
The ruins cover the top and slopes of the Tell,
or mound. On the flat summit there is a modem
Arab graveyard, with two circles enclosing
graves (as at 'Ain Hesbiin ...). One of these is
dedicated to Sheikh Riished. It is 8 paces in
diameter, and the drystone wall is from 1 foot
to 2 feet high, built of unhewn stones about 1
foot in diameter. The door, or altar, is on the
west side, consisting of two jambs ll/2 feet high,
and a capstone, all three being of cut stone
taken from the ruins. Beads, pottery, glass,
china, basalt chips, are placed on the capstone,
and a plough was found inside-left there for
protection.
The ruin is about 100 yards in diameter; but
only the foundations and lower courses of the
masonry are left belonging to private houses and
enclosed courts. The masonry is chiefly of unsquared
stones, varying from 1 foot to 5 feet in length.
On the south-east are cisterns, and a solitary
pillar stands up on the slope on this side. On
closer inspection, this appeared to have formed
part of a basilica, or temple, with a nave 18 feet
wide in the clear, and a south aisle 12 feet wide.
The south wall was traceable, and the position
of one pillar on the north side of the nave, but
i1 '7 '< '7 '<

the length and north boundary of the building
were not distinguishable. The pillar still standing
is 7 feet 3 inches in height, and 19 inches in
diameter: the capital has fallen.
There are many drystone enclosures of large
stones, but these may, perhaps, be later reconstructions. Among them was found a rude capital
of debased classic style, which seemed probably
to have belonged to the colonnaded building just
mentioned. About 130 paces south of the single
pillar in this building are remains of another
building, possibly a chapel, though no apse was
found on the east. It measured 23 feet in width
north and south, and seems to have been 35 feet
long. On the north side is a door 4 feet 7 inches
wide; on the west wall, inside, a semi-column is
visible, 2 feet 4 inches in diameter, and lt/2 feet
in projection. lbis seems to indicate a division
into two walks by a line of pillars running east
and west. There seems to have been a western
entrance south of this pillar. The walls of the
building are 1 foot 10 inches thick. Outside, on
the north. was found the fallen lintel of the
north door with an Ionic capital, and a pillar·
base and stool. There is another Ionic capital
fallen on the south. All these were measured
and drawn. The lintel resembles many others in
Roman and Byzantine buildings, the stone being
5 feet 1 inch long, and 1 foot 6 inches high.
The principal moulding projects 11/2 inches. On
the under side is a hinge socket 71/2 inches in
diameter.
The two capitals differ from one another, both
being rudely Ionic, one 16 inches in diameter of
the shaft, the other 15 inches. They somewhat
resemble the capital at Khurbet Siiighah . . . and
are quite different from the Ionic of the Kusr en
Nueijis, which is of purer style. They may
perhaps be referred to the early Christian period
(fourth and fifth centuries). The stool and base
recall the remains of the Byzantine Church of
St. John at Beit Jibrin ('Memoirs, Western Survey,'
vol. iii., p. 276). A stone was measured in the
north wall of this building 41/2 feet long, 1 foot
9 inches high, 1 foot 10 inches thick. It had an
irregular draft 4 inches to 5 inches wide, and a
boss projecting about 1 inch, dressed smooth,
but much worn.
Immediately north of this building there is a
rude cave-cistern, and beside it, remains apparently of a small stone handmill. About 50
yards south-east of the building just described
is a rude enclosure, and on its east side traces
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of foundations. A stone here erected like a menhir
may have been the jamb of a doorway, but is,
perhaps, intended as a memorial stone (cf. Kefeir
Abu Sarbut, and Hajr el Mansub ). It is 1 foot 11
inches in diameter at the bottom, and 6 feet
high. On the north side it is steadied by a short
pillar-stump about 11/2 feet in diameter.
Near this curious stone are many caves and
vaults, and there seem to have been others
under the Tell (as also at Maain). The ruin
called Madowerat el 'Al is treated under that head;
it seems to have been the quarry whence the
stones at el 'Al were obtained. The ground immediately east of Elealeh is a chalky limestone,
and is strewn with flints and fragments of chert.
The general impression obtained by examination
of the ruins at this site is that a Byzantine
town here existed, as known to Eusebius; and
that nothing remaining, unless it be the menhir,
is of greater antiquity than the fourth century.
Visited August 23, 1881. Pp. 16-19.
Site 215a El 'Ameirch

2342.1420

( ... , 'the perpetual').
So called from the existence of a good perennial
spring well at the site. It is the boundary between
the Beni Sakhr (who camp here) and the 'Adwan.
There are three Tells or mounds with ruins north
of the well, but nothing distinguishable was
observed on them. The well could not be visited,
being in possession of the personal enemies of
Captain Conder's guide, Sheikh Kabliin en Nimr.
Sir C. Warren appears to have camped here (see
'Quarterly Statement,' 1870, p. 29). The Bedawin
often pronounce this name 'Anweireh, and M.
Clermont Ganneau notices the same peculiar
pronunciation of the Y, as in 'Obweideh for
'Obeideh, or buein for bein ('Quarterly Statement,'
1874, p. 172).
Site 216

El 'Arish

2251.1325

(... , 'the hut').
A little knoll in the plain with modern Arab
graves of flint stones. P. 87.
Site 217

'Awcilct Niiailr ...

2287.1417

The first word is unusual. It is, apparently,
the diminutive form of 'Al, 'height.' A large Tell

or platform here exists, measuring about 500 feet
east and west, by 350 north and south. It commands
a view down the valley on the north-west where
the ruin Khurbet Naaur, with its houses, is
visible. There appears to have been a tower
about 120 feet from the west end of the terrace
or Tell, 34 feet in interior diameter, with walls
circular and 7 feet thick; there are three or four
courses of stones 2 feet to 5 feet long, well
dressed, and cut in shape to the arc of the
circle. The slopes of the terrace on all sides are
covered with small rough stones. P. 88.
Site 218

'Aweilet Umm es Semmiik

2300.1429

(. . . , 'heights of the sumach-trees;' none
were, however, seen here).
A Survey cairn was erected here. The ruins
are not extensive, but of good masonry. They
stand at the edge of the shelf of the plateau. A
small double (or corner) pilaster base was found
with simple moulding on a block 11/2 feet square.
Scattered cut stones, 1 foot to 3 feet long, are
lying about, and beneath are vaults now choked.
On the east, lower down, is a cave 25 feet
wide. Some drafted stones were found, one 2
feet by 1 foot 2 inches, the draft 31/4 inches
wide and 3/8 of an inch deep. A stone trough
was also measured 2 feet 9 inches by 3 feet 8
inches outside, with 4 inches thickness of the
stone sides, and 10 inches deep inside. A small
Roman or Byzantine building probably occupied
this spot, which commands a fine view, as
shown by the lines of the triangulation. Visited
August 24, 1881. P. 88.
Site 219

Ayiln Musa

2202.1317

(... , 'spring of Moses').
These are, without doubts, the ancient Ashdoth
Pisgah (Deut. iii. 17, ii lo !J il n 11!1 >< , 'streams
of Pisgah,' according to Gesenius Lexicon). They
appear possibly to be again mentioned in the
seventh century A.D., by Antoninus Martyr, who
calls them baths-'termaa: sunt qua: vocantur Moysi,
ubi etiam leprosi mundantur, et ibi est dulcissimus
aqure fons qui bibitur, et multos sanat languores'
(cf. Reland, vol. ii., p. 978).
There are two springs-the northern in the
valley, whence the stream falls over a cliff about
30 feet high; the southern rising at the foot of
a cliff, about a hundred yards from the former,
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and forming a shallow pool 8 feet across, with a
pebbly bottom, whence a stream runs to join
that from the northern spring. In the pool Canon
Tristram found shells of the Neritina and Melanopsis
('Land of Moab,' p. 337). The stream from the
springs flows into the Jordan valley, and irrigates
the land south of Tell er Rameh. A modern
cottage stands in the cliff, above the southern
spring, on a shelf or terrace of the rock; it is
used as a store for corn. The Arabs connect
these springs with the name of the Hebrew
lawgiver, Moses. The water is fresh, and the
streams are perennial.
'It is a most picturesque spot. The northern
spring, rising in a shallow valley, pours its
stream over a cliff some thirty feet high,
down which hang long trailing creepers
beside the water. The hollow below the fall
is full of maidenhair fern, and a large wild
fig grows up against the cliff. There are two
cascades again lower down, and the rushing
brook disappears in a narrow gorge between
tall canes and various shrubs. The contrast
of this vegetation with the great blocks of
limestone in the valley, the tawny hill above,
glaring against the blue sky, without a tree
or a blade of grass, is very effective. The
southern spring, some hundred yards away,
issues from a cave at the foot of a cliff,
forming a fine clear pool with a pebbly bed,
flanked by two aged wild figs, curiously
gnarled and twisted, but with rich foliage.
The stream breaks down hence in a rapid
shoot to join the northern brook in the
gorge.'-(Conder's 'Heth and Moab,' p. 128.)

P. 89·90.
Site 220

licit Zcrah

2306.1374

(... , 'house of sowing').
This is perhaps the place in Moab called by
Josephus Zara (13 Antiq. JN. 4). It might also
very probably represent the important site of
Jazer, the boundary between Reuben and Gad
(Num. xxi. 32; xxxii. 1; Josh. xiii. 25; 1 Mace. v.
8; 12 Antiq. viii. I). The Targums, it is true,
identify Jazer with Machrerus (cf. Neubauer
'Geog. Tai.,' p. 28); but the position of the latter
place is entirely unsuitable, for Jazer was clearly
north of Heshbon. The modern Arabic Zerah
contains the three radicals of the Hebrew Jazer
(1 r '< '), though transposed, as in other cases, so

as to give a modern meaning to the word. Jeremiah
speaks of the 'waters of Jazer' (xlviii. 32),
which, if correctly translated, may refer to the
stream in Wady Hesban, west of the plateau of
Beit Zerah. Wine-presses have been found not far
west of this site, which seems to agree with the
mention of the vine in connection with Jazer;
but the best argument in favour of the proposed
identification consists in the position near Hesban
(Josh. xiii. 25, 26), on the border of Gad. The
site of Jazer given by Eusebius and Jerome
('Onom.') appears to be the ruin of Sir or Sar
... but the 'Onomasticon' is not a safe guide.
The present site is a large one, but the remains are not of great importance. There are
foundations, and vaults with barrel-roofs, lintetstones, pillar shafts, and fragments of cornice,
all apparently of the Byzantine period, but too
decayed to measure. A rude vase and a stone
with a tablet in tow relief were noticed. Com
and chaff are stored here. The vicinity is flat,
bare, and treeless.
Visited August 23, 1881. P. 91.
Site 221

discarded

Site 222

Bir Abu Nuklch

2307.1399

(... , 'well of murmuring' water).
This is a large well in a flat valley, with ruins
to the south called also Abu Nukleh . . . It is
said to be filled only by the rains, and a sort of
channel leads to it; the water is said to be cold
and good, and the supply constant; some women
were washing clothes beside it. There are many
such wells in the vicinity, which the Arabs were
clearing out in expectation of the rains. The well
is also called Bir Gharib Muhammed, or 'well of
the stranger Muhammed'-possibly from a family
settled at the ruins. P. 92.
Site 223

discarded

Site 224

El Bfaelda •••

2312.1394

This is probably the Bedawin pronunciation for
el Beida (compare el 'Ameireh) 'the white,' which
applies to the chalky-white soil of the hill.
There are two ruins here near each other, sometimes called Abu Kedeis ('father of the pearl'),
from an Arab owning property here. At the
eastern ruin, only scattered stones were found;
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at the western. a pillar stump. a few drafted
stones. and some small caves. It is a very insignificant ruin. Visited September 17, 1881. P. 9293.
Site 225

Butmet et Terld

2213.1382

Site 229

Dhahret KhaQ

2252.1269

(...• 'Oat ridge').
This is the ridge with caves, west of Madeba.
P. 97.

(...• 'Turk's terebinth').
This is a fine terebinth on the road to Heshbon from Kefrein. On the west is a spring, •Ain
et Terki . . . The tree is sacred to the Arabs,
the Turk having been a holy man. It is curious
that a Turkoman prophetess is also revered in
the •Adwan country ...
Sixty-five paces north-west of the tree is a
sacred circle, apparently the grave of the Turk.
It is 10 paces in diameter. and the circular wall
is built up of rough stones 2 feet to 4 feet long.
There are ancient graves within. and the circle
is filled up with earth nearly to the top of its
surrounding wall. There is no lintel-stone or
entrance.
Fifty paces further north again is a circle
about 20 paces (50 feet) in diameter, built up to
a height of 3 feet. with stones about 1 to 2 feet
long. In this circle is also a tomb. and three
radiating walls about ll/2 feet below the top of
the circular wall. The ground inside this circle is
lower than outside. On the west side is a sort of
doorway 21/2 feet wide. 21/2 feet high. formed by a
lintel-stone resting on a sort of jamb one side.
and on stones piled up in the wall on the other
(compare 'Ain Hesbin). On this lintel were found
pieces of metal and a chain as offerings to the dead.
Ploughs and other articles are stored in this
circle. together with branches which have fallen
from the terebinth. and another tree trunk is
said to have stood here about fourteen years
since. Several Arab graves occur south of this
circle.
Visited September 14. 1881. Pp. 93-94.
Site 226

discarded

Site 227

discarded

Site 228

Ed Denneh

2328.1378

(...• 'the jar• or 'the whispering').
This is applied to a little cave in which water
trickles. P. 97.

Site 230

discarded

Site 231

Hajr el Mena

2209.1351

(... , 'stone of desire').
This is a block of stone, 8 feet long, 3 feet
high. on the hillside. It is so called because it
is a 'wishing-stone.' where the 'Ajermeh Arabs
go to wish. This superstition was treated with contempt by Sheikh Kablin. P. JO J.
Site 232

Haninah

2270.1351

(... , 'the reservoir').
These are foundations of rudely-squared stones
of moderate size. Rock cisterns with bell-mouths
of small size also occur. with a rock sunk tomb,
as at Umm el Hanafish. It appears to be a small
ruined village on a flat hill-spur. Visited September 29, 1881. P. 103.
Site 233

El Hareteln ZabbQd

2239.1399

(... , 'the two quarters of ZabbQd').
These are modern ruins. one on each side of
a shallow valley, with lime-kilns and other remains
of rude masonry. P. 103.
Site 234

Hesbin

2264.1343

The remains in the valley are noticed under
the head 'Ain Hesban, the rude-stone monuments
west of the city under the heads el Kurmiyeh
and el KalQa; the present subject is confined to
the Roman remains on the plateau, including the
Tell and the Kalat Hesban.
The site is that of a comparatively large and
important town, but there is little distinguishable
amid the heaps of fallen masonry which strew
the slopes of the Tell and the flat ridge southwest of it. There is not a tree nor a spring near
the city, and the whole aspect of the plateau
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round it is bare and deserted; to the south is
land partly cultivated with maize, to the northeast and west gray downs of chalky limestone.
The Tell on the north-east is the highest part of
the ruin, and appears to have been the site of a
citadel, or a forum. The Survey station (north
end of the base) was fixed on the hillock, which
is a conspicuous object, especially from the
south, for many miles. The Kalah, or 'castle,' is
about 1/4 mile south-west, and the whole ground
between these two is covered with the remains
of houses, some of which appear to have had
considerable architectural pretensions.
There are many ruined vaults on the sides of
the Tell, and north of this again extends a sort
of suburb; and beyond this the rock is quarried,
and a row of small caves, with scattered stones,
perhaps marks the site of the oldest part of the
city. On a low brow on this side are remains of
a small square tower, called Kusr el Homrah
('the red tower'). It is 8 paces, or 20 feet,
square, and built of well-cut blocks 3 feet to 4
feet in length, and 11/2 feet to 2 feet high.
South-east of this, about 25 paces off, the rock
is cut down, apparently to form a birkeh, or
tank, measuring 18 paces (or 45 feet) by 23
paces (58 feet), with steps cut in the rock-wall
on the east side. It is at present 3 feet or 4
feet deep, but is partly filled with accumulated
soil. About 40 paces, or 100 feet, north of the
tower, is a natural cave 10 paces square and 51/2
feet high; and 10 paces south of this a second
cave, now closed, and a good-sized bell-mouthed
cistern.
The ancient road from 'Ain Hesban winds by a
steep ascent up the hill, and approaches the
town from the north-west. Just below the general
level of the plateau it reaches a narrow pass,
called El Bueib, 'the little gates,' where the rock
appears to have been artificially scarped down
some 8 feet or 10 feet. This may have served for
defence against those approaching from below,
although there are other means of approach
further north. The gap formed by the cutting is
a conspicuous object on the skyline, as seen
from the valley below. It is possibly to this gate
that a reference is made in the Song of Songs,
when the 'Gate of Bath Rabbim' ('daughter of
great ones') is mentioned as near the pools of
Heshbon (Cant. vii. 4).
The plateau south-west of the city is called el
Jamaiyeh ('of the mosque'), and is also strewn
with masonry similar to that in the main part of

the site. On the south of the Tell is the flat
open valley which leads to the southern plateau,
the city being mainly on a saddle dividing this
valley head from the true watershed. In the open
valley is the great tank to which the name
'Alwan appears to apply. It measures 191 feet
north and south by 139 feet east and west, and
is about 10 feet deep. The masonry is well dressed, but the stones are not drafted; the walls
have been apparently shaken by earthquake; stones
were measured 15 inches long by 11 inches high,
and 10 inches by 15 inches, representing the
average dimensions of the ashlar. In the southeast corner of this tank lies a trough measuring
6 feet 2 inches by 3 feet outside, and 5 feet by
20 inches inside; the height 18 inches outside
and 12 inches inside. It has probably fallen
from above, and was no doubt used for watering
animals when the tank was full of water.
On the west side of this tank is an Arab
graveyard, with a stone circle round one tomb.
The southern part of the reservoir is in ruins,
and a rude capital with the acanthus-leaf design
lies within the tomb-circle.
Towards the south-east part of the ruins of
the city (west of the tank) a cave was found
with a sarcophagus, and a square pilaster capital
having acanthus-leaves carved on two sides.
Returning to the Tell, or citadel, we find the
top occupied by a building (plan) measuring
1311/2 feet east and west by 1531/2 feet north and
south. On the north, south, and west, within
those limits, are traces of vaults, now choked
and ruined; those to the north and south about
40 feet wide, that on the west 541/2 feet. There
are traces also of vaults built against the east
side of the enclosure. The court surrounded by
these vaults is at a lower level than the mounds
which cover them. It was once paved and
ornamented by a colonnade, the bases of several
pillars remaining, as shown on the plan. The
paving-stones measure from 20 by 30 inches to
10 by 20 inches; the bases stand on stools, with
a bold moulding, and are 33 inches in diameter
where the shaft fitted on . . . The total height
of base and stool is 34 inches.
The outer wall of this building is 5 feet thick;
the masonry is well dressed, but not drafted; the
horizontal joints (as is the case in some of the
best Byzantine work west of Jordan) are not
continuous. Some of the stones are 61/2 feet long,
others only 2 feet; the general height of the
course is 11/2 feet ... On the south side of the
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building two pillar-shafts are still standing,
which may mark an approach or gate, or outer
colonnade.
On the north-east slope of the citadel hill a
lintel-stone lies among the heaps of fallen masonry; it is 5 feet long, and appears to have
been inscribed ...
It should be noted that the square shape of
the letters is not that usually found in the Byzantine Greek texts of the fourth to the ninth
centuries.
Possibly the word Esban, or Hesban, is to be
here recognised.
The average length of the cut stones in these
ruins is only about 2 feet; the stones are sometimes drafted with a boss dressed smoothly. Not
far from the citadel, on the south, lies a block
with an attached pilaster in low relief; but
whether it is a base or a capital is uncertain.
Further south-west are other sculptured blocks,
including a capital, a fragment of cornice, and
part of a moulded lintel, 5 feet long . . . with a
block, apparently an architrave, having similar
mouldings; also a rude capital with acanthusleaves. All these were measured and drawn, and
may serve to indicate date. It should be noted
that the details in the cornice are not symmetrically arranged; but this is very common, not
only in Byzantine work in Syria, but also in
earlier Roman and Jewish work, and may be due
to the employment of native stone-cutters.
The Kalah, or castle, is also known to the
Arabs by the name Hosn Ban; but this may be (as
is very common in Western Palestine) a mere
play on the name Hesban. It appears to have
been a fine building; the west wall and part of
the cross-walls remain, but the building is in
part, at least, a reconstruction. The masonry is
finely dressed, and the stones of very square
proportions, like some of the work at 'Amman.
None of the stones appear to be drafted. One
was measured 18 inches in length and 2 feet
high, which represents the average dimensions of
stones in this wall. As in the Tell masonry, so in
this, the horizontal joints are not always continuous.
The west wall is about 15 feet high, and has a
bevelled set-back at the top. Modern hovels are
built against its inner side. In the south-east
corner stand four shafts of pillars about 2 feet
in diameter, leaning over in various directions.
On the south-west of the Kalah the ruins consist
of foundations, cisterns, and caves; and here was
found a rude and massive pillar capital, 2 feet 4

inches high and 2 feet in diameter, perhaps
once belonging to one of the shafts in the Kalah.
The ruins on the hill west of Hesban, separated by a shallow valley head, are known as
Harat Hesban ('the quarters or suburbs of Heshbon'), and also as Khurbet el Harat, as marked
on the map. They consist of small rude caves
and foundations without any features of interest.
The date of these remains must be decided by
architects with the aid of such details of moulding and ornamentation as it has been possible to
recover. But the oldest period to which it seems
at all possible to ascribe them is the age of the
Antonines (the second century A.D.), comparing
them with the early buildings at 'Amman, Jerftsh,
or Baalbek, which are, however, much more
important than anything at Heshbon. Many of
the details seem to resemble the Byzantine work
of Western Palestine, perhaps as late as the fifth
century A.D. The caves, cisterns, and rock-cuttings are all that can fairly be supposed to be
of great antiquity. Heshbon is spoken of as a city
in the time of the Council of Chalcedon (... cf.
Reland's 'Palestine,' p. 720), and was thus not
only known in the fourth century ('Onomasticon'),
but apparently still inhabited by Christians in the
fifth.
Visited August 27 and September 16. P. 104.

Site 235

Kusr el Homrah

2270.1345

('The red tower').
Homrah might be a corruption of Himyarite.
There is nothing red about this ruin, but there
are several traces of Himyar influence in Moab:
for instance, the ruin called Humrawiyeh; the
Kusr en Nuejis (Nejis being a Sabean word for
a king.or ruler); the Jineinet Belkis. P. 104.

Site 236

El Bueib

2268.1354

{'The little gates'). P. 105.

Site 237

El Jamaiych

2265.1351

('Of the mosque'). P. 105.

Site 238

'Alwan

(The great tank)
P.105.

2269.1341
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Site 239

Harat Hesban

2261.1345

('The quarters or suburbs of Heshbon').
P.108.

Site 240

El Jereineh

2257.1301

(... , 'the little trough').
This word Junm is also used in Western Pale·
stine instead of Nader (vulg. Bader) for a threshing
floor, and is the Hebrew 1 1 l, Goran, 'a threshing
floor.' This is a little ruin on the low ground in
the plateau about a mile south-east, and in view
of Kabr 'Abdallah. Scattered stones and cisterns
were found, and a few caves. There was also a
sacred Arab circle (compare 'Ain Hesban), with
this peculiarity, that the lintel-stone was towards
the east. There is a grave within, and ploughs
are stored for safety in the circle. Possibly this
circle may be oriented with reference to the
Kabr 'Abdallah . . . as it is unusual to have the
lintel on the east.
Visited September 16, 1881.P. 110.
Site 241

Jineinet Belkis

2246.1360

(... , 'garden of Belkis').
This name applies to the flat ground on the
south side of Weldy Hesban, west of Ain el
Fudeili . . . Queen Belkis, in the first century of
our era, was one of the Himyaritic line of the
Tobba; but in Syria she is identified with the
famous Zenobia or Zebba, Queen of Palmyra, who
revolted against Rome in 273 A.O., and was de·
feated and slain. She is to the Arabs a mythical
heroine, to whom many great works are attri·
buted, as to Queen Helena among the Syrian
Christians. According to the commentators on
the Koran (Sura xxvii.), she was the Queen of
Sheba who visited Solomon. The reduced map is
too crowded with names here to allow of writing
this title. P. 110.
Site 242

Kahr 'Ahdallah

2231.1310

(... , 'grave of Abdallah').
This is a very conspicuous site, in consequence
of three masonry tombs having been erected on
high ground on the plateau close to the old

sacred tomb circle. The original nwkilm is a rude
oval about 10 paces (25 feet) in diameter, with
the usual trilithon or little altar on the west
side. (Cf. 'Ain Hesban.) The lintel or table stone
has in this case fallen down. The person here
buried-' Abdallah, 'servant of God'-is said to have
been a 'Persian' or 'stranger' (the word having
both meanings, viz., 'Ajemy).
Three masonry tombs stand in a line east and
west, end to end, the first or most eastern being
nearly north of the circle just described. All
three are tombs of chiefs of the Ghaneimat
tribe. The most eastern is that of Abu MarzOk
('father of luck'), and on it are shown in relief
coffee cups and jug, spoons and mortar: the
middle tomb is that of Mustafa, the western of
Fadl el Herawi, who is represented on a horse,
while on the south side are designs of coffeecups, bowl, and spoons. (Compare Kabr Fendi el
Faiz and •Ain Hesban.) Each tomb is about 7
feet high and 10 feet long. Between these and
the grave of 'Abdallah is a well, now disused.
Immediately north-east of the line of three
tombs are two small rude circles of uncut stones,
marking the graves of others of the same tribe.
The distance between the line of three tombs
and the circle of 'Abdallah is about 20 paces. or
SO feet.
Visited September 13, 1881. P. 113.
Site 243

Kahr Ahu Redcineh

2212.1330

(... , grave of Abut Redeineh-a proper name,
'father of pleasing,' that is, pleasing to
God).
A white tomb, like that at Tell Kefrein or Tell
er Rameh, where an Arab sheikh is buried. P.
113.
Site 244

El Kahn

2208.1382

(... , 'the vault').
A little ruin by the road west of Butmet et
Terki. A small vault, probably modern, perhaps
intended for storing corn. P. 116.
Site 245

Kaliit Ummch,
2211.1360
or Kalat UmmctAlm el Hosein

(. . . , 'castle of the people of the father of
the fortress,' which means 'fox-tribe castle').
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This name applies to the crags and caves of
the spur between Wady Hesban on the north and
Wildy Abu Turfah on the south. The cliffs are
here of sandstone, and the place is hardly accessible save on the east, where it is reached by a
descent down a narrow winding tract on the
ridge among fragments of sandstone. It was
explored by Captain Conder, with one guide. The
cliff has four caves on the north side, and on
the south is seen, about 300 feet beneath, a
marshy spring with caves (called el Bassah, 'the
swamp') in Wildy Abu Turfah ('valley of tamarisks'),
while an equally steep slope falls to Wildy Hesban
on the north. The most eastern cave measures 7
paces (18 feet) by 10 paces (25 feet) to the
back; the second, 10 paces by 20 paces to the
back (25 feet by 50 feet); the third, 10 paces by
15 to the back; the fourth, 10 paces by 18 to
the back. The height is 8 to 10 feet in all four.
They are close together. Remains of beds made
of retem broom, and manure of goats and bats
cover the floors. These caves are hiding-places
and stables for sheep in snow-time. The Ausam,
or tribe-marks, of the Ajermeh and the Daja
('Adwan), of the Jibbur (Beni Sakhr), and of the
Khadir (Beni Sakhr), occur on the walls, showing
that all these tribes have used the stables. Other
marks were not determined ....
Visited September 12, 1881. P. 125.
Site 246

El Kalua

2235.1372

(... ,'the castles').
This is a very remarkable group of crags, a
natural but unusual feature of the landscape, on
the north side of Wady Hesban, near SOmia. It
was photographed by Lieutenant Mantell (No. 6
of his series), and the Survey· party examined a
large group of dolmens existing on the slopes of
the ridge west and south of the crags.
The crags are some 20 to 30 feet high, of a
gray colour, with streaks of rusty brown. In the
distance they have all the appearance of castles.
They are inaccessible above, but approached over
flat open ground below. On the south side of the
group is a fallen block in which is an excavation
5 feet square and 3 feet high. It has two entrances 1 foot wide, at 3 1/2 feet from the ground,
and the floor of the excavation inside is 3 feet
from the ground level outside. The block of rock
in which this occurs is 12 feet high. On the
west, close by, is a second similar cave, now

much broken, also excavated in a detached boulder, and lower down the hill on the south is a
third chamber in a boulder.
On the east slopes of a spur which runs out
south from the main ridge west of el Kalua a
group of dolmens was found. This spur commands
a view eastward to the Kurmiyeh mountain,
where the great dolmen-centre of Heshbon was
found. There are about eighteen dolmens in all,
two having fallen. These were all sketched and
described, as below:
No. 1.-A rude trilithon, the table-stone measuring 71/2 feet by 4 feet. The supporting stones
are on the east and west, the former being
apparently kept in place by a stone leaning
against it outside. The clear height under the
table is 3 feet. A hollow occurs in the capstone. This is one of the most easterly of the
group.
No. 2.-A tiny dolmen, 30 paces (75 feet) east
of the last. The capstone measures 41/2 feet by 4
feet. The clear space beneath is only 11/2 feet.
No. 3.-Higher up the hill than No. l, on the
north. The capstone is 6 feet long, but only
raised a foot from the ground. It has two sidestones and an endstone.
No. 4.-In this case a stratum of the rock has
been prized up (compare el Kurmiyeh, No. 25),
and is supported on the south by a stone on
end, 3 feet high. The table thus formed is 8
feet north and south, by 41/2 feet.
No. 5.-A topstone 81/2 feet by 4 feet, supported partly by two stones, partly on the
ground. The clear height beneath is 21/2 feet at
the down-hill end.
No. 6.-0ne of the sidestones seems to have
fallen. The table-stone measures 6 feet by S
feet. This is on a flat spur west of a little valley-head.
No. 7.-Resembles some of the French and
English 'rocking-stones.' The table is 6 feet by
4 feet, and l 1/2 feet thick. The upper surface is
about 3 feet from the ground. The supports are
small stones. There is an artificial hollow in the
upper surface of the table-stone. This is some
200 yards north of No. 6, and higher on the hill.
1\vo medium-sized fallen dolmens occur to the
east of it, and on the higher part of the hill
here (as at Neba and el Kurmiyeh) there are
Meshahed, or little modern stone piles of the Arabs.
No. 8.-This is a fallen trilithon, interesting
because the cup-hollows are well marked, and
cut with evident care. They are, perhaps, more
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clearly artificial in this case than in any other
observed in Moab. The table-stone is only 41/2
feet by 4 feet, but it has six hollows, the largest at one end, the smallest at the other. They
are respectively 10, 9, 4, 3, 2, and 2 inches in
diameter, varying from 2 inches to about half an
inch in depth, and quite round. The clear height
under the table appears to have been 3 feet, and
the two sidestones lie close by.
No. 9. -This has been partly overturned. The
table measures 51/2 feet by 6 feet, and there were
two sidestones.
No. 10.-North of the last; has a capstone 41/2
feet by 51/2 feet, with two cubical blocks as
supports, and a clear height of 3 feet and width
of 2 feet 3 inches under the table. There is a
hollow in the flat rock on the east side of this
specimen.
No. 11.-A topstone 6 feet by 41/2 feet, supported on irregular sidestones. The clear height
beneath is 3 feet 8 inches, with a width 21/2 feet.
This is close to the last, on the north-east.
No. 12-A very low specimen east of the last,
on a flat plateau. The capstone measures 4 feet
by 31/2 feet, and one sidestone is 4 feet long, 2
feet high, and ll/2 feet thick.
No. 13. is a small specimen, about 100 yards
east of the last, and higher up the hill than No.
1.
No. 14. is about 100 yards west of the KalOa
crags. It is a box-formed dolmen, but the coverstone was not identified. The sidestone was 5
feet long, and about 2 feet high. Perhaps this
was an unfinished example.
No. 15, about 50 yards west of No. 13, is a
demi-dolmen. The flat-stone is 5 feet long, supported at one end to a height of about 2 feet.
No. 16, near the last, but fallen, appears to
have been a large trilithon. The capstone is 81/2
feet by 61/2 feet, and has upon it three hollows,
two being joined together, with a diameter of 7
inches and a depth of 3 inches; and the third,
about 6 inches away, is 8 inches in diameter,
and 4 inches deep. The sidestones are 61/2 feet by
31/2 feet each.
Near No. 4 there are some fallen blocks of
rock 20 feet long. About 50 yards further south
on the spur are remains of a drystone structure,
which might have been an altar or the base of a
watch-tower. It is 20 feet square, and the stones
are 2 feet to 3 feet long. East of No. 4 there
are remains, possibly of another very small dol-

men, the clear height under the capstone of
which would have been about 1 foot.
About 100 yards south-west of Nos. 5 and 6,
on the west slope of the spur, is a detached
block of rock, with a small excavated chamber.
The rock is 5 feet high, and 6 feet wide by 8
feet to the back; the chamber is 31/2 feet wide,
5 feet to the back, and 3 feet high. The door is
2 feet high and 11/2 feet wide. This small chamber
resembles those at el Kurmiyeh, el Mareighat,
etc., and one example of a somewhat similar
kind was found west of Jordan (see Kulat el
Ghuleh, 'Memoirs, Western Palestine Survey,'
vol. iii., p. 131). If they were intended for
tombs, the body must have been buried in a
cramped position. They occur generally in connection with dolmen groups.
East of this, by the side of a little ravinehead, is another fallen block of rock, in the
west side of which is a niche or chamber 1 foot
9 inches wide, 11/2 feet to the back, 21/2 feet
high. East again, and lower down in the ravine,
is a large block with a chamber opening on the
east measuring 3 feet square and 3 feet high.
This excavation is not on the ground level, as
the other two are, but has its floor 4 feet
above the bottom of the rock. About 50 paces
(125 feet) north-west again from the last is a
fourth excavation in a detached block 31/2 feet
wide, 5 feet to the back, 3 feet high, the floor
on the same level with the ground. There were
some remains of bones in this chamber, but
whether human or not was not clear.
The second day's exploration of this centre
brought to light other examples, which were
measured and described by Lieutenant Mantell.
About a quarter of a mile south of the crags
of el KalOa, in the open ground not far from the
stream of Wady Hesban, is another detached rock
boulder, with a niche 1 foot high, 11/2 feet broad,
and 1 foot to the back . . . and about 130 yards
south of the KalOa crags is a similar block of
rock with a koka or chamber 8 feet 3 inches
long, 3 feet 9 inches high, and 5 feet wide. The
door is 3 feet high and 21/2 feet wide, so that the
excavation is much larger than those previously
described ...
No. 17, about 20 yards south of the lastmentioned dolmen, is a trilithon which has
fallen. The topstone is about 4 feet square; the
sidestone is 3 feet high, and 71/2 feet long. This
stands on a Oat terrace of rock.
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No. 18, another fallen dolmen westwards from
el KalOa on the plateau, had a table-stone fallen
to the west, measuring 4 feet by 2 feet 9 inches,
and 1 foot thick. The southern sidestone was 4
feet high, 31/2 feet long, 1 foot thick. There were
three other smaller stones on the east.
No. 19, about a quarter of a mile south-east of
the Kalua crags, close to a tomb in a rock, and
south-east of No. 18, is another trilithon, which,
being on a slope, very nearly approaches the
demi-dolmen class. The capstone is 5 feet square,
and has a ridge in the middle, where it is 1 foot
9 inches thick, being 1 foot thick at the sides.
This tablestone is unusually square in shape. The
mean height under the table is only 1 foot.
No. 20 is east of the last, with an unusually
thick table-stone 5 feet square, 1 foot 9 inches
thick, with a clear height under the stone of 2
feet 9 inches.
In connection with this south-eastern group
occur several other examples of the chambers in
boulders above described. One of these is north
of No. 17, not far from the crags of the Katoa
It is 5 feet long, 4 feet high, 41/2 feet wide, with
an entrance 2 feet 3 inches high, and ll/2 feet wide.
Close by in a flat rock is a hollow 1 foot 9
inches in diameter.
The next example (the ninth of the chambers
in and round the Kalua described under the
present head) is about a quarter of a mile from
the crags, and south-east of No. 18 dolmen. It is
11 feet wide, and 4 feet to the back, and varies
in height from 21/2 feet to 4 feet. The door is, at
one end, 2 feet wide, and rudely shaped. No. 19
dolmen is about 10 feet from the door of this
chamber on the south-west.
South of the Kalua two other chambers, each in
a block of rock, were found. The first, 6 feet
long, 41/2 feet wide, 3 feet high, with a door near
the right end 2 feet wide, 1 foot high; the
second was 6 feet long, 31/2 feet wide, 3 feet
high, with a door 21 inches square at the end.
In the same block with the first was cut a niche
19 inches wide, 22 inches high, and 10 inches to
the back.
Passing along eastwards from this plateau to
the rocks on the hill north of 'Ain Fudeili,
which rises some 300 yards or so to the south, a
detached rock is found 6 feet wide, 8 feet high,
having in the middle an entrance 3 feet high, 3
feet 9 inches wide. This is only a niche or half·
finished chamber, measuring 2 feet to the back.
Amother block of rock has been apparently

overturned by earthquake. It is 7 feet long and
5 feet high, with a chamber 3 feet square, and
5 feet to the back. There is also not far off a
broken koka in the rock 5 feet long and 1 foot
wide.
Comparing this article with those on el
Kurmiyeh, el Kalua, and SOmia it will be seen
that in Wady Hesban some fifty dolmens in all
have been described in detached blocks, and, as
a rule, not long enough to allow of a body
being laid flat in them. The rock is not too
hard to forbid the supposition that the chambers
may have been cut with a flint tool, and though
none such were found in the chambers, worked
flakes were recognized on the ground near the
'Ain Hesban. The constant occurrence of the
chambers near dolmens suggests that they may
belong to the same period, and it may not be
impossibly found credible that they represent
the tombs of the dolmen-builders, excavated
near the sacred stream of Heshbon, and generally
intended to contain a kneeling or sitting corpse-the
attitude most commonly found in Europe in
sepulchres of the stone age.
Visited September 13, 16, 19, 1881. Pp. 125-133.
Site 247

discarded

Site 248

discarded

Site 249

Kefeir esh Sherky

2277.1282

(... , 'the little village on the east')
The most eastern of the group of four sites all
called Kefeir, and all apparently having lost their
old names. It is situated at the east end of the
ridge, some 200 feet above Wady Habis. Foundations, caves, and scattered stones were observed.
On the east are Arab graves, but nothing distinctive
was noticed, though the site was carefully examined.
It appears to have been a Byzantine village,
like the other three, but probably the smallest
and least important of the group.
Visited September 16, 1881. P. 138.
Site 250

Kefeir el Wusta,
or Abu Khan

2260.1291

(. . . , 'the little village in the· middle' or
'of the Khan,' ie., 'inn').
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This ruin is immediately south of the knoll
with Arab graves which marks the south end of
the base-line of the English Survey. The ruins
are those of a Byzantine village. Towards the
north-west, close to the Survey station, is a
vault broken open at either end, but covered
with a well-shaped barrel-vaulting of round
cross-section 20 feet span. The voussoirs are
graduated from a narrow keystone to the broad
haunch-stones. The vault is about 67 feet long
and 12 feet high. On the south of this was found
a lintel-stone 7 feet long, ll/2 feet high, having a
Maltese cross in a circle upon it . . . In the
roof of the vault another stone is built in with a
cross in a circle of very peculiar form . . .
South-east of these remains, which are clearly
Christian, were found foundations of a tower
about 50 square feet; and west of the Survey
station are caves. The stones in these ruins are
fairly well dressed, and average about 2 feet in
length; many are drafted with an irregular draft,
and a roughly-dressed boss. One measured 14
inches square, the draft being 21/2 inches wide,
and the projection of the boss 1 inch.
About 150 yards east of the Survey station is
another vault, of which a plan was made. The
entrance is on the east through a cave and a
hole in the wall, and the length of the cellar is
north and south, with a kind of apse at the
north end. The building measures 21 feet 6
inches along the west wall not counting the
Apse, and is divided by piers into a western part
14 feet, and a side-chamber 6 feet wide. The
apse measures 8 feet to the back. The roof of
the western part was supported on ribs running
east and west, of good masonry, on the arches
of which flat stones were laid. The arches are
about 2 feet thick each, and the stones very
well cut. The sides of the vault are of rock
cemented. This building, although called a Keniseh, or 'church,' by the Arabs-probably because
of the rounded end-seems to have been only a
large reservoir. No entrance originally existed
save through the roof, where was a place for a
water-wheel; the sides appear to have been cemented throughout to hold water.
West of this last is a vault 25 yards long and
8 yards broad, with a well-built barrel roof.
There is a descent in the southern part of this
vault, now much clogged with rubbish, which
may lead to one now covered up. A stone with a
kind of willow-leaf pattern on it is built into
the east wall near the floor. On the floor lay a

drafted stone 4 feet 3 inches long, by 2 feet 3
inches, by 1 foot 8 inches high; the draft is 4
inches to 8 inches broad, with a rustic boss
projecting 4 inches. This draft occurs on two
faces of the stone (the length and the end).
The north end of the vault is open, the southern
closed, with a recess 5 feet square and 5 feet
high with a flat roof. An inscription is said to
have existed here, but it was destroyed by the
Arabs. There are several other vaults of the
same.kind in the ruin.
South of the ruins on the road to Hanina is a
fine birkeh, or tank, measuring 60 feet east and
west by 80 feet north and south, and 25 feet in
depth. The masonry is of moderate size, and of
square proportions; the joints are packed with
smaller stones. A trough has fallen into the tank
(cf. el 'Alwan at Hesban). West of this tank
there are two rock-sunk tombs resembling those
described at Umm Hanafish.
The various indications thus obtained, the
crosses, and rock-sunk tombs, and the character
of the masonry, all indicate that Kefeir el Wusta,
like the other three village ruins called Kefeir,
belongs to the early Christian period, probably
about the fifth century A.D., when it is clear
that a considerable Christian population must
have existed in towns occupying the whole of
the Mishor, or plateau of Moab.
Visited August 29 and 31, and September 26,
1881. Pp. 138-140.
Site 251

Khiirbct Abu Nnklch,

2305.1397

named from the well ...
The ruin is south of the well, and is small and
unimportant. Scattered stones and small caves were
found, and the place was inhabited by an Arab
family. On the south, and separated by the flat
open valley, is another similar ruin. A few
courses of stones undressed and of no great size
were standing in the ruined walls.
Ptolemy, speaking of Moabite towns (see Reland's Palestine, i., p. 464), mentions Necla ...
with Heshbon, Ziza, etc. This (as is suggested
by Rev. Selah Merrill) might be connected with
the Khurbet Abu Nukleh. Ptolemy's latitudes and
longitudes are not of any exact value (as an
examination of them proves); but in this case the
latitude is south of Heshbon and the longitude
west, which does not agree with the identification.
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Some place south of the Dead Sea seems more
probably intended. P. 145.
Site 252

Khurbct el 'Amriyeh

2262.1402

(... , 'ruin of the perpetual one').
This ruin is in the outskirts of the Hirsh el
'Amriyeh, the oak-wood north-west of Heshbon,
and it is beside a road leading north-east towards 'Amman. About 200 yards to the northeast there is a very fine terebinth. The ruin was
visited and described by Lieutenant Mantell, R.
E., and found to extend over about 150 yards
north and south by 80 yards east and west.
Foundations remain of rudely squared stones, and
there is one standing on end-a small menhir
apparently, 41/2 feet high, 11/2 feet thick, 3 feet
wide at the base, 1112 feet at the top. Forty yards
north of the terebinth there is a rock-cut winepress,
consisting of two chambers, one 10 feet by 51/2
feet, and 3 feet deep; the other a small round
cutting 3 feet in diameter, deeper still, with a
connecting cut.
About a quarter-mile south of the ruin among
rhe oak-trees there is a circle of stones. They
are from 2 feet to 4 feet in length by 11/2 to 2
feet. No lintel doorway belongs to this circle,
and there is no central grave. The Arabs say it
is not a sacred place, but only an old kasr or
tower.
Visited September 12, 1881. P. 146.
Site 253

Khflrbct Bcthlih

2294.1394

(... , probably ... 'a court'-Freytag Lex.).
Foundations and scattered stones only remain.
It is a small ruin of no importance. P. 146.
Site 254

Khflrbct Bclath ••.

2313.1410

This does not appear to be an Arabic word. It
might be a corruption of (Baalath), which is
rendered more probable by the vicinity of the
sacred tree at Rujm Belath. At the ruin is a sort
of Tell about 300 yards by 100 yards, with
remains of a square building at the north-west
end. It is 16 paces (40 feet) side, with a bearing
310°. The stones in the walls are 21/2 feet to 51/2
feet long, and 11/2 feet to 2 feet high. Most of
them have rude bosses projecting some 6 inches,
the draft being 3 inches by 12 inches wide, but

averaging 6 inches. The walls are standing, from
4 feet to 8 feet high. Thence for about 100
yards south-west are remains of house foundations built of small stones rudely squared. One
of the stones in the tower has two bosses on
one side and one on the end. The stone is 5
feet 8 inches long, 1 foot 8 inches high, and 2
feet 3 inches wide. The bosses project 3 inches
and are dressed; the drafts are 12 inches, 7
inches, 6 inches, 5 inches, and 4 inches wide.
This seems to be Byzantine work, or Roman of
the second or third century. About 30 yards
north-west of the tower is a natural cave, 12
yards by 10 yards, and 4 feet high. There is a
well in the ruin. The sacred tree is a conspicuous object to the north-west.
The name of this ruin-evidently once a place
of some importance-is very closely similar to
that of Bela, the earlier name of Zoar (Gen. xiv.
2 and 8); but the situation on the plateau does
not seem to agree with the situation of Zoar.
Eusebius speaks of a Bala' as inhabited in his
own time (fourth century), and as having a
Roman garrison. He describes it as in the east
limits of Judrea above the Dead Sea, apparently
east of Jordan. Jerome also states it to be the
place called Zoora by the Syrians, which might
be thought to agree with the vicinity of Rujm
Saaur, about a mile to the west. It is curious
also that a place called 'Amriyeh (the proper
equivalent of Gomorrah or Amorah) exists not
far west. It is possible that these names are
survivals of an ecclesiastical tradition of the
fourth century, but they cannot be considered
the real Biblical sites (see Reland's 'Palestine,'
vol. ii., pp. 622, 1065: see also Tell esh ShaghUr).
Visited September 13, 1881. P. 147.
Site 255

KJ1flrbet cl Hawiyeh

2327.1417

(... , 'ruin of the circle').
This is on the plateau north of el 'Al. There
are three natural caves, the largest 12 paces by
10 paces (30 by 25 feet), and 8 feet high. Three
cisterns also occur, and a fragment of a torusmoulding on a stone 5 feet long, 2 feet high, 15
inches broad at the top, 8 inches at the bottom,
the torus projecting 7 inches in a height of 13
inches. A pillar shaft, 19 inches in diameter and
18 inches long, was found; and a second, lying
on the ground, 51/2 feet long, and of the same
diameter. The ruin is extensive, and occupies the
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west slope of the flat hill. There are many
foundations without any distinguishable plan. A
few of the stones are large and well cut: one
was 5 feet Jong, 21 inches high, 19 inches thick;
another was only 23 inches by 20 inches. The
ruin was visited and described by Lieutenant
Mantell, September 13, 1881. Pp. 148-149.

now overthrown. These are probably remains of
a temple like that on the citadel hill at 'Amman; but the ruins are in part, at least, attributable to the fourth or fifth century A.O.
Visited September 16, 1881. P. 150.

Site 256

This is the name of a district or ridge west of
Heshbon. The root means 'dark red,' which does
not apply to the colour of the ground. The
Shakkara is the anemone flower, and the ridge
may be named from these plants, which are
plentiful in spring. The ruin in question is the
site of a small town on high ground. An ancient
road passes beneath the hilltop on the east. A
high flat mound, about 50 yards in diameter, is
covered with foundations, built of rude masonry
of moderate proportions. On the north, rather
lower, are modern huts of some fugitive Fellahin
here settled. They cultivate a little corn and
tobacco. There are caves on this side, and a few
drafted stones. A simple pillar base was also
observed, but nothing very remarkable was
found. Half a mile east of this ruin, on the crest
of the hill, looking down towards 'Ain Fudeili,
there is a very fine rock-cut wine-press, showing
that the vine was once cultivated in the vicinity
of Heshbon. The chief chamber is 18 feet square
and 1 foot deep. On the west a little channel
leads to a circular well 11/2 feet deep and 3 feet
in diameter, and another channel from this
again, on the west side, communicates with a
third well 2 feet deep, 3 feet in diameter.
Visited September 13 and 16, 1881. P. 151.

Khf1rbet Jezzf1a

2343.1408

(... ,Perhaps ... 'high land').
This was beyond the border of the 'Adwan,
and, consequently, could not be visited under the
arrangement made. P. 149.

Site 257

Khftrbet Masfah •..

2294.1324

The root means 'flowing,' and is applied to
surface water; but Wady MasOh is quite dry, and
the site is supplied by cisterns. The ruin is that
of an important place on the plain east of
Heshbon. The town stood at the foot of a flat
slope ascending northwards, on a low mound
about 200 yards across. Foundations of houses
remain, built of rudely-dressed drafted stones, 2
feet to 3 feet in length. A lintel stone 7 feet
long was measured. Under the houses are caves
(as at Dhiban, Maain, and at Khurbet 'Aziz, and
other sites on Sheet XXI. of the 'Western Survey').
The caves are reached by passages cut in the
rock, with steps leading down from the surface
of the ground. One passage is 7 feet Jong and 3
feet wide. The caves are about 10 paces (25
feet) square. A wall remains of well-squared
ashlar, looking like Roman work; but the masonry
is either not in situ, or, for some other reason,
very irregularly built. The horizontal joints of
the courses are not continuous (a feature often
observable in Byzantine ruins). This wall runs
north and south, and is in the north-west part
of the ruin. There are many rock-cut cisterns at
the site, and a fine arch stands up alone, consisting
of 14 voussoirs of squared stone. le is 12 feet in
span, 5 feet rise, and 28 inches thick. This appears to be Roman work. On the south-east
there are modern Arab graves, and also remains
of a building with pillars of great size. There
are remains of three shafts 3 feet in diameter,
one being 9 feet long; another shaft, l l/2 feet in
diameter, was measured, and three massive bases,
about 20 inches high and 50 inches square, one
supporting the pillars 3 feet in diameter, but

Site 258

Site 259

Khurbet el Meshukkar . . .

Khurbet Naafar

2239.1335

2286.1418

Named from the spring, see 'Ain NaaOr.
This site is immediately west of the spring on
the south slope of the valley and above the
waterfall. There are half a dozen modern houses
where corn is stored, and a little enclosed vegetable garden east of the spring is the property
of Sheikh 'Aly Diab, under the care of a fugitive
Arab from the Nejed. P. 152.

Site 260

Khurbet Nineh ...
2240.1419

This is the same word as Nein, generally rendered 'colony.' It is a small ruin, with foundations
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of rough stones, east of the springs called 'Aytin
Nineh. P. 152.
Site 261

discarded

Site 262

Khiirbet Urnrn el 'Akak ...

2241.1348

This is also known as Muntar el Mushukkar,
on the flat ground, east of an ancient road. The
latter term, however, applies, properly, to a ruin
rather further south, on the west side of the
same road. Foundations of a small house remain
at Umm el 'Akak, at the top of the rapid descent leading down to 'Ain el Fudeili. There is a
rock-cut cistern, and a rock-cut wine-press, also
a modern circle, no doubt surrounding a grave.
It is 12 paces (30 feet) in diameter, the wall
built up of small unhewn stones without any
trilithon or other entrance. Pp. 156-157.
Site 263

Khurbet Umm Hadawiyeh

2249.1383

(. . . , apparently 'ruin of the gift,' on the
pass immediately west of the Survey Camp,
near 'Ain Hesbiin).

plateau (see Umm el Kindib), with heaps of masonry, cisterns, and foundations of rough stones,
probably of the Byzantine period. (See Sir C.
Warren's remarks on this subject. 'Quarterly
Statement,' 1870, p. 290: 'We now arrived in a
very remarkable piece of country. . . . A great
portion of the masonry is no doubt Roman'.) P.
157.
Site 265

discarded

Site 266

Khurbet Kheshriim ...

2304.1407

North of Bir Abu Nukleh, [it] seems to be an
old site of some importance. It resembles Umm
el Kindib in general character. Ruined cottages
were observed, with cisterns, but no very distinctive
objects were found.
Visited September 17, 1881. P. 149.

Site 267

Kurn Kebsh

2223.1322

(... , 'ram's horn').
There are strewn stones here, some of which
are rudely squared, others not dressed at all;
they are from ll/2 feet by 1 foot, to 3 feet by ll/2
feet in size. There are also a few walls showing
the remains of a rough hamlet, which perhaps
dates from the time when Muhammed 'Aly commanded the Arabs to reside in houses. The ruins
extend over about 40 paces (100 feet) east and
west, by 50 paces (125 feet) north and south. On
the south of the ruin, some 30 paces (80 feet) away,
is a rock-cut wine-press with one chamber
measuring 81/2 feet by 71/2 feet, whence two channels
lead, one to a chamber 4 feet by 2 feet 10
inches, and 20 inches deep, the other to a
separate chamber 1 foot deep, and 1 foot by ll/2
feet in area. These remains were measured and
described by Lieutenant Mantell, R. E.
Visited September 12, 1881. P. 157.
Site 264

A ruin on a prominent spur, which is, perhaps,
so named from its curving ridge. It is also called
Abu en Naml, 'father of the ant'. . . . Heaps of
small undressed stones lie on the ground, and
Arab graves occur at the end of the ridge, which
is steep and narrow. An ancient road is traceable
northwards from the ruin to Khurbet el Mushukkar,
beside which are two ruined watch-towers and a
rock-cut wine-press, which, including that at
Khurbet el Mushukkar, that at Rujm Abu Naml,
the one at Khurbet Umm Hadawiyeh, and one
east of SOmia, makes a total of four fine examples
in the Heshbon district. (See SOmia.)
Visited September 13, 1881. Pp. 171-172.
Site 268

discarded

Site 269

Mcjma el Bcnat

Khurbet Umm Rummanch - 2332.1409
2278.1305

(... , 'ruin mother of the pomegranate').
(... , 'the gathering-place of maidens').
This may be an ancient Rimmon. The name is
common in Western Palestine. No pomegranates
exist at it. A small ruin on high ground of no
special features, resembling the other on the

This is a spot marked by a small cairn on the
border between the country of the 'Adwan and
that of the Beni Sakhr. P. 19I.
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Site 270

Merj Abu Nukhleh

2227.1355

(... , 'meadow of the palm').
South of SOmia. P. 194.
Site 271

Merj Jubeil

2276.1340

(... , 'meadow of the little mountain').
A low shed forming the east border of the
'Adwan country east of Heshbon. P. 194.
Site 272

Merkeb ed Dufianeh

2202.1317

one leaning against it, as though originally belonging to an altar or dolmen. No third stone
was visible. On the north-east are two or three
rock-cut wine-presses (compare SOmia). and the
sidestones of the ancient road here resemble
those on Roman roads in Western Palestine. The
Muntar, or watch-tower, itself is further north
again, and west of the road. Only the foundations
remain of a square tower, 8 paces (20 feet) side.
It has a view westward. There are other ruined
towers near, all three being probably remains of
vineyard towers, for the numerous wine-presses
on this ridge seem to prove the existence at a
former period of large vineyards.
Visited September 7, 1881. P. 197.

(... , 'the outlook place of the cemetery').
Site 278
A small ruined watch-tower, on a hill north
of 'Ayiin Musa. P. 194.
Site 273

discarded

Site 274

El Mesh-bed

2208.1316

Muturrah cl Hcjaya

2282.1434

(... , 'the place of giving up the riddles').
This curious name, probably due to a tradition
not collected, applies to a ruin north of Wady
NaaOr among trees on the hilltop. The remains
are insignificant. P. 197.

(... , 'the monument').
Foundations of a small tower overlooking the
'Ayiin MOsa.P. 194.
Site 275

El Mesterah

Site 279

discarded

Site 280

Ras Kuscib

2199.1410

2253.1343
(...• 'the amputated head').

(... , 'the grazing-place')
A small ruin west of Hesban. Only stones
strewn on the hilltop remain. P. 195.
Site 276

Muntar el Fudeili

2251.1360

(... , 'watch-tower of the Fudeili spring').
A little ruined watch-tower near 'Ain Fudeili.
It is omitted from the reduced map. P. 196.
Site 277

Muntar cl Meshukkar

2238.1345

(. . . , 'the watch-tower of Meshukkar;'
Khurbet Meshukkar).

Applies to a hilltop with a quarry, 'Arak el
Maberah, on its north side. P. 204.

Site 281

discarded

Site 282

Uujm llelath

2310.1412

(Cf. Khurbet Belath).

The spot is conspicuous on account of a large
sacred tree, by which are foundations apparently
belonging to a small tower. P. 206.

cf.

This name is sometimes applied to Khurbet
Umm el 'Akak, but seems properly to indicate
remains beside the Roman road rather further
south on the same ridge. Two well-shaped stones,
each 4 or 5 feet long, are placed, one upright,

Site 283

Rujm el Bcnat

2203.1339

(...• 'cairn of the girls').
This is immediately east of the Serabit el
Meshukkar. Probably women were buried at it. P.
206.
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Site 284

Rujm Dhaheiret Jeman

2324.1381

(. . . , 'cairn of the little ridge or back of
Jeman').
This is a ridge east of Elealah with a great
many cairns on it. P. 206.
Site 285

discarded

Site 286

Rujm Mehawish

2212.1337

(... , 'mingled cairn'). P. 206.
Site 287

Rujm el Mesahcm

Hist. Bible,' p. 429). On the north side is the
sacred circle enclosing the grave of Sheikh
Kasim; it has the usual trilithon on the west side
of the circle (see 'Ain Hesban). On this were
laid three axe-heads, two gun-locks, and some
pottery chips; ploughs and wooden coffee-mortars
were stored inside; the grave in the centre is
rudely covered with stones. A basket was hung
up in the sacred tree.
On the south are two rock-cut cisterns, and
foundations of a building forming the Rujm, or
stone-heap, 10 yards in diameter, of rudely-hewn
stones, 1 foot to 3 feet long. Some of the stones
have rude drafts and rustic bosses.
Visited August 24, 1881. Pp. 207-208.

2284.1332
Site 290

(. . . , 'cairn of the place of the arrow,' or,
perhaps, 'arrow-like'). P. 206.
Site 288

Rujm er Rliak

2335.1396

(... , 'cairn of porches').
The hill is here covered with remains of old
enclosures, made of chert or flint; north of the
cairn there are remains of a watch-tower, also
of flint, called Muntaret er Rfiak. These are
apparently signs of former cultivation, as are the
cairns of Rujm Dhaheiret Jeman also. The hill
was divided into orchards, probably belonging to
the town of Umm el Kindib.
Visited September 17, 1881. P. 207.
Site 289

Rujm Saalir

2297.1408

Rujm Serirah

2259.1322

( ... , 'cairn of boulders').
This is an enclosure made of stones which
must have been brought from some distance. It
measures 16 paces (40 feet) east and west by 12
paces (30 feet) north and south. The majority of
the stones are not squared. They are all about
the same size. One was 3 feet 9 inches by 2 feet
2 inches; another 5 feet by 3 feet. Only one or
two courses are standing, except on the east,
where there are three. The cornerstones at the
south-east corner are rudely squared and have
rough drafts. On the south is a well, now choked
up. Probably this was built as a cattle enclosure,
perhaps in the Byzantine period. Near the well,
on the south, there are several scattered stones.
The enclosure is on the plain south of Heshbon.
P. 208.

(... , 'cairn of light').
Site 291
This is a sacred tree and tomb, and the name
is of special interest, for the pre-Islamite Arabs
had a stone idol, called Sair-according to the
early Arab poets. The thorn tree (Samur, or
Spina .iEgyptiaca) was adored by the Beni Ghatafan
and the Nabatheans, as the habitation of the
goddess Allat, or of Bel. In Assyria the shining
tree was sacred to the moon and to Asshur. Thus
at the present site we find in the 'tree of light'
(or 'flame') a sacred place among the modern
Arabs, preserving the name and idea of one of
the early Pagan Arab divinities closely connected
with an Assyrian or Babylonian original.
The tree is a Zarur, or Nebk (the Nebk is the
jujube, or Zizyphus Spina Christi: Tristram, 'Nat.

Rujm es Sfawaniyeh

2258.1334

(... , 'cairn of flints').
A heap of flints on the hill south of Heshbon.
P. 208.
Site 292

Rujm Urnm edh Dhahel>

2300.1354

(... , 'cairn of gold').
The name Umm edh Dhaheb appears to apply
to the plateau round this cairn, which, with two
others, one on the north and one on the south,
is east of el 'Al. The cairns are only little heaps
of flint-stones. P. 208.
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Site 293

discarded

Site 294

Salfika ez Zabbitd

2234.1404

(...• 'the rough ground of ZabbUd').
This is the name of a conspicuous ridge north·
west of Heshbon. The name Zebed. or Zabbud, is
not uncommon topographically (see Kefr Zibad,
Sheet XI., 'Western Survey'). P. 210.
Site 295

Es Samik

2313.1336

This may perhaps represent the Samega which
Josephus mentions in connection with Medeba (13
Ant. ix. i.). It is a conspicuous cairn marking the
boundary between the 'Adwan and the Beni
Sakhr tribes, on the highest part of a flat ridge
commanding an excellent view of the Mishor, or
Belka plateau. Among the chief places visible are
Mashitta, Ziza, Maain, el Kahf, Jelul, el 'Al, and
Hesban. The cairn consists of unhewn stones, 2
feet to 4 feet long, piled up over the remains of
Arabs slain on the spot. At least one recent
interment was distinguishable by the smell. of a
Beni Sakhr Arab killed by the 'Adwan.
There appears to have been originally a
square tower, 15 paces (40 feet) side. On the hill
to the south are some curious blocks, looking
somewhat like dolmens, but when visited they
appeared to be only natural blocks of chert. All
round the tower and cairn there are Arab graves.
On the north is an enclosure, apparently a
cattle-fold. built up of blocks of limestone and
flint; and immediately north of this is a rock-cut
wine-press. There are many tribe-marks on the
tower-stones, including several of the Beni
Sakhr, and also the Mehjan, or 'crook,' of the
Ajermeh ...
These include the marks of the 'Ajermeh, Faiz,
Khadir, JibbOr, and Khurshiin.
Visited August 23 and 30, and September 1,
1881. Pp.210-211.
Site 296

Serabit el Mushukkar ...

2199.1340

The first word means 'pillar-shafts' (cf. Kefeir
Abu Sarbiit), the second applies to the whole
ridge, and may be from Shakkara, 'the anemone,'
so called from its deep red colour. The root
means 'dark red,' which would not apply to the
colour of the ridge, but the anemone grows all
over these hills.

Under this head may be described two groups
of monuments, though the name is confined
generally to the eastern group, the western
being generally called Serabit el Mehattah, 'pillars of the unloading place' (of a caravan). The
two are about a mile apart, and the name is
applied on the map to the western group near
the Rujm el Benat, or 'cairn of maidens.' The
local Arabs assert that the Haj, or pilgrimage to
Mecca used formerly to pas.s by these pillars,
and hence the name Mehattah, marking a halt on
the journey. Thence, on the south, the pilgrims,
according to this account, went to the Mata el
Turkomaniyeh . . . The story was obtained from
independent witnesses, and, although there is no
good road from the north in this direction, still
water is much more abundant than further east,
where the Haj road now exists. It is thus not
impossible that fear of the 'Anazeh tribes may,
at some former period, have compelled the pilgrims to choose a route not visible from the
plateau above.
The western group, or Serabit el Mehattah,
consists of 12 monoliths. The most westerly
pillar is of oval shape, 19 inches by 22 inches
along the two axes. and it is 5 feet 8 inches
high, not including a base 10 inches high, and
measuring 22 inches by 26 inches on plan. The
base and shaft are all in one. The second pillar
is 9 paces (22 feet) south-east, and is 16 inches
in diameter, and 31/2 feet high. Nine others lie
fallen in a line without any particular order, in
a north-east direction (230 • true bearing) over
a distance of 46 paces (115 feet), and about 12
paces (30 feet) south-west of the second column.
The ground on which they are strewn has a
gentle slope southward. There are no traces of
any ancient road near. Four other columns in the
alignment were measured, each with a cubical base
in one block with the pillar itself. One was 16
inches in diameter, 31/2 feet high, the base 19
inches square and high; another was 13 inches in
diameter at the top, 18 inches at the bottom, 6
feet in height, the base 2 feet high, and 21
inches by 19 inches across. A third has a simple
fillet at the top, 21 inches in diameter, 5 feet 3
inches high, not including the base 11 inches high,
and 23 inches square. This is a well-cut specimen.
A fourth is 18 inches in diameter, 3 feet high,
exclusive of a base 20 inches high, and 21 inches
square. One of these pillars is thus of tapering
form, and in some others it was noted that the
shaft bulged out in the centre. (Cf. pillar at
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Sumia.) About 200 yards north of this group are
foundations of a square building on an undulation
of the hill spur. This measured 7 paces (18 feet)
either way, and was surrounded with scattered
stones. A lintel and a pillar like those already
noted (making the twelfth) were built in. This
may have been a watch-tower.
In the eastern group, a mile further up the
spur, there appear to have been twenty-four of
these pillars. They lie irregularly scattered over
a space 20 yards square on the west slope of the
hill. Four were measured; the first, apparently
broken or unfinished at the top, is 18 inches in
diameter and 3 feet high, not including the
square base, 16 inches high and 20 inches square.
The second is 18 inches in diameter, 31/2 feet
high, not including a base 19 inches high, 20
inches by 24 inches on plan. A third is 23 inches
in diameter, 31/2 feet high, not including a base
25 inches high, 27 inches in diameter. The fourth
is 27 inches in diameter, 5 feet 2 inches high,
and has no base.
The object of these ste/re, or hennre, is not by
any means easy to discover. They are too short
to have been pillars, and there are apparently no
remains of epistylia or of other members of the
pillar-shaft. They are more like the Roman milestones, yet differ from these in other respects.
None are inscribed, yet all are dressed to shape,
and none have the pointed top often found on
the Roman milestones west of Jordan. There are
no traces of any ancient road near either group,
though tradition says the Haj once passed by
them. On the north below them is the Hajr el
Mena, or 'stone of desire,' which is a wishingstone. On the south is the modern grave of Abu
Redeineh. A good road (though showing no signs
of antiquity) ascends the spur not far from the
western group leading from Tell er Rameh (ancient
Lybias) to Nebo. The ridge commands a fine view
westwards across Jordan.
It is, of course, not certain that these monuments remain in their original position, and they
may, after all, be only milestones; but it is also
not impossible that they were sacred stelre. The
Arabs do not seem to have any tradition concerning
them, and they may have existed before the
present tribes entered Moab. On the other hand,
the ancient Pagan Arabs adored two chief deities,
Allah and Allat: the first, male, and symbolized
by an upright stone; the second, female, and
denoted by a cubical block (see Lenormant,
'Lettres Assyriologiques,' vol. ii.), and the present

kind of monument might, perhaps (like the
Indian Lingams), denote this pair of divinities.
The suggestion is here hazarded, as worthy of
consideration, since menhirs are so common in
the district, and also because Mena, or Menat,
was one of the names of the great goddess
Allat, and is found at the present site still
lingering at the Hajr el Mena . . . The Serabit
may be relics of early Arab Paganism, and
should be compared with the pillars at Kefeir
Abu Sarbiit, or at el 'Al, and with the Hajr el
Mansub and the menhirs round 'Amman.
It is also possible that the stones may have
been erected by pilgrims, either as memorials, or
as tombstones, at the time when the Haj took
this route. In this case they are of the same
class with the modern kehiikir, or stone piles,
erected by pilgrims on roads, only carefully hewn
instead of rudely piled up.
It is possible that the following passage, in
which Pausanias describes pillars near Helos, in
Greece, may throw some light on the question:
'Not far from thence there are seven
pillars raised in memorial of this affair (the
oath of the suitors of Helen), after the
manner of the ancients, as it appears to me,
and which they say are images of the seven
planets.' (Pausanias' 'Description of Greece,'
iii., chap. xx.)
It should be noted that somewhat similar monuments stand over tombs in Phoenicia There are
three at 'Amrit, one having a pillar 14 feet high
on a base 6 feet high and 16 feet square, while
another has a cylinder with a conical top on a
base 15 feet square and 10 feet high, the total
height being 33 feet. These monuments, which
are only larger examples of the same kind, are
held by Lenormant to be phallic emblems.
Visited September 19, 1881. Pp. 212-215.
Site 297

Shanab

2221.1401

(. . . , 'curved' [of horns, etc.], perhaps on
account of the curving ridge).
The ruin occupies the western part of a natural knoll, which measures about 200 paces (500
feet) east and west, by 80 paces (200 feet) north
and south. There are foundations of houses built
of stones 1112 feet to 4 feet long, rudely squared,
and in no instance drafted or well-dressed. A
lintel-stone with rude mouldings was observed.
On the south the rock has been quarried, and
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there is a natural cave 12 feet by 4 feet. In a
flat rock on this side there is a hollow 11 inches
in diameter and 10 inches deep (perhaps an Arab
mortar for making powder, as in other instances).
On the top of the knoll is a cave filled up with
cut stones-perhaps used as a grave. There is also
a cistern, which is choked. On the south slope
of the knoll there are also ruins. There is a
small spring . . . on the west, and on the knoll
is a tree, which is a very conspicuous object from
the Jordan valley. There are Arab threshing·
floors at the site.
Visited September 14, 1881. P. 215.
Site 298

Sheikh Shehab el Fuliych

2256.1385

(... , 'Sheikh Shehab, the splitter').
This is the principal tomb with sculptures at
'Ain Hesban ... P. 216.
Site 299

discarded

Site 300

Shfmct cdh DhHibch

2253.1381

(... , 'barn of Dhiab').
A small fort built on the hillside west of the
stream of Wady Hesban. It measures 35 paces
(871/2 feet) square outside, with a courtyard on
the south, measuring 150 feet by 100 feet. This
contains a well, and the south wall has a row of
loopholes. West of the building there is a ruined
tank, or Birkeh. The building belongs to 'Aly
Diab, chief of the 'Adwan tribe, and it is said
that helmets and coats of mail belonging to this
tribe are here stored. The masonry is fairly
good, but mostly modern. Over the south door of
the tower (leading to its central court) there is
an inscription fairly well cut in Arabic: [translation]
'In the name of God, the merciful, the compassionate. There is no God but God; Muhammed
is the messenger of God. Built this castle the
Sheikh Adhiab the 'Adwan, at the barn of Heshbon in the year 1191 (of the Hejirah), and it was
done in the month Robia el Awai; then in the
month Ramadan.' [The word (for barn) is used in
Western Palestine for a threshing-floor, and the
explanation was obtained on the spot (cf. Endor).]

The account given by the Arabs to Sir C.
Warren with regard to this and to the Shiinet
Sukr was that they were erected when Ibrahim
Pasha (in 1840) commanded the 'Adwan to live in
houses; but the date thus obtained would repre·
sent 1773 A.D., and, if correct, makes the Shiinet
edh Dhiabeh considerably older. The Shiinet Sukr
and the Shunet Makbil en Nimr are said to be
also of the same date, and to have been erected
in the time of the great grandfather of KabJan
en Nimr, which agrees very well with the date
obtained, allowing thirty years to each generation.
On the east slope of the hill below the Shiinet
edh Dhiabeh is a small tomb, or koka, in the
rock. It is 71/2 feet long, 6 feet wide, and 5 feet
high, with a ledge 4 inches wide on one side and
a groove 4 inches deep on the other, as though
for a slab fitted 1 foot 3 inches above the floor.
The entrance is only 21/2 feet high and wide, with
a rock step in front. The face of the rock is cut
back on either side of this door, forming reces·
ses about 21/2 feet across and 3 feet high. The sill
of the door is 21/2 feet above the floor inside,
and on the left side (entering) are remains of
bolt-holes of the door, with a hinge socket at
the top on the right. Below this on the east is
a small cave, now partly closed by a drystone wall
of ancient materials, with an old lintel-stone
placed over its entrance. Between the tomb and
the cave are ruined foundations of rudely-cut
and uncut stones. These are called Khurbet esh
Shuneh, 'ruin of the barn,' from the Shiinet edh
Dhiabeh. The rock has been quarried, and a little
trough a foot square is cut in one place. A rude
tomb with three rough arcosolia, or recesses,
was also observed.
About a quarter of a mile north-east of the
Shiineh is a group of broken tombs, or kokim,
like that last. One appears to have been origin·
ally 7 feet long and 4 feet broad. These tombs
face east and north. Near them is a curious
cutting in the rock-perhaps the remains of a
shaft-tomb (as at Tyre)-subsequently destroyed
in quarrying. The shaft is 6 feet 6 inches high
to the top of the scarp, and 1 foot 6 inches
wide, and cut back also 1 foot 6 inches in the
face of the rock. The recesses on either side at
the ground level (the foot of the scarp) are 21/2
feet square, and cut back 11/2 feet. In the stream
below is a curious boulder pitted full of holes,
some 6 inches in diameter, in rows like the cup
hollows in dolmens. P. 216.
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Site 301

Shimct Sukr

2254.1380

(... ,'barn of the falcon'-proper name).
This is a ruined hamlet east of the stream,
near ShOnet edh Dhiabeh, having a small modern
mill still working, fed by a masonry lade from
the Hesban stream. There are remains of modernlooking stone cottages, with a little tower and
stores for corn, and a ruinous wall surrounds the
site. The lade forms a sort of fossil on the west
side of the ruins, which appear to have been
erected in recent times of old materials; perhaps,
as stated to Sir C. Warren by the 'Adwan, in the
days of Ibrahim Pasha.
About 300 yards north of the tower, or granary,
which is conspicuous at the above site, there are
two sarcophagi cut in detached boulders . . .
One was measured and found to be 5 feet 9
inches long, and 11/2 feet wide and deep, with a
flat rim for the cover-stone 6 inches wide. The
rock, or boulder, measured about 7 feet by 3
feet in length and width. The second sarcophagus
measured 5 feet 9 inches by 2 feet, and 1 foot 9
inches in depth. It has a raised rim 1 foot high
and 4 inches thick to prevent the entrance of rain.
The ShOnet Sukr itself is the building with the
tower in the hamlet; the masonry is modern, and
the south door has a pointed arch. The outer
walls at the site are loopholed in places. The
tower measures 32 feet north and south by 47
feet east and west. Over the doors of several of
the cottages ancient lintel-stones with designs
have been built in. They appear to be of Byzantine origin, perhaps brought from the ruins of
Heshbon on the hill above. One is 4 feet long by
1 foot 3 inches high, with a diaper pattern. A
second, 1 foot high by 1 foot 4 inches long, has
a Greek cross in relief in a sunk circle. A third
has a similar design, flanked by two sunk discs.
A fourth, 3 feet 2 inches long by 1 foot 2
inches high, has a central design with six rays,
and on the left a cross with four crosslets. The
lintels have been daubed with henna in places in
dots, as in the shrines of Western Palestine.
It is remarkable that in this case, as at 'Ain
'Amman and 'Ain Hesban, the cross appears to
be used as though of good omen by the Arabs.
They, however, always refused to acknowledge
that these were crosses at all.
Visited August 18 and September 16. Pp. 218-

220.

Site 302

Es Sinobarat

2303.1405

(... , 'the firs').
A conspicuous group of fir-trees on the high
ground, which is otherwise bare of trees. It
probably indicates that the great wood called
Hirsh Amriyeh has been thinned considerably,
leaving these few trees. Firs are found in many
places on the ridges of Jebel 'Ajlun, and in the
great wood north of'Arak el Emir. P. 220.

Site 303

Si1mia

2230.1362

(... , probably 'towering').
This ruined site seems possibly to be that
mentioned in the Bible under the names Sibmah
and Shibmah (Num. xxxii. 38; Josh. xiii. 19; Jer.
xlviii. 32; cf. Isaiah xvi. 8-9). Jerome, comment·
ing on the passage in Isaiah, speaks of Sabama
as hardly 500 paces from Heshbon. The present
site is two English miles from Heshbon, but
Jerome's knowledge of Peraea was not very
exact, and no other similar name is found in
the district. Shebam of Reuben (Num. xxxii. 3)
is presumably the same, and in all the passages
mentioned this town is classed with those of
the Mishor, or Belka Plateau. The mention of
the Vine of Sibmah may be illustrated by the
discovery of rock-cut wine-presses in the hills
south-east of SOmia-near Muntar el Mushukkar,
and Umm el Hadawiyeh, and at Kum Kebsh.
The existing ruins are south of the stream of
Wady Hesban, consisting of a small ruined building with a modern water-mill, fed by a lade
from 'Ain SOmieh, the stream from which flows
into Wady Hesban from the south. There are
ruined houses beneath the fort or monastery, and
rock-cut sarcophagi further down on the northeast, beside the stream of Wady Hesban. There
is also a dolmen on the hill to the south-west.
Each of these ruins must be described in detail.
The fort or monastery is on a cliff, with a
sheer face on the north 40 or 50 feet in height.
The building measures 120 feet along its west
wall, and 80 feet along the south wall. The
bearing of the former is 18 •. There is a projecting portion in the north-west angle, as
though to give flank defence. The modern name
of the building is ShOnet Makbil en Nimr, 'the
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barn of Makbil of the Nimr family,' after a chief
who lived three generations ago-a brother.
apparently, of Kablan I. It seems probable.
however, that he only repaired an older building,
the general plan of which is distinguishable amid
the more modern chambers constructed within
the walls. There was a courtyard, with a vault
or cistern beneath, and with chambers to the
north and south. On the east was an entrancegate. approached by a narrow path on the face
of a very steep slope. The cistern is of good
masonry of Roman appearance, like that found in
Byzantine towns. and the roof is a round-arched
barrel vault, cemented. West of the cistern are
remains of an arcade of round arches, with the
narrow keystone. graduated voussoirs, and broad
haunch-stones-as in so many Byzantine buildings.
These seem to have formed part of old vaulted
foundations beneath the ·courtyard. The eastern
wall of the enclosure is partly built of drafted
masonry. the stones rudely dressed with an adze.
Three stones were measured in the outer or east
face of this wall. The first is 21/2 feet long, by 1
foot 8 inches high, the draft very irregular, 6
inches at the top, 3 inches at the bottom, 6
inches to the left, 1 foot 3 inches to the right;
the boss projects 4 inches, and is irregularly
shaped. The second stone is 1 foot 5 inches
high, 1 foot 8 inches long; the draft is 3 inches
wide all round, and projects 5 inches. The third
stone is 1 foot 7 inches high, and 1 foot 4
inches Jong; the draft is as in the preceding, the
boss projecting 8 inches. It is doubtful whether
these stones are in their original situation.
Within the fort is a doorway near the east,
with a lintel above it. The lintel-stone is 3 feet
10 inches long, and 1 foot 5 inches high, with
an even draft of 3 inches width on all four
sides. In the middle of the raised face-which is
well dressed-is a cross potent (the Jerusalem
cross), 7 inches square, incised, and well cut.
Near this is another stone, broken, measuring 1
foot 8 inches in height, 1 foot 9 inches long,
with a draft between 3 and 4 inches wide on
three sides (the end being broken off); and a
geometrical design of a hexagon, with radiating
leaves in a circle 8 inches in diameter, is irregularly placed in a corner of the raised face.
Near it is a kind of bracket, or voussoir, with
two curious cones projecting 3 inches. There is
another gateway in the west wall of the fort,
the original jambs of which remain, possibly in
situ, in the foundation course. The gate was 1

foot 9 inches wide, and the jambs are carved
with bases of pilasters rudely executed in low relief.
The pilaster-shafts were about a foot wide, but
the details are almost too much worn to measure.
The two pilasters differ. and one seems to have
been cut off on the side. They may have belonged
to an earlier building. The lintel above is not in
situ, but placed on the Arab masonry of the latest
restoration. It has a rude design of cubes, with
diagonal lines joining them, and a border with a
rough dog-toothed pattern.
The dog-tooth moulding on this stone has
considerable interest for purposes of comparison
. . . because we here find in use. at least as
early as the sixth century. exactly the same
moulding observed at 'Amman (perhaps in the
ninth). It differs from the dog-tooth moulding in
relief used by the Crusaders.
It is also interesting to find here and at
ShOnet Sukr the Jerusalem Cross and the cross
with four crosslets, which are generally known
as becoming the arms of the Crusading kingdom
of Jerusalem in the twelfth century. but which,
in Moab, occur with remains evidently not later
than the beginning of the seventh century.
The building thus described seems evidently to
have been a Roman, or, more probably, Byzantine
structure, re-used by the Arabs about a century
or rather more ago. The position is commanding,
though the hill rises higher behind. and the
stream from the spring 'Ain SOmia. on the west,
some 50 yards off, is picturesque. There are two
stunted palms and some small wild figs beside it,
and the lade leading to the little modern mill is
fringed with canes and brambles. The water is
clear and the supply fresh and perennial.
Between the spring and the fort are the fallen
ruins of a small town. The masonry is well cut,
and the stones are of proportions similar to
those above noticed. These seem to be remains
of houses rather than of any public buildings.
East of the fort. and rather higher up the hill,
some 40 or 50 paces from the east wall of the
fort, as above described, are remains of a tower
foundation; on the south-east the rock has been
scarped down, and a flat platform is thus formed.
The faces towards the north-west are of masonry.
The building measured 20 paces along the northwest face, and 14 paces along the south-west. A
stone was measured in this wall 5 feet 3 inches
long, 2 feet high, with a draft 4 inches wide
and the same in depth. It appears probable that
stones have been taken from this tower to build
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the walls of the fort. North of the tower, rather
lower down, are three rock-cut tanks close
together. They each measure about 3 paces north
and south, by 2 paces east and west, and are in
one line, east and west (a pace of 21/2 feet).
The remains near the stream of Wady Hesban,
north-east of Sllmieh, are, perhaps, older than
anything on the cliff; they include a remarkable
tablet and some tombs and sarcophagi. The tablet
is cut in the north face of a large fallen block
of limestone close beside the brook. It is sunk
back some 6 inches into the face of the stone,
and is 7 feet 3 inches high and 8 feet wide. It
was carefully examined, but no traces of any
inscription were detected. Immediately east of
this, on the north brink of the stream, is a
sarcophagus about 6 feet long, and further east
a pier of modem-looking masonry, as though a
bridge had spanned the stream. There are remains of walls for mill-lades all along the valley
between Sllmieh and Shllnet edh Dhiabeh, but
only two mills are now working, namely, that at
Shllnet Sukr and that at Sllmieh, both belonging
to the 'Adwan chiefs.
On the south bank of the stream, just east of
the great tablet, are other fallen boulders, having small chambers cut in them. One of these
was found to measure 2 feet in height, 1 foot 9
inches in width, and the same to the back. The
entrance, 11/2 feet high, was rounded, as was the
roof of the chamber, and the floor sunk 6 inches
lower. This is in the east face of a large rock,
which seems possibly to have been moved by
earthquake, or by some other cause, after the
niche, or chamber, was cut, as the floor of the
latter is not now horizontal. East of this another
boulder had a chamber measuring 4 feet by 3
feet, having a well-cut door 1 foot 9 inches wide
and 21/2 feet high. There are remains of the
sidestones of an ancient road close by. A little
lower down the slope is a boulder, in the upper
surface of which a double sarcophagus is cut.
The boulder measures 6 feet wide by 8 feet long;
each sarcophagus is S feet 10 inches long, north
and south, and 1 foot 7 inches wide, with a
partition between S inches thick, and a sunk rim
of the same dimension all round. On the east
side of the block, 2 feet from the ground, is a
recess 2 feet 8 inches wide, 1 foot 2 inches to
the back. The rock is 3 feet high; the sarcophagi
are 1 foot 6 inches deep. West of this is another
rock, with three sarcophagi, or graves, sunk in
it; they are 6 feet long, 1 foot 9 inches wide,

and 1 foot 6 inches deep, with a sunken margin
for the lids. The rock is 7 feet by 11 feet.
These sarcophagi are about 200 yards north-east
of the fort at the bottom of the hill.
On the plateau opposite Sllmieh, on the north,
are the dolmens of el Kalila, but a single dolmen
was found on the hill to the south-west of this
site. The covering-stone measured S feet by 7
feet, and was about a foot thick; it was supported on three stones, and a small endstone was
found on one side, as though to stand on. A hole
6 inches in diameter and 2 inches deep (a cuphollow) occurs in the upper face of the covering-stone. The clear height under this stone is
2 feet 10 inches. Near the dolmen is a cave, called
'Arak Jubr, 'cave of the hero.'
As regards the small chambers in the boulders,
others were found near el Kallla and at el
Mareighat; and there are others on Jebel Osha,
possibly of the same character. If they were
intended for sepulture, the corpse must-in many
cases, at least-have been placed in a crouching
attitude. The entrances are often well cut, but
the limestone is not very hard. It seems possible that they might have been excavated by
flint implements, and in each case they occur
with rude-stone monuments, belonging, probably,
to the later stone or bronze age. It was the
early practice of this prehistoric period to bury
in a crouching posture (according to Sir J. Lubbock), and it seems not impossible that these
are very early tomb chambers. There is a somewhat similar chamber at the Kulat el Ghllleh
(Sheet XVII., 'Memoirs of Western Survey,' vol.
iii., p. 131), but no other example has been
found west of Jordan.
The rock-cut sarcophagi somewhat resemble
those at SeffQrieh ('Western Survey,' Sheet V.,
vol. i., of Memoirs, p. 330); they belong, no
doubt, to the Roman period between the second
and the seventh centuries. It is remarkable that
no traces were found of the cover-stones, which
may, however, as at SeffOrieh, have been very
rough.
It appears, on the whole, probable that in this
ruin we may recognise a town still standing under
the name Sabama in the fourth century A.D.
Canon Tristram ('Land of Moab,' p. 346) speaks
of several tablets like the one above mentioned,
but without inscription. In the course of three
visits the surveyors, however, could only find
one. Sir C Warren ('Quarterly Statement,' 1869,
p. 287) speaks of only one, and makes the
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boulder 30 or 40 feet high. The ancient road
mentioned above appears to lead down to the
Ghor.
Visited August 20, and September 12, 1881.Pp.221-

227.
Site 304

Tihfinet Dhiib

2256.1383

(... , 'the mill of Dhiab').
See Shunet edh Dhiabeh [Site 300].
The mill is on the east side of WMy Hesban,
and flour is ground at it. P. 228.
Site 305

Tell Dufiinet esh Sbanab

2230.1392

(..• , 'mound of the cemetery of Shanab').
Arab graves near Shanab. P. 229.
Site 306

Umm el 'Asiflr

2248.1387

(... , 'mother of sparrows').
The hill west of'Ain Hesban ... P. 241.
Site 307

Umm Askak

2300.1378

(... , 'mother of paths').
A plateau covered with many camel-tracks east
of el 'Al. P. 241.

Site 308

Umm el Buruk

2316.1361

(... , 'mother of tanks').
A ruin in a flat open valley, named from the
rock-cut tanks here existing. The ruined site lies
north of the principal tank. which is cut in a
flat layer of rock. and has steps leading down in
the south-west comer along the west wall. This
tank is 40 feet wide east and west, by 37 north
and south; the stair consists of eight risers, each
step about 2 feet broad and 1 foot high. A thin
partition of rock (10 inches broad) is left on the
east of the flight, and a lintel-stone is placed at
the end of this partition (which is 21 feet long),
resting on the ground on the west side of the
tank and on the partition; this stone is 7 feet 4
inches long by 3 feet, by 1 1/3 feet thick. The
tank is 8 feet deep on the south, all of rock; on
the north the rock reaches up 5 feet, and a wall

of two courses of stone, each 11/2 feet high,
makes the depth equal to 8 feet.
South of this tank there are two tombs cut in
the face of a cliff, about 10 feet high, which faces
north. They are of the kind described as 'rocksunk' in the 'memoirs of the Western Survey,'
and were found in Western Palestine in Byzantine
ruins (vol. ii., p. 320), and also in Crusading
ruins (vol. i., p. 385; vol. ii., p. 322), and at
Jerusalem, on Olivet, where they seem to be of
Crusading date, but may be as early as the
fourth century. The tombs at present under
consideration have an alcove covering the shaft
above ground, which is not found in the other
cases mentioned; but this is probably due to
their position in the cliff instead of being on
flat ground. The alcove is 2 feet 8 inches high,
and as wide as the shaft under it; the shaft is
4 feet 4 inches deep to the bottom, 6 feet Jong,
1 foot 8 inches wide, not including the flat rim
for a cover-stone, which is 3 inches wide at the
ends and 9 inches at the sides. The two graves
at the bottom of the shaft, under arcosolia, are
6 feet long, 2 feet wide, and the arch rises 1
foot 10 inches from the floor. These two tombsalike in plan-have their alcoves facing northeast ...
About 100 yards west of this pair of tombs is
another in the same cliff of different character;
it is a square chamber, 11 feet 2 inches east and
west, 11 feet 9 inches north and south. It is 5
feet from floor to roof, with a door on the
north 5 feet 2 inches wide, and 4 feet in height,
with a flat top and a false arch or recess rising
2 feet 4 inches; a couple of steps lead down
inwards in the passage, 41/2 feet long, leading to
the door from the face of the cliff ...
Round the chamber runs a bench 14 inches high,
and 15 inches wide except at the back. where it
is 4 1/3 feet wide. On this side a grave is sunk
in the bench, 6 feet 4 inches long, 1 foot 10
inches wide.
Beyond this tomb further west is another tank,
with side-chambers or troughs. It measures 17
feet east and west, by 21 feet north and south,
and the depth varies from 21/2 feet to 15 inches.
It seems too large to have been a wine-press,
though this is the possible use of the excavation.
North of this tank is a small cistern 2 feet 8
inches square and 4 feet deep, with a square
covering-stone having a hole in the middle 8
inches in diameter. There is a cliff further west
again, with another tomb in it.
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The ruined town or village immediately north
of the remains just described shows foundations
of houses supported on round-arched barrel
vaults. The whole site only occupies some 50
yards east and west. Towards the west was found
lying a lintel 3 feet long, and 1 foot 1 inch
high, having a mutilated Greek inscription on a
winged tablet: ...
This records the building of something at his
own expense by Antonius Rufus. The limestone
block is so much weathered as to be barely
decipherable in part. There is another lintel·
stone, 2 feet 5 inches long, 1 foot 1 inch high,
lying near, also with a winged tablet in very low
relief, but, if ever inscribed, it is now too
weather-worn to show any trace of lettering. It
lies north-east of the former. Much of the
material used in the house-walls is flint. The
barrel vaulting of the cellars is of good ashlar.
There are fragments of cornice with egg pattern
much defaced. Cisterns cut in rock also occur,
and there is a stone on which a rude Arab
inscription has been scrawled. A cave entered by
a well-mouth was examined, but the only other
interesting feature of the site was a subterranean
rock-cut stable towards the east side of the
ruin, of which a plan was made. It consists of
four chambers entered from the south. The cen·
tral chamber is 13 feet wide, by 18 feet to the
back; that to the east about 7 feet by 14 feet,
with a door on the south now blocked with
stones; and a door, and south of it a sort of
window, communicating on the west with the
central chamber. The flat rock-roof of the latter
is 81/2 feet from the floor; the east chamber is 6
feet high. The third chamber, west of the central
one, is 7 feet wide east and west, and 18 feet
long. The partition of rock between it and the
central chamber is pierced by a door towards the
south, and by four openings, under which are
troughs or mangers 8 inches deep, and 31/2 feet
from the floor at the top (2 feet 10 inches at
bottom); they are 3 feet 5 inches long, 2 feet 2
inches wide, and the rock-sides 3 inches thick.
The pillars between measure 16 inches by 26
inches, and support the roof. The end pier by
the door is 1 foot by 26 inches.
The fourth chamber, reached by a door in the
south wall of the last, is about 15 feet square,
and had a door, now choked, on the east. Nothing
has yet been found exactly like this supposed
stable in the course of the Western Survey ...

The general impression obtained from the
character of the masonry, and from the form of
the letters E .I: and n in the inscription, is
that the ruins at this site are of the early Christian
period-fourth to seventh centuries of our era.
Visited August 23, 1881. Pp. 242-245.
Site 309

Umm cl Hanafish

2329.1366

(... , 'mother of vipers').
A small Byzantine town, with an ancient road
on the north, situated in a flat valley. On the
east is the little hill of Khurbet Hamzeh, which
may be best described under the present head.
On the road north-west of the ruin lies a
broken sarcophagus of the ordinary size, with its
lid beside it. Heaps of pottery-chips, and other
fragments, piled on and beside it, seem to show
that the spot is held sacred by the Arabs. Near
this, on the west, the rock has been quarried.
The town occupies a sort of low mound, and on
the lower part of this, towards the north-west,
a 'rock-sunk' tomb was measured, like those found
west of Jordan (cf. Umm el Buruk). The shaft in
the present instance is 7 feet deep, 6 feet long,
3 feet wide, but under-cut below, making a tomb
about 6 feet by 9 feet . . . North of this is an
attached, or rock-cut, sarcophagus without a lid.
The city mound is about 200 yards across, with
ruins of houses and vaults of rude masonry; and
occasional pillar-stumps. The stones are from 1
foot to 3 feet in length, and, as a rule, are not
squared. The vaults have the usual barrel form,
with well-cut voussoirs, graduated from a narrow
keystone to broad haunch-stones. Towards the
east, by a fallen pillar stump, was found a fragment of ornamental lintel with a honeysuckle
pattern. The stone measured 3 feet by 2 feet.
The ornamentation is evidently Roman of a low
type. At the bottom of the mound, on the east,
are fallen pillar-shafts, perhaps marking the site
of a chapel.
The most conspicuous building is the Kusr, or
tower, which is a small fort at the foot of the
hill on the south-west. It measures 41 feet 10
inches along the north wall outside, and 34 feet
along the east wall; the bearing of the former is
75 ·; the walls are 4 feet thick. The west wall is
standing to a height of 15 feet, and has three
loopholes. The north and east walls are standing
about 8 feet high; the south wall is entirely
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destroyed, and the tower was perhaps once
breached and taken from this side. The stones in
these walls are from 18 inches to 40 inches in
length, and the height of the course is about 1
foot. The outer stones are drafted, but not those
on the inside of the wall. The draft is generally
2 inches wide, and the face within projects 1
inch; both boss and draft have been rudely dressed.
North-west of this tower, on the south side of
the Tell or mound, is a modern sacred circle of
the usual type, with a lintel on the south-west
side of unusual height, the clear space under the
stone being 3 feet. As usual (cf. 'Ain Hesban,
etc.}, the ploughs and other property of the
Arabs are stored within.
The knoll east of this town supports the
Khurbet Hamzeh, where a small church or temple
seems to have stood close to the town, with a
cemetery on the slopes below. On the top of the
knoll were found pillar-shafts, some standing,
some fallen, but no regular plan could be made
out. They are 1 foot 9 inches in diameter, and
stand about 3 feet high. A base was also found,
1 foot high and 1 foot 7 inches in diameter at
the shaft. This base and the top of some of the
shafts were pitted with holes, evidently made by
shepherds for playing the Mankaleh game; and in
one case the pebbles used in this game remained
in the holes.
Below this group of pillars, on the east, is an
alcove cut in rock facing eastwards, 9 feet wide,
5 feet high in the middle, 4 feet deep to the
back, with an arched shape, like an arcosolium.
It is probably the entrance to a tomb, the door
or shaft of which is hid beneath the surface (cf.
Umm el Buruk). Large coarse tesserae were
strewn on the hill, and stones once composing
the walls of the building, which are generally
well dressed. South of the pillar-shafts was
found an Ionic capital (cf. Siaghah, el Al, etc.), 1
foot 10 inches in diameter of shaft. Some rockcut cisterns were also found on or west of the
knoll. The cemetery is on the south-west slope,
and consisted of rock-sunk tombs and rock
sarcophagi. In some cases the tomb shaft was
covered with a lid like that of a sarcophagus. The
most western example had a shaft 41h feet long,
with an arcosolium about 6 feet long each side
at the bottom . . . There are two others like it,
and further east is a group of three sarcophagi
arranged in the flat rock, two parallel, one
across at the end, each about 6 feet by 2 feet.
In each case the heavy stone lid had been push-

ed on one side a little way, and this, no doubt,
was done in order to rifle the tomb ...•
Graves of this class are very rare in Western
Palestine, but occur at Seffllrieh ('Memoirs,' vol.
1., p. 330).
The probable date of these ruins would be
about the fourth century A.O.
Visited September 17, 1881. Pp. 246-248.

Site 310

discarded

Site 311

Umm el Kenafid

2285.1386

('Mother of hedgehogs').
A good sized ruin at the top of Wady Hesban,
just below the plateau of the Belka. There are
half a dozen modern houses on the Tell, and
enclosures with drystone walls. Ruins of walls of
rude masonry occur on the slopes and terraces
of the Tell, which has a flat top about 150 yards
across.
About a quarter of a mile to the south-east,
where a cave and cistern are marked on the map,
stands a pillar on the rock, 2 feet 8 inches high
and 2 feet thick; one side has been cut flat.
There is a cistern partly of rock, partly of
masonry above the rock, close to the pillar; it
has the usual 'bell-mouth,' and near it are re·
mains of a rock-cut wine-press; there is also a
cave, and foundations remain of a building about
90 feet east and west, by 50 feet north and
south. A few rudely-dressed stones are scattered
near.
In the valley below the Tell is the 'Ain Umm
el Kenafid on the south-west, and the valley here
becomes narrow and deep. A little further down
in a cliff, on the east side, is seen high up the
entrance to a hermit's cave called Muallakat
('the overhanging' or 'precipitous place') Umm el
Kenafid; it is now used as a granary by the
Arabs. Passing down further, the valley is found
clothed with terebinths, and on the path is a
great boulder in which a tomb is cut; it is 8 feet
8 inches long, and 4 feet in width, and 4 feet
high; the door is 3 feet high, 2 feet wide. A slab
seems to have been placed on a setback of 9
inches in the chamber, 14 inches from the floor.
The boulder is 12 feet square, the door on the
south. A second, which has fallen on one side,
with a similar chamber, was found near.
Visited August 23, 1881. P. 248.
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Site 315
Site 312

Umm el Kindib

The ruin is that of a former village, or small
town, on a spur; but it does not appear to be very
ancient. The rock is extensively quarried on the
south, and beside the road, on the hill, lies a rockcut drinking-trough. The Arabs were busy cleaning
the mud out of wells on the south-west of the
mound, supporting the ruined houses, and thus
preparing for the rains. Water is stored in the
old wells and cisterns in all parts of this district
where no springs exist. Caves, cisterns, foundations
of unsquared stones, mostly of chert or the
flinty rock which runs in bands through the
chalk, are numerous at this spot.
On the hill to the west there is a quadrangular enclosure about 100 yards north and south,
by 40 yards east and west, built of one course
of unshaped flint-blocks. The guide called it a
Kenfseh, or 'church', but it is more probably
only a garden. North of it a rock-cut cistern
was found, having a little pan cut in the rock
beside it about 10 feet square. The rain ran from
the pan into a little round well or filter 1 or 2
feet deep and 3 feet in diameter, where the
water settled, the clean water flowing over it
into the cistern. P. 249.

Umm es Scmmak

2290.1382

2338.1386

(The word is pronounced Chindib or Jindib,
and with the Jim is a well-known word. It
is, therefore, to be rendered 'mother of the
locusts').

Site 313

Zejibet el 'Al

(. . . This is an Arab mispronunciation for
Zeldbet el 'Al, . . . 'an entrance,' and the
name applies to a site north of el 'Al, where
there are rocks and caves. The word also
means 'a narrow road,' and may apply to the
road here ascending by Umm el Kenafid).
The vicinity is described under Umm el Kenafid.

P. 280.
Site 316

Madowerat el 'Al

2284.1352

(... , 'the round place of Elealah').
South of the ruined city el 'AI. A low round
natural hillock, on which is a cairn and two
kehdkir, or stone pillars, made by piling small
stones one on the other; both cairn and pillars
are between 3 feet and 4 feet in height. and are
very conspicuous objects in the plain. It is a
sacred place, probably a tomb. Round the cairn
are foundations as of a small square tower or
building of some kind. On the north-east, at the
bottom of the hill, there is a cliff with cuttings,
as though large blocks had been quarried thence.
This is probably the quarry whence Elealah was
built. In the cliff there is also a small chamber,
6 feet high and 6 feet square, with an entrance
21/2 feet wide. Round three of the walls runs a
bench 1 feet wide. This is probably a tomb of
the Roman period, intended to hold sarcophagi.
P.183.

2309.1432

(. . . , 'mother of sumach-trees'-there are,
however, no trees now).

Site 317

Khurbet Hamzeh

2335.1363

'Aln Umm Zeitiinch

2232.1413

P. 246.

. . . The ruin is extensive, being that of a
Roman or Byzantine town. Pillar-shafts and
capitals, with pedestals and pilasters, occur
fallen among the foundations of public buildings
and houses. The plans of the buildings could not
be made out. P. 251.
Site 314

discarded

Site 318

('spring of the olive tree').
A good supply of cold water. It is not a large
spring, but perennial. P. 15.
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Index
A

height 208
'Alwan ('Alwan) 10
site 212
tank 211
'Aly Diab, chief of' Adwan tribe, building
belonging to 225
'Amman ('Amman) 212, 218
Bronze Age walls 153
buildings 212
minhirs around 224
citadel hill 219
moulding 227
'Amrit, 224
'Amriyeh 218
'Amriyeh wood, oak and terebinth 205
'Anazeh, tribes 223
'Arak el Emir, wood north of 226
'Arak el Maberah 221
'Arak Jubr, 'cave of the hero' 228
'Aweilet Naaur 208
'Aweilet Umm es Semmak
ruins 208
site 208
'AyQn Mtisa 221
'AyQn Nineh 219
Abbasid
Jalul 190
population 190
pottery 10, 14, 28, 30, 190
pottery, possible 22, 23
Abdullah, tombs of 180
Abel 22
Abu Debe 19, 21, 153, 155
Early Bronze Age occupation 153
Abu el-Fida 195
Abu el-Ghizlan 13
Abu en Naml, 'father of the ant' 220
Abu Khan 25, 216
Abu Marztik, 'father of luck' 213
Abu Nukleh, ruins 209
Abu Redeineh, modern grave of 224
Abu Silan 17, 18
Abut Redeineh, 'father of pleasing', grave 213
Abut Sarbut 208
Acropolis 13, 195
Tell Hesban 188
Adze, stones dressed with 227
Aelia Capitolina colony 181

'Abdallah 'servant of God'
buried 213
'Abd el Juwad 205
'Adwan 226
border 219
building belonging to chief of tribe,
'Aly Diab 225
cairn on border with Beni Sakhr 220, 223
commanded by Ibrahim Pasha to live
in houses 225
killed Beni Sakhr Arab 223
shed forming east border, east of Heshbon
221
tribe 225
mills belonging to chiefs 228
turkoman prophetess 210
'Ain 'Adeisiyeh 205
'Ain 'Amman 206, 226
'Ain Abu 'Oneiz 205
'Ain el Buerideh 205
'Ain el Fudeili 205, 220
'Ain el Hekr 205
'Ain el Jamus 206
'Ain el Jemmfileh 206
'Ain en Nusury 206
'Ain esh Shidkah 207
'Ain et Terki, spring 210
'Ain Fudeili 219, 221
'Ain Hesban 207, 210, 211, 213, 220, 222, 226,
229,231
lintel-stone toward east 213
sculptured tomb 225
site 205
'Ain Jurat el Haiyeh 206
'Ain Kuseib 206
'Ain Naaur 219
'Ain Sumia 195, 207
spring 227
'Ain Sumieh, lade from 226
'Ain Umm el Kenafid 231
'Ain Umm Zeitiineh 232
'Ain Hesban 195
'Ajemy 213
'Ajermeh tribe-mark 223
on tomb 206
'Al
diminutive form 208
245

246
Aged, wild figs 209
Agriculture
modern 180
village dependant on 163
Aila 174
Ain el Fudeili 213
Ajermeh
Ausam or tribe-marks 214
Mehjan or 'crook' on tower-stones 223
Alcove(s) 231
arched shape, like an arcosolium 231
covering shafeet above ground, tombs 229
over shafeet, tomb 229
tomb(s) 229
Allah
deity adored by ancient Pagan Arabs 224
symbolized by an upright stone 224
All at
cubical block 224
deity adored by ancient Pagan Arabs 224
goddess 224
goddess, habitation of 222
Altar 207, 215, 221
little, mukamis 213
Alter, trilithon 206
Alter-stones
tribe-mark of 'Ajermeh Arabs cut on 206
Amman 5, 177
Amman/Madeba
highway 30
road 23
Ammonite
base system 27
fortification 29, 168
period 28
system of border forts 20
Amorah 218
Ancient(s)
architectural fragments 24
architectural remains 26
architecture 14, 18, 23-25, 28, 30, 155, 157,
168, 193
architecture, evidence of 21
Ashdoth Pisgah 208
building stones 28
debris 11
graves 210
lintel-stones on cottage doors 226
Lybias, Tell er Rameh 224
Maanith 24
materials 9, 225
Minnith 24
occupation, signs of 26

Pagan Arabs 224
Rimmon 220
road 177,211,219,220,224,229,230
road, remains of sidestones 228
road, side-stones 221
road, traces 223
village 232
Andrews University Heshbon Expeditions 177
Anemone 223
flower, Shakkara 219
Animal pens, current use for buildings 194
Animals, watering 211
Antiquities 3, 10, 11, 13, 14, 18, 19, 27, 28
destroyed 27
dolmen 24
watchtowers 24
Antiquity 192, 195, 199, 212, 224
Antonines, dating of ruins 212
Antoninus Martyr
AyQn MQsa 208
Antonius Rufus
building of something 230
Apse 188,207,217
kind of 217
Aqueduct, little 205
Arab
Beni Sakr, killed by the 'Adwan 223
early, Paganism 224
family, habitation 217
fugitive from Nejed 219
graves 210,216,220,223,229
graves of flint stones, modern 208
graves, modern 219
graveyard 205, 211
inscription on rock 230
masonry 227
mortar for making powder 224
owning property 209
poets 222
sacred circle 213
sheikh, buried 213
threshing-floors 225
tomb 211
work, modern designs 206
Arab divinities 222
Arab geographer
Abu el-Fida 195
Arab grave with cross 206
Arab graveyard, modern 207
Arabic 205, 208, 212, 220, 224, 229
grafitto 20
inscription 225
pottery 29

247
word 218
Zerah. modern 209
Arabic periods, occupation 153
Arabic place name meaning
'ram's horn 220
acourt 218
a narrow road 232
arrow-like 222
barn of Dhiab 225
barn of the falcon 226
cairn of boulders 222
cairn of flints 222
cairn of gold 222
cairn of porches 222
cairn of the girls 221
cairn of the little ridge or back of Jeman 221
cairn of the place of the arrow 222
castle of the people of the father of the
fortress 213
colony 219
curved 224
dark red 219
father of the pearl 209
flame 222
flat ridge 210
flowing 219
fox-tribe castle 213
garden of Belkis 213
grave of Abdallah 213
heights of the sumach-trees 208
high land 219
house of sowing 209
inn 216
meadow of the little mountain 221
meadow of the palm 220
mingled cairn 222
mother of hedgehogs 231
mother of paths 229
mother of sparrows 229
mother of sumach-trees 232
mother of tanks 229
mother of the locusts 232
mother of vipers 230
mound of the cemetery of Shanab 229
of the Khan 216
of the mosque 212
pillar-shafts 223
ruin mother of the pomegranate 220
ruin of the circle 218
ruin of the gift 220
ruin of the perpetual one 218
servant of the bountiful 205
Sheikh Shehab, the splitter 225

spring of eagles 206
spring of Heshbon 205
spring of lentils 205
spring of little goats 205
spring of Moses 208
spring of the buffalo 206
spring of the camel-drivers 206
spring of the cane 206
spring of the enclosed land 205
spring of the olive tree 232
spring of the snake 206
stone of desire 210
the amputated head 221
the castles 214
the cold spring 205
the excellent spring 205
the firs 226
the gathering-place of maidens 220
the grazing-place 221
the hut 208
thejar 210
the little gates 212
the little trough 213
the little village in the middle 216
the little village on the east 216
the mill of Dhiab 229
the monument 221
the outlook place of the cemetery 221
the place of giving up the riddles 221
the quarters or suburbs of Heshbon 213
the red tower 212
the reservoir 210
the rough ground of ZabbQd 223
the round place of Elealah 232
the two quarter of Zabbftd 210
the vault 213
the watch-tower of Meshukkar 221
the whispering 210
the white 209
towering 226
tree of light 222
Turk's terebinth 210
watch-tower of the Fudeili spring 221
well of murmuring 209
well of the stranger Muhammed 209
Arab Period 195
Arabic period pottery 23
Arabic word root meaning 'dark red' 223
Arabs 209,212,217,218,225,232
'Ajermeh 210
'Ajermeh, tribe-mark 206
ancient Pagan 224
clearing out 209

248
Arabs (Continued)
commanded by Muhammed 'Aly to reside in
houses 220
cross used as good omen 226
inscription destroyed by 217
little modern stone piles, Meshead 214
local 223
modern, sacred place 222
pre-Islamite 222
propery stored in sacred circle 231
Queen of Palmyra, mythical heroine 213
re-use of building 227
remains of under cairn 223
sacred spot 230
sacred tree, terebinth 210
tradition 224
use of hermit's cave as granary 231
Arcade
of round arches 227
Arch 219, 229
door, pointed 226
Roman 219
stone 219
voussoirs 219
Archaeological
evidence(s) 188, 200
period(s) 158, 160
Archaeological history
Hesbart region 199
Archaeology
of geography of a site 9
Arched
building 195
entrance, carved on tomb 31
shape of alcove, like arcosolium 231
Arches 13, 14,23,24,26, 193
arcade of round, haunch-stones 227
cave 26
flat stone were laid on 217
round, arcade 227
round, with voussoirs, arcade 227
tomb 28
Arching 195
Architects 212
Architectural
features 192, 193, 195
pretensions, considerable, houses 211
ruins 193
Architecture 9, 10, 13, 18, 19, 23, 27, 29, 157,
174, 188, 193, 195
ancient 14, 18, 23-25, 28, 30, 155, 157, 168,
193
ancient, evidence of 21

arches 14
Ayyubid/Mamluk 200
Ayyubid/Mamluk Period 188
building 155
building blocks 188
Byzantine 168
cave 26
columns 188
evidence(s) 20, 21, 28, 30-32
fragmentary 26, 27, 28
in cave(s) 30, 31
Iron Age 157
Iron II/Persian 168
not evident 31
occupational 174
on sites 153
ruined 14, 19, 193
stairway 188
vaulted roofs 14
visible 19, 22, 23, 151, 160, 168, 188
visible on surface 193
walls 13
Architrave 212
Arcosolia
cut in walls 31
graves over at bottom of shafeet 229
(recesses) in tomb 225
Arcosolium
alcove with arched shape like 231
of shafeet 231
Arcosolium-type tomb 20
Area covered with fist-sized rock 31
Arms of Crusading kingdom 227
Army trenches, modern 22
Articles, in grave circle 210
Artificial tell 13
Ashdoth Pisgah, ancient 208
Ashlar 211
barell vaulting of house cellars 230
wall 219
Ashier, Roman 219
Asshur, shining tree sacred to 222
Assyria, shining tree 222
Assyrian divinity 222
Ateyig 10
Ausam, tribe-marks of Ajermeh 214
Avi-Yonah 174, 181
Axe-heads on trilithon 222
AyQn MQsa 5, 208
Ayyubid/Mamluk 193
architecture 200
building 195
column segments 193
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mills 195
occupation 192, 193, 200
population 200
pottery 10-14, 17, 19·27, 29, 30, 32, 153, 174,
192, 193, 195
pottery, dominant 19, 25, 26, 28, 30, 192-195
pottery, possible 11
site(s) 192, 193
Wadi system 200
Ayyubid/Mamluk Period 192, 193
architecture 188
re-settlement 192
Ayyubid/Mamluk/Ottoman
pottery 14, 17-19, 22, 23
pottery, dominant 22

B
Baalath 218
Baalbek buildings 212
Babylonian divinity 222
Baghdad
cultural activity 192
governmental control 200
Bank(s) 206
stream 228
upper Wadi Hesban 18
wadi 21, 179
Wadi Khuneizir 22
WadiLubeb 21
WadiHesban 14, 17-19,21, 151, 174, 195
Bare 209
Bar-Kikhba Revolt 177
Barn
current use 28
of Heshbon 225
Barret-roof(s) 19, 193, 217
Barrel-vaulted buildings 24
Barrel vaulting 10, 217
Barren plot 205
Basalt
grinding mill 27
macehead 19, 155
mortar 12
Basalt chips
on capstone 207
Base 212
column 207
double pilaster 208
pillar 219, 223, 224, 231
pillar-shafeet 231
square, pillar 224

watch-tower 215
Base-line English Survey 216
Bases
column 20, 24, 188
massive 219
milestones 20
of pillars on stools 211
pilasters 227
stone 157
Base system
Ammonite 27
Basilica 207
Byzantine period 188
excavated 193
Basket in sacred tree 222
Bastiaan Van Elderen
excavation 23
Baths 208
Beads 207
Bed
pebbly, of clear pool 209
road 179
shingly 205
Wadi Hesban 17, 18, 160
Bedawin 206
pronunciation for el Beida 209
Beddih 20, 26
Bedrock 9, 14, 18,29, 158
chamber cut into 174
crosses carved in 18
exposed 10, 14,24,27,29
exposure 9
fragmentary trench 163
mill cut into 24
outcrop 31
outcroppings 10
tomb 26
tomb chambers 25
tomb cut into 18, 26
wine press(es) cut into 29
Beiter-Ram 22
Beit Jibrin
remains of Byzantine Church of St. John 207
Beit Ramah 22
Beit Zerah (Beit Zira) 19
plateau 209
site 193, 209
Bel, habitation of 222
Bela 218
Belka plateau 223, 226, 231
Belkis, Queen 213
Bench
around tomb chamber 229
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Bench (Continued)
in cliff chamber 232
Beni Ghatafan, adored thorn tree 222
BeniSakhr
cairn on border with 'Adwan 220, 223
cemetery 13
JibbOr 214
Khadir 214
tribe-marks on tower-stones 223
Beni Sakhr Arab, killed by the 'Adwan 223
Beser, biblical 24
Beth-haram 22
biblical 23
Beth Peor 16, 25, 179
Beth-ramtha 22
Bible
Shibmah 226
Sibmah 226
Biblical
Beser 24
Shibmah 19
Beth-haram 23
references to via nova 177
Sibmah 12, 19
sites 218
Bilas 27
Bir Abu Nukleh 220
site 209
Bir Gharib Muhammed 3
well 209
Birkeh
rock-cut 11
tank 211, 217
tank, ruined 225
Blade, grass 209
Block(s) 223, 228
cubical, Allat symbolized by 224
cut 31
excavation in 215
fallen, rock 215
fallen, with excavation 214
large 206
limestone, in valley 209
of chert, natural 223
of limestone and flint making up cattle-fold
223
of limestone, tablet cut into 228
ofrock,detached 215
of rock fallen 215
of rock with koka or chamber 215
quarried 232
rock 214
sculptured 212

well-cut, tower 211
with attached pilaster in low relief 212
with chamber 215
Blocks as supports
dolmen 215
Blue
sky 209
Bluffs 151
Body, buried 215
Body Sherds
pottery 10
Bones
human 215
remains of in rock chamber 215
Border
'Adwan 219
between 'Adwan and Beni Sak.hr, cairn
marking 220
Boss
stone 207
Boss(es), stone
raised 206
dressed smooth 207
Bostra
in Syria 174
Bottom of pool, pebbly 209
Boulder(s) 205, 226, 228, 229
burial chambers hollowed into 151
chamber(s) cut into 228
chamber(s) in 214, 228
detached, sarcophagi cut in 226
double sarcophagus cut in 228
excavated in 214
full of holes 225
hollowed 151
hollowed out 27
large 27, 151, 205
large, undressed 155
small houses hollowed into 151
surface 228
tomb cut into 231
with tomb 231
undressed 23
Boulder, rock
niche 215
Boulder with double sarcophagus
recess 228
Boundary
between 'Adwan and Beni Sak.hr, cairn
marking 223
between Reuben and Gad, Jazer 209
Bow, design carved in relief on tomb 206
Bowl, carved on tomb 213

251
Box-formed dolmen 215
Bracket
cones 227
voussoir 227
Brambles 227
Branches in grave circle, fallen from terebinth
210
Breached tower 231
Bridge 228
Bronze Age
material 153
monuments 228
occupation 30
pottery 153
pottery, possible 158
sherds 11
wall(s) 11, 153
Brook 209, 228
clear 205
rushing 209
shallow 205
Wady Hesban 205
Brother of Kablan I 227
Brown crags 214
Building 5, 9, 12, 13, 17, 23, 25, 26, 29, 206,
207,211,212,217,225-227,230
'Amman 212
Ammonite fortification 29
approach 212
arched 195
arches 24
Ayyubid/Mamluk 195
Baalbek 212
barrel-vaulted 24
bearing 218
belongs to 'Aly Diab, chief of' Adwan tribe
225
by Antonius Rufus 230
Byzantine 207, 208, 227
Byzantine Church 207
chamber 217
chapel 207
circular 179
colonnaded 207
crude construction 23
crude walls 29
currently in use 26
currently occupied 17
currently used as animal pens 194
destroyed 24
door lintel 26
divided by Piers 217
entrance 217

foundations 12, 16, 21, 26, 222, 231, 232
foundations, poorly preserved 28
gate 212
horizontal joints 211
in current use as a barn 28
Jerash 212
large 17
large reservior 217
masonry 211
modern 19,25,30, 180
modern village 27
outer colonade 212
outer wall 211
pillar-shafts 212
plan 227
plan 232
public 188
public, remains 227
reconstruction 212
rectangular 27, 28, 29, 180
rectangular, foundations of 180
rectangular, remains 27
re-used by Arabs 227
Roman 23, 207, 208, 227
Roman Period 23
Roman re-build 23
ruined 29, 226
sides 217
small 155, 188, 205
small, ruins of 14
small, square 10
square, foundation of 223
square, remains of 218
stone, foundation(s) 17, 18
stones 11, 211
stones of walls 231
vaulted 25, 26, 193, 195
vaulted, collapsed 25
vaulted, in current use 25
vaulted, intact 25
vaulted roofs 28
vaulted, semi-subterranean 194
walls 207
with pillars 219
Building blocks, decorated 188
Building sides, cemented throughout to hold
water 217
Building stones, marginally drafted 10
Burial 174
chamber 174
Early Roman period 174
Islamic 174
markers 26
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Burial (Continued)
purposes 27
shallow pit 174
tomb 26
Burial chambers. hollowed out in boulders 151
Burial sites
Byzantine Period 188
Buried
Arab sheikh 213 .
body 215
women 221
Burying practice, prehistoric period 228
Butmet et Terld 22, 213
site 210
Byzantine 193
architecture 168
body sherds 13
building(s) 207, 208, 227
cattle enclosure 222
ceramic evidence 158
chamber tomb 24
church 23
column segments 193
era 183
foundations 209
fragments of cornice 209
lintel-stones 209, 226
occupation 153, 183
pillar shafts 209
people 183
pottery 10-14, 16·32, 151, 153, 183, 188, 199
pottery, body sherds 16·19, 21-23, 25, 27, 153
pottery, body sherds, possible 17, 18
pottery, dominant 10, 11, 12, 17-21, 24-27, 31,
168, 183, 188, 190
pottery, possible 13, 17, 179
pottery, probable 13
remains 209
ruins 219, 229
sites 183, 192
structure 227
tombs 183
town(s) 208, 227, 230, 232
vaults with barrel-roofs 209
village 216
village, ruins of 217
wadi system 200
work in Syria 212
work of Western Palestine 212
work, tower 218
work west of Jordan 211
Byzantine ages 205
Byzantine Church

building 207
stone of 207
Byzantine Church, remains
St. John at Beit Jibrin 207
Byzantine Greek texts 212
Byzantine period 183, 193
basilica 188
burial sites 188
cemetery 190
chamber tomb 190
cisterns 220
communication through road system by
Romans 188
foundations of stones 220
masonry 220
occcupation 183
population 181, 183, 190
roads 188
sites 192
tombs 190
Byzantine/Roman
pottery, body sherds 12
pottery, mostly body sherds 24

c
Cairn(s) 205, 222, 223, 232
boundary between 'Adwan and Beni Sakhr
220, 223
heaps of flint-stones 222
survey 207, 208
unhewn stones 223
Caliphate, 'Abbasad 200
Camel-track(s) 207, 229
Camp
Sheikh Kablan en Nimr 205
Survey 205, 220
Campaign by Hyrcanus into Transjordan 170
Canes 227
tall 209
Canon Tristram 228
Capital(s) 212
at Khurbet Siahah 207
debased classic style 207
Ionic 207, 231
pillar 207
shaft 207
square pilaster with acanthus-leaves 211
with acanthus-leaf design 211
with acanthus-leaves 212
Capstone 206, 207
basalt chips placed on 207
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beads placed on 207
china placed on 207
dolmen 214, 215
glass placed on 207
hollow 214
pottery placed on 207
Captain Conder
explored 214
Caput viae 177
Calved
acanthus-leaves on square pilaster capital 211
arch entrance on tomb 31
in relief, designs on tomb 206
pattern on grave headstone 206
rosette on lintel 30
steps 25
structure entrance 29
tomb, architectural fragments 31
Carved collar stones 10
Carving(s)
"cross" 25
on grave headstone 206
Cascades 209
Castle(s)
built 225
crags appearance of 214
HosnBan 212
Kalah 212
Castle built by Sheikh Adhiab the 'Adwan 225
Cattle enclosure in Byzantine period 222
Cave(s) 10-12, 14, 17, 20, 22, 24-30, 32, 208,
210,211,212-214,216,217,219,225,228,
231,232
arches 26
architecture 26
architecture inside 30
at foot of cliff 209
cistern inside 25
entered by well-mouth 230
entrances 192
filled with cut stones 225
hermit's, Muallakat 231
hiding-places and stables for sheep in snow
214
in cliff 214
Kalah 212
masonry entrances 26
natural 26, 211, 218, 224
passage 219
passages cut in rock 219
semi-subterranean 193
small 210. 217, 225
steps 219

storage 29
trickling water 210
under houses 219
with architecture inside 31
with marshy spring 214
with sarcophagus 211
Cave-cistern 207
Cave floors
beds made of retem broom 214
manure of goats and bats 214
Cave, hermit's
Umm el Kenafid 231
used as granary by Arabs 231
Cellar
small 163, 217
Cemented roof 227
Cemetery(ies) 14, 24, 26, 183, 188, 190, 206,
231
Beni Sakhr 13
Byzantine 188
Byzantine Period 190
evidence 11
excavated by the Heshbon Expedition 189
modem 22, 26
Roman 188, 190
Umm el-Hanafish 190
Central chamber
door, stable 230
stable 230
Ceramic
attested 151, 160
Byzantine 158
evidence 16, 155, 158, 199,200
evidence, strength of 151
Iron Age I 158
Iron I 160
Iron II 158
Iron II/Persian 168
Late Bronze Age 158
Middle Bronze 157
occupation 183
Umayyad 190
Umayyad period 190
Chaff, stored 209
Chain, offering to dead on 210
Chalcolithic
pottery 10, 151, 157, 199
pottery, dominant 27
pottery, possible 21, 23
occupation 151
settlement 151
sites 151
Chalcolithic/Early Bronze pottery 151
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Chalk 232
Chalky grey limestone 205
Chamber(s) 215, 220, 227, 228
central, stable, door 230
cliff, walls 232
cut in boulders 228
cut in rock 228
cut into rock 228
excavated in rock 215
excavated in rock, door 215
floor 215
hollowed out in boulders 27
in boulder(s) 214, 228
in boulder, entrances 228
in building divided by Piers 217
in cliff 232
in cliff, entrance 232
in rock 215
in rock, entrance 228
in stone intended for sepulture 228
modern 227
remains of bones inside 215
rock, floor 228
rock,floorsunk 228
rock, roof 228
rock-cut tomb 231
rock-cut winepress 218
side, in tomb at bottom of shaft 26
stable 230
stable, rock-roof 230
tomb(s) 25, 31, 205, 229
tomb, false arch or recess 229
tomb, in cliff 229
tomb, very early 228
wine-press 219, 220
Chamber, rock door 228
Chamber tomb, Byzantine 24
Channel(s) 209, 219, 220
masonry 205
Chapel 188, 207, 230
small 188
Chert
enclosures made of 222
fragments 208
natural blocks of 223
stones 232
Chief(s)
'Adwan, mills belonging to 228
brother of Kablan I 227
of 'Adwan tribe, 'Aly Diab, building belonging
to 225
of Ghaneimat tribe, tombs of 213
Christian(s) 190

habitation of Heshbon 212
populace 200
population 217
remains 217
Syrian 213
Christian period
early 207, 217
early, ruins 230
Christian religion
predominance 183
Church(es) 183, 188,200
Byzantine 23
'Ayun Musa 188
evidences of additional 188
excavated 200
excavated at Khirbet Masuh 188
excavated at Tell Hesban 188
Jumeian 188
Keniseh 232
small 188, 231
Transjordan 183
Church buildings 183
Circle(s) 19, 210, 211, 213, 218
enclosing graves 207
filled with earth 210
Maltese cross within on a lintel-stone 217
modern 220
of uncut stones 213
older, sacred 206
oriented with reference to the Kabr 'Abdallah
213
ploughs inside 222
ploughs stored within 213
sacred 210
sacred Arab 213
sacred around grave 222
sacred, modern 231
stones 218
stones cut in shape to the arc of 208
sunk. Greek cross in relief in 226
surrounding grave 220
tomb 210
tomb, sacred 213
with cross within on stone 217
wooden coffee-mortars stored inside 222
Circle of 'Abdallah 213
Circular
installation 31
structures 27
structures, ruins 27
wall of grave 210
wall, in tomb 210
walls 208
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wine press 29
Cistern(s) 10, 11, 13, 14, 18, 21, 23, 25-31,
29,30,32,207,212,213,218-220,227,
229,231,232
bell-mouth 231
bell-mouthed, good-sized 211
choked 225
converted from shaft tomb 30
cut in rock 230
in cave 25
in current use 10, 25, 26, 29
Kalah 212
large 28, 29
masonry of Roman appearance 227
partly of rock 231
possible 10, 31
re-excavated 27
rock 210
rock-cut 219,220,222,231,232
small 163
steps 25
undercourtyard 227
used currently 25
water stored in 232
well-plastered 30
with carved collar stones 10
with pan cut in rock to filter rain into 232
Citadel 211, 212
Hesban 211
hill 212
hill at •Amman 219
Cities 16
Citysites 9
City 210, 211
Hesban 210, 211
Hesban, oldest part 211
Iron Age I, Jalul 160
Jalul 160
mound 230
on saddle, Hesban 211
ruined 232
substantial 160
walls 183
Clear pool with pebbly bed 209
Cliff(s) 205, 209, 228
cave at foot of 209
chambe~bench 232
chamber in 232
chamber walls 232
entrance to hermit's cave 231
foot 208
fort on 226
four caves 214

low 205
monastery on 226
over spring 206
sandstone 214
small 179, 180
stream falls over 208
stream goes over 209
tomb on 229
tombs cut in face 229
tombs in 229
tombson 229
wild fig grows up against 209
with cuttings 232
Clothes, women washing 209
Coats of mail 225
Coffee-cups on tomb 213
Coffee cups and jug, relief on tomb 213
Coffee-mortar(s)
wooden 206
wooden, inside circle 222
Coffee-mortar and pestle
design carved in relief on tomb 206
rudely carved on stone 206
Colonade, outer, in building 212
Colonnade 211
Colonnaded building 207
Column(s) 13, 24, 188, 223
base 207
bases 20, 24, 188
fragment 10, 12
fragments 13, 28
sections 13
segments 193
segments, very large 23
semi 207
standing 25
Column section 10
Column segments
Ayyubid/Mamluk 193
Byzantine 193
Communications, road system 188
Community, Jericho 178
Conder 11, 12, 14, 17, 19,22,25,27,28,30,
32, 151, 177, 188, 193, 195
description 24
description of site 28
Condor 17
Cones with voussoir, bracket 227
Coniferous
forest 30
Construction(s) 3
building, crude 23
modern 188
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Construction(s) (Continued)
vaulted 26
Contours 157, 195
surface 195
undulating 193, 195
very rugged 11
Control, governmental 200
Coral fossilized 27
Corn
cultivated by fugitive Fellahin 219
store 209
stored 209, 226
stored in modern houses 219
storing 213
Cornerstones squared with rough drafts 222
Cornice
fragment(s) 19, 193, 209, 212, 230
fragments, Byzantine 209
not symmetrically arranged 212
Corpse for sepulture 228
Cottage(s)
modem 209
ruined 220
stone, modem-looking, remains 226
Council of Chalcedon 212
Course(s)
rectangular building 28
stones 26
tower 29
undressed boulders 23
wall(s) 16, 20, 23, 27
Court 225
Courtyard 225
enclosure 227
inn at Hesban 183
vaulted foundations 227
with vault or cistern beneath 227
Covering slabs, tomb 18
Covering-stone
dolmen 228
tank 229
Cover·stone(s) 228
dolmen 215
rim 226
tomb 229
Crags 27, 214
appearance of castles 214
brown 214
el KalQa 215
gray 214
Kalua 215
Cromlech 205
Crook 206

Cross(es) 217, 226
Arab grave 206
carved in bedrock 18
carved in grave headstone 206
Greek in relief in sunk circle 226
in circle on stone 217
Jerusalem 227
used by Arabs 226
with four crosslets 227
with four crosslets, Moab 227
Cross potent
on lintel-stone 227
Cross-walls 212
Crown, road 12, 180
Crusaders, dog-tooth moulding in relief 227
Crusading
date, tombs 229
kingdom, arms of 227
ruins 229
Cultivatable
fields 157
plain 155
Cultivated 205, 207
fields 18, 30, 195
land 20, 155
land partly with maize 211
plain 29
productive fields 155
soil 21, 174
vines in vicinity of Heshbon 219
Cultivation 9, 155
considerable 24
heavy 27
land 153
plain, currently 29
signs of former 222
slopes 27
Cultural activity
Abbasid 192
Baghdad 192
Cup hollows in dolmens 225
Cup·hollow(s)
dolmen 214, 228
Curbing 12, 180
road 180
Curbing stones 19
Roman road 20
Curbs
road 180
Cutting(s)
in earth 25
in rock 225
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D
Daja 'Adwan 214
of Jibbiir and Khadir 214
Damascus-based
Umayyads 192
Dams 205
Danaba 16
Date
remains 212
ruins 231
Dead
man 206
metal and chain, offerings to on lintel 210
part of tribe-mark 206
Dead Sea 217, 218
Debris. 31
ancient 11
collapse 157
depth 9, 21
depth, slight 10
Iron I 160
Iron II 160
Iron II/Persian 168
modem 30
occupational 151
sounding 153
Decorated
lintels 193
Defence
flank 226
Defense(s) 155, 199, 211
built 157
military 183
site 155
Defensive
structures 183
wall 31, 153
Deir Shillikh 210
Deity(ies) 205
Allah and Allat, adored by ancient Pagan Arabs
224
female 224
male 224
Department of Antiquities 3, 17
excavation 19
Jordan, excavated 24
Depressions 23, 25, 26, 32, 192, 193, 195
Described Lieutenant Mantell 215
Design(s)
carved in relief on tomb 206
cubes with diagonal lines joining them 227
modem Arab work 206
on ancient lintel-stones of cottage doors 226

rosette 193
Destroyed fort wall 231
Dhahret Khau 210
Dhiban 219
Dig at Umm es-Sarah 158
District 219, 226, 232
Heshbon 220
Divinities
Allah and Allat 224
Dolmen(s) 11, 19, 27, 151, 205, 214, 215, 221,
223,226,228
artificial hollow 214
blocks 215
box-formed 215
capstone 214, 215
collapsed 24
construction 155
cover-stone 215
covering-stone 228
cup-hollow(s) 214, 225, 228
endstone 214, 228
Early Bronze IV 155
flat-stone 215
group(s) 214, 215
hollow(s) 215
medium-sized 214
Middle Bronze I 155
Moab 215
of el Kalua 228
remains 215
resembles French and English 'rocking-stones'
214
rock 215
semi 215
side-stones 214, 215
sidestone 215
sidestones 214, 215
small 215
specimen 215
stone leaning against 214
stone on end 214
stones 214, 228
supports 214, 215
surface 214
table 214, 215
table-stone 214, 215
tiny 214
topstone 214, 215
trilithon 214, 215, 220, 222
upper surface 214
Dolmen-centre, Heshbon 214
Domens group 155
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Domestic
dwellings 160
site 151
Door(s) 207
bolt-holes 225
excavated chamber in rock 215
fallen lintel 207
hinge socket 225
of cottages 226
of rock-cut tomb 231
of stable, choked 230
pointed arch 226
rock chamber 215, 228
sill 225
stable 230
stable, central chamber 230
stable, end pier by 230
tomb(s) 205,225,231
tomb chamber 229
Door lintels 13, 26
building 26
rosettes 26
Doorway
fort 227
jamb 208
lintel-above 227
tomb 210
double pilaster base
moulding 208
Down-hill 214
Draft stone 207
Drafting marginal 28
Dressed stones 2S
Drinking-trough
rock-cut 232
Dry, Wady Masflh 219
Dry moat 2S
Drystone
enclosures of large stones 207
structure, remains of 215
wall 207
Dry stone wall 206
Dscham'an 20
Dschima'an 20
Dubaiyan 28, 195
modern village 28
site 193
Dwellings, domestic 160

E
Early Arab, Paganism 224

Early Arabic pottery 13, 30
Early Arabic period pottery 27
Early Bronze 157
body sherds 20
body sherds, possible 21, 26
Jalul 155
ledge handles 155
occupation 151, 153, 155
pottery 10
pottery, dominant 12, 19, 21, 151, 153, 155,
157
pottery, mostly body sherds 24
pottery, possible 17, 19, 22, 24, 27, 151
pottery, probable 18, 21, 22
settlements 155
site 155
sites 153
sites, distribution pattern 153
Tell e1-cumeiri 155
Tell Iktanu 155
Wadi system 200
Early Bronze Age 158, 163
Jalul 199
ledge handles 29
pacific 155
population 199
pottery 11, 13, 14, 18, 19, 21-25, 27, 31, 151,
153, 155, 157, 160
sites 151, 153, 155, 157, 199
Tell el-cUmeiri 199
Tell Iktanu 199
towns 155, 199
walled sites 155
Early Bronze site
Khirbet el-'AI 153
Early Bronze II
pottery 21
Early Bronze III
pottery 12, 21, 23, 31
pottery, dominant 31
sherds 12
Early Bronze IV
pottery 21, 23, 31
pottery, dominant 31
Early Byzantine
plaster layers 188
soil layers 188
Early Christian period 230
Early Hellenistic pottery 168
Early Iron II pottery 2S
Early Roman
body sherds, probable 11
lamp 174
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loci 18
occupation 199
plaster layers 188
population 181, 199
pottery 10-14, 16-22, 24-32, 153, 168, 170,
174, 177, 179, 181
pottery, body sherds 11, 21, 28
pottery, dominant 17, 174
pottery, possible 14, 22, 23
pottery, possible body sherds 13, 14, 21, 25,
27
pottery, probable 11, 14
sites 174
skeletal remains 174
soil layer(s) 158, 188
tomb 18
Wadi system 200
Earth 27, 151
cuttings in 25
Earthquake 211
moved rock 228
East Jordan Valley Survey 195
Ed Denneh 210
Edges road 180
Egeria 188
Mt. Nebo 188
pilgrim 16
route to Mt. Nebo 180
route to Mt. Nebo via 'Ayun Musa 180
Egeria's
pilgrimage 188
Egg
pattern on fragments of cornice 230
El 'Al (El-'AI; El Al; El-'Al) 177, 181, 218, 222,
223,229,231,232
pillars 224
ridge 14
route of via nova to 177
site 207
stones 208
El 'Alwan 217
El 'Ameireh 209
El 'Arish 208
El-Adel 13
El-Bueida 28
El-cUmeiri 31, 158, 168
ceramic evidence 158
Late Bronze Age occupation 158
Late Bronze pottery 158
population 160
pottery repertoire 158
settlements 160
El-Ghubaiya 26

El-Greca 10
El-Harig 11
El-Hawajib 10
El-Hawwaya 12
El-Jureina 25
El-Kalu'a 27
El-Maqam 14
El-Mudwara 10
El-Mushaqqar 12, 13, 16, 24
ridge 12
El-Qarn 12, 153
early Bronze Age occupation 153
site 153
El-Quseir 11
El-Yaduda 30
Elagabalus 181
El Bassah, 'the swamp' 214
El Beida, Bedawin pronunciation 209
El Bueib, 'the little gates' 211
site 212
El BOeida 209
El cumeiri
Late Bronze pottery 158
Elealah (Elealeh) 10, 208, 222
Hebrew 207
quarry whence built 232
El Haretein ZabbQd 210
El-Hawwaya 179
El Jamaiyeh, 'of the mosque' 211
site 212
El Jereineh 213
El Kahf 223
El-Kalu'a 151
El Kahla 210, 214, 228
crags 215
dolmens 228
site 214
El Kurmiyeh 210, 214, 215
El Mareighat 215, 228
El-Mehatta 180
El Mesh-bed 25
site 221
El Mesterah 221
El-Mudwara 168
El-Mushaqqar 179
ridge 180
saddle 179
El-Yaduda 168, 177
occupation Iron II/Persian 168
Emblems, phallic 224
Early Bronze ill-Middle Bronze I pottery 153
Early Bronze IV/Middle Bronze I horizon 155
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Enclosed courts
foundations 207
lower courses of masonry 207
Enclosure(s) 207
built of flint-blocks 232
cattle, Byzantine period 222
cattle-fold built of limestone and flint 223
courtyard 227
drystone, of large stones 207
made of chert or flint, remains of 222
of stones 222
quadrangular 232
with drystone walls 231
Endstone, dolmen 214, 228
English
'rocking-stones' dolmen resemblance to 214
miles 226
Survey 216
Entrance(s) 207
building 217
cave 192
caves, masonry 26
chamber in boulder 228
chamber in cliff 232
chamber in rock 228
fallen rock 214
gate 227
graves 210
hollowed out in boulders 27
structure, carved 29
to hermit's cave on cliff 231
tomb 31,225,231
carved 31
vault 217
wall 225
Epistylia, remains 224
Early Iron I·II pottery 153
Early Bronze III pottery 155
Early Bronze IV
construction of dolmens 155
dolmens 155
pottery 155
Early Bronze-Middle Bronze 157
Erosion 9, 18
Early Roman period 170, 174, 181
burials 174
fortress walls 179
population 168
population rebound 174
Es·Samik 23, 26
Esbus 12, 16,20,24, 174, 177, 179, 180, 199
equation with Tell Hesban 177
roads 199

town 199
Esbus-Livias
construction 177
date of original construction 180
Remains 179
road 177, 179-181, 199
Esbus-Livias road 177, 181, 183
construction 179
date of 180
distance 179
evidences 179
Late Roman period 177
measurement 179
previous construction 180
remains 177
repair(s) 180, 181
route 177, 179
Termini 177, 179
terminus 177
travellers 183
Escarpment 13
Es Samik (Es·Samik) 155, 170
site 223
Es Sinobarat 226
Eusebius 16, 24, 177, 179, 208, 218
Onomasticon 16, 177, 207
site of J azer 209
Eusebius/Klostermann 16
Evidences
Esbus-Livias road 179
Excavations 177
Andrews University at Tell Hesban 177
Tell Hesban 174
Excavation of shaft graves
Jordanian Department of Antiquities 190
Excavated 157
areas 174
basilica 193
by flint implements, chambers in limestone
228
chamber in rock 215
churches 200
Department of Antiquities of Jordan 24
detached boulder 214
illicitly 188
mosaic floor 188
structure 188
tomb(s) 19, 22, 26
Excavation(s) 3, 9, 155, 157, 174
at Umm es·Sarab 174
Bastiaan Van Elderen 23
chamber in rock 215
cistern 27
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floor of fallen rock 214
Hesban 163
Heshbon Expedition 190
in block 215
in fallen block 214
illicit 29
Jordanian Department of Antiquities 26
Kay (Wright) Prag 23
of cemetery by Heshbon Expedition 189
reservoir 10
tank 229
Tell Iktanu 157
Tell Hesban 163
tomb(s) 10, 17, 190
Urnrn es-Sarah 18, 158, 174
Van Elderen 193
Exhaustive collection, pottery 168
Exploration 215
Explored
Captain Conder 214
site, von Rabenau 31

F
Face
raised, on lintel-stone 227
rock 225
Fadl el Herawi, western 213
Ffilz, tribe-marks 223
Fall, steam 209
Family
eldest in tribe 206
settled at ruins 209
Farms 195
Features 27
architectural 25, 26, 195
Fellahin
cultivation of com and tobacco 219
fugitive, settled 219
Fences
modem 24
stone 31
Fem, maidenhair 209
Fertile segment of Wadi Hesban 190
Field readings for pottery collection 32
Fields 195
cultivable 157
cultivated 18, 30, 195
tillable 160
Fig(s)
wild 209, 227
wild, aged 209

Figure
Hadad 24
human, carved on grave headstone 206
Figurine, human, head of 25
Firs 226
Firtrees 226
Fish small 205
Flat 209
Flat-stone dolmen 215
Flint(s) 151, 208
cattle-fold built of 223
enclosures made of 222
heap 222
implements used to excavate chambers in
limestone 228
stones from modern Arab graves 208
used in house-walls 230
watch-tower, remains 222
worked 27
Flint-blocks, enclosure 232
Flint-stones, cairns 222
Floor 217
chamber 215
excavation of fallen rock 214
mosaic 23
of rock chamber 228
of rock chamber, sunk 228
portion of mosaic 25
rock-cut tomb 231
stable 230
tomb 225
tomb chamber 229
Flour, still ground in mill 229
Flower
anemone, Shakkara 219
Fohrer 26-29, 168
description 23
Foliage, aged wild figs 209
Forest, coniferous 30
Forhrer 20
Fort(s) 226-228, 230
Ammonite system of border 20
doorway 227
gateway in wall 227
on cliff 226
small 17
small, on hillside 225
wall(s) 227, 230, 231
wall with loopholes 230
walls built of stones taken from tower 228
Fortification(s) 157
Ammonite 29, 168
lack of 199
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Fortified
evidence of 9
points 158
settlement 27
site(s) 155, 199
town 160
Fortress 16, 179, 180
Khirbet el-Mehatta 180
Moabite 25
ruins 180
stout 180
Fortress walls
Early Roman period 179
Fort wall
destroyed 231
stones 231
Forum 211
Fossil 226
Fossilized coral 27
Foundation(s) 157, 179, 193, 212, 216, 218, 219
building 12, 16, 21, 26, 222, 231, 232
building, poorly presetved 28
building, remains 205
Byzantine 209
circular structures 27
course 227
house, remains of 218
houses 219, 224, 230, 232
Kalah 212
masonry 207
of small house 220
of stone structure 25
possible tower 24
public buildings 232
rectangular building 180
remains 209
rough stones 219, 220
rudely-squared stones 210
ruined 225
small tower 221
square building 223
square tower 221, 232
squared stones 218
stone building 17, 18
stone tower 25
structures, ruined 27
tower 217
tower, remains 227
traces 208
unsquared stones 232
vaulted, beneath courtyard 227
watchtower(s) 19, 20
way-stations 188

without distinguishable plan 218
Foundations of rough stones, Byzantine period
220
Four coffee-cups or finajin, carved on stone
206
Fragment(s)
ancient architecture 30
architectural 13, 14, 22, 25, 30
architectural, carved, tomb 31
architecture 26, 28
chert 208
column 13, 28
cornice 19, 193, 212, 230
fossilized coral 27
grinding mills 30
human figurines 13
milestone(s) 13, 179, 180
Roman 13
mud brick 13
sandstone 214
small 28
walls 28
Fragmentary
inscriptions on rock faces 31
trench in bedrock 163
Fragments of cornice 209
Byzantine 209
with egg pattern 230
French, 'rocking-stones' dolmen resemblance to
214

G
Galilee 155
Garden(s) 31, 195, 232
modern 22
vegetable 219
Garrison 163
Roman 218
Gate 211, 227
building 212
entrance 227
jambs 227
trilithon 206
Gate of Bath Rabbim', 'daughter of great ones'
211
Gateway, in wall of fort, jambs 227
Geography, archaeology of site 9
Geometrical
design of hexagon on stone 227
designs on stones 206
Gesenius, Lexicon 208
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Ghaneimat tribe
chiefs' tombs 213
graves 213
Ghor 155, 229
site 181, 200
Glacis 25
stone 25
Glass
on capstone 207
Glass beads, offering on alter or gate 206
Glueck 12,22-25,30, 153, 155, 158, 199
pottery collection 24
sherd collection 153
God 213, 225
messenger, Muhammed 225
Goddess, Allat 222, 224
Golan 155
Gomorrah 218
Goran, 'a threshing floor' 213
Gorge, narrow 209
Gourmeyet Hisban (Hesban) 11, 21, 24, 155
Gourmeyet Hesban massif 19
Governmental control 200
Grain
milling 195
storage 25
Granary 226
hermit's cave used as by Arabs 231
Grape/olive presses 10
Grass
blade 209
small patch 206
Grave(s) 206, 213, 231
'Abdallah 213
Abut Redeineh 213
ancient 210
Arab 210,216,220,223,229
bottom of shafeet, under arcosolia 229
central 218
covered with stones 222
enclosed by circles 207
entrance 210
Ghaneimat tribe 213
goods 174
Hasasineh 205
headstone 206
lintel-stone 210
modern 31
modern Arab 219
modern Arab of flint stones 208
modern, of Abu Redeineh 224
plough in 207
resembling those in Moslem towns west of

Jordan 206
Roman, shaft 24
stones 225
sunk in bench of tomb chamber 229
sunk in rock 228
surounded with circles 206
surrounded by circle 220
Turk 210
Grave dedicated to Sheikh Rashed 207
Gravelly bottom of pool 205
Graveyard
Arab 205, 211
modern Arab 207
Gray
chalky limestone 205
crags 214
Greece, Helos 224
Greek 16
cross in relief in sunk circle 226
inscription on winged tablet, winged 230
letters on inscription 31
Green, small patch 206
Grey 195
Grid references 3, 9
Grinding mill(s) 30
basalt 27
Groove in tomb 225
Ground 16,208,211,214,215,219,220,223,
226,228,229
chalky limestone 208
flat 213, 220
flat open 214
Dour, still ground in mill 229
high 213,219,220
in grave circle 210
in plateau 213
level 214, 225
open 215
surface 18, 157, 199
Ground surface 9
occupied by site 9
sharply undulating 192
undulating 193, 200
Guide 214, 232
Gulf of Aqabah 174
Gun-locks
on trilithon 222

H
Habitation 163
Arab family 217
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Habitation (Continued)
goddes Allat 222
ofBel 222
Hadad figure 24
Hadrian 181
Haj 224
pilgrimage to Mecca 223
road 223,224
Hajr el MansQb 208
Hajr el Mena 224
'stone of desire' 224
site 210
Hamlet 17
remains of 220
ruined 226
towerin 226
Handmill, stone, remains of 207
Hanina (Haninah) 26, 217
site 210
Harat Hesban
'the quarters or suburbs of Heshbon' 212
ruins 212
site 213
Hasasineh, grave 205
Haunch-stones 217
arcade of round arches 227
Headstone to a grave, with pattern 206
Hebrew
Baalath 218
Elealeh 207
Goran 213
Jazer, radicals of Hebrew 209
Hebrew lawgiver, Moses 209
Hebrew place name meaning streams of Pisgah
208
Hejirah 225
Hekr 205
Helen, oath of suiters 224
Hellenistic
burnished pottery 153
pottery 10, 11, 14, 18, 22-24, 27-29, 31, 153,
168, 170
- pottery, body sherds, possible 19
pottery, possible 16, 25, 30, 179
Samega 170
sites 168, 170, 199
Wadi system 200
Hellenistic period
low population 168
population 174
Helmets of mail 225
Helos 224
Henke 16, 20, 25

Henna, daubed on lintels 226
Henri do Contenson 157
Hentschke 23
Hermre or stelre 224
Herodian period, Jericho 177
Hesban (Hesban) 3, 5, 188, 192, 212, 217, 223
citadel 211
city 211
city, oldest part 211
on saddle 211
ruins 211
ruin west of 221
site 210
stream 226
excavation 163
region 151, 176, 199, 200
region, population 200
route on via nova 177
Sail 155
stream 17
vicinity 151
Hesban area
Christian 190
Hesban region 158, 160
archaeological history 199
occupation during Byzantine period 183
population 199
Hesban Survey 170, 188, 195
additional churches found 188
ceramic collections 168
Heshbon 3,5, 16, 177, 188,207,209,210,212,
217-219,222,223,226
barn 225
castle built 225
cultivation of vines in vicinity 219
district 220
dolmen-centre 214
habitation by Christians 212
plain south of 222
pools 211
ruins 226
shed forming east border of 'Adwan east of
here 221
Heshbon Expedition 177
excavation 190
Heshbon Survey 11, 13, 22, 27, 28, 32, 155,
158, 160, 177, 179, 181, 193, 196
team 199
Hexagon, design of on stone 227
Hiding-places, caves for sheep in snow 214
High landmark 30
Highway(s) 174
Amman/Madeba 30
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Jerusalem/Amman 22
modern 180
Hill(s) 11, 14, 17-19, 22, 23, 27-31, 160, 168,
188,205,211,214,215,221,222,223,225232
barren 205
bedrock, low 29
chalky-white of the hill 209
citadel 212
citadel at 'Amman 219
crest 219
cultivation, heavy 27
defensible 160
dome-shaped 10
flat 218
grey colored 30
high 14, 17-19,22,24,25,30,32, 163
isolated 14
isolated, defensible 153
large 20, 28, 29
large, natural 31
low 18,20,21,26,27,30,31
natural 10, 11,23,24,31, 160
natural, dome-shaped 168
orchards 222
prominent 12, 30
rolling 155
round 14
slopes 28
small 21
small, barren 30
summit 11, 30
tall 23
tawny 209
very high 28
Hill-spur, flat 210
Hillock 211
round, natural 232
Hillside 20, 21, 155, 157, 180, 210
broad 29
fort built on 225
steps quarried in 205
Hill spur
undulation 223
Hilltop 29, 30, 219, 221
large, flat 28
with quarry 221
Himyar, influence in Moab 212
Himyarite, Homrah corruption of! 212
Himyaritic, Queen Belkis 213
Hirsch Amriyeh, wood 226
Hirsh el 'Amriyeh 218
Historical sources 177

History
archaeological, Hesban 199
Roman roads 188
Hjr el MansQb 224
Hole(s)
in boulder 225
in wall 217
Hollow(s)
beside stream fall 209
capstone 214
cup, in dolmens 225
dolmen 215
in rock 224
Hollow, artificial
dolmen 214
Hollowed, boulders 151
Hollowed out, boulders 27
Holy Land 188
Holy man, turk 210
Homrah, corruption of Himyarite? 212
Honeysuckle, pattern, fragment of ornamental
230
Horizon, Early Bronze IV/Middle Bronze I 155
Horizontal joints. masonry 212
Horse
carved on stone 206
carved on tomb 213
Hosn Ban, Kalah or castle 212
Hospitable character of the chief here buried,
symbols 206
House(s) 157
'Adwan commanded by Ibrahim Pasha to live
in 225
Arabs commanded by Muhammed 'Aly to
reside in 220
barrel vaulting of the cellars 230
built of rudely-dressed drafted stones 219
caves under 219
considerable architectural pretensions 211
foundations 219, 224, 230, 232
foundations of 220
foundations, remains of 218
hollowed into boulders 151
Khurbet NaaOr 208
modern 22,219,231
modern, corn stored 219
rectangular 157
remains 211, 227
ruined 226, 232
ruins 230
stones 224
with round-arched barrel vaults 230
House-walls, made of flint 230
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Hovels, modem 212
Human
bones 215
figure, pattern carved on grave headstone 206
Human figurine(s)
fragments 13
head 25
Humrawiye, ruin, Himyar 212
Huts, modem 219
Hyrcanus
attack on Madeba 170
attack on Samega 170
campaign into Transjordan 170
Hyrcanus, John 23

I
Ibrahim Pasha 226
Identification 23
Jazer 209
Idol, stone, Sair 222
Iktanu 5, 157, 158, 160
ceramic evidence 158
Late Bronze Age town 199
Late Bronze pottery 158
occupation Late Bronze Age 158
Implements, flint, used to excavate chambers in
limestone 228
Indian Lingams 224
Indicator sherds 31
Industrial sites 183
Industrial installations 9
Inhabitants, local 9
Inn, Tell Hesban 183
Inscribed
lintel-stone 212
Roman milestones 224
Inscription(s) 20, 228, 230
Arab, on rock 230
Arabic 225
Arabic grafitto 20
destroyed by Arabs 217
fragmentary on rock faces 31
Greek 16
Greek letters 31
Latin 16
limestone block 230
lintel-stone, letters 212
milestone(s) 12, 16, 177, 180, 181
milestones, illegible 179
mutilated Greek on winged tablet 230
translation 225

Inscription on lintel-stone
Esban or Hesban on 212
Installation(s) 18
circular 31
industrial 9
Intensive surface survey 158, 168
Iron Age I occupation 160
Iron I pottery 160, 199
Iron II/Persian occupation 168
Late Bronze Age 158
Late Bronze Age occupation 158
Late Bronze Age town 199
Late Persian period 199
Late Bronze pottery 158
Middle Bronze Age 157
Middle Bronze Age town 199
Nabataean pottery 174
population 160
pottery repertoire 158
site 155, 193
surface survey 199
town 199
Interior walls 29
Ionic capital(s) 207, 231
Kusr en Nueijis 207
Irbid, Bronze Age walls 153
Iron Pottery 29
Iron 1 pottery 11, 13, 14, 16-18, 22-24, 26, 31,
153, 158, 160, 163, 168, 177, 199
pottery, body sherds, possible 18, 20, 24
pottery, dominant 17, 18, 25
pottery, possible 10, 11, 14, 22, 24, 29
Wadi system 200
Iron la pottery 14, 25, 30, 31
pottery, dominant 30
Iron lb pottery 14, 25, 30, 31
pottery, dominant 30
Iron le pottery 14, 25, 31
Iron 2 pottery 10, 14, 22-25, 29-31, 158, 160,
163
pottery, dominant 31
pottery, possible 17, 25
Iron 2/Persian pottery 10, 11, 13, 14, 16-25,
28-31, 153, 158, 160, 163, 168, 177, 179
pottery, body sherds 11, 17, 21, 23, 28
pottery, dominant 11, 31, 168
pottery, possible 25
Wadi system 200
Iron Age
architecture 157
occupation 30, 151
pottery 11, 13, 18-20, 23, 26-30, 153, 158,
160, 163, 190
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pottery, body sherds 11, 13, 14, 16-22, 25-27,
29
pottery, body sherds, possible 19, 21, 22, 25,
26
pottery, body sherds, probable 28
pottery, possible 25
pottery, probable 16
towers 168
Iron Age I
ceramic evidence 158
city, Jalul 160
occupation 163
population centers 168
remains 163
stone tower 160
Iron Age I occupation
Jalul 160
Umm el-Qanafid 160
Iron Age/Persian Period 158
Iron Age Il, soil layers 163
Iron I
debris 160
material 168
ocupation 153
pottery 13
pottery, Jalul 199
pottery, probable 29
sites 168
Iron Ia 160, 163
pottery 160
Iron lb 160
pottery 160
Iron le 160
pottery 160
Iron II
ceramic evidence 158
debris 160
occupation 153
pottery 13
Iron II/Persian 163
architecture 168
debris 168
population 174
sites 163, 168, 192
Iron II/Persian occupation
el·Yaduda 168
Masuh 168
Tell el·cUmeiri 168
Umm el-Amad 168
Umm el·Basatin 168
Iron II/Persian period 163
increase in population 199
population centers 168

Iron I pottery
'Ayun Musa 160
Jalul 160
sites 160
Umm el-Qanafid 160, 199
Iron I town, Jalul 199
Irrigated places, former, remains 205
Irrigates, from spring, Jordan valley 209
Isaac 181
Isaiah, commented on by Jerome 226
Islamic
burial 174
Jalul 3, 5, 13, 155, 157, 160
Abbasid 190
city 160
Early Bronze 155
Early Bronze Age 199

J
Jalul 158
Jamb(s) 207, 210
doorway 208
gate 227
gatewall in wall of fort 227
Jars
store 17
Jazer 209
boundary between Reuben and Gad 209
Hebrew radicals 209
identification 209
Machrerus 209
vine 209
waters of, mentioned by Jeremiah 209
Jebel 'Ajlun, ridges 226
Jebel el·Fahud 30, 160
Jebel Osha 228
Jeh11 223
Jerash, buildings 212
Jeremiah, waters of Jazer 209
Jericho 16, 177
community 178
Late Roman Period 178
population decline 177
town 177
Jericho-Esbus road 181
Jericho·Livias·Esbus road, built 181
Jerome 218, 226
site of Jazer ('Onom') 209
Jerusalem 5
cross 227
Crusading kingdom, arms of 227
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on Olivet 229
Jerusalem/Amman
highway 22
Jerusalem/Amman highway 5
Jerusalem cross on lintel-stone 227
Jerusalem-Jericho-Livias-Esbus road 177
Jewish work 212
JibbOr
Beni Sakhr 214
tribe-marks 223
Jineinet Belkis 205
Himyar 212
Joints, packed with smaller stones 217
Jordan 3,206,218,224,228,230
Byzantine work west of 211
Department of Antiquities 17, 19, 24
growing population 27
Roman milestones 224
valley 151, 225 west of 215
Jordanian Department of Antiquities 3
excavation 26
excavation of chamber tomb 190
excavation of shaft graves 190
Jordan Valley 16, 17, 158, 179, 190, 209
decline of permanent settlement 158
east, survey of 151
irrigation by springs 209
mills 195
population 160
sites 190
Josephus
mention of Samega 223
Zara 209
Judaea 181
Judre 218
Jujube, tree 222
Julias 22
Jumeian 20, 188
possible church 188
Jurun 213

K
Kablan en Nimr, great grandfather of 225
Kablan I, brother of, chief 227
Kabr 'Abdallah 213
circle oriented toward 213
site 213
tombs 206
Kabr Abu Redeineh 213
Kabr Fendi el Ffilz 213
Kafrein, modern village 22

Kalah, castle 211, 212
caves 212
cisterns 212
foundations 212
Hosn Ban 212
pillar capital 212
shafts 212
Kalat Hesban 210
Kalat Ummeh 213
Kalat Ummet Abu el Hosein 213
Katoa (Kalua), crags 215
Kasr 24
or tower 218
Kay (Wright) Prag, excavation at Tell Iktanu
157
excavations 23
Kefeir
group of four sites 216
village ruins 217
Kefeir Abu Khinan 25, 26
Kefeir Abu Khinan, East 193
Kefeir Abu Khinan, West 193
Kefeir Abu SarbOt (Kfeir Abu Sarbut) 188, 223
pillars 224
Kefeir el-Wusta (Kefeir el Wusta) 25
early Christian period 217
Keniseh, 'church' 217, 232
Keystone 217
narrow, arcade of round arches 227
Khadir
beniSakhr 214
tribe-marks 223
Kh. el-Mehatta 16
Kh. el-Meshhed 25
Kh. esh-Sheikh Jayil 16
Kh. Oum el-Kibsh 12
Khirbet el-'Al 11, 168
Early Bronze site 153
Iron II/Persian occupation 168
population 160
settlements 160
Khirbet el-Mehatta 16, 20, 179-181, 188
fortress 180
Khirbet El-Mekhayyat 188
Khirbet esh-Sheikh Jayil 16
Khirbet es-Suq 5, 177
milepost near 177
Khirbet Masuh
church excavated at 188
Khirbet Umm el-Qanafid 14, 18, 19
Khurbet Abu Nukleh 217
Khurbet Belath (Belath) 27, 221
site 218
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Khurbet el Harat
ruins 212
Khurbetell\.feshukkar(l\.fushukkar) 219,220,221
Khurbet esh ShOneh
'ruin of the barn' 225
Khurbet Hamzeh 231
hillock 230
site 232
Khurbet Kheshrum (Khurbet Kheshn1m) 28, 220
Khurbet NaaOr
houses 208
ruin 208
site 219
Khurbet Nineh 219
Khurbet Siaghah 207
Khurbet Umm Rummaneh 30
Khurbet Umm Hadawiyeh 220
Khurbet Umm el 'Akak 220, 221
Khurbet Umm Rummaneh 220
KhOrbet 'Aziz 219
KhOrbet Beddih 218
Khurbet el 'Amn)'eh 217
Khurbet el Hawi)'eh 218
KhOrbetJezzQa 219
Khurbet l\.fasOh 219
Khurshan, tribe-marks 223
Killed, Beni Sakhr Arab by the 'Adwan 223
Kiln, lime 31
King, Sabean word for 212
Kingdom, Crusading, arms of 227
Knoll 216, 225, 231
in plain 208
natural 224
prominent 17
Koka
in rock 225
tomb, small 225
Kokiin, broken tomb, group of 225
Koran 213
Kulat el Ghuleh 215, 228
Kurmiyeh mountain 214
Kum Kebsh 12, 226
site 220
Kusr, tower 230
Kusr el Homrah ('the red tower') 11, 212
small square tower 211
Kusr en Nueijis, Ionic 207
Kusr en NOejis, Himyar 212

L
Lade(s) 205, 226

from 'Ain SOmieh 226
leading to modern mill 227
mill 228
Lamp, Early Roman period 174
Land 21, 23
cultivated 20, 155
cultivation 153
flat 18-20, 153, 155
flat, open 153
level 179
low, flat 153, 199
low-lying 151
partly cultivated with maize 211
Landform 27, 151
Landmark 30
Landscape, natural but unusual feature 214
Lanes 180
Late Bronze 158
decline of permanent settlement 158
ceramic evidence 158
LB (Late Bronze) 14, 31
occupation 151, 158
pottery 10, 13
pottery, possible 13, 23, 31, 158
sites 174
Wadi system 200
Late Bronze I 158
Late Bronze II 158
Late Bronze Age 157
ceramic evidence 158
occupation 158, 199
occupational 199
sites 199
Late Bronze Age occupation
e1-cumeiri 158
Iktanu 158
Jalul 158
Late Bronze Age town
Iktanu 199
Jalul 199
Tell e1-cumeiri 199
Late Byzantine pottery 10, 29, 30, 32
Late Hellenistic pottery 170
Late Islamic pottery 28
Late Persian pottery 168, 199
Late Persian period
Jalul 199
occupation 168, 199
pottery 168
Late Roman
plaster layers 188
pottery 10-14, 17, 18, 20-24, 26-32, 170, 177,
181, 183, 188, 199
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Late Roman (Continued)
pottery, body sherds, possible 14, 25
pottery, body sherds, probable 28
pottery, possible 14, 21, 25, 30, 153
pottery, probable 11, 14, 181
soil layers 188
Wadi system 200
Late Roman period 170
decline in occupation 183
Esbus-Livias road 177
intensity of population 181
Jericho 179
milestones 181
population 199
road 183
Latin 16
milestones 12
Latitudes, Ptolemy's 217
Leaves, radiating, design on stone 227
Ledge handles, Early Bronze 155
Early Bronze Age 29
Ledges 18
tomb 26
Lenormant 224
Letters, inscription, Greek 31
Lexicon, Gesenius 208
Lid(s)
like sarcophagus 231
sarcophagi, sunk in rock 228
stone, of sarcophagus 231
Lieutenant Mantell 205, 206, 218-220
measured and described 215
photograph 214
Lime
kiln 31
plaster roadway surfaces 181
Lime-kilns 210
Limestone 228
block 230
inscription 230
block, tablet cut into 228
blocks of in valley 209
blocks, part of wall 153
cattle-fold built of 223
chalky 208
gray chalky 205
gray down of chalky 211
roughly dressed 153
Lines, triangulation 208
Lingams, Indian 224
Lintel(s) 193, 213, 224, 227
daubed with henna 226
decorated 193

design of cubes with diagonal lines joining
227
door 26
doorway 218
fallen 207
in modern sacred circle 231
moulded 212
offerings to dead on 210
on east 213
ornamental 230
ornamental, Roman 230
rosettes 26, 193
stone 207
with border of dog-tooth pattern 227
with carved rosette 30
with mutilated Greek inscription on winged
tablet 230
Lintel-stone(s) 19, 193, 209, 210, 212, 217, 219,
225,227,229,230
ancient, on cottage doors 226
Byzantine 209,226
central design with six rays 226
cross with four crosslets 226
draft 227
graves 210
inscribed 212
letters 212
raised face 227
rude mouldings 224
toward east at 'Ain Hesban 213
with cross potent 227
with Jerusalem cross 227
with Maltese cross in a circle on it 217
with winged tablet 230
Lintel-stone inscription, Esban or Hesban on
212
Literary evidence(s) 188, 200
Little jug or pot for boiling the coffee, carved
onstone 206
Livestock shelters 25
Livias 5, 12, 16,22, 177, 180, 188, 199
identified with Tell er-Rama 177
population 177
Local residents 31
Loci 18
Early Roman 18
Loculi
cut stone 26
vaulted construction 26
Longitudes, Ptolemy's 217
Loopholes, fort wall 230
Low-lying areas 183, 199
Lybias, ancient, Tell er Rameh 224
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M
Ma'in (Maain) 188, 208, 219, 223
Maanith 24, 177
ancient 24
identified with modem Umm el-Hanafish/Umm
el-Basatin 177
Mace head
basalt 19, 155
Machrerus, Jazer 209
Madaba (Madeba; Madeba) 5, 13, 174, 177, 180,
210
attacked by Hyrcanus 170
museum 17
town 183
Madowerat el 'Al 10
ruin 208
site 232
Maidenhair fem 209
Mail, helmets and coats 225
Main chamber, tomb 31
Maize, land partly cultivated with 211
Maltese, cross in a circle on a lintel-stone 217
Mamluk
mills 195
pottery 16, 26
pottery emphasis on 195
Man
carved on stone 206
dead 206
Mangers, stable 230
Manja 3, 26
Mankaleh game
pebbles used in game 231
used of shafeets for by shepherds 231
l\1ap(s) 3,212,213,223
reduced 221
sites 9
The Hashemite Kingdom of Jordan 9
Marcus Aurelius, reign 181
Markers, burial 26
Mashitta 223
Masonry 211,217,219,220,227,230
Arab 227
building 211
Byzantine period 220
channels 205
cistern partly of above rock 231
cistern, Roman appearance 227
drafted 227
entrances, caves 26
finely dressed 212
foundations 207
heaps, fallen 210

horizontal joints 212
lade from Hesban stream 226
lower courses 207
modern 225, 226
modem-looking, pier 228
ofwalls 231
Roman 220
rude, remains of 210
ruins 208
segments visible 11
tank 211
Tell Hesban 212
tombs 213
unsquared stones 207
walls 29
Masonry lade 17
Masonry style, mills 195
Masuh 23
occupation Iron II/Persian 168
site 193
Mata el Turkomaniyeh 223
Material(s)
ancient 9, 225
Bronze Age 153
Material remains 9
density 9
predicted by surface pottery collections 9
Maximian, reign 181
Maximinus, reign 181
MBI 155
Measured by Lieutenant Mantell 215
Measurement, Esbus-Livias road 179
Mecca, pilgrimate to, Haj 223
Medeba 223
Medieval Arabic
pottery 13, 24, 30, 153
Mehatta 16
Mehjan 206
'crook' of Ajermeh on tower-stones 223
Mejma el Benat 220
Melanopsis, shells 209
Memorial(s)
stone 208
stones, erected by pilgrims 224
Mena, or Menat 224
Menhir(s) 208, 224
around 'Amman 224
small 218
stone erected like 208
Merj Abu Nukhleh 220
Merj Jubeil 221
Merkeb ed Dufianeh 221
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Meshead, little modem stone piles of the Arabs
214
Messenger of God, Muhammed 225
Metal, offering to dead on lintel 210
Middle Bronze I
construction of dolmens 155
pottery 22, 23, 157
pottery, possible 21, 22, 23
sherds 12
sites 155
Middle Bronze 1
occupation 151, 153, 155
pottery 10, 13
Tell Iktanu 157
pottery, possible 13, 18, 23, 155, 157
pottery, probable 18
sites 155
Tell el-cUmeiri 157
Wadi system 200
Middle Bronze Age 158
Jalul 157
occupation 155, 157, 199
pottery 11, 14, 23, 31, 153, 155, 157, 199
site 157
substantial towns 199
towns 199
Tell Iktanu 157
Middle Bronze II 158
decline of permanent settlement 158
occupied 157
pottery 155
Middle Bronze Ilb, pottery 31
Middle Bronze Ile, pottery 155
Middle Bronze Age II, pottery 199
Middle Bronze/Late Bronze
pottery 155
pottery, possible 18, 28
Middle Bronze occupation, Tell Iktanu 157
Middle Bronze Age town
Jalul 199
Tell el-cUmeiri 199
Tell Iktanu 199
Middle Bronze lib, c
pottery 157
Mile(s)
English 226
markers 188
Milepost(s) 12
Khirbet es-Suq 177
on via nova 177
Milestone(s) 9, 12, 13, 16, 20, 25, 174, 177, 179181, 188,224
bases 16,20

datable 180, 183
fragment(s) 12, 13, 179, 180
illegible inscriptions 179
inscription(s) 12, 16, 177, 179, 180, 181
Latin 12
Roman 224
Roman, fragment 13
station 12, 20, 179, 180
station along Roman road 16
Trajan 177
typical 12
vianova 177
Militarily vulnerable 155
Militarily indefensible 183
Military 5
defense 183
modem activity 25
possible structure 199
site 163
zone 180
Military trenching, modern 23
Mill(s) 13, 17, 195, 205, 229
Ayyubid/Mamluk 195
belonging to 'Adwan chiefs, now working 228
circular 24
date 195
flour still ground 229
grinding 30
grinding, basalt 27
Jordan Valley 195
Mamluk 195
masonry style 195
modem 17, 227
modem, still working 226
now working 228
preservation 195
ruins 18
socket 24
sugar 195
Sllmia 205
Wadi Hesban 195
water-driven 17, 18, 21, 195, 199, 200
water, modern 226
Milling, grain 195
Mill-lades 228
Minnith, ancient 24
Old Testament 177
Mishor 223, 226
plateau of Moab, Christian population 217
Mittmann, survey in Transjordan 151
Moab
cross with four crosslets 227
dolmen 215
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entered by present tribes 224
Himyar influence in 212
plains of 16
plateau, Christian population 217
Zara 209
Moabite
decorated ware 153
towns, spoken of by Ptolemy 217
Moabite fortress 25
Moat 160
dry 25
Modern 5,23
agriculture 180
Arab graves 219
Arab graves of flint stones 208
Arab graveyard 207
Arab work, designs 206
Arabic Zerah 209
Arabs, sacred place 222
army trenches 22
building(s) 19, 25, 30, 180
cemetery(ies) 22, 26
chambers 227
circle 220
constuructions 188
cottage 209
debris 30
fences 24
gardens 22
grave of Abu Redeineh 224
graves 31
highways 180
houses 22,219,231
hovels 212
huts 219
kehakir 224
masonry 225, 226
military activity 25
military trenching 23
mill 17, 227
mill, still working 226
name of building 226
occupation 9, 19
pottery 10, 13, 14, 18, 21-24, 26, 28, 29, 31,
153, 193
pottery, possible 10-12, 17, 19, 22, 24
pottery, probable 12, 13, 18, 19, 25
quarrying 11
road 17
ruins 210
sacred circle 231
tomb 205, 206
use of building 26

vault 213
village 11, 14, 17, 23, 24, 26, 27, 30, 193
village, Dubaiyan 28
village, Kafrein 22
village, Qaryat el-Jureina 25
walls 24
water mill 226
Modern houses, corn is stored 219
Modem-looking
masonry, pier 228
stone cottages, remains 226
Man on a horse with a sword and a bow above
him, design carved in relief on tomb 206
Monastery 226
on cliff 226
Monks, cells 188
Monoliths 223
Month
Ramadan 225
Robia el Awai 225
Monument(s) 223, 224
bronze age 228
over tombs Phoenicia 224
rude-stone 210
Serabit el Mehattah 223
stone 228
stone age 228
Monumental structures 30
Moon, shining tree sacred to 222
Mortar
Arab for making powder 224
basalt 12
Mosaic 188
church floor 23
floor, portion 26
floor, portion of 25
flooring 188
stones 20
Mosaic floor
excavated 188
patches 29
Moses, Hebrew lawgiver 209
Moslem(s)
'Ajermeh 206
towns west of Jordan, graves resembling 206
Moulded lintel 212
Moulding 207, 212
'Amman 227
bases on stools with 211
dog-tooth in relief used by Crusaders 227
dog-tooth on stone 227
double pilaster base 208
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Mound(s) 5, 13, 18, 22, 23, 25, 26, 30, 31, 32,
153, 157, 192, 193, 195,207,211,219,230232
city 230
high Oat 219
Mountains 16
Armstrong, Mr. 205
Mt. Nebo 5, 16, 160, 179, 180
Egeria 188
route to by Egeria 180
Muallakat
'the overhangning' or 'precipitous place'
hermits cave 231
Mud, in wells 232
Mud brick fragments 13
Muhammed 225
Mukrunis 213
with trilithon or little altar 213
Muntar, watch-tower 221
Muntar el Fudeili 221
Muntar el Mushukkar (Muntar el Meshukkar)
220,221,226
Muntaret er Ruak 222
Museum, Madeba 17
Muslim
conquest 200
conquest of Transjordan 190
victory at the Yarmuk 190
Mustafa 213
Muturrah el Hejaya 221
Mythical heroine, Queen of Palmyra 213

N
Na'ur 168, 193
Nabataean(s)
adored thorn tree 222
control of Esbus 174
pottery 13, 24, 25, 30, 174
Nabataean pottery
Jalul 174
Tell Hesban 174
Nabtaean(s)
sherds 199
Transjordan 199
Nader, wig. Bader 213
Name, modern, of building 226
Native stone-cutters 212
Natural
blocks of chert 223
cave(s) 26, 211, 218, 224
hill 31, 168

hillock, round 232
knoll 224
water supply 183
Naur 3, 5, 22, 32
police post 22
town 22, 23
Naur/Madeba road 10, 11, 18, 20
Naur/Umm el-Amad road 20, 24
Naur/Umm el-Amad road 5
Nave 207
Neba 214
Nebk, tree 222
Nebo 5,224
Neda 217
Nein 219
Nejed, fugitive Arab from 219
Nejis, Sabean word for king or ruler 212
Neolithic pottery 10, 14
Neolithic/Chalcolithic pottery 151
Neritina, shells 209
Niche
cut in rock 228
in rock 215
in rock boulder 215
Numeral 206

0
Oak
'Amriyeh wood 205
Oak-trees 218
Oak-wood 218 •
Oath of suitor of Helen 224
Occupation(s) 9
ancient, signs of 26
Arabic periods 153
Ayyubid/Mamluk 193, 200
Bronze Age 30
Byzantine 153, 183
Byzantine period 183
ceramic evidence 183
Chalcolithic 151
Chalcolithic period 151
current 17
decline 157, 183
decline in Late Roman period 183
drop 155
Early Bronze 151, 153, 155
Early Roman 199
gap 168
heavy 183, 199
in recent decades 29
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Iron Age 30, 151
Iron Age I 163
Iron I 153
Iron II 153
Late Bronze 151, 157
Late Bronze Age 158, 199
Late Persian Period 168, 199
light, Ayyubid/Mamluk 192
Middle Bronze 151, 153, 155
Middle Bronze Age 157, 199
modem 9, 19
modem village 17, 24
reduced 200
Roman 153, 183
substantial 9
Tell Hesban 168
transition 199
transitional 168
Umayyad Period 200
Occupational
architecture 174
debris 151
decline 199
gap 199
Late Bronze Age 199
level, substantial 199
site(s) 16, 153, 160
surfaces 174
Occupation Iron Age I
Jalul 160
Umm el-Qanafid 160
Occupation Iron II/Persian
el-Yaduda 168
Jalul 168
Khirber el-'Al 168
Masuh 168
Tell el-cUmeiri 168
Tell el-Kafrein 168
Tell er-Rameh 168
Tell Iktanu 168
Umm el-Amad 168
Umm el-Basatin 168
Umm el-Qanafid 168
Occupation Late Bronze Age
e1-cumeiri 158
Iktanu 158
Jalul 158
Occupational settlement 9
Occupied
Bronze Ages 157
Middle Bronze II 157
sites 199
substantial 158

Offering(s)
glass beads 206
on alter or gate 206
pottery chips 206
to dead, metal, chain 210
votive 206
Old Testament 16, 22, 207
Minnith 177
Oleander 205
Olivet, Jerusalem 229
Omen, good, by Arabs 226
Onomasticon 16, 209, 212
Eusebius 16, 177, 207
Orchards 18, 31
hill 222
terracing for 14
Orient 174
Ornamental
lintel 230
with honeysuckle pattern, fragment 230
Ornamentation 212
Ottoman
pipe 11, 18, 21, 24
population 196
pottery 10, 13, 14,22,24, 193, 195,200
Ottoman Period 195
Ottoman rule 196
Oval 213

p
Pacific, Early Bronze Age 155
Pagan, Arab divinities 222
Arabs, ancient 224
Paganism, early Arab 224
Painted walls 29
Palestine, Western 212, 213, 220, 225, 229, 231
Palms, tow stunted 227
Palmyra, queen of 213
Party, Survey 214
Pasha, Ibrahim, commanded 'Adwan to live in
houses 225
Pass, narrow 211
Passage(s)
cave 219
of caves cut in rock 219
tomb chamber 229
Path 180, 231
narrow 227
Pathway 179
Pattern
border of dog-tooth on lintel 227
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Pattern (Continued)
carved on grave headstone 206
egg, on fragments of cornice 230
honeysuckle, fragment of ornamental 230
willow-leaf on stone 217
Pausanias, description of pillars 224
Paving stones 180
Paving-stones 211
Pebbles, used in Mankaleh game 231
Pebbly, bed of clear pool 209
Pedestals 232
People
Byzantine 183
illiterate 206
local 13
Peraea 226
Perennial
spring 205
streams 209
water supply 205, 227
Perimeter wall 28, 30
Period
Ammonite 28
early Christian 230
prehistoric, burying practice 228
Roman 16, 228
Periodization, Tell Hesban 196
Persian
'Abdallah 213
pottery 10, 14
Persian Period 168
Person, buried, 'Abdallah 213
Peter Thomsen 12
Phallic emblems 224
Philadelphia 24, 174, 177
Phoenicia, monuments over pillars 224
Photograph 206
Photographed, Lieutenant Mantell 214
Pier(s)
dividing building 217
end, by door of stable 230
modem-looking masonry 228
Pilaster(s) 227, 232
attached to block in low relief 212
bases 227
Pilaster base
double 208
Pilaster-shafts 227
Pilgrim(s)
Egeria 16
erection of stones 224
erection of tombstones 224
to Mecca 223

Pilgrimage
to Mecca, Haj 223
Pilgrim Egeria 25
Pilgrims on roads, erection of Kehfildr 224
Pillar(s) 12, 207, 219, 223, 224, 231, 232
base(s) 211, 219, 223, 224, 231
capital 207
described by Pausanias 224
el 'Al 224
Kefeir Abu SarbUt 224
line 207
on building 219
on rock 231
oval shape 223
shafeet 231
shaft(s) 19, 193,212,218,223
shaft bulged in center 223
square base 224
stable 230
stone, kehakir 232
stump 210, 230
supporting, tomb 28
tapering form 223
with cylinder with conical top 224
Pillar-shaft(s) 224, 230-232
building 212
Pillar-stump(s) 208
ruins 230
Pillar at Sllmia 223
Pillar-base 207
Pillar capital
Kalah 212
Pillar shafts 209
Byzantine 209
Pipe
Ottoman 11, 18, 21, 24
Pit with muddy water 205
Place
names 195
sacred 218, 232
Plain(s) 10, 23, 219, 232
cultivated 29
fertile, presently cultivated 29
flat 155
knoll 208
ofMoad 16
south of Heshbon 222
Plan(s)
building(s) 232, 227
made of vault 217
of architecture by Conder 19
stable 230
tombs 229
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Planets 224
Plants, anemone flower, ShakkAra 219
Plaster
layers 188
on tomb entrance 31
roadway surfaces 177
roadway surfaces, lime 181
Roman 23
textured 29
traces on pool 27
wall 23
walls, tomb 31
Plastered
tomb 206
walls 29
Plaster layers
Early Byzantine 188
Early Roman 188
Late Roman 188
Plateau 155, 163, 168, 207, 210, 211, 213, 218,
220,222,223,228,229
Beit Zerah 209
Belka 223, 226, 231
flat 215
level 180
of Moab, Christian population 217
population 160
Roman remains 210
shelf 208
site(s) 151, 153, 174, 181, 190, 192, 195, 199,
200
Platform 208
rock 227
Plaza 188
Plot, barren 205
Plough(s)
in circle 222
in grave 207
in grave circle 210
stored in sacred Arab circle for safety 213
stored in sacred circle 231
Poets, Arab 222
Police post, Naur 22
Pomegranates 220
Pool(s) 205, 209
clear with pebbly bed 209
Heshbon 211
large, two-tiered 27
rectangular 10
shallow 205, 209
with gravelly bottom 205
Populace, Christian 200
Population 151

Abbasid 190
Ayyubid/Mamluk 200
Byzantine 183
Byzantine period 181, 183, 190
center 163, 199
centers 160, 168, 199
centralization 158
Christian 217
decline 158, 174, 181, 199
decline, Jericho 177
decline, Umayyad 190
Early Bronze 151
Early Roman Period 168, 181
Early Bronze Age 199
flourishing 199
gap 199
greatest 199
Hellenistic period 168, 174
higher 168
increased 163
intensity Late R9man period 181
Iron IIJPersian 174
isolate areas 155
increase 199
increase, Iron II/Persian period 199
Jalul 160
Jordan,growing 27
Jordan Valley 160
Khirbet el-'Al 160
large 183
lessening 158
Livias 177
low 163, 168
Late Roman period 199
meagre 196
Ottoman 196
plateau 160
prosperous 183
resurgence 200
sedentary 158
settled, thick 205
small 200
spread 155
Tell er-Rameh 160
Tell Iktanu 160
Tell Hesban 183
Tranajordan 190, 192, 196
Umm el-Amad 160
Umm el-Qanafid 160
Ummel-Hanafish 160
wadi system 160
Hesban region 199
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Population centers
Iron Age I 168
Iron II/Persian Period 168
Population rebound, Early Roman Period 174
Population transition, Tell Hesban 168
Possible Middle Bronze/Late Bronze pottery 158
Post Stratum II Gap 196
Post-stratum 19 Gap 163
Pottery 3, 5, 9-14, 16-32, 151, 153, 155, 157,
158, 160, 163, 168, 170, 174, 177, 179, 181,
183, 188, 190, 192-195
Abbasid 10, 14, 28, 30, 190, 200
Abbasid, possible 22, 23
abundant 17, 160
Arabic 29
Arabic period 23
attested 168
Ayyubid/Mamluk 10-14, 17, 19-27, 29. 30. 32,
153, 174, 192-195
Ayyubid/Mamluk dominant 19, 25, 26, 28, 30,
192-195
Ayyubid/Mamluk/Ottoman 14, 17-19, 22, 23
Ayyubid/Mamluk/Ottoman dominant 22
Ayyubid/Mamluk, possible 11
Body Sherds 10
Bronze Age 153
Byzantine 10-14, 16-32, 151, 153, 183, 188,
199
Byzantine body sherds 13, 16-19, 21-23, 25,
27,153
Byzantine body sherds, possible 17, 18
Byzantine, dominant 10-12, 17-21, 24-27, 31,
168, 183, 188, 190
Byzantine, possible 12, 13, 17, 179
Byzantine, probable 13
Byzantine/Roman body sherds 12
Byzantine/Roman, mostly body sherds 24
Chalcolithic 10, 151, 157, 199
Chalcolithic, dominant 27
Chalcolithic/Early Bronze 151
Chalcolithic, possible 21, 23
collected 153, 160, 199
collections 9, 31
earliest 199
Early Arabic 13, 30
Early Arabic period 27
Early Bronze 10
Early Bronze Age 11, 13, 14, 18, 19, 21-25,
27,31, 151, 153, 155, 157, 160, 199
Early Bronze body sherds 20
Early Bronze body sherds, possible 21, 26
Early Bronze, dominant 12, 19, 21, 151, 153,
155, 157

Early Bronze II 21
Early Bronze ill 12, 21, 23, 31, 155
Early Bronze ill dominant 31
Early Bronze III-Middle Bronze I 153
Early Bronze IV 21, 23, 31, 155
Early Bronze IV dominant 31
Early Bronze IV, probable 21
Early Bronze IV/Middle Bronze I, possible 21
Early Bronze IVa dominant 29
Early Bronze IVb 29
Early Bronze IVb dominant 29
Early Bronze, mostly body sherds 24
Early Bronze, possible 17, 19, 22, 24, 27, 151
Early Bronze, probable 18, 22
Early Bronze/Chalcolithic 14, 22, 31
Early Bronze/Chalcolithic dominant 21, 22
Early Byzantine 10, 27-29, 32
Early Byzantine body sherds 28
Early Byzantine, dominant 28, 29
Early Byzantine, probable 30
Early Hellenistic 168
Early Iron I 25
Early Iron 1-11 153
Early Iron II 25
Early Roman 10-14, 16-22, 24-32. 153, 168,
170, 174, 177, 179, 181
Early Roman, body sherds 11, 21, 28
Early Roman body sherds, possible 13, 14,
21,25,27
Early Roman body sherds, probable 11
Early Roman, dominant 17, 174
Early Roman, possible 14, 22, 23
Early Roman, probable 11, 14
emphasis on Mamluk 195
especially Mamluk 195
exhaustive collection 168
Hellenistic 153, 168, 170
Hellenistic 10, 11, 14, 18, 22-24, 27-29, 31,
153, 168, 170
Hellenistic body sherds, possible 19
Hellenistic, burnished 153
Hellenistic, possible 179
Hellenistic, possible 16, 25, 30, 179
Iron 29
Iron 1 11, 13, 14. 16-18, 22-24, 26, 31. 153.

158, 160, 163, 168, 177, 199
Iron
Iron
Iron
Iron
Iron
Iron
Iron

1 body sherds, possible 18, 20, 24
1, dominant 17, 18, 25
1, possible 10, 11, 14, 22, 24, 29
la 14, 25, 30, 31
la dominant 30
lb 14, 25, 30, 31
lb dominant 30
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Iron le 14, 25, 31
Iron 2 10, 14, 22-25, 29-31, 158, 160, 163
Iron 2 dominant 31
Iron 2, possible 17, 25
Iron 2/Persian 10, 11, 13, 14, 16-25, 28-31,
153, 158, 160,163, 168, 177, 179
Iron 2/Persian, body sherds 11, 17, 21, 23, 28
Iron 2/Persian, dominant 11, 31, 168
Iron 2/Persian, possible 25
Iron Age 11, 13, 18-20, 23, 26-30, 153, 158,
160, 163, 190
Iron Age body sherds 11. 13, 14, 16-22, 25-27,
29
Iron Age body sherds, possible 19, 21, 22, 25,
26
Iron Age body sherds, probable 28
Iron Age, possible 25
Iron Age, probable 16
Iron I 13
Iron I, Jalul 199
Iron I, probable 29
Iron I, Umm el-Qanafid 199
Iron Ia 160
Iron lb 160
Iron le 160
Iron II 13
large quantities 23
Late Bronze 10, 13, 14, 31, 157, 158
Late Bronze, possible 13, 23, 31, 158
Late Byzantine 10, 29, 30, 32
Late Hellenistic 170
Late Islamic 28
Late Persian 168
Late Persian period 168, 199
Late Roman 10-14, 17, 18, 20-24, 26-32. 170,
177, 181, 183,188, 199
Late Roman body sherds, possible 14, 25
Late Roman body sherds, probable 28
Late roman, possible 14, 21, 25, 30, 153
Late Roman, probable 11, 14, 181
Mamluk 16, 26
Medieval Arabic 13, 24, 30, 153
Middle Bronze 10, 13
Middle Bronze 1, possible 21
Middle Bronze Age 11, 14, 23, 31, 153, 155,
157, 199
Middle Bronze Age II 199
Middle Bronze I 24, 157
Middle Bronze I, possible 22, 23
Middle Bronze II 155
Middle Bronze II b. c 157
Middle Bronze II c 155
Middle Bronze II, possible 23

Middle Bronze lib 31
Middle Bronze Ile 29, 31
Middle Bronze, possible 13, 18, 23, 155, 157
Middle Bronze, probable 18
Middle Bronze/Late Bronze 155
Middle Bronze/Late Bronze, possible 18, 28
modern 10, 13, 14, 18, 21-24, 26, 28, 29, 31,
153, 193
modern, possible 10·12, 17, 19, 22, 24
modern, probable 12, 13, 18, 19, 25
Nabataean 13, 24, 25, 30, 174
Neolithic 10, 14
Neolithic/Chalcolithic 151
on capstone 207
Ottoman 10, 13, 14, 22, 24, 193, 195, 200
Persian 10, 14
plentiful 24
possible Bronze Age 158
Possible Middle Bronze/Late Bronze 158
random collection 168
reading(s) 9, 151, 157, 188
readings, abbreviations 9
Rotnan 170, 174, 181, 183, 188
Rotnan 10, 14, 16, 20, 22-24, 26, 27, 29, 30,
170, 174, 181, 183, 188
Roman, body sherds 12-14, 16, 20
Rotnan body sherds, possible 18-20, 24-27, 32
Roman body sherds, probable 10, 14
Roman, possible 11, 13, 19, 190
Rotnan, probable 11, 28
scarce 27
scattered 14
scattering 9
surface 153
surface collections 9
Tell er-Rama 177
Umayyad 10, 11, 13, 14, 19-23, 25, 28-32,
153, 168, 190, 200
Umayyad body sherds, possible 17
Umayyad, possible 10, 14, 21
Umayyad, probable 18
Umm es-Sarab 168
Undistinguished 10-14, 16-28, 30, 31
Pottery collection
Glueck 24
random 31
techniques 31
Pottery chips
offering on alter or gate 206
on trilithon 222
Pottery-chips, piled beside sarcophagus 230
Pottery Readings, summary chart 32
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Pottery repertoire
el-cUmeiri 158
Jalul 158
Powder, made by Arab mortar 224
Prehistoric period, burying practice 228
Pre-Islamite Arabs 222
Present tribes 224
Preservation mills 195
Presses 10
Prince Abu el-Fida 195
Private houses
foundations 207
lower courses of masonry 207
Probes 25
Production, sugar 17
Prominent
hill 30
round tower 28
Property of Sheikh 'Aly Diab 219
Prophetess, turkoman 210
Protection 206
Ptolemy
speaking of Moabite towns 217
latitudes and longitudes 217
Public buildings
foundations 232
remains 227
Pumping station 25

a
Qaryat el-Jureina 25
modem village 25
Qasr Shunat Beni Adwan 17, 19
Quarried
blocks 232
rock 211,224,225,230,232
steps in hillside 205
Quarry 208
on hilltop 221
whence Elealah was built 232
Quarrying 225
evidence 10, 24, 26, 30
modem 11
Queen Belkis, Himyaritic, line of the Tobba 213
Queen Helena 213
Queen of Palmyra 213
defeated and slain 213
mythical heroine to Arabs 213
revolt against Rome 213
Queen of Sheba, who visited Solomon 213

R
Radicals, Hebrew Jazer 209
Rain(s) 209, 226, 232
Ramadan, month 225
Random collection, pottery 168
Ras Kuseib 221
Ras Hesban (?) 26
Ravine 205, 215
Ravine-head 215
Rawda 14, 17, 19
village 14
Recess(es)
(arcosolia) in tomb 225
in boulder with double sarcophagus 228
tomb 225
Reconstruction, building 212
Rectangular
building(s) 27, 28, 29
building, remains 27
Red, colour 223
Reed 153
Remains 209, 210, 217, 220, 228, 230
ancient architectural 26
architectural 18, 20
ashlar 219
building 207
by Roman road 221
Byzantine Church of St. John at Beit Jibrini
207
Christian 217
date 212
dolmen 215
drystone structure 215
epistylia 224
Esbus-Livias 179
Esbus-Livias road 177
former irrigated places 205
foundation of building 205
foundations 209
house foundations 218
houses 211, 227
insignificant 221
Iron Age I 163
modern-looking stone cottages 226
of Arabs under cairn 223
of rough hamlet 220
old enclosures made of chert or flint 222
public buildings 227
rectangular building 27
rock-cut wine press 231
Roman, on plateau 210
rude masonry 210
scanty 24
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shafeet-tomb 225
shafts 219
sidestones of ancient road 228
skeletal 174
small square tower 211
small stone handmill 207
square building 218
structural 153
surface 157
temple 219
tower foundation 227
wall(s) 21, 228
watchtower 22
watch-tower 222
Repair(s), Esbus-Livias road 180. 181
Reservoir 211
building 217
excavation 10
rectangular 10
walled 30
Re-settlement
Ayyubid/Mamluk Period 192
Residents, local 31
Restoration 227
Resurfacing road 188
Reuben. boundary with Gad, Jazer 209
Ridge(s) 14, 19,20,31,32, 179, 193,214,216,
219-224
curving 220
el-Mushaqqar 16, 179, 180
flat 210, 223
high 13. 23, 26
Jebel 'Ajlun 226
long 30,31
natural 24
prominent 21
saddle 10, 13
Sha'nab 183
Tell Hesban 179
with caves 210
Rifle, tomb 231
Rim
for cover-stones 226
raised 226
Rimmon, ancient 220
Road(s) 5, 10, 12, 16, 20, 24, 27, 174, 180, 183,
188, 199,207,210,213,217,218,220,221,
223,224,230,232
Amman/Madeba 23
ancient 177,211,219,220,224,229,230
ancient, remains of sidestones 228
ancient, side-stones 221
ancient, traces of 223

bed 179
Byzantine Period 188
crown 12, 180
curbing 180
curbing stones 20
curbs 180
date of original construction of Esbus-Livias
180
edges 180
erection of stone piles (kehakir) 224
Esbus 199
Esbus-Livias 177, 179-181, 183, 199
Esbus-Livias, date of 180
Esbus-Livias, travellers on 183
Haj 223
Jericho-Esbus 181
Jerusalem-Jericho-Livias-Esbus 177
lanes 20
Late Roman period 183
modern 17
Naur/Madeba 10, 11, 18, 20
Naur/Umm el-Amad 20, 24
path 180
resurfacing 188
road 180
Roman 12-14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 27, 177, 179,
180, 183, 188, 199,200
Roman, probable route 27
Roman, remains on 221
Roman, route 12, 27
segment(s) 180
Shaghur/Kafrein 22
sides 12
straight 180
surface 180
system, Romans 188
terebinth on 210
via nova 177
Road-network 181
Roman 181
Roadway surfaces 188
lime plaster 181
plaster 177
Robbers, tomb 25
Robia el Awai, month 225
Rock(s) 151,205,211,215,226,228,229,232
block 214
block of, detached 215
block, with koka or chamber 215
bottom, floor 215
boulder, detached 215
chamber cut in 228
chamber excvated in 215
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chamber in 215
cistern partly of 231
cisterns 210
cisterns cut into 230
craggy 151
cut 211
cutting 225
cut tomb, chamber 231
cut tomb, door 231
dolmen 215
excavation in 215
face 225, 228
faces with fragmentary inscriptions 31
fallen block(s) 215
fist-sized 31
flat layer 229
flinty, stones 232
in ravine 205
moved by earthquake 228
niche cut into 228
niche in 215
partition in stable 230
passages of caves cut into 219
pillar on 231
platform 227
quarried 211,224,225,230,232
sarcophagi 231
sarcophagi cut into 228
sarcophagi in 231
sarcophagi or graves sunk in 228
sarcophagi sunk into 228
sarcophagus cut in 228
sarcophagus cut into 205
scarped down 227
shelf 209
stair, 8 risers 229
step for tomb 225
steps 229
stratum prized up 214
sunk tomb 210
tank 229
terrace 209
terrace of 215
tomb (koka) in 225
tomb, slab 231
with hollow 224
with trough 225
Rock-cut
birkeh 11
cistern(s) 219, 220, 222, 231, 232
drinking-trough 232
sarcophagi 226, 228
sarcophagus 230

stable, subterranean 230
tanks 228, 229
tomb chamber 231
tomb, floor 231
tombs 205
wine press, remains 231
wine-press(es) 205, 218-220, 221, 223, 226
winepress 207
Rock boulder, niche 215
Rock chamber
door 215, 228
remains of bones inside 215
Rock cisterns with bell-mouths 210
Rock-cut sarcophagi, Roman 228
Rock cuttings 10, 212
Rock, fallen, entrances 214
Rocking-stones, French and English, dolmen
resemblance to 214
Rock-roof, stable chamber 230
Rock-sides, stable 230
Rocksunk tombs 217, 229, 230, 231
Rock tumbles 11
Rock-wall, steps 211
Roman 5
appearance, masonry, cistern 227
arch 219
ashlar 219
building(s) 23, 207, 208, 227
building re-build 23
cemetery 190
garrison 218
masonry 220
mile(s) 16, 177, 179, 180
milestones 224
Occupation 153, 183
ornamental lintel 230
Period 16
plaster 23
pottery 10, 14, 16, 20, 22-24, 26, 27, 29, 30,
170, 174, 181, 183, 188
pottery, body sherds 12-14, 16, 20
pottery, body sherds, possible 18-20, 24-27,
32
pottery, body sherds, probable 10, 14
pottery, possible 11, 13, 19, 190
pottery, probable 11, 28
remains, Hesban 210
road(s) 12-14, 16, 17, 19, 20, 27, 177, 179,
180, 183, 199,200
road-making 174
road-network 181
road, remains on 221
road system 188
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rock-cut sarcophagi 228
shaft graves 24
sites 192
tombs 183, 190
town 232
work, tower 218
Roman age 205
Roman emperor, Trajan 174
Roman milestones 224
inscribed 224
Jordan 224
Roman Period 170, 183
building 23
shaft graves 190
tomb 232
Roman province, Syria 174
Roman road(s) 188
curbing stones 20
evidences traced by Hesban survey 188
lanes 20
milestone station 16
probable route 27
route 14, 27
segment 20
tracing 188
watchtower 16
way-station 16
Western Palestine 221
Roman work 212
Rome, revolted against by Queen of Palmyra 213
Roof(s) 217
flat 217
rock chamber 228
rock, stable chamber 230
round-arched barrel vault, cemented 227
stable 230
supported on ribs 217
tomb chamber 229
vault 217
vaulted 23, 193
Rooms
semi-subterranean 193
tower 30
vaulted 195
Rosette(s)
carved on lintel 30
design 193
lintel 193
Round
tower 29
tower, prominent 28
Route(s) 224
Esbus-Livias road 177, 179

of pilgrims to Mecca 223
Roman Road 14
Roman road, probable 27
trade 155
via nova 174, 177
Rudschm malfuf 20, 28
Rugm el-Macawid 31
Ruin 24,25,206,207,208,209,212,213,
216-221,224,225,226,228-230
'Aweilet Umm es Semmfilc 208
Abu Kedeis 209
Abu Nukleh 209
architectural 193
Byzantine 219,229
Byzantine village 216
circular structures 27
circular watchtower(s) 180
cluster 27
Crusading 229
cut stones 212
date 231
early Christian period 230
extensive 188, 218, 232
family settled at 209
fortress 180
good sized 231
Harat Hesban 212
Hesban 211
Heshbon 226
houses 230
Kalah 212
Khurbet el Harat 212
Khurbet Naaur 208
little 213
Madowerat el ••1 208
masonry 208
mill 18
modem 210
on hill west ofHesban 212
pillar-stumps 230
Sht1net edh Dhiabeh 205
Shiinet Sukr 205
small 218, 219, 221
small town 227
tell 207
tower 24
unimportant 217
vaults 211
vaults of rude masonry 230
very insignificant 210
village 232
village, called Kefeir 217
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Ruin (Continued)
visited and described by Lieutenant Mantell
219
walls 231
Ruin called Humrawiye, Himyar 212
Ruined
Birkeh, tank 225
building 226
city 232
cottages 220
foundations 225
hamlet 226
houses 226, 232
site 226, 229
small village 210
towers 221
town 230
vaults 211
village 230
walls 217
watch-tower(s) 220, 221
Ruin west of Hesban 221
Rujm 13
stone-heap 222
traces 205
Rujm Abu Naml 220
Rujm Belath 221
sacred tree 218
Rujm Dhaheiret Jeman 221, 222
Rujm el Benat 221
'cairn of maidens' 223
Rujm el-Fahud 30, 160
Rujm er RQak 222
Rujm es SQwaniyeh 222
Rujm Mehawish 222
Rujm SaaQr 218
Rujm Umm edh Dhaheb 222
Rule, Ottoman 196
Ruler, Sabaen word for 212
Russell 195

s
Sabama 226, 228
Sabean
word for king 212
word for ruler 212
Sacred
Arab circle 213
circle 210
circle around grave 222
circle, modern 231

place 218, 232
place among modem Arabs 222
spot held by Arabs 230
spot, spring 206
stelcc 224
tomb 205, 222
tomb circle 213
tree 218, 221, 222
Sacred tree, Rujm Belath 218
Sail Hesban 155
Sair, stone idol 222
Saller 5, 179, 180, 188
SalQka ez ZabbQd 222
Samega (Samaga) 23, 170
attacked by Hyrcanus 170
Hellenistic 170
mentioned by Josephus 223
Samik, sherded 170
SamQr, thorn tree 222
Sandstone
cliffs 214
fragments 214
Sar 209
Sarcophagus(i) 10, 19, 24, 228, 231, 232
broken 230
cut in detached boulders 226
cut in rock 205,228
double, cut in boulder 228
in cave 211
in flat rock 231
lid 230
lids, sunk in rock 228
pottery-chips piled beside 230
robbed out 10
rock 231
rock-cut 226,228,230
stone lid 231
stone, with displaced lids 26
sunk in rock 228
Sauer 3, 181, 188, 195
James A. 174
Scarp 31,225
Sculptures, on tomb 225
SeffQrieh 228, 231
Segment(s)
column 23, 193
road 180
Roman road 20
wall 25, 180
Semi-column 207
Semi-subterranean
vaulted buildings 194
Sepulture
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intention for chamber in boulders 228
Serabit 224
Serabit el Mushukkar (Serabit el Meshukkar;
Serabit el-Mushakkar; Serabit el Mushukkar) 12,
221,223
Serabit el Mehattah
'pillars of the unloading place' 223
monuments 223
Settled
family at ruins 209
fugitive Fellahin 219
population, thick 205
Settlement(s) 10
Chalcolithic 151
decline of permanent in LB 158
decline of permanent in MB II 158
Early Bronze 155
el-'Umeiri 160
fortified 27
Khirbet el-'Al 160
large 160
major, Tell el-cUmeiri 163
proliferation 163
Tell er-Rameh 160
Umm el-Amad 160
Umm el-Hanafish 160
Settlement in marginal, unproductive areas 183
Sha'nab 27
Sha'nab ridge 183
Shaft(s) 229, 231
graves at bottom of under arcosolia 229
pillar 231
pitted with holes 231
tomb 230, 231
under alcove, tomb 229
with arcosolium 231
Shaft-tomb
remains 225
Shaft 211, 219
burial, cut into bedrock 174
capital 207
graves, Roman 24
Kalah 212
pillar(s) 193, 209, 212, 218, 223
pillar, bulged out in center 223
pillar-shaft 224
remains 219
stone, carved 179
tomb(s) 28, 30, 32, 225
tomb, with side chambers at bottom 26
Shaft graves, Roman period 190
Shaghur/Kafrein, road 22
Shakkara

'the anemone' 223
anemone Dower 219
Shanab 205, 229
site 224
Shebam of Reuben 226
Shed, east border of 'Adwan country east of
Heshbon 221
Sheep, caves used as hiding-places and stabes in
snow 214
Sheep herding, village dependent on 163
Sheikh
Arab, buried 213
Kasim, grave 222
Sheikh 'Aly Diab, property 219
Sheikh Adhiab the 'Adwan, built castle 225
Sheikh Kablan 210
Sheikh Kablan en Nimr, camp 205
Sheikh Rashed, grave dedicated to 207
Sheikh Shehab el Fuliyeh, tomb 206
Shelf, rock 209
Shells
Melanopsis 209
Neritina 209
Shelters, livestock 25
Shepherds, use of shafts for Mankaleh game
231
Sherd(s) 3, 10-14, 16-32, 151, 153, 155, 158,
160, 163, 168, 181, 199
body 24
body fragments 29
Bronze Age 11
concentration 17,21,153, 174
Early Bronze ill 12
great quantitiy 31
high concentration 19
indicator(s) 13, 31, 160
Middle Bronze I 12
Nabtaean 199
number collected 9
read 157
scattered 29
scattering 26, 28, 153, 155
surface 18
terra sigillata 30
Sherded, Samik 170
Shibmah
Bible 226
biblical 19
Shrines, Western Palestine 226
Shrubs 209
Shunat Hesban 17
ShOneh 225
ShunetSukr 17, 195
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Shfinet edh Dhiabeh (Shunet edh Dhiabeh) 17,
225,226,228
ruins 205
site 225
ShQnet Makbil en Nimr 225
'the barn of Makbil of the Nimr family' 226
ShQnet Sukr 225-228
ruins 205
Siaghah 231
Sibmah 12
Bible 226
biblical 19
Vine of 226
Side chambers, at bottom of shaft in tomb 26
Sides
road 12
vault 217
Side-stones
ancient road 221
dolmen 214, 215
Sidestone(s)
dolmen 214, 215
of ancient road, remains 228
Sigillate ware 153
Sir 209
Site(s) 3, 5, 19, 24, 28-31, 151
'Abdel Juwad 205
•Ain 'Adeisiyeh 205
•Ain Abu 'Oneiz 205
'Ain el BOerideh 205
'Ain el Fudeili 205
'Ain el Hekr 205
'Ain el Jiimus 206
'Ain el Jemmiileh 206
'Ain en NusQry 206
'Ain esh Shidkah 207
'Ain Hesban 205
'Ain JOrat el Haiyeh 206
'Ain Kuseib 206
'Ain SOmia 207
'Ain Umm ZeitOneh 232
'Alwan 212
'Aweilet Niiaiir 208
'Aweilet Umm esSemmiik 208
El Kabu 213
Abu Khan 216
antiquity 24, 199
appearance 200
AyQn MQsa 208
Ayyubid/Mamluk 192, 193
bank 151
Beit Zeriih 209
Beit Zira 193

Biblical 218
Bir Abu Nukleh 209
Butmet et Terki 210
Byzantine 183, 192
Byzantine Period 192
cemetery 26
Chalcolithic 151
city 9
conspicuous 213
coordinates 9
cultivation 9
date examined 9
Debe 153
defense 155
Deir Shillikh 210
description 9
Dhahret KhaQ 210
Discarded 9,21,22
domestic 151
Dubaiyan 193
Early Bronze 153, 155
Early Bronze Age 151, 153, 155, 157, 199
Early Bronze distribution pattern 153
Early Roman 174
ed Denneh 210
el 'Al 207
el 'Arish 208
el Bueib 212
el BOeida 209
el Haretein Zabbiid 210
el Jamaiyeh 212
el Jereineh 213
el Kalua 214
el Mesh-hed 221
el Mesterah 221
el-Basatin 153
el-Qarn 153
esSiimik 223
es Sinobarat 226
evidence of fortification 9
explored 9
explored by von Rabenau 31
extent of area to which it applied 9
fortified 155, 199
Ghor 181, 200
Gourrneyet Hisban 24
grey 195
grid references 9
Hajr el Mena 210
Haninah 210
Harat Hesbiin 213
Hellenistic 168, 170, 199
Hesban 210
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identification 23
identified 24
important 220
industrial 183
insignificant 158
Iron I 168
Iron I pottery 160
Iron II/Persian 163, 168, 192
isolated 193
Jalul 155, 193
Jordan Valley 190
Kabr 'Abdallah 213
Kabr Abu Redeineh 213
Kalat Ummeh 213
Kalat Ummet Abu el Hosein 213
Kefeir Abu Khinan, East 193
Kefeir Abu Khinan, West 193
Kefeir esh Sherky 216
Keifer el Wusta 216
KhOrbet Abu Nukleh 217
KhOrbet Beddih 218
KhOrbet Belath 218
KhOrbet el 'Amriyeh 217
KhOrbet el Hawiyeh 218
KhurbetelMeshukkar 219
Khurbet Hamzeh 232
KhOrbetJezzOa 219
Khurbet KheshrOm 220
KhOrbetMasOh 219
Khurbet NaaOr 219
Khurbet Nineh 219
Khurbet Umm el 'Akfilt 220
Khurbet Umm HadaWiyeh 220
Khurbet Umm Rummaneh 220
Kum Kebsh 220
Kusr el Homrah 212
large 14, 22-24, 30, 160, 168, 181, 188, 193,
199,209
Large city 183
larger 181, 192
Late Bronze 174
Late Bronze Age 199
location 199
low 195
Madowerat el 'Al 232
major 11, 13,2,23, 155, 157, 158, 160
maps 9
Masuh 193
MB, Jalul 157
MB, Tell el-cUmeiri 157
MB, Tell Iktanu 157
medium 25, 26, 28-32, 157, 181
medium-sized 10-12, 16-19, 23, 192

Mejma el Benat 220
Merj Abu Nukhleh 220
Merj Jubeil 221
Merkeb ed Dufianeh 221
Middle Bronze 155, 157
Middle Bronze Age towns 199
Middle Bronze I 155
military 163
modem occupation 9
Muntar el Fudeili 221
Muntar el Meshukkar 221
Muturrah el Hejaya 221
names 9
numbered 9
occupational 16, 153, 160
occupied 199
on low, flat land 153
plateau 151, 153, 174, 181, 190, 192, 195,
199,200
Ras Kuseib 221
Roman 192
ruined 226, 229
Rujm Belath 221
Rujm Dhaheiret Jeman 221
Rujm el Benat 221
Rujm er ROak 222
Rujm es SOwaniyeh 222
Rujm Mebawish 222
Rujm Umm edh Dhaheb 222
SalOka ez ZabbOd 222
Sedlbit el Mushukkar 223
Shanab 224
Sheikh Shehab el Fuliyeh 225
Sherded 14
ShOnet edh Dhiabeh 225
ShOnet Sukr 226
site(s) 151, 158
size 9, 151
size criteria 9
small 10-14, 17-30, 32, 151, 153, 155, 174,
199
substantial occupation 9
SOmia 226
surface 31, 32
surrounded by wall 226
TahOnet Dhiab 229
Tell Dufianet esh Shanab 229
Tell el-cUmeiri 151
Tell Iktanu 151
Tell Jalul 151
town 9, 155
Umayyad 190
Umm 155
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Site(s) (Continued)
Umm Askak 229
Umm el 'AsMir 229
Umm el Buruk 229
Umm el Hanafish 230
Umm el Kenafid 231
Umm el Kindib 232
Umm es Semmak 232
Umm es-Summaq 195
vegetation 9
very small 10-14, 16-29, 31, 153
wadi(s) 151, 153
wadi system 174, 190
walled 155
with architecture 153
Zejibet el 'Al 232
Site distribution pattern, Early Bronze 153
Siyagha 187
Skeletal remains 174
Early Roman 174
Skeleton, orientation 174
Sketches of architecture by Conder 19
Sky, blue 209
Skyline 211
Slab(s) 225
of rock-cut tomb 231
poor quality 157
stone, in tower 30
tomb 26
tumbled 27
Slain, Arabs, remains of under cairn 223
Slope(s) 18, 21, 22-24, 28, 29, 30, 31, 153, 155,
207,214,215,218,219,223,225,227,228,
231
cultivation 27
flat 219
Gourmeyet Hesban 21
of spur 214
of tell 207
steep 214
tell 210
terrain 179, 208
wadi 155
Small site 3, 5, 155
Socket
hinge 207
mill 24
Soil 9, 10
accumulated 211
chalky-white 209
cover, shallow 28, 30
cultivated 21, 174
depth 21, 29

layer(s) 158, 163, 188
pottery 174
shallow 9
Soil layer(s)
Early Byzantine 188
Early Roman 158, 188
Iron Age II 163
Late Roman 188
Solomon, visited by Queen of Sheba 213
Song of Songs 211
Sounding(s) 11
at summit of el-'AI 153
debris 153
Umm es-Sarah 199
Specimen, dolmen 215
Spina JEgyptiaca, thorn tree 222
Spoon (Mihmasah) for roasting, carved on stone
206
Spoons, carved on tomb 213
Spoons and mortar, in relief on tomb 213
Spot, barren, but once cultivated 205
Spring(s) 13, 19, 25, 31, 160, 188, 205-207, 208,
209, 210, 219, 227
'Ain et Terki 210
'Ain SQmia 227
bad water 206
'Ain Rawda 14
flow 209
irrigates land in Jordan valley 209
issues 205, 209
marshy, with caves 214
perennial 205, 232
powerful 25
sacred spot 206
season 205
small 205, 206, 225
small, group 207
small, under cliff 206
used today 160
very small 206
water 25, 205
Spur 214,215,224,232
prominent 220
slopes of 214
Square 31
tower, small 211
Squeezes 179
Stable(s) 230
caves, for sheep in snow 214
central chamber 230
central chamber door 230
chamber(s) 230
door 230
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end pier by door 230
floor 230
in cave, used by tribes 214
mangers 230
pillars 230
plan 230
rock as partition 230
rock-cut, subterranean 230
rock-roof of chamber 230
rock-sides 230
roof 230
troughs 230
wall 230
window 230
Stair, rock, 8 risers 229
Stairway 24, 188
Station
milestone 180
pumping 25
Survey 211, 217
Stelce
or hermce 224
sacred 224
Steps
carved 25
cistern 25
of cave 219
leading down into tank 29
quarried in hillside 205
rock 229
rock-wall 211
tank 25
tomb chamber 229
Stie 158
Stoebe, description 23, 30
Stone(s) 13, 179-181,206,208,210-213,215-218,
221,222,224,227-232
ancient building 28
Arabic grafitto inscribed 20
arch 219
architectural 14
bases 157
block 210
blocking 174
boss(es) 207, 217, 218, 227, 231
building 17, 211
chert 232
circle 19, 218
cottages, modern-looking, remains 226
course 26
courses standing 222
covering grave 222
cross in a circle on 217

cut 207,208,212
cut in shape to the arc of the circle 208
cut, part of tomb 206
cute, loculi 26
dog-tooth moulding 227
dolmen 214, 228
draft(s) 207,208,217,218,227
drafted 208,210,217,219,231
drafted with boss 217
drafted with boss dressed smoothly 212
dressed 25, 206, 220
dressed with adze ·221
el 'Al 208
enclosure 222
erected by pilgrims 224
erected like a menhir 208
faces 217
fallen, next to tomb 206
fences 31
flat, laid on arches 217
flint, from modern Arab graves 208
flinty rock 232
foundations 219, 220
foundations of building 18
foundations of rudely-squared 210
foundations of structure 25
geometrical design of hexagon with radiating
leaves 227
glacis 25
heaps 25
hewn 12
house 224
idol, Sair 222
in cave 225
in fort walls 231
large and well cut 218
large, drystone enclosures 207
leaning 221
leaning against dolmen 214
lid of sarcophagus 231
lintel 207, 231
marginal drafting 28
memorial 208
monuments 228
monuments, rude 210
mosaic 20
not drafted, tank 211
of Byzantine Church 207
of cairn, unhewn 223
ofwalls 231
on end, dolmen 214
on slopes of terrace 208
paving 180
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Stone(s) (Continued)
perhaps used as grave 225
piled 206
piles 205
pillars, kehakir 232
rough 210
rude drafts and rustic bosses 222
rudely squared 224
rudely-cut and uncut 225
rudely-dressed 231
rudely-hewn 222
rujm 13
rustic boss 217
sarcophagi with displaced lids 26
scattered 209
shaft 12
shaft. carved 179
side of trilithon 206
sides, trough 208
slabs, in tower 30
squared 220
strewn 220
structure 25, 155, 188
table 213
taken from tower to build fort 227
terrace walls 24
three of four courses 208
tomb 206
top for trilithon 206
torus 218
torus-moulding 218
tower 25, 29, 31, 160, 168, 218
trilithon 206
trough 208
undressed 217, 220
unhewn 207
unhewn of wall 220
unshaped 206
unsquared 207, 222, 232
upright 221
upright, Allah symbolized by 224
very square 212
wall(s) 153, 212, 218, 229
wall, dry 206
wall, two row 31
well cut 217
well dressed 208, 217
willow-leaf pattern on 217
with Arab inscription 230
with tablet in low relief 209
Stone age monuments 228
Stone carving
coffee-mortar and pestle 206

four coffee-cups, or finajin 206
little jug or pot for boiling the coffee 206
spoon (Mihmasah) for roasting 206
Stone-cutters, native 212
Stone handmill remains 207
Stone-heap, Rujm 222
Stone piles, kehfildr, modern 224
Stone tower, Iron Age I 160
Stool(s) 207
bases of pillars on 211
Storage
cave 29
grain 25
Store(s)
chaff 209
com 209,226
Store jars 17
Storing com 213
Story 223
Stranger, 'Abdallah 213
Stratum of rock prized up 214
Stream(s) 17, 174, 205, 209, 226-228
bank 228
falls over cliff 208
flows 205
goes over cliff 209
Hesban 17, 226
perennial 209
\VadyHesban 209,215,225,226,228
Streets, unpaved 157
Structure(s) 16, 19, 23, 27, 29, 155, 163, 168,
180
Byzantine 227
Byzantine church 23
circular 27
circular, ruins 27
drystone, remains of 215
excavated 188
monumental 30
possibly military 199
restored 19
ruined, foundations 27
stone 25, 155, 188
stones, foundations 25
tower-like 168, 199
undressed boulders 23
Structural remains 153
Stump, pillar 210, 230
Subterranean, rock-cut stable 230
Suburb(s) 160, 211
Sugar
mills 195
production 17
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Sugar pots 195
Sukkar 195
Suntia 205,214,220,221,226
mill 205
pillar at 223
Sumieh 228
Summit 22,30,31, 155, 157,163, 168, 179, 183,
188
contours 153
flat 207
Sunk discs 226
Superstition 210
Supports, dolmen 214
Surface(s) 3, 19, 23, 27, 30, 31, 155, 188, 190,
231
architecture 23
architecture visible 160, 193
artifactual representation 192
boulder 228
contours 195
dolmen 214
evidence of apse 188
exploration 174
ground 157, 199
ground, undulating 193, 200
intensive survey 158, 168
intensive survey at Jalul 168
lime plaster roadway 181
occupational 174
plaster roadway 177
pottery 153
remains 157
road 180
roadway 188
sherds 26
site 32
survey 177
survey, Jalul 199
undulating 25, 30
visible architecture 24
water 219
Surface, ground
sharply undulating 192
Survey 3·5
area 9,160, 168, 174
cairn 207, 208
camp 205, 220
east Jordan Valley 151, 195
English 216
intensive surface 158, 168
intensive surface at Jalul 168
intensive survey 158
Mittmann in Transjordan 151

party 214
results 200
station 211, 217
surface 177
surface, Jalul 199
Western 230
Survey area 157
vianova 177
Surveyors 228
Survey team 179-181
excavation 174
Symbols 206
hospitable character of the chief here buried
206
warlike valor 206
Syria 192, 213
Roman province 174
Syrian(s) 218
Christians 213

T
Table
dolmen 214, 215
stone 213
Table-stone, dolmen 214, 215
Tablet(s) 228
cut in limestone block 228
in low relief 209
no inscription 228
winged, weather-worn 230
winged, with lintel-stone 230
winged, with mutilated Greek inscription 230
Tfillunet Dhiab 229
Tank(s) 25, 211, 217, 229
'Alwan 211
birkeh 211
Birkeh, ruined 225
covering-stone 229
excavation 229
masonry 211
or birkeh 217
principal 229
rock 229
rock-cut 228, 229
steps 25
trough 211
trough fallen into 217
water 211
with side-chambers 229
with steps leading down into it 29
with troughs 229
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Tapering, form, pillar 223
Targums 209
Tell(s) 3, 5, 9, 13, 22-24, 153, 163, 207, 208,
218,231
artificial 13
Hesban 210, 211
large 208
prominent 22
slopes and terraces 231
sherded 13
Tell Dufianet esh Shanab 229
Tell e1-cumeiri 31, 157, 168
Early Bronze 155
Early Bronze Age 199
Late Bronze Age town 199
major settlement 163
Middle Bronze 157
Middle Bronze Age town 199
occupation Iron II/Persian 168
occupied in all Bronze Ages 157
site 151
town 199
Tell el-Kafrein 22, 181
occupation Iron II/Persian 168
Tell er-Rama 22, 23, 27, 177, 180, 181
identified with Livias 177
pottery 177
Tell er Rameh 209, 213
ancient Lybias 224
Tell er-Rameh 22, 188
occupation Iron II/Persian 168
population 160
settlements 160
Tell esh ShaghOr 218
Tell Iktanu 22, 23, 181
Early Bronze 155
Early Bronze Age 199
excavation 157
Middle Bronze Age 157
Middle Bronze Age town 199
Middle Bronze I pottery 157
Middle Bronze II occupation 157
occupation Iron II/Persian 168
population 160
site 151
town 199
Tell Jalul 158
Late Persian period pottery 168
site 151
Tell Kefrein 213
Tell Hesban 14, 23, 27, 160, 168, 170, 179, 180,
183, 195, 196
acropolis 188

Area B 181, 188
AreaC 195
Area D 188, 195
AreaF 188
AreaG 195
churches excavated 188, 200
courtyard 183
equation with Esbus 177
excavation 163
excavations 174
excavations by Andrews University 177
inn 183
Nabataean pottery 174
occupation 168
periodization 196
population 183
population transition 168
ridge 179
Temple 183, 207
remains 219
small 231
Terebinth(s) 218
'Arnriyeh wood 205
on road 210
tree 210, 231
Termini, Esbus-Livias road 177, 179
Terrace(s) 14,30,31,208,231
for vineyards 17
ofrock 215
rock 209
slopes 208
stone walls 24
walls 27
Terracing, for orchards 14
Terrain 180
Terra sigillata sherds 30
Terre pise 157
Tesserae 20, 24, 25, 29-31, 188
large, course 231
large, crudely cut 25
Textile industries
village dependent on 163
The Hashernite Kingdom of Jordan, map 9
Thomsen 16,20, 177, 180, 181
Thom tree 222
SamOr, or Spina JEgyptiaca 222
Threshing floor 213, 225
Arab 225
Threshold, tomb 31
Tier(s), loculi of cut stone 26
Tillable, fields 160
Tobacco, cultivated by fugitive Fellahih 219
Tobba, line of, Queen Belkis 213
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Tomb 10, 11, 17, 26, 27-31, 190, 206, 213, 215,
225,228,229,230,232
alcove(s) 229
Arab 211
arcosolium-type 20
bedrock 26
bowl carved on 213
burial 26
Byzantine 183
Byzantine Period 190
carved architectural fragments 31
carved entrance 31
chamber(s) 205, 229
chamber, bench runs round 229
chamber, Byzantine 24
chamber, Byzantine Period 190
chamber, door 229
chamoer, false arch or recess 229
chamber, floor 229
chamber, in cliff 229
chamber, passage 229
chamber, roof 229
chamber, steps 229
chambers, very early 228
chiefs of Ohaneimiit tribe 213
circle 210
circle, sacred 213
cluster 9
coffee cups and jug in relief on 213
coffee-cups on 213
cover-stone 229
covering slabs 18, 190
Crusading date 229
cut in face of cliff 229
cut into boulder 231
cut stones 206
door(s) 205, 225, 231
doorway 210
Early Roman 18, 19
entrance 31, 225, 231
excavated 10, 17, 19, 22, 26
excavated by Heshbon Expedition 190
exposed 13
floor 225
freshly-robbed 25
group of broken (kokim) 225
horse carved on 213
in boulder 231
in cliff 229
in Phoenicia. monuments over 224
Kabr 'abdallah 206
Kefrein 206
koka in rock 225

koka, small 225
large, elaborate 26
ledges 26, 190
masonry 213
modern 205, 206
of Abdullah 180
on cliff 229
plan 229
plaster on walls 31
plastered 206
possible 10, 25, 32
principal 225
recently robbed out 26
recesses 225
rectangular shaft 26
rifle 231
robbed out 10, 18,20,22,25,26
robbed-out 188, 190
robbers 25
rock, chamber 231
rock sunk 210
rock-cut 205
rock-cut, chamber 231
rock-cut, door 231
rock-cut, floor 231
rock-cut, slab 231
rock-sunk 217, 230, 231
rocksunk 229
Roman 183, 190
Roman period 232
sacred 205, 222
shaft 28,30,32, 190,225,230,231
shaft, converted into cistern 30
shaft under alcove 229
Sheikh Shehilb el Fuliyeh 206
side chambers at bottom of shaft 26
side chambers off the shaft 190
slabs 26
spoons and mortar in relief on 213
spoons carved on 213
threshold 31
Umm Hanatish 217
white 213
whitewashed 206
with Ajermeh tribe-mark 206
with alcove covering shafeet above ground
229
with arches and supporting pillars 28
with arcosolia (recesses) 225
with cylindrical shafts 11
with groove 225
with rock step 225
with sculptures 225
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Tomb chamber, grave sunk in bench 229
Tomb-circle 211
Tomb shaft, covered with lid like sarcophagus
231
Tombs, vertical shaft 18
Tombstones, erected by pilgrims 224
Topographical features 192
Topstone, dolmen 214, 215
Tower(s) 11, 20, 25, 28, 30, 163, 168, 179, 188,
208,211,218,223,225,226,228,231
blocks 211
breached 231
Byzantine 218
foundation, remains 227
foundations 217, 221
foundations of 232
in hamlet 226
Iron Age 168
kasr 24
Kusr 230
openings 30
orkasr 218
possible 24
projecting 16
prominent. round 28
Roman 218
rooms 30
round 29
ruined 221
ruins 24
small 24
small, foundations of 221
small square 211
small, square 10
square 223
square, foundations of 221
stone(s) 25, 29, 31, 160, 168, 218
stone, Iron Age I 160
stones taken from to build fort 227
vineyard 221
Tower-like structures 168, 199
Tower, small square, Kusr el Homrah 'the red
tower' 211
Tower-stones, tribe-marks on 223
Town(s) 22, 183,211,219,226,228,230-232
Byzantine 227, 230, 232
Early Bronze Age 155, 199
Esbus 199
fortified 160
Herodian period 177
important 210
Iron I, Jalul 199
Jalul 199

Jericho 177
large 210
Late Bronze Age, Iktanu 199
Late Bronze Age, Jalul 199
Llvias 177
Madeba 183
Middle Bronze Age, substantial 199
Mishor or plateau of Moab, Christian
population 217
Moabite, spoken of by Ptolemy 217
Naur 22, 23
palatia 177
Roman 232
ruined 230
significant size 199
sites 9, 155
sizable 155
small 219
small, ruins 227
strategically strong 183
Tell el·cUmeiri 199
Tell Iktanu 199
Umm el Kindib 222
Track(s) 19
camel 229
Track, narrow, winding 214
Trade routes 155
Tradition 221, 224
Arabs 224
Trail 14
Trailing creepers 209
Trajan
milestone 177
Roman emperor 174
via nova 199
Transcriptions, milestone inscription 16
Transjordan
campaign into by Hyrcanus 170
churches 183
decline of permanent settlement 158
Muslim conquest 190
Nabtaeans 199
population 190, 192, 196
population gap 199
region 199
smvey by Mittmann 151
Umayyads 192
Travellers, via nova 183
Tree(s) 195, 209, 210, 225, 226
jujube 222
Nebk 222
oak 218
sacred 218, 221, 222
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shining, Assryia 222
terebinth(s) 210, 218, 231
terebinth, sacred 210
thorn 222
trunk 210
Zanlr 222
Zizyphus Spina Christi 222
Treeless 209
Trench, in bedrock, fragmentary 163
Triangulation lines 208
Tribe
'Adwan 225
'Adwan, 'Aly Diab, chief, building belonging to
225
family 206
Tribe-mark(s)
'Ajermeh. 223
'Ajermeh Arabs 206
Ajermeh, on tomb 206
Ausam of Ajermeh 214
Beni Sakhr, on tower-stones 223
Faiz 223
hook-shaped figure 206
JibbQr 223
Khadir 223
Khursban 223
on tower-stones 223
single stroke 206
Tribe-marks on walls 214
Tribes
'Anazeh 223
present, entered Moab 224
used stables in cave 214
Trilithon 206
alter or gate 206
axe-heads on 222
dolmen 214, 215, 220, 222
gun-locks on 222
mukamis 213
pottery chips on 222
stones 206
Trilithon stones, squared ashlar 206
Tristram, Canon 209
Trough(s)
drinking, rock-cut 232
fallen into tank 217
in rock 225
stable 230
stone 208
stone sides 208
tank 211
Trunk, tree 210
Tumbled, slabs 27

Turf 205, 206
coarse 205
Turk
grave 210
holyman 210
Turki 22
Turkoman, prophetess 210

u
Umayyad(s)
Damascus-based 192
pottery 10, 11, 13, 14, 19-23, 25, 28-32, 153,
168, 190,200
pottery, possible 10, 14, 21
pottery, possible, body sherds 17
pottery, probable 18
ceramic evidence 190
decline in population 190
populage 190
sites 190
Transjordan 192
Umayyad period 183, 190
ceramic evidence 190
occupation 200
Umm 155
Umm Askak 229
Umm edh Dhaheb 222
Umm el 'Akak 220
Umm el 'Asatir 229
Ummel-Hanafish, population 160
Umm el-Amad 5, 23, 24
occupation Iron II/Persian 168
population 160
settlements 160
Umm el-Basatin 24, 29, 155
Early Bronze Age occupation 153
occupation Iron II/Persian 168
Umm el-Burak (Umm el Buruk) 19, 229, 231
Umm el Hadawiyeh 226
Umm el-Hanafish (Umm el Han3fish) 24, 29,
177, 188,210,230
cemetery 190
route of via nova to 177
settlements 160
Umm el-Hanafish/Umm el-Basatin, identified
with Maanith 177
Umm el Kenatid 232
hermit's cave 231
site 231
Umm el Kindib 220
site 232
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Umm el Kindib (Continued)
town 222
Umm el-Qanafid 14, 160, 168
Iron Age I occupation 160
Iron I pottery 160, 199
Iron II/Persian occupation 168
population 160
Umm es-Sarah 3, 18
excavation 18, 158, 174
pottery 168
sounding 199
Umm es Semmak 232
Umm es-Summaq 5, 31, 32, 195
Umm Hanatish. tombs 217
Umm Sedra 14, 17
Umm Shewaner 14
Um Quttein 25
Underground vault 29
Undistinguished pottery 10
Undressed boulders 23
Upper surface 214
dolmen 214

v
Valentinianus reign 181
Valley 10,195,205,208,210,211,219,228,231
flat 209, 230
flat open 211, 217, 229
flat open part 205
head 205,211
head, shallow 212
Jordan 225
limestone blocks 209
narrow 205
narrow and deep 231
open 211
shallow 209, 210
Valley-head 214
Van Elderen, excavation 193
Vase 209
Vault(s) 19, 193, 208, 211, 217
barrel form, with voussoirs 230
choked 208
choked and ruined 211
clogged with rubbish 217
entrance 217
modem 213
plan made of 217
recess 217
roof 217
ruined 211

sides 217
under courtyard 227
underground 29
with barrel-roof(s) 209, 217
with fragments of cornice 209
with lintel-stones 209
with pillar shafts 209
Vaulted
buildings 25, 26, 193, 195
construction 26
roofs 193
roofs, buildings 28
rooms 195
Vaulted building(s) 193
collapsed 25
in current use 25
intact 25
semi-subterranean 194
Vaulted roofs 14, 23
Vaulting 195
Vaults with barrel-roofs
Byzantine 209
Vault sides
rock cemented 217
Vaults of rude masonry
ruins 230
Vegetable
garden 219
Vegetation 9, 209
Via Nova 174, 177
construction 174, 177
in survey area 177
Milepost 177
mileposts 177
milestone 177
route(s) 174, 177
route by Hesban 177
route to el-'Al 177
travellers 183
Via nova route to
Umm el-Hanafish 177
Village(s) 14, 157, 183
ancient 232
Byzantine 216
Byzantine, ruins of 217
dependant on agriculture 163
dependent on sheep herding 163
dependent on textile industries 163
modem 11, 14, 17,23,24,26,27,30, 193
modern, Dubaiyan 28
modern, Kafrein 22
modern, Qaryat el-Jureina 25
Qaryat el-Jureina 25
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Rawda 14
ruin 232
ruined 230
ruined, small 210
ruins, called Kefeir 217
satellite 155
small, unfortified 163
Villagers, current 160
Vine
cultivated 219
cultivated in vicinity of Heshbon 219
Jazer 209
Vine-dressing 155
Vine of Sibmah 226
Vineyards 18, 19, 205
large 221
terracing 17
tower 221
Von Rabenau 30, 31
description 30
Voussoir(s) 217
arch 219
bracket 227
cones 227
graduated, arcade of round arches 227
graduated from a narrow keystone to broad
haunch-stones 230

w
Wadi 5, 14,21,160
bank 21,179
boulders 157
broad 31
Salmah 12
Site(s) 151, 153
slopes 155
system, site 199
Wadi bed
Wadi Hesban 195
Wadi el-Humeidi 19
Wadi el-Majjar 179
Wadi Khuneizir 21
bank 22
Wadi Lubeb 21
bank 21
Wadi Majarr 14
Wadi Salmah 155
Wadi system(s) 180, 200
Ayyubid/Mamluk 200
Byzantine 200
Early Bronze 200

Early Roman 200
Hellenistic 200
Iron 1 200
Iron 2/Persian 200
Late Bronze 200
Late Roman 200
Middle Bronze 200
population 160
sites 174, 190
Wadi Hesban 11, 14, 17-19, 21, 153, 155, 160,
195,200
bank(s) 17-19, 21, 151, 174, 195
bed 17, 18, 160
fertile segment 190
lower 21
middle 18, 21
middle/lower 20
mills 195
upper 14, 18
wadi bed 195
wady Abu Turfah 214
'valley of tamarisks' 214
Wady Habis 216
Wady Hesban 213, 214, 226, 229, 231
brook 205
stream 209, 215, 225, 226, 228
WadyM3sQh
dry 219
Wady N3aQr 221
Wall(s) 13, 16, 24, 29, 30, 32, 153, 157, 227,
207,212,217,219,226,227,229
apsidal 29
Bronze Age 11, 153
building 207
built of unhewn stones 220
circular 208
circular, in tomb 210
circular, of grave 210
city 183
cliff chamber 232
complex 29
cross 212
crude 29
defensive 31, 153
domestic 28
double 18
dry stone 206
dry-stone 225
drystone 207, 231
fort 227, 230, 231
fort, with loopholes 230
fragment 10
heavy 11, 30
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Wall(s) (Continued)
hole in 217
horizontal joints 219
house, made of flint 230
interior 23, 25, 29
lengthy 28
limestone blocks 153
main 25
masoruy 29, 231
modem 24
of fort built from stones taken from tower
228
outer 23, 31
outer, loopholed 226
outer perimeter 30
oval shape 32
painted 29
perimeter 23,28,30,31, 160
plaster 23
plaster, tomb 31
plastered 29
portions 31
possible 24
radiating, in tomb 210
remains 21, 228
remains of rough hamlet 220
remnants 12
retaining 163
ruined 217
ruins 231
segment(s) 20, 25, 180
shaken by earthquake 211
stable 230
standing 218
stone(s) 153, 212, 218, 229
stone terrace 24
stone, two row 31
stones of 231
surrounding, of grave circle 210
terrace 27
three courses 27
tribe-marks on 214
two course 30, 32
two-row 23
two rows wide 28, 30
undressed boulders 23
with arcosolia 31
with row of loopholes 225
Walled
reservior 30
sites 155
Walled sites, Early Bronze Age 155
Wall, fort, destroyed 231

Walls, fort, stones 231
Ware
Moabite, decorated 153
sigillate 153
Warlike valor, symbols 206
Washing, clothes, women 209
Watch tower 17
Watch-tower(s) 188, 224
base 215
Muntar 221
remains 222
remains, made of flint 222
ruined 220, 221
Watchtower(s) 16, 179
foundation 19
remains 22
circular 24
foundations 20
circular, ruins of 180
Water 205, 209, 223
bad 206
bad, from spring 206
clean 232
clear 227
filtered into cistern 232
fresh 209
good 209
good supply, cold 232
mill, modem 226
muddy 205
spring 25, 31, 205
stored in old wells and cisterns 232
supply 205, 206, 232
supply, constant 209
surface 219
tank 211
trickling in cave 210
wheel 217
Water channels 13
Waterfall 219
Watering, animals 211
Watershed 211
Water supply
fresh and perennial 227
natural 183
Waterwheel 13
Way-station(s) 16, 183, 188
foundations 188
Well(s) 209, 217-219, 222, 225, 232
Arabs clearing out 209
Bir Gharib Muhammed 209
chocked up 222
circular 219
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cleaning mud out of 232
large 209
now disused 213
water stored in 232
Well-mouth 230
Well-watered areas 155
Western Palestine 225, 229, 231
Roman roads 221
shrines 226
Survey 230
Wheel, water 217
White tomb 213
Whitewashed tomb 206
Wild fig 209, 227
aged 209
growing up against cliff 209
Willow-leaf pattern
on stone 217
Window. stable 230
Wine-press(es) 209, 221, 229
chamber 219, 220
rock-cut 205,219,220,221,223,226
Wine press(es) 10, 11, 14, 26, 29, 199
circular 29
collection vat 26
complex 12
in bedrock 29
rock-cut, remains 231
small 30
Wine press complex 14, 21
Winepress
chambers 218
rock-cut 207, 218
Wishing-stone 210
Hajr el Mena 224
Witnesses 223

Women
buried 221
washing clothes 209
Wood
Hirsch Amriyeh 226
north of 'Arak el Emir 226
Wooden
coffee-mortar 206
coffee-mortars inside circle 222
Worked flints 27
Wusm 206

y
Yarmuk 190

z
Zabbud 223
Zara
Josephus 209
Moab 209
ZarOr, tree 222
Zebba 213
Zebed 223
Zejibet el •Al (Zekloet el •Al) 232
arabic means an entrance 232
Zenobia 213
garden 205
Zerah, modem Arabic 209
Ziza 217, 223
Zizyphus Spina Christi, tree 222
Zoar 218
Zoora 218

